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CHILD CARE

Ili FIZSI) 11. API211. 21, 19S5

U S HOC F OF' REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE. ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
WashIvton. D('

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon Dale Kildee (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding

Members present. Representatives Kildee, Sawyer, Solarz, Tauke,
GraLciy, Gunderson, Ballenger, and Armey.

Staff present Susan Wilhelm. staff director, Carol Behrer,
associate; Mary Jane Fiske. senior legislative associate,

Damian Thorman, legislative associate, Bill Kamela, legislative as-
sistant; Gail Perry, legislative assistant, Jay Horst man, legislative
assistant, Margaret Kajeckas, clerk, Jeremy Rabmovitz, legislative
assistant; and Lynn Bryenton, legislative assistant.

Mr. KILDEE. The Subcommittee on Human Resources convenes
this morning to explore the general issue of child care We've start-
ed just in time. I tell people that'.; the schoolteacher in me, not the
politician I'm used to starting on time

I am pleased to be joined in this effort by members of the Sub-
committee on Select Education and the Subcommittee on Elemen-
tary, Secondary and Vocational Education, which also have juris-
diction over this important issue

I welcome our witnesses this morning, and look forward to hear-
ing their views on the important issue of how best to ensure the
health and safety of children during the hours that parents are in
the work force.

My personal experience with mothers in my district who are
struggling to make their families economically self- suffiri,nt, otily
to discover that they cannot do so without child care, illustrates
how important this assistance is to families

While this morning's hearing is not limited to legislation before
the subcommittee, I would like to take a moment to address the
questions that have teen raised c. er the provisions of the Act for
Better Child Care, winch deal with the separ. tion of Church and
State

I am very much aware of' the important role of churches in the
provision of child care In fact, representatives of' several religious
denominations and organizations were involved in the development
of the ABC child care lewslation now under consideration with the
other bills referred to this subcommittee.
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However, I recognized at the ti-ne the legis:otion was introduced,
that further work was needed on the question of how best to enable
church participation while at the same time anfiressing the consti-
tutional issue of the separation of Church and State

I pledged at that time that I would work for language that would
both protect the important role of churches in the provision of
child care, and address the constitutional issues raised by tl e Su-
preme Court.

We hope soon to have the proper language. It is one of my high-
e,t, priorities to achieve that proper language on Church and State.

I notice that a bell has i-ung in the House for a vote on approving
the journal. We might have time before we have to exit for that. so,
Mr. Tauke, do you care to make your opening statement now or
when we return?

Mr. TAUKE. Why don't we go ahead and vote, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE. We'll take a minute's recess. Mr. Holloway, you can

accompany us over for the vote, and we'll come right back and
start with you.

[Recess.]
Mr. KILDEE. The subcommittee will reconvene. We probably will

not have another interruption for abo It an hour, at which time
we'll have a vote on the roll, and then we should be uninterrupted
until the vote on final passage of the Trade Bill.

At this time, I'll call upon the ranking Republican member of
the committee, Mr. Tauke.

Mi. TAUKE. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
While we want to give our witnesses all the time they need to

explain their views, I do hope that the vote on final passage won't
interrupt this lic aring. I hope it's over by then.

Mr. Chairman, we obviously have before us an issue on which
many people have strong feelings. Virtually ail of us have at one
time or another been involved with the issue of child care. We were
cared for, we have provided care, and we have solicited others to
provide care for children.

So it is not surprising that this would be an issue with which
many people identify and an issue on which many people have
strong feelings.

Unfortunately, as is often the cm,. in Congress, we don't have
the luxury of being able to hear from everybody who would like to
offer their views on this issue, and we have nct ha".,' the opportuni-
ty to engage in exhaustive research on the issue. A Federal policy,
however, in this area, can have very significant implications for
children, for families, and for our economy and our society. There-
fore, we should proceed cautiously.

Mr. Chairman, with your permis: ion, I would like to include my
full opening statement in the record and just ri, ;Ike a couple of
points informally.

Mr. KILDF.E. Without objection.
Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that as we have begun

our investigation of this issue, there are three fundamental issues
which are potentia iiy troublesome.

The first question or issue is who gets the money. Should ni:Iney
go to the parents, or should money go to providers? And it is fairly
clear that there is some divergence of opinion on that issue. Under

'1
i



the bill which you have sponsored money o II go to pro icier,
Under the bill winch I and others will submit soon money w ill go

to parents
It seems to me that as we address this issue, we are going to

have to grapple with the question of who should receive the money
The second question, it seems to me, is who is going to tegulate

and who is going to be regulated Should the Federal Government
do the regulating'' Should State government do the regulating''
Should regulation be in the hands of informed parents? I think this

is a question which obviously is going to have to be addressed in a
serious way by this -:ubcommittee

Under the hill which you offer, the Federal Government plays a
major role in the regulation of not only formalized day care. but
less formal settings as well This is something that I hope to avoid

in the legislation that we offer
In the question of who is regulated. should eery babysitter in

the Nation be regulated? Or should those who have a substantial
number of children in their care be regulated? Or only institution-
alized settings? This is an issue with which we will have to grapple

The third major question, it seems to me. is should we establish a
bias toward any particular form of care? Should our bill suggest
that formalized day care settings instil utionalized settings, if you
willare preferable to having an informal arrangement with a
neighbor or a relative or friend?

I'm not convinced as of yet that formalized settings are necessari-
ly the best settings for every child It appears to me that in many
instances we should, if not encourage, then at least not get in the
way of the informal arrangements It seems to me that again will
be a difference in the approaches we take

I believe that there is a great need in the Nation for us to ad-

dress the issue of child care I think that most of our witnesses

today will indicate that there is a need for us to recognize the

changing social circumstances in the Nation end address in a very
positive and forthright way the challenge that this society faces in
providing good care for all of our children

At the same time. it seems to me, we need to address in a very
thoughtful way these major issues of who gets the money. who does

the regulating and who is regulated and what form of child care

we wish to support.
I hope that we will be able to begin to soft out answers to these

questions in our hearing today. I know that .1,s we move forward

with consideration of legislation, we will have a number of alterna-
tives before us which will allow us to look at different approaches

to dealing with the challenges of this society
Mr Chairman, thank you for calling this hearing and fot accom-

modating requests from the minority for witnesses
[The prepared statement of lion Toni Tauke follows !
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The Honorable Tom T u
Subcommittee on Humsr 2esources
Hearing on Child C :c
Ar_ril 21, 1988

Thank you. !,i, ;:airman. I appreciate your scheduling this

hearing to permit ,ome divergent points of view to be heard on

the issue of child care. I am sure that we would have to hold

several more hearings to accommodate the number of witnesses who

have an interest in this issue.

Unfortunately, as is often the case in Congress, we don't

have the luxury of being able to holi extensive hearings and to

ergage in exhaustive research of an issue. Federal policy in

the area of child care, however, has significan' implications

for children, fcr families, for our economy and for our society,

and we should therefore proceed cautiousl..

This Subcommittee is contemplating a bill that will result

in extensive Government invo.vement in parents' choices about

the care of their children. As we consider this bill and

develop child care policy, it is critical that ye have

comprehensive hearings and allow as many witnesses as possible

to present their views and findings to this Subcommittee.

Moreover, any legislation on the issue of child care should

be scrutinized. I don't believe that any of us have all the

answers, and it is incumbent upon us, as policymakers, to

compile and consider as much information and as many

perspectives as possible 'r order to ensure that the policy we

advance moves us in the right direction.
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'Its Honorable To-, Ia
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Face Thtee

F.nally, the issue of a-a..t; of cn.1: sarE ., of :;'sat

concern ,o this 2utcc-.7-,tteo. c a.. ci-, ar,_t tr,

child care in fl..s Pot Is

ciff.cu:t, and enforcing c,,al_t. .0 -ore

Pardnthetical.,, or.o.a nate tsar man;, o:.r.ca:

believe that any ronparental care .n tne oaIliesf stades of a

:ti:d's aeve:op-cnt .s

This Surco-Jritfee -.1st Arest:e irn tne ..ssae of what level

of government should raulate o'-,'.a care and with the .ssue of

the ramifications of .-ros.-g federal standards on cniia care

providers. Higher licers_ra stardards translate into higher

costs for parents. Are 4e dr.'.1no up the cost of c,re at the

expense of already beleeaueres carents? These are ,ery

difficult issues to address, and they demand careful

consideration.

At our first hearirg on ch-la care this year, we had over

twenty witnesses suggeot that the bill, H.R. 3660, the Act for

Better Child Care Reiices, was the appropriate Federal response

to these child care issues. If that bill is the proper

approach, it should stand ,p to our critical analysis and

scrutiny. In addition, other approaches and other bills should

be considered and should receive similar scrutiny.

This Subcommittee has it's work cut out for it, and I

believe that we should proceed cautiously. Increased Federal

involvement in child care ,hould not be taken ,igntly. I am

committed, I know you are, Mr. Chairman, to developing sound

public policy on this most critical issue.

I
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Mr KILDEE. Thank you, Mr Tauke
Mr Sawyer, do you hay( an opening statement"
Mr. SAWYER Thank you. Mr Chairman
With your permission, I'd like to include the full text of my open-

ing statement in the record
Mr. MILDER. Without objection
Mr. SAWYER At this time, I'd like to sa that I share with my

colleagues the firm belief that one of the most important issues

facing our Nation tod, is the availability of affordable quality
child care

This is coupled with the recognition that we simply can no
longer debate over economic policies without examining how those

changes will affect our Nation's families Th.:, hearing that you
have put together today is a long and I hope fruitful one, and will

recognize the importance of this forum in providing the framework

for this discussion
[The prepared statement of lion T nu Sawyer follows.]
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STATEMENT BY REP. TOM SAWYER AT THE HUMAN RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE

HEARING ON ISE ACT FOR BETTER CHILD CARE

April 21, 1988

As a strong supporter ct the r for Better Child Care, I share

with my colleagues the firm belief t AZ one of ,ne most important

issues facing our nation Today is the availability of affordable,

quality child care.

This country is on the brink of a .ealization that we can nc

longer deliberate over economic policies withou.- examining how tno:e

char.es will affect our nation's families. Parents, part.cularly

low-income single parents, cannot be forced to choose between the

responsibilities of raising a family and the necessity of employment.

ABC will address our nation's child care needs by setting up a

responsiv,, effective infrastructure of licensed child care centers

staffed by trained professionals, and also give assistance to family

day care providers.

Its an expensive investment but the key word is investment.

ABC, and child care in general is not anti-family, as we will hear

from some of today's witnesses. Chl:d care is an investment in our

families, and perhaps most importantly, in the future of our children.

As this Subcommittee has heard during our hearings on -held care,

for poor children quality care can make all the difference in their

future. Care that is modelled after quality preschool and early

childhooc development programs has been tound tc be very effective in

giving _hildren from disadvantaged homes the basic academic and

developmental skills necessary k. their future success.

13
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ABC Is a Joint tederal, state and local partnership committed to

safeguarding and eMla-cing h, Ii\e; .t ,,r ,niidren. It is a

commitment that is long overdue.

I want to thank the Chaiiman t,.1 hum!ig this ',eat.ng, and I look

torward to today'!" testimony.

I
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Mr. KILDEE. TLnk you, Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. Ballenger.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Although I'm not a member of the subcommittee, I would like tomake a short statement as a representative. As Mr. Sawyer said,I'd like to put my full statement into the record
Mr. KILDEE. Without objection.
Mr. BALLENGER. But if I may just say this.
As many members of the committee have already heard me sayin previous hearings, the district which I represent has an unusualproblem: low unemployment. We actively seek good workers. Doing

my tenure as a county commissioner working with the Welfare pro-gram, I met many good people who wanted to work, but there wasa catch: they needed child care for their cnildren and could notafford to pay for it. They were trapped in the welfare cycle andcould not break out.
With the help of my wife Donna, who will be on a later panel, 10years ago we started Community Ridge Day Care Center in Hicko-ry, North Carolina. Community Ridge is a subsidized center, non-profit, which predominantly serves low-icome children for an av-erage cost to th parent of $30 a week. This center receives moneyfrom local businesses, from charity organizations, from the NorthCarolina Department of Social Services, the Federal School FoodSupplement Reimbursement program, and fees from parents.
The Center complies with all regulations of the State of NorthCarolina, and has been a success since it was opened 10 years ago.If you really want to get some answers about day care, my wifewould be glad to help you out
Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Cass Ballenger follows]

1 kl
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STATEMENT Pi RFIgehcFHTAllif CASS WillPicble

Mr Chairmin, 1 appreciate the opportwnit} to apreal be,,,,

sutiommittee today and I commend },ur interest in the iLild di}

Cate

As members oe the committee have heard re sa} in previous

hearings, the District I represent has an unusa,.1 problem-1o%.

unemployment. We acti,e y seek out nood workers During my

tenure as a coi,^t} rammiss,rer, working with the welfare

program, I net many good people who wanted to work but there

was a catch--they need 'hill care for their children and could

not afford to pay for it They were trapped in the wolfare c,cle

and unable to break out

So with the help of my wife Donna, we WVe(r)ijge

Community Ridge Day Care Centel in Hickory, N C. Community Ridge

is a subsidized center than predominately serves low-ineore

children for an average cost to the parent of $30 a week The

center receives money from local bisiness and charity

orgaci,ations, the N C. Department of Social Services, federal

school food reimbursement Ind fees from parents. Thrs center

complies with all late regulotions,

Community Ridge his teen a success irce It opened,
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primarily because it offers quality care at a reasonable cost.

My grandson, Matt attended Community Ridge for this very reason.

Additional information on the center Is attached.

Donna and I were able to step in and fill a need in the

child care market because there were few restrictions and

regulations to hinder the process. Had the Act for Better Child

Care Services (ABC) been in effect back in the 1970's we

would have been faced with rules, regulations and constraints

that discourage involvement in providing day care.

Consider the new layer of federal bureaucracy established

under the bill-- the "National Advisory Committee on Child Care

Standards" and the "Office of the Administrator of Child Care."

This new level of bureaucracy would control funds allocated to

states, monitor and approve state "comprehensive day care plans,.

and enforce extensive new federal regulations. Consider next

that each state would have to establish additional government

organizations to implement the dgy care rules. New bureaucracy

at the state and federal level would be paid for out of federal

tax dollars.

An additional burden will be placed on state governments.

Each state must provide 20 percent matching funds in new

appropriations. The North Carolina 1988 budget for child care is

$16 million and the additional 20 percent requirement would be

burdensome.

The ABC bill seeks to establish a "minimum standard"

1
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requirement for all states. While this "Sounds good" on paper,

in practice it could be a disaster. Also, every state that

accepts ABC money would be required to fcllow federal

regulations. This provides little tolerance for individual state

law that best suits the situat2ons in that state. All states

have some form of regulation for day care centers and home-based

care. That's the way it should be.

The ABC bill would increase the cost of child care by

requiring day care personnel to meet training requirements at

government-certified centers. All states would have to meet

child-staff ratios that would be determined by nationwide

standards. In about half the states, day care centers would have

to raise misting staff levels; and increase the cost for each

child.

The basic decision regarding day care options for a child is

choice. Parents deserve the right to decide who will care for

their child and where. Some parents may prefer a "Community

Ridge" setting for their child, while others may prefer care

provided by friends or relatives. Others may find the best type

of care is offered by a neighborhood church. Finally, some

Mothers simply prefer to stay home and care for their children.

These are all good choices for the family and for the child.

Yet under the ABC bill only parents choosing government approved

day care centers will qualify for federally subsidized care.

1
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Another consideration is cost Wil' day care provider, t.11

be able to provide ,are at I reasonable price' tild,r the Ali,

bill states will also have to implement spe,ific child-staft iati

for group care centers based on a nationwide stan rd. This 1,1.1

undoubtedly increase the number of staff, wh.ch will lead to

higher costs Jr a more limited enrollment

If Congress wants to help solve the so-called "crisis in

child care," why not do something that will actually help

families' Let's provide t,x credits for child care for all

families with children This would include working of non-

working mothers.

And while we are crafting this new policy, let's direct

grants to stites which will help low Income families and single

parents cover some of the cost of child care.

Sate governments provide the best place to oversee child

care practices. If we really want to improve quality, training,

and increase availability of chid care providing block grants to

states will ensure the success of this option

We should also encourage the private sector to become

involved in the child care marker. A tax credit for business

would help employers sponsor qua ity care for employees'

children

There is no simple solution to the child care dilanr'a As a

parent, I recognize tnat a "one-size-fits-all" mandate 1.11 rot

1 "aJ
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work simply because child care needs differ from family to

family. Diversity and flexibility in child care .seeds must be

recognized to encourage the best possible care for America's child -en
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Community Ridge Day Care Center
"AA CENTER"

Hickory, North Carolina

- - serves 94 children ages 6 weeks to 5 years

- it is open 6'30 a.n to 5 00 p m., Monday - Friday

- - the Center, as part of the N.0 Food Service program
provides breakfast, lunch ano an afternoon snack
for all children

for infants, mothers must provide formula and diapers
until the child can begin eating baby food (age 3 months)

-- Lhc staff consists of.
1 Director
1 Infant teacher
2 Toddler Teachers
2 Two YeSr Old Teachers
2 Three tear Old Teachers
2 Four 'ear Old Teachers
2 Five tear Old Teachers
2 Fart-Time Teachers
1 Secretary
2 Coo-cs

(for 5 children)
(for 7 children)
(for 18 children)
(for 18 children)
(for 22 children)
(for 23 children)

-- the cae is available for the cost of $35 per week for
children under age two and $30 a week for children over
age two

-- 60 to 65 percent of children are from low income homes
and participate in the N.C. purchase care program whereby
the Department of Social Services determines she payment
level which can range from $5 to $95 a month

-- the Center does have a waiting list, usually the children
can be accomodated in a short time frame

-- subsidized by the N.C. Department of Social Services,
the Junior League, !Lilted Way and local businesses

- teachers pay begirs at the minimum wage and is increased
over length of time they work,

-- teacher benefits include
Social Security, workman's comp , unemployment comp.,
free lunches, payment of 1'2 of health insurance and
$10,000 life insurance policy per employee.

2
.0

1
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Mr. KILDEE Thank you, Mr. Ballenger.
Our first witness this morning is a colleague, the Hon. Clyde

Holloway, who has introduced legislation in this area.
Mr. Holloway.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLYDE HOLLOWAY, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this op-
portunity to testify here this morning.

I want to voice my opposition to the Act for Better Child Care,
the ABC bill.

In Louisiana, Mr. Chairman, the only thing worse than a bad
idea is an expensive bad idea, and the ABC bill is both. The ABC
bill is a bad idea for three reasons. First, it is a bad idea because it
restricts the choice of women. The feminist movement has labored
long and hard to ensure that women enjoy a full range of choices
in their lives, trolis full-time motherhood to full-time career.

I'm glad to know that my two daughters will not be limited in
their choice or lifestyles and careers as my wife's generation w as.
The ABC bill, however, represents a step backward for women, be-
cause it narrows iheir range of choices. By substituting only public,
federally-run child care at the expense of private, church-run, or
home based child care, the ABC bill has the financial effect of dic-
tating to women what form of child care they should use.

More importantly, ABC makes it more difficult for women to
choose full-time motherhood. Women who elect to provide their
own child tale by working as full-time mothers receive absolutely
no assistance under ABC.

ABC is an anti-woman choice, and that is one reason why I'm
anti-ABC.

The second reason that ABC is a bad idea is because it is simply
too expensive. We're supposed to be talking about child care here,
but I say that if we really care about our children, ,ve should not
create another expensive program that will further mortgage their
future.

Right now, the share of our Federal debt for each and every
American taxpayer is over $18,000. ABC will add to that a program
that will cost $2.5 billion flow and which is sure to increase in the
future. It is our children who eventually have to pay for this.

Finally, ABC is a bad idea because it does not give us our
money's worth. There are 20 rrllion preschool children in Amer-
ica, but ABC will reach only about 700,000 to 1 million of them.
Administrative costs will eat up at least 25 percent of the funds
that ABC proposes to offer, further erod'ng its ability to provide
real assistance.

In short, we are reaching too few children and Luying too much
bureaucracy. The ABC bill is bad policy. I urge anyone and every-
one interested in the future of our Nation's children and families
and in the rise of women and the Federal deficit to look past the
comfortable rhetoric surrcunding ABC to see it for what it really
is.

Mr. Chairman, I did not come here to criticizes ABC without first
developing an alternative solution. H.R. 3944, my Dependent Care
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Tax Credit Reform Bill, gets to the heart of the matter by giving
aid to the unit of society which is primarily responsible for child
carethe family.

H.R. 3944 will enable families to meet their child care needs by
increasing their disposable income. H.R 3944 gives families a
choice by putting the money in their pockets. Parents will be free
to choose the type of day care that meets their needspublic, pri-
vate, home, or church-based. By assisting all familie-i with pre-
school children, my bill does not discriminate against those parents
who choose to make parenting a full-time occupation.

Unlike ABC, my proposal is financially responsible as an option.
The credit will cost only $800 million above the current dependent
tax credit, as compared to ABC's $2.5 billion over the current
credit. Perhaps more importantly, the cost of the tax credit will not
grow in future years. We cannot make that earns claim abot t ABC.

Under my proposal, low-income working parents who would not
ordinarily take advantage of a tax credit will still benefit. For
these parents, the credit is refundable. to the extent that they pay
Social Security tax. In other words, low income parents will benefit
from this reduction in the amount of that taken out of their pay-
check.

Just touching a little further on that, if you have a family of
four, and two of them are preschool children, they would get $800
tax break if they make even $12,000 or $16,000. That's $66 per
month that goes directly back into their family's budget I think
that's very, very important.

I don't know that in ABC we know where the money's going to
be spent. I think that's one of the problems in ABC there's no
clear-cut definition of what a low income family is going to get
from ABC.

H.R. 3944 can accomplish what ABC attempts but fails to do It
offers more assistance, more choice, to more families, with less cost
to the Government. Rather than subsidize public day care, let's
enable parents to care for their own children

Thank you very much.
I'd welcome any questionsI don't know how you choose to do

that
[The prepared statemert of Hon Clyde C Holloway follows I

rJ '''",
. I.J
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I want to voice my opposition to the Act for Better Child
Care, or the ABC bill. In Louisiana, Mr Chairman, the only
thing worse than a bad idea is an expensive bad idea. The ABCbill is both.

Tne ABC bill is a bad idea for tnree reasons. First, its a
bad idea because it restricts choices for women. The feminist
movement has labored long and hard tc ensure that women enjoy a
full range of chcices in their lives, from full time motherhood
to full time career. I am glad to know that my two daughters
will not be as limi.ed in their choice of lifestyle or career as
my wife's generation was.

The ABC bill, however, represents a step backward for women
because it narrows their rave of choices. By subsidizing only
public, federally-run child care at the expense of private,
church-run, and home-based child care, the ABC bill has the
f nancial effect of dictating to women what form of child care
they should use.

More importantly, ARC makes it more difficult for women tochoose full-time motherhood. Women who elect to provide their
own child care by working as full time mothers receive absolutely
no assistance under ABC. ABC is anti-woman's choice and that is
one reason why I am anti-ABC.

The second reason that ABC is a bad idea is because it issimply too expensive. We're supposed to be talking about child
care here, but I say if we really cared about

our children, wewould not create another expensive entitlement program which will
further mortgage their future. Right now, the share of our
federal debt for each and every American taxpayer is over $18,000dollars. ABC will add to that a program which will cost 2.5
billion dollars now and which will be sure to increase in thefuture. It is our children who will eventually have to pay forthis.

And finally, ABC is a bad idea because it does nct give us
our money's worth. There are 20 million preschool children in
America. but ABC will reach only 700,000 to 1 million of them.
Administrative costs of these programs will eat at least 25% of
the funds ABC proposes to offer, further eroding its ability toprovide real assistance. In short, we Arc reaching too few
children and buying too much bureaucracy.
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The ABC bill is bad policy. I urge anyone and everyone
interested in th.. future of our ,ration's children and families,
the Sights of women, and the federal deficit, to look past the
comfortable rhetoric surrounding ABC and to see it for what it
really is.

Mr. Chairman, 1 did not came here to cr_ticize AEC without
first developing an alt native solution. H R. 3944, my
Dependent Care Tax Credit Reform B:11, gets to the heart of the
matter by giving aid to the unit in our society which is
primarily responsible for child care: THE FAMILY. H R. 3944,
will enable families to meet their child care needs by increasing
their disposable income.

H.R. 3944 gives families a choice. By putting more money in
their pockets, parents will be free to choose any type of daycare
that meets their needs public, private, home- or church-based
Py assisting ALL families with preschool children, my bill does
not discriminate against those parents who choose to make
parenting a full time occupation.

Unl.ke ABC, my proposal is a fiscally responsible option
The credit will cost only $800 million as com _c to ABC's $2 5
billion. perhaps more Importantly, the cost of a tax credit willnot ;row in future years. We cannot make the same claim about
ABC.

Under my proposal, low income working parents who would not
ordinarily incur enough tax liability to take advantage of
the tax credit, will still benefit. For these parents, the
credit is refundable to the extent that they pay Social Security
tax. In other words, low income ,arents will benefit from a reduction
in the amount that the 1.R.S takes out of each paycheck.

H.R. 3944 can accomplish what ABC attempts, but fai..s to do.
It offers more assistance and more choice to more families with
less cost to the government. Rather than subsidizing the public
day care industry, let's enable parents to care or their own
children.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Holloway.
i would just like to respond to your statement that the BC bill

wculd provide only one type of child care.
I appreciate the fact that you recognize there is a need for child

care out there, and you and I have had some talks about that on
the floor. I appreciate the contributions you have made. The ABC
bill says that the plan shall provide that funds be distributed to a
variety of child care providers in each community, including child
care centers and family day care providers. A e want to provide as
many options as possible, and there are many options out Mere ex-
isting today in churches and in family day care centers.

We would not want to limit it to one type, either. We shat ? your
concern on that.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I guess my biggest problem is that I don't
really know exactly where the money is going to go from ABC. I
think that we as a Federal Government should be tired of laying
money out and not knowing where it's going and who's going to be
the recipient and who would gain from it. I think we very definite-
ly need to look at families in the $10,000 to $20,000 income bracket
who are working Americans and trying to make it out workine

Mr. KILDEE. Are ;here any questions of Mr. Holloway?
If not, Mr. Holloway, we appreciate your coming here this morn-

ing, and I appreciate our conversations on the floor about this. I'll
be looking forward to working with you.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Thanks again for the opportunity.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness is our colleague, Congresswoman Olympia

Snowe. Accompanying Ms. Snowe is Cleo Terry, Child Protection
Manager of the Illinois Department of Children and Family Serv-
ices.

Some may have read recently that Ms. Terry recently discovered
47 children being cared for by one provider in an unlicensed child
care facility.

We welcome you both here this morning, Ms. Snowe.

STATEMENT OF HON. OLYMPIA J. SNOWE, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

Ms. SNOWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to thank the committee as well for allowing me to testify

here today. I want to congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, for your
leadership on this issue, and Congressman Tauke, the ranking
member of the subcommittee and the subcommittee itself for ad-
dressing this issue this year. Hopefully, the Congress ultimately
will enact legislation addressing a problem that I think is a major
concern to American families.

First I'd like to introduce Cleo Terry, who's with us today as the
Child Protection Manager of the Illinois Department of Children
and Family Services.

You may have heard recently about the closure on April 5 of an
illegal, unlicensed day care home in Illinois. That particular home
had 47 children in the basement without adequate fire exits. In
fact, there were no beds, just wooden pallets. Some 32 of these chil-
dren were under the age of 2.
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Now, I know that it h been .aid that there is no general short-
age of day care natior..Jly I suppose that's true if you don't also
consider the issue of quality child care. I hope we're not in u posi-
tion of forcing families to make these kinds of choices when it
comes to wilat is available .1 order to accommodate child care ar-
rangements and at the same time either work full or part time to
supplement family income.

I believe that child care is a National crisis in this country. It is
a crisis that affects our chiloren, our businesses, families, and the
whole economic well-being of the United States. It is a crisis which
really represents itself in the form of the lack of affordable quality
child care in this country.

I think a consensus on this particular issue has been reached in
the Congress. Evidence of that is the number of bills that have
been introduced in this Congress by both Republicans and Demo-
crats as well, and I think it reflects the idea that indeed we have to
address this critical issue this year.

The American family faces this crisis Nationwide, and therefore
it seems to me that we have to address this issue in a comprehen-
sive fashion. That is why I'm a primary co-sponsor of the ABC bill.
I think gets to the heart of the issue in conjunction with efforts
that are ben.' supplemented at the State level as well as private
sector initiatives as well.

It's time for our Nation to recognize that what has been happen-
ing in our family structureth two parent, one earner family is
no longer the norm in today's American society. We must face the
reality of a workforce that is made up of over 20 million working
mothers. Over 55 p,rcent of all women now work outside the home,
and two-thirds of working mothers are eitlier the family's sole
wage earner, or supplementing family income of $15,000 or less.

As a result of this shift in the work force, as well as the demo-
graphic changes in this country, many parents are in need of child
care alternatives. Some 71 percent of mothers working full time
have children under the age of 18, and 66 percent have children
under the age of 3 So, how are these children cared for?

In 1984, there were 2 million to 3 million providers in this Coun-
try for child care. That includes centers, day care homes, other in-
formal arrangementsrelatives and neighbors. At the same time,
there were 23 million children in need of care.

I would like to point out that this is not a passing trend. The De-
partment of Labor estimates that more than 80 percent of women
between the ages of 25 and 44 will enter the workforce by the year
1995, and by 1990, the n, mber of children under the age of 10 is
expected to increase by 11 percent, to 38 million.

So parents are left with the problem of locating the best possible
child care they can find for their dollar, which can be extremely
difficult to do. Costs are prohibitive, and good quality is both ex-
pensive and rare. There isn't even enough care available at any
price.

The average cost of child care in this country is $3,000 per child
per year. The first item a parent has to consider is affordability.
That $3,000 represents a third of the poverty level income for a
family of three, and it represents half of the family income of a
family .f four. So, on many occasions, affordabl:: cNld care is all
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too often represented by lower quality care. The resul+ is a double
standard, particularly for lower income families who have to settle
for second and third best

Further, in 1986 child care workers with an average educaticn
level of 14 years earned a median annual income of $9,200. This as
we have heard so many times before, but I think it makes a point,
is comparable with the salary of zookeepers. I find it interesting
that the salaries for taking care of children are comparable to the
salaries for taking care of animals.

Existing Federal and State programs are not providing the solu-
tion to our child care needs. Only 18 percent of Federal Title 20
social service block grant funds are used for child care services.
The :.sad start preschool programs for disadvantaged children are
only serving 18 percent of the eligible children in this country The
Dependent Care Tax Credit is irrelevant to the lowest income fami-
lies simply because they do not file tax returns, or because their
tax credit exceeds their tax liability.

Assuming a family is able to locate care, then also there is no
certainty as to the safety of children when they're placed in cen-
ters or other forms of care. That's beca'ise there are no national
minimum requirements for safety and health. Many States do have
minimum standards. There are some Sts.as that have no standards
for day care centers or for day care homes or for both.

We need to have some assurance- and certainty put into place
with respect to these standards. I personally think that if a center
or a home or some kind of day care provider wants to have Federal
funds, then they should adhere to the standards that we establish
at the Federal level.

Frankly, I compare it to the issue of civil rights restoration. We
establish certain standards if someone wants to have access to Fed-
eral funds. So tco this should be the case with child care.

I think that licensing is a very critical issue in all of this. I think
we have to establish the bottom line when it comes to the kind of
day care that we want to establish in this country. Many States
heve already proceeded in that manner, and I think the ABC bill
also reflects that in drawing on the median requirements of many
States when it comes to staff to child ratio group size.

Finally, I think the ABC bill addresses a number of issues that
have not been addressed heretofore in Federal legislation. This
makes it more affordable for low income families, provides for
training of child care workers, and helps providers meet licensing
standards in this country. Also, it makes child care more available
and affordable in all respects.

It has been 17 years since Congress has addressed the dey care
issue in a comprehensive fashion. The problem has gotten worse
since tnat time. We know that the Federal Government can't
handle this issue unilaterally. We know the State Government
cannot do it singlehandedly, and certainly the private sector
cannot meet the demand.

That's why it's absolutely essential that we create a partnership
in this regard. Back in 19E3, I conducted a series of hearings on
women in the workforce, sponsored by the Joint Economic r nmit-
tee. It was absolutely clear to me at that time that child r e was
one of the primary barriers for women enterirg the workl,,,ce, and
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it was one of the primary barriers for equal opportunity for women
in this country.

That's why I had introduced legislation to increase the Depend-
ent Care Tax Credits to 50 percent for those who were earning less
than $10,000. It was clear then that it was a problem, and it's clear
today that it's even more of a proi lem. I think that if we deny this
issue this year to working families in this country, it will be sever-
al years out before we begin to address this issue. I think that's un-
fortunate, since the problem is there.

If there's no shortage in this country, why then in my State is it
that eve-y time I visit a chile care center, there are waiting lists
upon waiting lists at every child care center. If we begin to split
hairs between what kind of care is neededwhether it's infant
care or after school carethen I think we're going to have prob-
lems in addressing this issue.

I hope that this committee and this Congress can reach a consen-
sus so that we can begin to Flee the realities of what is before us in
this Country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to turn it over to Cleo Terry, who's with us today.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Olympia F. Snowe follows:]
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Testimony of Rep. Olympia J. Snowe
House Committee on Education and Labor

Subcommittee on Human Resources
Hearing on the Act for Better Child Care

April 21, 1988

ML Chairman, I would like to thank you for the opportunity
to appeal before you today to address the major concern of the
American i.mily.

I would also like to introduce Cleo Terry, a Child
Protection Manager of tne Illinois Depalcment of Children and
Family Services. You may have heard about the recent closure of
an illegal, unlicensed day care center in Waukegan, Illinois
where 47 ,..hildren were being cared for in a basement of a house
without adequate fire exits. Thirty-two of these children were
younger than 2 years old.

Mr. Chairman, our nat'a'n is currently facing a crisis -- a
crisis that affects our children, our families, our businesses
and our whole economic well being as a country. This crisis is
the lack of affordabie, quality child care.

Some would say that the child care shortage does not exist.
However, statistics show that 2.1 million children 5 to 13 yeras
old regularly spend some period of time without supervision after
school. And a 1987 study of 129 hospitals, which according to
the Conference Board are the most likely employer to provide day
caae, showed that their child care facilitie,- Jere turning away
two out of three babies.

American families face this crisis nationwide and must
address it on a comprehensive basis. The Act for Better Child
Care is the first legislatior to do so as well. In conjunction
with other federal, state and private efforts, this will help
stem the crisis.

It is time for the nation to recognize what has been
happening in our family structure. The two-parent, one-earner
family is no longer the norm.

Insteld, we must face the reality rc a workforce made up of
cver 20 mill_nn working mothers. over 55 percent of all women
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now work outside the home. And two-thirds of working mothers areeither the family's sole wage earner or are supplementing a
family income of $15,000 or less.

As a result of this shit,. in the workforce, many parents arein need of child rare solutions. 71 percent of mothers working
full-time have children under 18, and 66 percent have children
under the age of three. How are the children cared for?

In 1984, there were an estimated 2 to 3 million child care
providers of various type, including centers, outside family care
set'ings, and informal arrangements involving relatives or
neig,bors. At the same time, there were 23 million childrenrequiring care.

I want to point out that this is not a passing trend. TheDepartment of Labor estimates that more than 80 percent of women
between the ages .)f 25 and 44 will be working by 1995. And by
1990, the number of childro- under age 10 is expected to increase
by 14% to 38 million.

Parents are left with the problem of locating the best
possible child care tht can find for their dollar, which can be
extremely difficult to do. Cr,ts are prohibitive, good quality
is both expensive and rare, al there isn't even enough care
available at any price.

With the average cost of child care $3,000 per child per
year, the first item a parent must consider is affordability
Unfortunately, affordable child care is all too often lower
quality care. The result is a double standard of child care,
with lower-income families having to settle for second or third
belt.

It has been sa2d that most working parents have found child
care; of course, how else would they be able to work? The issue
is what kind of ca ,:e are parents forced to rely on.

Further, in 1986, child care workers, with an average
education level of 14 years, earned a median annual income of
$9,204. This is comparable with that of zookeepers. I find it
interesting that the salary for taking care of children is
comparable to that for taking care of animals.

Existing federal and state programs are not providing the
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solnti r to our child care needs. Only 18 percent of the federal
Title '... Social Services Block Grant funds are used for child
care 3ervices. The Head Start preschool program for
disadvantaged children is only serving 18 percent of the eligible
children. And the Dependent Care Tax Credit is irrelevant to the
lowest income families who ao not earn enough to file tax
returns.

Assuring a family is able to locate some sort of care, no
certainty exists as to the safety of their children. That is
because there are no national minimum requirements f,r safet and
health.

Granted, many states do have some minimum standard!:
However, there is no uniformity to them, nor any assurances that
they are adequate.

To ensure the well-being and proper care of America's
children, we need to establish uniform national standards. I do
not suggest the federal government create another regulatory
behemoth; but minimum safety precautions are urgently needed. I
believe that W3 have a re.ponsibility to ensure that a child is
in a safe environment, not a place where accidents are waiting to
happen.

The Act for Better Child Care meets these fundamental
concerns. It addresses the wide range of problr-As which surround
child care in this nation. These include enabling lower-income
families afford care; training new child care workers, helping
more providers meet licensing standards, and other measures to
increase the availability and affordability of quality child
care.

It has been 17 years since Congress considered a
comprehensive approach to child care. The problem has only
worsened, and the private sector alone has not been able to
handle the massive demand. According to the Conference Board,
only 3'00 companies after child care assistance of some kind to
their employees. In today's society, where a woman's
contribution to the workforce is not only necessary but
desirable, it is past time for the federal government to act.

We mus, participate in a partnership with state and local
government, as well as the private sector, to ensure a safe,
quality environment for our children. After all, an investment
in our children now will result in a sound and prosperous future
-- for them, and for the nation.
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STATE: "ENT OF ('LEO TERRY, CHILD PROTECTION :MANAGER,
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

Ms. TERRY. As Child Protection Manager in Illinois, Fm responsi-
ble for an eight-county area that borders on Metropolitan Chicago.

Of those eight counties, two are the richest in the State in terms
of per-capita income. There are 3 very rural counties, and 4 cities
with populations between 60,000 and 100,000 persons.

As the demand for day care services has increased dramatically
in the past few years in Illinois, as concerns have arisen and prob-
lems come to light. Governor James Thompson of Illinois and the
Illinois Legislature have responded with a series of amendments
and refinements of its Child Care Act, which was passed in 1969.

For example, all applicants for licenses in Illinois must submit to
both a criminal background check and a check of the child abuse
and neglect State central register as a condition of their license or
employment.

We have recently passed a bill that will allow for group day care
homes, increasing the maximum number of children that can be
cared for in a family home from 8 to 12. Our staff are now required
to receive 10 days of intensive training and pass competency exams
prior to working in the field.

Again that is a requirement by statute in Illinois.
Since 1982, our department's director, Gordon Johnson, has had

the legal authority to issue administrative orders of closure of li-
cense facilities in instances where the health and safety of children
was immediately jeopardized. Since 1987, he has had that authority
in unlicensed facilities.

Thus far, in fiscal year 1988, he has used that authority in four
occasions. But despite its progressiveness, Illinois like other States
has much more to accomplish. In some areas, facilities abound,
while in others there are few. Costs in part of my area are as high
as $120 per week per child.

We are continually dealing with problems in unlicensed clay care
facilities. In the first few months of 1988, the department received
224 such complaints, of which 60 percent were found to be true.
Day care is out of the reach of most parents earning $5 to $6 ,Ii
hour. It's not available for parents whose children have handicaps
or special needs, and it's often not available for parents who must
work nights or weekends.

It is those parents and these children who have no choice but to
resort to the underground day care system. I have personally seen
the results of that. In the past 7 months, I have be &n involved in
cases where two children have died in unlicensed day care. Babies
have been found lying on the floor of a basement where children
had been sexually abused. The parents 1 f these children were not
uncaring, unconcerned people. They are people who, for a variety
of reasons, did not have access to anything but substandard day-
care.

Day care is not a problem just for parents of young children.
When children are subjected day in and day out to substandard
care, we all pay the cost. States must work with local cor.munities,
identify local community needs, and work in partnership to meet
those needs.
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Thank you
[The prepared statement of Cleo Terry follows

89-234 - 88 2
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The function of child care regulation is to ensure at

least a minimum level of care and protection to children

who are in the care of individuals other than their own

parents. As mote and more mothers of young children return

to the workforce, the quality of child care that is
available to them has broad impact on our most vulnerable

population, and ramifications for the future of this

country.

We know that young children learn through stimulation,

through play, through interaction with adults. We also

know that when they do not receive this, their development

is impaied, perhaps permanently. This in fact was the

concept on which Headstart programs were based. Targeted

towards low-income families, it was believed that the

children of the poor were handicapped in their earliest

years by the lack of exposure to such simple things as

books, crayons and toys. What this country now faces is

the possibility that these handicaps will extend beyond
low-income families, and that its cause will noL be the

poverty of the families, but the poverty in day care

resources in this country.

Chapter 23 of the Illinois Revised Statutes, the Child

tare Act of 1969, giants the Illinois Department of

Children and Family Service- the authority to regulate

child care within the state. As the demand for day care

has increased, as issues have arisen and problems come to

light, Illinois has responded with a an on-going series of

amendments and refinements of its laws, that were directed

toward ensuring adequate protection for children while not

constraining the growth of resources in the community. The

key to all legislatirl related to day care is, fact, the

maintenance of a de..icate balance between the need for

quality care and the very teal need of patents to have a

wide range of choices available to them, at a realistic

cost.

During the past few years, the Illinois legislature has

passed a series of amendments designed to accomplish that

purpose:

1) Illinois licensing staff are now r'_:quitt_,1 by

statute to undergo a ten day intensive training

ttogiam prior to any contact in the field. At the

conclusion of this training, they must pass a
competency examination, and if a satisfactory score

is not achieved, they must receive further

training. Additionally, they ate required to

receive twenty hoists of in-service training during

any two year period.
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2) Illinois also has a statutory requirement that
licensing staff provide consultation to day case
facilities, both in regard to programmatic
requirements as well as compliance with licensing
standards. Thus, the Illinois licensing program is
not directed metely towards enforcement, but also
towards assisting both day care homes and day care
centers to provide quality child care and to meet
the needs of the individual community.

3) In 1987, a statutory amendment was passed that
alloyed for the issuance of a conditional license,
in instances where full licensing compliance was
not achieved but the non-compliance did not have a
direct effect on the health or safety of the
children. This license, which is issued for six
months only and is not renewable, is clearly marked
as such so that parents of any children in
attendance at the facility would have access to
complete information about the areas of
non-compliance.

4) Also in 1987, Illinois passed legislation with an
effective date of 7/1/88 which allows for group day
care homes. Licensees will be allowed to care for
up to twelve children rather than the usual eight.
Appropriate staff to child ratios are required.

5) The education of parents about day care is an
important part of the Illinois licensing program.
Two brochures, "Choosing and Evaluating A Day Care
Home" and "A Message To Parents of Children In Day
Care Centers" are required, by statute, to be
distributed to all parents at the time of
enrollment. Both brochures encourage the parents
to bring any concerns about their child's care to
the facility director, but also include a hrief
form which allows them to inform the Department of
any possible violation of licensing standards.

6) In 1985, Illinois passed a requirement that all
licensees and any employees working in a licensed
child care facility authorize a background check of
the Illinois Child Abuse and Neglect State Central
Register, which retains all indicated reports of
child abuse and neglect within the state. An
ind!vidual who refuses to authorize this check may
not be licensed or employed. Additionally, the
Department developed a coordinated response system
to reports of child abuse or neglect in licensed
child care facilities. When a report o.: abuse or
neglect in a licensed facility is received and a
determination is made that there is "reasonable
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cause", investigative staff are required to
immediately notify the appropriate licensing
administrator, both verbally and in writing. The

licensing administrator must make immediate contact

with the licensee or facility director and, in

conjunction witn that individual, develop a
ptotective plan that restricts the alleged
perpetrator from contact with children in the

facility during the pendency of the investigation
in accotdance with a 1986 amendment to the Child

Cate Act. At the conclusion of the investigation,

the licensing admiiii;tratcr in notified of the

finding. If the case is indicated, a complete copy
of the investigation is forwarded so that a

decision can be made regarding what enforcement

activity is appropriate.

7) Since 1982, the Department has had the statutory
authority to issue an Administrative Order of

Closute of licensed facilities in cases where
continued operation of the facility jeopardizes the
health, safety, morals or welfare of children

setved. In 1987, that authority was extended to

include unlicensed facilities. The Department
Director, Gordon Johnson, who is the only person
who can issue such an order is aware of the serious
ramifications of that action, and this authority
has been exercised only in cases of real and

immediate danger. During Fiscal Year 1988, it was
used four times in the state: with two day care
centets, one day care home and one unlicensed day

care home. In these situations, because of our

recognition of the impact of an immediate order of

closute upon the parents, we have made it a policy

to offer immediate assistance to the parents in

locating other child care. Through local media, we

have released names and telephone numbers of staff

who are available to provide assistance and have

urged that they contact us. When possible, we have
initiated contact with the parents. Where a lack

of resources has been evident in contributing to
sub-standard day care, the Department has been

instrumental in reaching out to the community and

offering its technical assistance in resource
development.

8) Illinois continues to deal with numerous complaints

of unlicensed child care facilities, mostly day

care homes. Two hundred and twenty four such
complaints were received during the first Leven
months of Fiscal Year 1988. A recent statutory
amendment now requires the Department to refer

every case to the local State's Attorney, while
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pteviously, discretion could be used. Operating an
unlicensed child care facility is, in Illinois, a
Class A Misdemeanor, punishable by a one year
ptison sentence and a thousand dol) .r fine.
Through cooperative efforts with local State's
Attorney's offices throughout Illinois and a
commitment on the part of both parties, great
strides have been made in the effective and
appropriate prosecution of these cases.

In many ways, Illinois has a sophisticated, effective
child care regulatory system. Its Governor and Legislature
have shown continual sensitivity to the needs of children
and their parents for safe affordable child care. Great
strides have been made in just the past few years. Yet
there is much more to be accomplished.

My eight county area of Illinois, which borders
metropolitan Chicago, includes the two richest counties in
the sate in terms of per capita income, three very rural
counties and four cities with populations of 60,000 to
100,000. There are four hundred and fifty three (453)
licensed day care centers and eight hundred and eighty two
(882) day care homes licensed in those eight counties, yet
not all the need is met.

In some areas, day care facilities abound, while in
less populous areas, there are few. The average cost of
day care per week per child in my region is about $75.00.
What about the parent who earns $5.00 - $6.00 an hour?
What about the parent who has two or three pre-school
children? What about the child who is handicapped or has
other special needs? What about the parent who works
nights or week-ends?

It is these parents and these children who are most
likely to resort to the "underground day care system" and I
have personally seen the tragedy of these instances. In a
period of just a few months, I have been involved in cases
where children have died, where children have been sexually
abused, where babies have been found lying on the floors of
basements because their parents, for a.variety of reasons,
had no access to regulated, quality day care.

I recently had reason to survey the licensed child care
resources of one city with a population of 70,000 people.
That survey revealed only 14 day care slots that were
available that day, and not one of them would accept a
child under the age of two years.

Thete is no question in my mind that the vast majority
of parents are concerned and well-intentioned, and that
most make a real effort to find day care that meets their
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needs and the needs of their child. Child care regulation
is directed not at limiting their choices, ba_ at allowing
them a wide spectrum of choice. Parents must nut. be put in
a position of having only the choice of not working, or of
placing their children in unsafe care. The cost to this
country now and in the future is just too great.

While Illinois has strong and effective enforcement of
licensing regulations, it, like other states, must couple
those enforcement policies with resource development.
States must work with local communities to evaluate their
day can resources, to identify individual community needs
and work in partnership to meet those needs.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Ms. Terry.
Are there any o iestions of Ms. Snowe or Ms. Terry?
No questions?
Yes, Mr. Grandy?
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just wanted to ask a question about licensing.
I understand, Olympia, from your testimony that you feel this

ought to be the jurisdiction of the Federal Government, right?
There should be uniform standards in all 50 States?

Ms. SNOWE. Minimum standard:.
Mr. GRANDY. Minimum standards.
Ms. SNOWE. Absolutely.
I think if the States want to exceed those standards, that's appro-

priate as well.
I think we're in a position of distributing Federal funds, and it's

appropriate for the Federal Government to determine some basic
standards in this area.

More serious problems are likely to develop in unlicensed facili-
ties than in licensed ones. We don't want to discourage informal ar-
rangements, and this legislation doesn't do that. But it is saying
that we care about the kind of child care that we provide in this
country.

I think that we can decide or make the distinction between what
quality' child care and what is I 0. The incident in Illinois is one

of many, unfortunately, in this country. it does happen over
That's why I think it's absolutely essential, in certain basic areas
the States will be participating in this process because they'll have
to submit plans. As I said, in many States, as in the State of
Maine, for example, have licensing standards for homes, registered
babysitters, and also for centers.

Many States have already moved in that direction. It probably
will not be a problem to comply. But there are five years in which
to establish a licensing program in their particular State. I think
it's an appropriate role.

If the Federal Government is going to provide this money, so too
should we have ttie responsibility of saying that this is appropriate
care. I think frankly that if we do not, what we're saying is that in
this direct subsidization somehow it is our right to use a particular
day care program that might be unlicensed and might not provide
that kind of care, just because 't is directly subsidized.

Mr. GRANDY. Mr. Chairmai., do have other questions, but I un-
derstand the Secretary is on a limited timeframe, so I will reserve
the balance of my time.

Mr. BALLENGER. I would just like to ask Ms. Terry one question.
Do you possibly know in your eight county area in Il lin is the

percentage of those : -y care centers that are church sponsor day
care centers?

Ms. TERRY. No, sir. I don't know wha 'he--
Mr. BALLENGER. Is it a large pr mtage7
Ms. TERRY. That are church sponsored'
Mr. BALLENGER. Yes.
Ms. TERRY. I would say a relatively small number. Certainly it's

not the majority.
Mr. BALLENGER. Oh, no.
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I didn't think so
Would it be possible to get those statistics'
Ms. TERRY. Yes, sir
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you
Mr KILDEE. We'll keep the record open for that, if you could

supply that information
Let me ask you one question about that one home where 47 chil-

dren, some very small, were being cared for in the basement.
That was closed, finally, by the State of Illinois That decision to

close itwas it based on both the number and the safety factors
aside from the number in that particular setting? Could you Val' us
what : .4 ..und t}-ere?

Ms. TERRY. Yes, sir. The Child Care Act states that the dir. _tor
may use the administrative order of closure in instances where the
health, safety and welfare of children is placed in immediate jeop-
ardy.

Because of the conditions in that home, the lack of fire exits, the
danger to what were some very young babies lying on the floor
with other, four to five year old children, the dangers of being
fallen on, stepped on, and so onthe director determined that it
was an instance of immediate jeopardy.

The administrative order of closure was then issued
Mr. KILDEE Thank you.
Are there any other questions of the two witnesses?
If not, I want to thank both of you for your testimony here today.
Ms. SNOWE. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness, Ms. Nancy Johnson, is one of our colleagues

who also has a bill before our subcommittee
Nancy, thank you very much for you,- presence here this morn-

ing.
Ms. Johnson indicates that the Secretary needs to go first, and

she would defer to him.
Very good. Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Mr. Secretary, you're always welcome before this committee.

We've had some good discussions and worked together on many
projects.

Welcome to you again this morning.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM J. BENNETT, SECRETARY OF EDU-
CATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. WILLIAM CRYSTAL, CHIEF OF
STAFF, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA'i ION

Mr. BENNETT. Thak you, Mr. Chairman
Let me introduce my colleague here at the table, Dr. William

Crystal, the Chief of Staff at the Department of Education and a
former professor of public policy t the Kennedy School at Harvard
University.

I'm grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Tauke, and members of
the committee, for inviting me to address the issue of child care
It's an issue that this administration cares a great deal about.

Let me begin my testimony by making what should be an obvi-
ous, but an often overlooked, point. The issue of child care policy is

4 ---, .,..
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aboNe all pal t of th broad r issue of how %ye can best care for and
raise our children

As Secretary of Ed.:cation. I'm ter= 'Ai y da, of the impor-
tance of parents in the education of their children It is the parents
who impart to their children moral standards, discipline, life aspi-
rations, and the security and confidence that come from the sense
of deep and perman love.

As the Rev. Mar n Luther King, Jr., said, the group consisting
of mother, father and child is the main educational agency of man-
kind.

It is because of the intimate connection between children's edu-
cation in schools and their nurture and upbringing prior to school
that I welcome the opportunity to address the issue of child care.
Because thi, issue is such an important and sensitive one, especial-
ly crucial, I think, before we embrace or reject particular public
policy proposals, we must be clear about first principles.

Let me therefore present the fundamental principles that I be-
lieve should guide our efforts in the development of public policies
bearing on child Care.

First, any Government policy or program in the area of ch
care should be judged by one standard above all others. Does the
policy or program under consideration strengthen or weaken, over
the long term, the vital social institutions, especially the family,
that bear primary responsibility for the nurture and protection of
children?

As President Reagan has said, sound public policy must support
the family in its mission of child care In our society, families have
the basic responsibility for the care of children. As Michael Melvac
has said, family is the original and best department of health, edu-
cation and welfare.

If our public policies, however inadvertently, undermine and
weaken families, or do not pay sufficient attention to supporting
and strengthening families, then no amount of additional money
and no new Government program will be able to completely undo
the damage.

The primacy of the family in this area does not, of course, mean
that Government has no role to play. Government can and must
support and supplement the efforts of families in a variety of ways.
I for one am willing to consider new proposals and new policies and
new expenditures, but the test policies in behalf of children would
be those that strengthen the family.

This may seem unobjectionable. Everyone says he's for the
family. But not all public policies are equally good for families.
Some public policies may, even if inadvertently, or only indirectly,
damage our Nation's families.

That is why, Mr. Chairman, that I'm disturbed by some of the
child care proposals now pending before Congress. They seem, how-
ever uni entionally, to put families to one side. They seem to
accept as inevitable the declining importance and role of the
family, and they seem more concerned with creating new struc-
tures than with supporting the very best structures possible for
children: families
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While it's true that child care has important implications for the
work force, finally and fundamentally child care is a family issue.
Child care is, after all, an issue about the care of children.

Second, when we analyze child care policies, we must be sensitive
to whether our policies discriminate against families that choose to
have a parent stay at home to care for their children

Of - -urse, the choice as to whether a parent. particularly a
parent with young children, should or should not teelc employment
out of the home must be made by each family. The Government
should not bias that choice through its policies.

Many of the child care proposals now before Congress address
themselves only to the situation of two working parents or a single
working parent. These proposals would take tax dol'ars from all
families, including families in which the mother or father, often at
considerable financial sacrifice, stays at home to care for their chil-
dren, and spend them, in most cases, on families where both par-
ents are working, many of whom are financially better off

Government policies should be neutral toward the choice of child
care arrangements Secretary of Labor Ann McLaughlin has said
and I quote:

We must be careful as we address the child care issue We are dealing with the
most fundamental elem,nt of human soLlet, the larmh, T help families we must
guarantee that Fed( al child care policl, 1, neutral allotng rre,,cium ell4;ice both
for those who work and for those ,Ah choose not to

Third principle for those parents who do choose non-- arental
care for their children, we should insist or. fa.. and e-,ual treat-
ment for the various types of child care availabi to Cien-t. Govern-
ment programs should not favor or promote d-iN c-ie in a secular
setting over day care in a religious one, or in. , +.'tional care over
informal care.

I might add, Mr Chairman, that many disadvantaged famtltes
more so than advantaged familiesuse informal and religiously af-
filiated child care, :..arch run centers They do this because
they prefer them, and they are among the types of child care which
some current legislative proposals, I belie',, would not help

Parents should be able to make decisions about the kind t)f child
care they want, and the Government should respect their choice.

Fourth, when we do spend pubii, money, we should consider tar-
geting funds on those most in needlower income families. As
social policy analyst Douglas Besharov, whom you'll hear from
later, has written, The criterion for evaluating any Fede a: child
care program is whether its benefits are directed to those in great-
est need

Fifth and last, seeking to improve the care for our children, we
should resist the temptation to set up Government programs that
will result in overlapping respozsibilitiP and ever growi lg bu-
reaucracies. Believe me, I know what I'm talking about when I talk
about the ever-growing bureaucracy

In particular. we must avoid the all-too-familr.r pattern of estab-
lishing a Federal program that manages to spend large amounts of
taxpayer money without actually benefiting those who most de-
se :ye help, or that ends up funding 1,ureaucracy blobs rather than
benefiting individuals, persons, re .pients

4
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I welcome a fresh, hard look at all of the issues involved in child
care. We should not be satisfied with the status quo. Pending legis-
lation contains proposed changes in current tax laws, and there are
many other public policy reforms that we should consider. They
might include a crackdown on absent fathers for the child support
they owe, and ensuring that regulations do not hamper the avail-
ability and affordability of child care.

We should also explore ways to encourage employers to provide
child care, as well as urging them to institute practices such asflex-time and pare time work. We should consider changing laws
and regulations that hamper parents from working at home.

We should continue our efforts to improve the delivery of exist-
ing services in Federal Government programs that help disadvan-
taged children prepare for school, to ensure that such programs aredoing all they can and snould. Nor should we shy away from ef-
forts to strengthen the efforts of families through successful pro-
grams like Minnesota's Early Childhood Family Education andMissouri's Parents as Teachers programs, to which young and
single parents especiallyalthough all parents are eligibleget as-
sistance in becoming better parents.

The care of young children is not an area in which we should
pinch pennies. But we should not make the mistake in thinking
that money alone, money without accountability, which translates
into bureaucracy and pays for programs that do not embody sound
principles, will do the trick.

The dashed hopes of many programs should have brought us to
this. We have heard inuch in recent months about the needs of
working parents, but when we are told, for example, that working
parents require child care, we should remember this. It is children
who require child care. We must be sure that our policies recognize
that first purpose.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of William J. Bennett follows:]

4 ()
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Thank you Mr. Chairman, Mr. Tauke, and members of the

committee for inviting me to address the issue of child care.

Let me begin my testimony by making what should be an

obvious but is an often overlooked point: The issue of "child

care" policy is part of the broader issue of how we can best

care for and raise our children. As Secretary of Education, I

have been reminded time and again °I. the importance of parents

in the education of their children. It is parents who impart

to their children moral standards, discipline, life ambitions,

and the security and confidence that comes from a sense of

deep and permanent love. As the Reverend Martin Luther King,

Jr. said, "The group consisting of mother, father and child is

the main educational agency of mankind." It is because of the

intimate connection between children's education in school and

their nurture and upbringing prior to school that I welcome

the opportunity to address the issue of child care today.

Because this issue is such an important and sensitive

one, it is especially crucial, before we embrace or reject

particular public policy proposals, that we be clear about

first principles. Let me therefore present the fundamental

principles that I believe should guide our efforts in the

development of public policies bearing on child care.

1. Any government policy or program in the area of child

care should be judged by one standard above all others: Does

the policy or program under consideration strengthen or

weaken. over the long term, the vital social institutions
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especially the family that bear Primary responsibility for

the nurture and Protection of_Our children? As President

Reagan has said, "Sound public policy must support the family

in its mission of child care." In our society, families have

the basic responsibility for the care of children. As Michael

Novak has said, the family is the original and the best

department of health, education, and welfare. If our public

policies -- however inadvertently -- undermine and weaken

families; if our public policies do not pay sufficient

attention to supporting and strengthening families; then no

amount of additional money and new government programs will be

able completely to undo the damage.

The primacy of the family in this area dces not of course

mean that government has no role to play. Government can and

must support and supplement the efforts of families in a

variety of ways. I for one am willing to consider new

proposals and policies and new expenditures. 3ut the best

policies on behalf of children will be those that strengthen

the families.

This may seem unobjectionable. Everyone says he is for

families. But not all public policies are equally good for

families. And some public policies may -- even if

Inadvertently, even if only indirectly -- damage our nation's

families.

That is why I am disturbed by some of the child care

proposals now pending before Congress. They seem, however
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unintentionally, to put families to one side; they seem to

accept as inevitable the decliAng importance and role of the

family; and they seem more concerned with creating new

structures than with supporting the very best structures

possible for our children: our families.

For while it is true that child care has important

implications for the workforce, finally and fundamentally,

child care is a family issue.

2. A second principle is this: When we analyze child

care Policies we must be sensitive to whether our policies

discriminate aaainst families that choose to have a parent

Stay at home to care for their children. The choice as to

whether a parent, particularly a parent with young children,

should or should not seek employment out of the 'ome must be

made by each family. The government should not bias that

cholce through its policies.

Many of the child care proposals now before Congress

address themselves only to the situation of two working

parents or a single working parent. These proposals would

take tax dollars from all families -- including families in

which the mother or father, often at considerable financial

sacrifice, stays at home to care for their children -- and

spend them in most cases on families where both parents are

working, many of whom are financially better off.

Government policies should be neutral toward the choice

of child care arrangements. As Secretary of Labor Ann

4 .)
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McLaughlin has said, "We must be careful as we addiess the

child care issue. We are dealing with the most fundamental

element of human society, the family. To help families, we

must guarantee that federal child care policy is neutral,

allowing freedom of choice for both those who work, and those

who choose not to."

3. A third principle: For those Parents who do choose

non-Parental care for their children, we should insist on fair

and equal treatment for the various types of child care

available to them. Government programs should not favor or

promote day care in a secular setting over day care in a

religious one, or institutional care over informal care. (I

might add that many disadvantaged families use informal and

religiously affiliated child care, and church-run centers in

the inner-city are among the types of child care which some

current legislative proposals would not help.) Parent' should

be able to make decisions of the kind of child care they want,

and the government should respect their choice.

4. iourth principle: When we do spend public money, we

should consider t3raetina funds pn those most in need -- on

lower-income families. As social policy analyst Douglas

Besharov has written, "The criterion for evaluating any

federal child care program . . . is whether its benefits are

directed to those in greatest need."

5. Fifth, and last: In seeking to improve the care for

our children, we should resist the temptation to set up

i; I
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government programs that will resu1t_'n overlaDPinq

responsibilities and ever-growing bureaucracies. In

particular, we must avoid the all-too-familiar pattern of

establishing a federal program that manages to spend large

amounts of taxpayer money without actually benefiting those

who most deserve help, or that ends up funding bureaucracies

rather than benefiting the intended recipients.

* *

I welcome a fresh, hard look at all of the issues

involved in child care. We should not be satisfied with the

Status QUO. Pending legislation contains proposed changes in

current tax laws, and there are many other public policy

reforms we should consider. They might include a cra,kdown on

absent fathers for the child support they owe, and ensuring

that regulations do not hamper the availability and

affordability of child care. We should also explore ways t,

encourage employers to provide child care, as well as urge

them to institute practices such as flex-time and part-time

work. And we should consider changing laws and regulations

that hamper parents from working at home.

We should continue our efforts to improve the delivery of

existing services in feder-1 government programs that help

disadvantaged cLildren prepare for school, to ensure that such

programs are doing all they can and should. Nor ought we shy

away from attempts to strengthen the efforts of families

through successful programs like Minnesota's Early Childhood
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Family Education and Missouri's Parents as Teachers, programs

through which young and single parents especially (although

all parents are eligible) get assistance in beccming better

parents.

The care of young children is not an area in which to

pinch pennies. But we must not make the mistake of thinking

that money alone -- money without accountability, money that

translates into bureaucracy, money that pays for programs that

do not embody sound principles -- will do the trick. The

dashed hopes of many well-intentioned Great Society programs

should have taught us this much.

We have heard much in recent months ibout the needs of

working parents. But when we are told, for example, that

"corking parents require child care," we should remember

this: It is children who require zhild care. We must be sure

that our policies recognize that first purpose.
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Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Secretary. you've probably noticed that a vote is
on in the House right now, and we're happy that you could finish
your testimony before we leave.

We'll go to vote, but we'll be right back with questions
Thank you very much
[Recess.]
Mr. KILDEE. We appreciate, Mr. Secretary, your indulgence, al-

though I know that you're used to such interruptions in coming
before the Congress.

Kr. BENNETT. It's like school bells.
Mr. KILDEE. That's right.
Having taught school for ten years, I recognize that, too.
You quoted one of my heroes in your testimony, Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. I won't get the quote exactly correct, but it was
about the mother, father and child being the basic unit of educa-
tion. My clat;sical background also recognizes that the family is the
basic unit of society, and we agree on that.

We also recognize that very often there is no father in the
family, and that phenomenon has grown a great deal in the last
few years.

I was raised in a very traditional family, as I'm sure you were
My mother and father had five children, my father worked at
Buick, and my mother worked at home. She worked very hard at
home, but she was at home. As a matter of fact, my brothers' and
sisters' family life, including myseif, is the same way: the father
works outside the home, and the mother works in the home.

As I look among my many. many nieces and nephewsmy
mo' her has 28 grandchildrenlooking among them, they're really
a microcosm of America. They're all very good people, all very
decent people, but with just about every type of family structure
that one can think of.

I think that my nieces and nephews, that third generation from
Timothy and Norma Kildee, their generation, decent, good people
whom I see regularly when I go back to Flint, are a cross section of
America vis a vis their family structure

We have to recognize that changing family structure whether we
like it or not. Some may like it and some may not. But whether
you like it or not you must acknowledge that it exists. I would like
to see sometimesI've enunciated this idea often on certain
projects, Mr. Secretary, that in the same way that we demand envi-
ronmental impact statement be attached, I've said for many years,
that it might be good to attach a family impact statement to cer-
tain things, to see what effect these things will have on the family.

Having said that, wr._ have to say what type of family structure.
We find so many types t,f family structures right now to whic1 to
attach that family inipact stat 'ment.

I third:, myself, that helping a mother who is a single parent dis-
charge her maternal responsibilities to take care of her children
through providing her some help in her child care needs really has
a positive effect on that family unit.

I guess that's -ltatement, but I'd like to ask you to respond, if
you wish, to that statement, Mr. Secretary.

Mr. BENNETT. S.tre. Mr Chairman. You and I do share several
things in common: work in schools, study of Thomistic philosophy.
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But whatever anyone told you about my family background, they
got that wrong.

Mr. KILDEE. Okay.
I was guessing on that one.
Mr. BENNETT. I did not grow up in Ozzie and Harriet's home, or

Father Knows Best's home. It might have been nice to.
In some ways I fit the stereotype of an inner city broken family.

My father left my mother when I was quite young. My mother
raised my brother and me by herself with help from my grand-
mother and neighborsall sorts of informal arrangements. She
held two jobs, my mother, and put in whatever time she could with
us. But necessities required her to work.

She did this without much benefit from the State or Federal Gov-
ernment, and she could have used some more help.

However, thL, comes to your question, which is in some families,
many single and divorced mothers need help in child care. The
answer to that is yes, they do. The question is what form that help
should take

I believe, as I said in my statement of principles, that we should
look to families generally and to the strengthening of the family.
Several of the suggestions that have come out, such as Congress-
man Holloway's and others, have talked about ways of strengthen-
ing the family, providing more resources for the family, providing
more day care and child care if that is necessary, based on the fact
that parents could have more resources to spend on this.

But I agree with you that there are needs which must be met to
take care of children. The difference that I have with Kildee is the
approach taken to respond to that.

Mr. KILDEE. You would agree also that a mother working to take
care of the needs of he: own children would probably be a health-
ier thing, both for the mother and the children, than the mother
just drawing AFDC. Would you agree with that?

Mr. BENNETT. I'm sorry?
-r. KILDEE. A mother working to take care of her needs and

those of her children probably would be a better thing for that
mother and her children than both remaining on AFDC.

Mr. BENNETT. Well, that all depends.
We obviously see much movement and much discussion on the

part of many people towards getting people who are on AFDC and
other forms of welfare into the workforce.

But there's a tension here between our interest of seeing people
off welfare and into work and our desire that mothers who wish to
stay at home with their children be allowed and encouraged to do
so, and not prejudiced in public policy from doing so. Again, this is
a complicated matter. I wouldn't want to give it a simple answer.

Mr. KILDEE. It's complicated, but you know, I walk through a
real world every day. I have to. When one gets elected and reelect-
ed in the area where the largest city has 20 percent unemploy-
ment, one has to walk through a real world.

When I go back to Flint, I generally am invited to the country
club from time to time, but that's generally not where I go.

Mr. BENNETT. I don't belong to a country club either, Mr. Kildee,
ty sort of country club.
Mr. KILDEE. I did not imply that, Mr. Secretary.



BENNETT. And Brooklyn is every bit as re',I a world as Flint,
Michigan.

Mr. KILDEE Mr Secretary, wait until I come to a comma before
you interrupt me

Mr. BENNETT. Okay
Mr. KILDEE I was not implying that Let's not be confrontationa

here We've got kids here that we're dealing with, and I'm trying
to make a point.

Mr BENNETT. Yes, sir
Mr. KILDEE I was trying to tell you about my real world.
Mr. BENNETT. Excuse 111.2, Mr. Chn=an
Mr. KILDEE. That's all right.
I have strong feelings, too, and I dor't---
M BENNETT You understand th sf,--le people think that all

Republicans were born rich, to at leL oarents
Mr KILDEE No, I know Tom Tauk see, and so I know not

all Republicans are rich [Laughter.]
Mr BENNETT And that we all belong to country clubs
Mr. K1LDEE, Okay
Let's be friends
Mr. BENNETT. Let's start over
Mr KILDEE. Die bottom line is this. Any bill written here on the

Hill is written here, not on Mount Sinai So we're trying to work
our way through certain things

Mr BENNETT Yes, sir.
Mr. KILDEE. I'm just saying that I do live nd go back to that

real world I mentioned the country club because I don't usually
eat there I eat in the restaura: . where the poor people work, and
where the poor people anti work_ ig people often eat

Mi BENNETT Yes, sir
Mr K1LDEZ And that's the pn'at I m try mg- to make That's the

only point.
I find that most of the women who Nvor.,. in the restaurant where

T eat two or three times a day when I'm back in Flint are people
who have pulled themselves off AFDC They want that They really
want to be off ; DC

In so dont; tey have to overcome two difficulties o, pulling
themselves oft AFDC There are two difficulties, and I t to work
them through that, at times

One is that they lose their Medicaid card That's o very, very dif-
ficult decision for a mother with three children who may not be
healthy, to give up the Medicaid card.

I've gotten jobs for certain women in a restaurant, and they fi-
nally find out what they have to do with their Medicaid card, and
they say, "Mr Kildee, I can't do it I halve three kids who are ill
right now, and I just can't do it right now I'm not going to ques-
tion that

The other thing that very often keeps them away from the job
and on AFDC is a lack of quality, affordable child care That's why
I've approached this bill, and why I'm launching it I really feel
that it contains the ability to really address itself to one of those
problems that keep people on welfare

Ag-- +..-; be ,:onfrontational iou and I have worked
together, and on some things, we've been successful, right')



Mr BENNF.TT That's right
Mr KILDEF, We worked ow ,ty thiough bilingual «lucation.

something that people thought you, an:{ I could never get together
on, and we put together a good bill I think that's going to be a
pattern for other things.

But you know, we do have to address that. I want to address that
problem, and I thin.: that it doesn't help to be confrontational.

The other day, on the Jerry I alwell show, my bill was called god-
less. That doesn't shed a lot of light, calling a bill godless. I had an
old family friend call, an old family friendsomeone I've known
for 30 years. He said, "Dale, you know, your two boys are altar
boys; your daughter helps out at Christ House. You know, I know
that you go to Mass every Sunday, and your bill ,s called godless

Nov, I don't get mad at Jerry Falwell. I think he was misin-
formed. I've been misinformed many times in my life. But it
doesn't do any good. As we address this problem of trying to help
mothers and their children, it doesn't do a.iy good to inflame
things as godless.

None of us has a pipeline to God. I just say that we should try to
work it out, as we did, in a milieu where we may have started out
with a little confrontation, but in the end we wound up with a good
bill. I invite that kind of enviroiment in developing that type of
program here.

Mr. BENNETT Well, I certainly haven't characterized your bill as
godless. I think it's mistaken. I don't know that I'd call it godless,
though

Mr. KILDEE. I hope not.
Mr BENNETT. But if M . Crystal could just briefly respond to

you last statement.
Mr. CRYSTAL. It seems to me. Mr. Chairman, that there are two

issues. One is welfare reformand obviously there are a lot of pro-
posals on the Hill for welfare reform, to make it easier for people
to grit from welfare to work.

As you know, there's currently a disregard for child careI
think it's $160 a monthto encourage welfare recipients not to go
tc work, because of the difficulty of getting child care. But even the
iiew bill that was, I think, passed out of the Senate finance commit
tee yesterday does not require mothers with children three and
under to we

I think that even there, with very young chit,. n, its an issue
about whether one wants to have the presumption that these moth-
ers should work, or must work

In terms of the child care legislation, if I may say, one of the
most striking things about ABC, your bill, from a public policy
point of view is how little it is focused on needy families. The 115
percent of median income is an extraordinarily high cutoff for ben-
efits.

If you look at your typical social policy billsome of those in
education or health and human servicesthey'll typically target
money on the poverty line, or 150 percent of the poverty line But
AB is giving benefits families at around $35,000 a year, and in
some States up u.to the $40,000's.

Whatever the difficultiesand they're real middle income
families trying to get by, it doesn't make a whole lot of sense, it



would seem to me, to tax one set of middle int ame families and to
give that money to institutions and bureaucracies which will alleg-
edly serve the children of other middle income families

So I think the welfare issue really is one that the administration
and Members of Congress all agree needs to be addressed. But its
really quite different from the ABC proposal.

Mr. KLDEZ Well, we can talk about the Welfare Bill, too, and I
recognize the different needs of very young children. I fought for
that in a version of the bill here. That's why I'm also supporting
the parental leave bill I think there's a bonding that's very impor-
tant there.

T recottni7e that with young children, tnere is a special need for
bonding there.

I've been taking more than my time.
Mr. Tauke.
Mr. TAUKE Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Chairman, I hope that the last discussion indicates that

there will be a new environment for developing child care It ila-
tion So far, being frank, we in the minority haven't felt that there
has been much interest in our views or perspectives on the issue.

There was no consultation on the development of the bill; no con-
sultation on witnesses for the first hearing; and we've had all kinds
of problems with witnesses for this hearing. Frankly, I didn't ap-
preciate the way in which Ms. Terry was pushed into the witness
table ahead of the Secretary and our colleague Ms Johnson

So, we do need a different and more cooperative atmosphere, I
think, if we are going to move in a bipartisan way on child care
irscrislation.

Mr. KLDEE. If I may add, I only ceded to the wishes of one of
your fellow caucus members, Ms. Snowe, to have Ms Terry at the
table.

Mr. TAUKE. I must correct the Chairman on that. Mb Snowe did
not ask for Ms Terry to be brought before us. It was requested by
the n.ajority that Ms. Terry be brought to the witness table

But that is just indicative of the different atmosphere that has
prevailed on this legislation from what you and I normally have
had as we have developed other legislation. I don't want to proceed
in a confrontational spirit, either, but I call to your attention that
to date we haven't had a great deal of cooperation or bipartisan-
ship on this issue.

The )nd point that T would make is that we all lave good in-
t ations. We all want to (to what is best for children.

I'm con' inced that you have the purest of motives in pushing
this legislation and in a tt empti ng to do what is best for the chil-
dren of the Nation. I believe that all of the witnesses who have
been before usvirtually allhave the purest of motives. I don't
want to be too generous, but virtually all of the witnesses hive th?
purest of motives, and are interested in the welfare or children.

But that doesn't mean that there aren't some very significant
and important issues that need to be addressed about approaches
to be taken to address the needs of children

I guess that brirgs me to the questions that I want `o ask Secre-
tary Bennett.
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First, Mr. Secretary, do you speak for the administration _ your
testimony this morning?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, I do
Mr. TAUKE. And therefore we can assume that the Administra-

tion is supportive of some kind of initiative in child care that
would support the family, that would ensure that there was ro dis-
crimination against families where one r the parents decides to
devote himself or herself full-time to chi a care, and that we would
have fair and equal treatment of various types of child care?

Mr. BENNETT. Right.
Mr. TAUKE. And that this would target funds to those most in

need and that it woule. ensure that there is no growing bureaucra-
cy?

Mr. BENNETT. Yes, that's correct, sir.
Mr. TAUKE. Do you believe that the ABC bill meets those crite-

ria?
Mr. BENNETT. No, I don't think it does.
I think particularly, and this was asked of ale before, as well, on

principles two, three and four, it does not.
Two: do our pe,licies discriminate against families that choose to

have a parent stay at home to care for their children? Kildee's bill
certainly does that, it doesn't offer much helpany helpto fami-
lies that choose to have a parent stay at home.

On the third principle, fair and equal treatment for the various
types of child careI'm concerned specifically about some of the
provision of the bill in sections 19 and 20. I understand that the
committee has been working on those, but some of the provisions
that would thistle out care in religious or religiously sponsored in-
stitutions, or would put such requirements on that that it would in
effect make this difficultor anticipating a degree of regulatory
heavy handedness that might take out a lot of the informal day
care centers. These ate informal yet safe day care centers or facili-
ties.

These are the facilities of the sort that poor and disadvantaged
families tend to prefer.

The point that Dr. Crystal made earlierfollowing up on my last
commentwas about targeting. Targeting those greatest in need.
The Chairman knows, since we have this debate every year or
every few years with regard to Chapter One and some of the other
areas in education legislation. Here, too, I think we should target
our money on those most in need.

Mr. TATJKE. Do you believe that th re is a need for the Federal
Government to establish standards or day care in the United
States, and if not, how do we ensure that quality day care is pro-
vided fa those whom we are trying to serve?

Mr. BENNETT. I certainly see the need for some kind of stand-
ards, so the public and individual families can have some security
about he care of their children.

Whether the Federal government is the best instrument for this,
as opposed to State Government and families themselves, parents
themselves, I would doubt. I would tend to leave it to individual
parents and to State regulations, rather than Federal regulations.

When one asks, "should there be Federal minimum standards?"
as Ms. Snowe did, it sounds innocent enough. You can come over to
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my c'epartment though and see all sorts of things that started as
minimal Federal standards getting larger and larger and more and
morn complicated and ending up messing up the process that they
were supposed to be protecting.

I know that there are many sad and tragic stories about inad-
equate and unhealthy day care. There are scandals that have
broken in the news, and so on. All o' us, I think, are upset about
that.

Notice, however, that in most of these situations, they occurred
in States where there is fairly strong regulation.

Mr. KILDEE. As was the case with the earlier sad story.
Mr. BALLENGER. Illinois and California, I suppose was a fairly

famous case, with fairly substantial regulations.
The presence of regulations doesn't provide us with this kind of

100 percent guarantee.
The States are closer in putting their regulations into effect and

policing their regulationswhen sensible regulations are put into
place. It seems to me there's a better chance for sensible enforce-
ment operating at the State level, and the local level, than at the
Federal Government's policing 1 or 2 million day care centers.

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Secretary, do you thin's that as a general rule it
would be wiser for the Federal Government to empower parents to
make choices about child CE "e, or do you think it's wiser for the
Federal Government to attempt to build up a child care provider
network?

Mr. BENNErr. I think it would be better to empo .yr par ts. As
I've said before, I think the kind of provision th Mr. Holloway
and others suggested is something that should be looked at very se-
riously.

Just a brief commentpeople say, well, why do you need to help
m( en, that stay at home? They obviously don't need day care.
They're already there. But there are two points that need to be
made.

One, many mothers and some fathers stay at home with their
children and make great financial sacrifice to do so, because of the
importance they attach to being at home with thei- children.
Indeed, I don't have to tell this committee about the ample evi-
dence from the literaturemedical, psychological, and educational
literatureabout the importance of bonding between parent and
child, particularly in the earl, years.

As Mr. Brodferbrenner at Cornell has pointed out, ii you want
the zingle most powerful predictor of the child's well-being, you
will look to the bond between parent and child Many parents rec-
ognize that that bonding will be better if at all possible that parent
is there. It helps with that bonding considerably.

But, we also want to be helpful, obviously, to family situations
where that is not possible, or where it's not possible for a parent to
be at home. It seems to me that if all families with small children,
young children, were helped by way of a tax credit, an increased
deduction, whatever, they could make their own choices and deci-
sions, and we would not be in the businessthis is a very impor-
tant pointof the Government prejudicing that position, or leading
that decision to stay home or go to the workplace by its policy.
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The Government is a teacher in a vital National seminar, as has
been well said. What it says, and the kinds of policies that it
adopts, will tend to influence actions. We must be very, very care-
ful in this area. I think we're all agreed on the same ends for the
care of children, but we must proceed very carefully in this, that
we don't destrn-f the fabric of some of our most precious institu-
tions.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Secretary, foi a very thoughtful
statement.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Solarz.
Mr. SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, do you think there's a need for additional day

care facilities in this country, or is it your judgment that the exist-
ing facilities are adequate for the demand?

Mr. BENNETT. I would say that at this point, in terms of national
figures, we do not see a shortage of day care. There may be a short-
age in some places, but not a national shortage.

Let me defer on that, because some of the witnesses coming up
later on are the authors of ',he articles I ye real, from which I
draw my information. They could speak to those numbers better
than I can.

Mr. SOLARZ. I don't want to get into a semantic quibble with you,
but it es seem to me that if there is a shortage in some areas,
and in some places, that almost by definition that constitutes a na-
tional shortage. You're not going to necessarily have a uniform
shortage in every State and every locality.

I don't know of anywhere where there is excess space available
that isn't being filled. It in some areas its not being met, that
would constitute a problem, wouldn't you agree?

Mr. BENNETT. Well, I don't want to get into a semantic debate
either.

I suppose that in one sense one could say that a shortage in any
part of the whole is a shortage in the whole. Is the shortage, how-
ever it migh exist, enough to justify saying that we have a crisis? I
think you should speak to the experts later on about that.

Mr. SOLARZ. Can you, provide for the record a more definitive re-
sponse on that?

That obviously is a critical factual assessment which Congress
will need to make in determining whether to proceed with this leg-
islation.

Mr. BENNETT. Well, it's one of the factors. Suppose we bracket
that issue. Maybe there is a serious shortage, and maybe there
isn't.

If you decide that there is a shortageand I think the numbers
will argue otl erwiseit doesn't follow that Dodd-Kildee is the best
vehicle.

Mr. SoLkaz. I quite agree with that. But if you came to the con-
clusion that there was no shortage-

Mr. BENNETT. Right.
I think the numbers will bear me out.
Mr. SOLARZ. Then one might say that the resources might be

h -r used for other purposes.
'et's move on.
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You spoke in your testimony, quite eloquently, I thought, about
the importance of family and the role of mothers in bridging up
their children. I think you said that we have to be very careful in
terms of public policy in not encouraging the breakup of families.

Do you take a position on whether a mother with a young child
who can only take z job if there are day care facilities available
should be encouraged to stay at home and bring up that child, or
go to work and place that child in day care? Or are you simply
sayini that choice ought to be left open to the mother?

Mr. BENNETT. It should be left open to the mother.
Mr. SOLARZ. So, with respect, to a young mother on welfare, who

has a child under school age. Do you take any position as to wheth-
er that mother should be encouraged to find employment, thereby
presumably requiring that the child be put in a day care facility?
Or do you take the position that in the interests of the relationship
between the mother and the child, and in the interests of the child,
the mother should not be encouraged to go to work and place the
child in a day care facility?

Mr. BENNETT. That's a complicated question, and a complicated
urea, as you know.

In general, again, I would not say that the choice should be
biased. It wou' I depend on some other factors as well. But again,
Mr. Crystal pointed out earlier that welfare reform is giving some
special room to mothers of children who are quite youngunder
three-

Mr. SOLARZ. You spoke in your testimony to the question of Fed-
eral standards, and you indicated that some of the tragedies that
have taken place have taken place in States with .,hat seemed to
be reasonably rigorous standards. Obviously the best standards
cannot prevent all tragedies from taking place.

Nevertheless, I gather that there might be some States around
the country whose standards don't meet an acceptable level of per-
formance. Do you have any objection in principle to the establish-
ment of minimal Federal standards that States would have to
meet, if it was clear that the enforcement of those standards would
be left up to the States, so that we weren't c'digated to establish a
vast Federal bureaucracy to determine whether those standards
were being met?

Mr. CRYSTAL. There are some States that have very rigorous or
extensive standards, and there are others who have more minimal
standards. I believe there are a few States that have no standards,
at least in some areas.

I believe there is no evidence that a State with extensive, mini-
mal, or no standards has any effect on the quality of child care in
the different kinds of ii.stitutions, formal and informal, in those
States. There have beenI would be interested and would defer to
the experts who come later on this, but this is a case where we can
have empirical evidence.

I believe that empirically there's simply no way to demonstrate
and nl' reason to think, really, that national standards are going to
improve the wiality of child care

If I could just come back 4o your first question on facilities
`here is quite a loi of reason to think that National standards and
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regulations are going to drive up the price and decrease the avail-
ability of child care.

Mr. SOLARZ. Is it your view that there is no State in the Nation
whose standards for the provision of child care are beneath what
you would consider to be a minimally acceptable level?

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Solarz, if I were a State legislator, I'm not
sure how I'd vote on all the different kinds of standards that come
up before State legislatures, or for that matter before city councils.

I would deny, though, that in those States that have standards
that you or others might consider too low that the legislators in
those States are simply indifferent to the well being of those chil-
dren in those States.

Obviously, reasonable people can differ on the best and the most
prudent way to regulate child care, how much you want to regulate
child care, and what would be best for children. The notion that
there are children out there who State legislators, city councilmen,
and parents are just not caring about, and that is the reason that
they haven't esabiished standards, and therefore that th,e national
Congress, with all due respect, has to come in and save the citizens
of Utah from the State legislators of UtahI don't see that that
makes much sense.

Mr. SOIARZ. That was neither my question nor my point.
I don't challenge the concern of legislators in those States that

may have standards that don't rise to the level of expectations
which we might have.

But, to use the Secretary's language, I suppose the care of the
children of our country is clearly a National concern. To some
extent, it's a National responsibility. If, in our judgement, States
are not establishing minimally acceptable standards, then it seems
to me that a case could be made that we have a responsibility to
step in and say that they've got to do a better job.

This is not necessarily to have uniform standards in every State.
Some may want higher standards than the minimum.

Mr. BENNETT. Look, it's a matter of principle here. The States
are not doing an adequate job, and it should do an adequate job. Is
this situation going to be improved by the Federal Government's
getting involved in it? I really have my doubts.

It's like a matter which you and I have talked about beforecur-
riculum. Are there some schools- in some States that have such hor-
rible curricula that children aren't learning anything? Yes. And
tIsere are some States that aren't doing enough about that.

Should we therefore have minimal National, Federal standards
for curriculum? Absolutely not. Because if we have minimal na-
tional standards for curriculum, they will soon being mini-
mal national standards for curriculum. They will become larger
and greater and more influenced by lots of extraneous concerns.

That's my worry. We want quality day care. We want child care.
We want places where children are protected. I'm not sure this is
the way to do it.

Mr. SOIARZ. One final question, if I might, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, you indicated in your testimony that you felt that

in any approach adopted by the Congress, we should not discrimi-
nate against mothers who choose to stay at home and bring up
children.
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Mr. BENNETT. Right
Mr. SOLARZ. But you've also spoken about the need to target lim-

ited resources on those in need, and where the need lies.
Now, if for the purposes of discussion, we reach the conclusion

that there is a need for additional day care facilities-
Mr, BENNETT. Okay.
Mr. SOLARZ. Suppose we decide to make some additional re-

sources available in order to facilitate the establishment of more
fe-ilities around the country, and to reduce the cost for people in
need who would like to avail themselves of these facilities, but who
simply can't afford it under existing circumstances I see the clear
merit, under those circumstances, :n a Federal program which fa-
cilitates the establishment of more centers and which reduces the
cost to these who can't afford them

But it is not clear to me what purpose would be served by your
suggestion of adopting an approach which provides comparable
amounts of money, nresumably, to mothers who remain at home
bringing up their children. In what sense does that contribute to a
solution of the problem of crating enough facilities and adequate
ones at affordable costs to parents who choose to work?

What good does it do to provide limited resources to mothers who
are staying at home and are already bringing up the children?
That doesn't seem to be where the need is. The need is for those
who feel they have to work. but can't work because the facilities
are not available

Mr. BENNETT. Well, it all depends on how one defines the need. If
one starts out the argument by saying that the need is for child
care for working mothers, then one comes to a very different con-
clusion.

Why should one simply assume that is the relevant universe,
when in fact the relevant universe is larger`' We need to help
mothers and fathers of small children, who are in need.

You don't find out that somebody is in need simply because
they're workim,, as opposed to being at home Again. many people
stay at home and m. ' ;e great financial sacrifice. It's entirely possi-
ble, Mr Solarz, that if you lo something like provide a tax credit
or increase the size of the deduction, that some mothers who here-
tofore have not used informal carp or formal care may decide to do
so with those additional resources

The problem is cutting it the other waylet me just make one
more comment

If you were to take Dodd-Kik:lee and say, look, 115 percent i too
high Let's get it down and focus it on the poor but only, let's say,
on single parents with young children The worry there would be
that you wouldn't want to get in the position of a public policy
which encourages more single parentsmore divorce, or more
people having children without ever getting married at all That',
one of the public policy implications of ii, I think.

That's another reason for the neutrality idea
Mr CRYSTAL When Congress decided a couple of decades ago

correLtly, I believethat poor people needed help to get adequate
r. .irition, and enough food to live a decent life and stay healthy
Congress passed a Food Stamp program. That really is the analogy
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of giving money to the relevant people ei they cai, out nd
what they need to get.

It seem to nu, that focubing on the facilities would he like decid-
ing that poor people were having trouble getting enough food, so
we're going to give money to grocery stores or food providers. It
seems to me that it's much more direct, and you would avoid all
kinds of bureaucratic problems and ensure that the people who
neea tn.: money get the money by giving the money directly to the
parents, whether it's a single parent or two parents, rather than
ft, nneling money into State governments and then into institutions
in the hope that somehow this ends up helping those who do de-
serve to be helped.

Mr. SOLARZ. If there had been a clear shortage of grocery stores,
and there were areas around the country where people couldn't get
food, not simply because they couldn't afford it, but because there
were no places where it was sold, we would have to considet some
kind of way of dealing with that problem.

Maybe ode of the fundamental differences here is over the extent
to which these facilities are in fact available You seem to think by
and large that they are. Many people would argue that they're not.

Mr. BENNETT. The evi'- rice may show that we don't have a
crisis, but even if you decided that there were too few grocery
stores or too few day care centers which people want2d, it still, I
think, would make good sense to give people the money directly. If
they're hungry, and they want to buy groceries, but they can't be-
cause they don't have enough moneyif you give them some
money, they're going to go look for groceries.

I think the people who have groceries will set up those stores to
get that money.

Mr. SOLARZ. Is the administration going to propose some kind of
child tax credit as a way of dealing with this problem'

Mr. BENNETT I don't know.
I certainly think that something along these lines is what I

would recommend. This is still a matter of discussion among us,
Mr. Solarz.

Mr. SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Mr Chairman.
Mr KILDEE Mr. Grandy.
Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Secretary, thank you for being here
Let me follow up on something that Mr. So lai z brought up at the

end of his comments.
This is a visual aid itemizing-
Mr. BENNETT. It isn't for me. I can't see it.
Mr. SOLARZ. Well, it's provided for Members of Congress in print

big enough so that their staffs don't have to explain it to them.
[Laughter.]

Mr. BENNETT'. Got it.
Mr. GRANDY. I think that basically what we're doing here is es-

tablishing the parameters of Federal involvement. Dodd-Kildee is
here, and over here is the Holloway proposal, which is predomi-
nantly a tax alteration.

Mr. BENNETT. Right.
Mr. GRANDY. Now, you say in your testimony that you would

provide some possibilities fin policy initiatives, among them ex-
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panding child care tax credits, a crackdown on absent fathers, ex-ploring ways to help employers to be encouraged to provide childcare.
These are all goodbut I want to go back to another point.Is the Administration considering a policy initiative which wouldencompass any or all of them, somewhere between Mr. Holloway's

proposal, which is perhaps the least amount of Federal involve-
ment, and Mr. Kildee's, which is probably the most

I could tell you right now, as you probably know, that Mrs. John-
son has a bill somewhere between here. The task force that Repub-lican members of this committee are working on has a proposalwhich will be somewhere between the two.

Where is the administration? Is it going to be squarely on theside of altering tax policy, or will there be some other initiatives
that might involve Federal participation as w',11 as IRS forgive-ness?

Mr. BENNETT. I don't want to dodge your question, Mr. GrandyIt's a good question direct and clear.
I just can't give you the answer to it, except to say that it's amatter of debate and discussion within the administration rightnow.
This testimony that I gave you this morning, of course, is admin-istration testimony. It was cleared by the White House. These arethe kinds of principles that I think we should be governed by.
I've indicated in a couple of my answers why I think Dodd-Kildee

doesn't meet these principles. I think the Holloway bill wouidlargely meet these principles, and other bills would as well.
We're o' this continuum. If I had to say where I am, Lnd what Iwill be arguing forit would be something toward the side of theHolloway bill.
But this is a matter for us to talk about later on.
Mr. GRANDY. Let me explore it from a different point of view,getting beyond simply altering the tax code to accommodate morepeople, those people with little or no tax liability Do you foresee

any kind of a voucher system that could be redeemed for varioustypes of child care? This is something that our task force has been
investigating, and something that you have been advocating in thepublic education system.

Is this a viable option in terms of providing choice to thosepeople who could not avail themselves of a tax credit, but whowould be just as much in need of some kind of child care relief?
Mr. BENNETT. It's another option
But all I could say, in all candor, is that if one goes the route ofvouchers, one would engage the same kind of knee-jerk reactionthat we saw in the debate on vouchers and education.
I don't know that we have to do that. That's not in my view thebest path. My thinking right now is that the best path would be

something like Holloway, which would result in, for poor familieswith negative income tax, a refund, refundable monies that they
would receive to be used for child care or day care.

Mr. CRANDY. Or not used for day care.
Mr. BENNETT. Or nqt. That's right.
Mr. GRANDY. I think that the difference here is that the vouchers

a-t-e redeemable at only a certain facility.



You can't use a food s.tamp an:.where but in a store I think the
purpose of this task force rs to make that coacher broad -based as
possible This would provide relief even ti you were going to use it
to pay for care provided b a relative' in the home. as opposed to
care provided in a center This ould be .1,1 expanded certificate. I

would think, if we chose that concept
Mr BENNETT It could be looked at
Mr. GRANDY I think that if there , aoythii .4 to be argued

against Mr Holloway's hill. its thai some of that money may not
go for child care

Mr. BENNErl But these are lam I. These are ,,C) ereign people
in this country They can decide how tt,. want to spend their fam-
ily's money.

Mr. GRANDY I understand that. Mr Bennett
Mr BENNETT They may decide to go to Mr Solari' grocery store

and some better meals rather than going to Little Lee Day
Care Center

Mr. GRANDY But assuming that child care is written somewhere
around the Education ar,d Labor committee, and not just Ways and
Means, then we have a purpose to do what you highlighted in your
testimony, and that's to look out for the care of the child

With that, let me ask you another question about what kinds of
potential problems we are looking at now that the Civil Rights
Restoration Act is law), by potentially providing a network of child
care facilities around the country?

If churches are involvedand I represent an area where church-
es are an integr. . part of the communityare they potentially at
risk now by getting some kind of Federal funds, or even, let's Sai,
certificates'? Is there a potential legal batt:e brewing over this9

Mr. BENNETT It could be
Mr. GRANDY. Would you care to comment, Mr. Crystal?
Mr. CRYSTAL. Yes.
Obviously the Grove City bill complicates the effort that I under-

stand is being made by some of those sponsors of the ABC bill to
try to find a v-ay to get funds to those institutions which have some
connection with a religious organization in a way that would not
implicate the whole religio7,s organization in a network of Federal
controls or regulation.

One of the most striking things, a:, you know, about the ABC bill
is that it now specifies that even a voucher taken to a religiously
based child care center or unit is funds for that inst awn, and
therefore cannot be used

Even if Dodd-Kildee goes in a voucher direction, it says that it
cannot be used at any child care center that has any taint of reli-
gion about itif it employs one of the people w'm works in the
church upstairs during the afternoon to help with the child care in
the morning. So there's already a terrible problem which I think
the sponsors of ABC are facing right now, in figuring out how, on
the one hand, to get aid to institutions rather than individuals and
to do this in a way that's not terribly unfair to institutions that are
religiously based or affiliated.

Some gentleman from Mr Solarz' district came to see us some
weeks agoand i think they've been to see him as wellwith real
concerns about that in the currant ABC bill Grove City simply
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complicates those concerns, and I frankly don't think that cis long
as you are targeting money to institutions rather tin to individ-
uals, and as long as you have current First Amendment law plus
Grove Cityit's going to be extremely hard, or virtually impossi-
ble, to be fair and even-handed to religiously affiliated day careproviders.

I would add one more point: it is precisely in needier conmuni-
tiesmany of our inner cities, fcr examplethat the churches
have been especially active in providing the day care. Many of
these centers are not religious. They offer in-church premises, and
maybe their personnel overlaps with the churrth upstairs. But
they're not necessarily religio.'s, although some, of course, are.

It's precisely the problem you point to that's going to hurt the
needier communities whom we should be trying to help.

Mr. GRANDY. Well, I assume that you would both concur that
whatever the committee decides and whatever this Congress ulti-
mately votes on, we have to include the church as an ally of the
family in this legislation. We can't preclude the church, because
there's a natural network out there right now to assist the family
in these circumstances.

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. BENNETT In the campaign for care of children, no allies are

to be refused.
Churches and synagogues have proven taemselves to be very val-

uable allies in the rare of children
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Armey?
Mr. ARMEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin by telling you-
Mr. KILDEE. Just in deference to the Secretary, we've kept him

over the alloted time, so if you could be brief, we'd appreciate that.
Mr. ARMEY. Well, I'd like to begin by thanking you for your cour-

tesy in allowing me to participate
As a former child myself, and a slaughter] Mr. Armey Current

parent and a fellow who is still trying to get his children to do
their duty and bring me grandchildren, I'm very much interestedin this subject.

I was also interested, Mr. Chairman, in watching you and the
Secretary review your chiidhood experience. In terms of comparing
that with my own, I was one of eight children. My mother and
father both worked outside and inside the home, raising us Look-
ing at those three case examples, and recognizing that we all three
started our early careers in education and have now become part of
the Government, this has proven to me that no matter how you
raise a child, you can still go wrong. [Laughter.]

Mr. Secretary, I am an original co-sponsor of Mr. Holloway's bill.
I believe that it is a bill that will allow us to give more help to
more children at less cost in taxes to their parents, with greater
freedom of choice to their parents, and I'm very excited about that
possibility, and hope that we will look at it very seriously.

In that regard, I would wonder if maybe you would be willing
toI do only have two questions.

In the first case, would you be willing to comment on tax incen-
tives and credits in terms of what they would do for the poor? We
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have focused on that, and rightly so The low income family is the
family to which we ought to respond

I was wondering if you might be willing to comment on that
Mr. BENNETT. Yes. I agree with you, Mr. Armey.
Mr. Holloway's proposal is sound in principle and one which is

respectful of the autonomy of a free people It also allows for re-
sponse to a range of situations, specifically addressing child care. If
there's a need for child are or da care. it can be filled and re-
sponded to by giving more resources to families to spend on this, if
this is what they want.

The other thinga point that hasn't been made yetis that if
we look at history. and there are people in this room who will be
speaking later who are much more expert in this than I, the family
has a great capacity to care for itself and for children over a period
of time. A very good case can be made for giving them some of
their taxes back, particularly in the case of the two parents. one
parent working and one at home family. There has been a real de-
cline in the percentage of dollars they earn which arc returned to
them.

I think the case can be made on that ground, too
Mr. ARMEY. I appreciate that.
The reason that I'm so interested in that is that I am a follower

of Milton Friedman One of the really great cases that he made
early it the development of the contemporary field of welfare
theory is the demonstration that a direct income subsidy to the
poor that honors their freedom of choice results in greater increase
in well-being at lower taxpayer cost It's been a curious example
that I've used in the classroom for ,rs with Food Stamps.

In addition to my five children, I in blessed with a wife who is a
professional family therapist She and I discussed this issue, since
she is aware of my interest in the issue She brought to my atten-
tion an article by Dr Edward Zig ler. I'm not very familiar with his
work, but Susan and I did discuss this article Zig ler is at Yale Uni-
versity's Bust, Center

One quote that I took in our discussions was that child care sys-
tems must be predicated on a true partnership between parents
and children's caretakers This related to me and my interest in
the sovereign choices ,,s you put it. of American parents

I quite frankly fear for trespass against those choices in the
Dodd-Kiklee bill, and Susan and I had a good discussion about that
quote I w idered if maybe you could help

Mr. BENNETT. Yes
I agree. As I said in my statement. I think it is true that the

family is the original department of health, education and welfare
I also think that it is true that when fitindies cannot provide for
children, other institutions must do what they can.

As you've often heard me say, Mr Armey, when children come
to school without any background because parents and family
haven't done their job, the schools must take up that responsibility

This doesn't argue against the primacy of the family as the mcst
efficient and valuable and important nurturing institution in socie-
ty It simply argues that we all must do what we can But I think
that if one started on the argument by saving that day care provid-
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ers and parents are co-partners, that would be a mistake. They arenot equal. They are not equal in any sense.
The hest day care center in the world cannot approach what agood family can provide for a child. You cannot pay people e-oughmoney to do by children what mothers and fathers will do for themout of love
That has to be kept clear. People will say, but what about fami-lies where there isn't love? Well, that's a problem to which all of ushave to then respond. But we don't get at that one by weakening

even further the family bond, or by saying to those people wh.,choose to stay at home with their children, that Governmentdoesn't recognize your contribution. It only recognizes 'he contribu-tion of those who afe in the workforce. That's a mistake.
Mr. ARMEY. Thank you.
Mr. Kildee, if I may make one final point.
I have raised five children, and I did that with a wife whotheir early years chose to work at home instead of outside thehome.
I would say from our experience that it is in the interest of thechild's develfpment for the chid to spend part of that day in a daycare, and quite frankly, it's also in the interest of the parent'ssanity for that to take place.
Thank you again for letting me participc t,
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr Secretary, for your .estimony thismorning.
Mr. BENNETT. Thank you very much
Mr. KILDEE. Our first panel this morning willpardon me,Nancy We haven't heard from you
Mr. HiNSON. Remind me, Mr. Chairman, never to let the Secre-t -y go first when he's not in a hurry [Laughter.]
Mr. K1LDEE. That is very kind of you, Nancy
Thank you very much.
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY JO:'1':30N, A U.S. REPRESvNTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr Chairman, for offering me this op-portunity to testily on the need to reform Federal day care policy.I very much appreciate your leadership and that of Mr Tauke onthis very important issue, which is of such great concern to work-ing families in America.
Federal child care legislation could even cross the President'sdesk this year, but I believe that will depend or. the degree towhich we are willing to realistically look at the difficulties familiesface, and specifically the role of the Federal Government. in lever-aging both increased availability of care and euality of care.Child care is as important an issue es nn) Jit thP Congressional

agenda "'.tie numbers of mothers of young children working hasmore t tripled since 1950. According to the Secretary of Labor'sTask i .)rce on Child Care, in 1950, only 12 percent of women withchildren under six Noticed. Today, that figure is 57 percent chil-dren under six.
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Almost two-thirds of mothers with children under 14 work. and
no wonder Supporting a family is eery much more difficult these
days than it used to be Housing is very expensive. Transportation
is expensive. Insi ranee for automobiles is expensive. Those things
are required to work, and this goes en and on down the list. In fact,
families have much less choice about working now than they have
had in any decade preceding in America's experience.

The Child Care Act of 1987, H.R. 1572, which I originally intro-
duced in the 99th Congress in 1985, and the Child Care Services
Impro_ment Act, which I am proud to sponsor with Senator
Hatch, take the necessary steps to expand the supply of quality
child care and better assist low income families. I do see those as
the two objectives of reformed Federal day care: tnat they expand
supply and that they help lower income families

In expanding supply, of course, I mean quality care. To supply
quality and subsidy to lower income families, I think, are precisely
the policy challenges that we face. These bills do not compromise
the flexibility that working families need if they are to realistically
address the interests of their own children, and if we are to address
the nationwide child care shortage

3etween them they provide a pragmatic and fiscally responsible
reform of Federal chiid care policy

The Child Care Services Improvements Act, H R. 4002. is de-
signed to expand the supply of affordable, quality child care across
the country comprehensively The bill authorizes a block grant of
$250 million to start up nr expand licensed or accredited child care
programs sponsored by municipalities, non-profit small busmr -es,
educational institutions, community or employer sponsorec pro-
gram after school care programs and others This retains com-
plete .exibdity for the State and local government to direct funds
according to their pm: ities, and beyond this, allows the funding of
certificates or sc. olarships for low income families.

Tn fict one of the major differences between +' e Child Care
Services improvement Act and the ABC bill is that we are mo-e
aggressive in our efforts to expand supply, i,or instance, we allow
block grants to go to for-profit day care centers We allow block
grant money to he paired with business efforts to open centers that
are going to be under that business' jurisdiction

I think we should try to i. oarate this issue of expanding supply
from the issues of quality a- affordability We have a powerful op-
portunity to expand supply Remember in the drug bill, we put
some initial money in therethe first time we passed drug legisla-
tionso that States could deve' ;p drug curricula, and they have If
you check back now, all but ooe or two States have done that, and
that money that we gave them did leverage that

Both the ABC bill and our bill look to grants to belp pe,ple meet
hcensare requirements and so on and so forth, in order to expand
supply The pury ew of our hill is .imply broader We say that it's
okay for the Federal Government to help a small business get es-
tablished, as we do through the SBA and SBA Loans you see

We allow our grant money to be u.ied for small businesses to
open for-profit centers, because that will expand supply dramatical-
ly Lind rapidly, and in no other aspect of Federal policy do we say
that Government has no interest in expanding the private sect
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I would hope that you would not constrain' _ur program, that
in the ABC bill, to exclude assistance to initiating in the private
sector. I think that private-public partnership is very, very impor-
tant, and uve must make certain that we do provide the incentives
that business needs to get into the business of child care for both
small care providers and businesses in the larger sense, through
helping them to take what I consider to be their appropriate re-
sponsibility in expanding child care options for their own employ-
ees.

In addition to the possible uses of the block grant program, the
Child Care Services Act seeks to expand E' upply of care by breaking
down barriers to going into the busine.,s_of child care. Th.s is very
important, because if were gc:ng to deal with child carewhich I
think we have got towe've gct to make it more available. One of
the ways that you make it more available is to make it a more de-
sirable thing and easier to do.

So, we break down the liability insurance barriers and provide a
revolving loan fund and those other provisions in our bill, we
ensure that people will have access to insurance at an affordable
cost. That would allow many people who want to go into child care
to do so. We know that the !ast insurance crisis drove some of our
providers literally out of the market. "'his clamped down on avail-
able slots, rather that' expanding available slots.

This issue of ensuring the availability of affordable insurance is
essential to expanding child care services in America.

Equally important is t -Ix reform. I know that we don't like to
talk about that, but how are you going to get home care providers
into the market when now you're telling them that un1/41,n- the new
tax bill they have to make quarterly payments? That's simply too
much for the kind of businessperson that we're addressing Our bill
would relieve home care providers and day care providers from
quarter1,7 payments. It would relieve the small business provider
from paying both the employer and the employee's half of Social
Security taxes That is a very heavy burden, and ifs not one that
ou: home care providers can carry.

You want people to be licensed9 Wh-tt home care provider that's
not licensed now is going to get licenses, if it means that he's goIng
to have to pay both the employer and the employee portions of
Social Security taxes? Which one of those underground people are
going to want to con] .? into the system if they have to make quar-
terly payments?

I think that we have to be realistic and honest I want as much
as you do to bring every unlicensed provider into the iicensed, reg-
ulated system. But we have to make this possible for them. In my
bill, we make it poss:ble for them by addressing the issue of ensur-
ing access to affordable liability insurance, by refoi ming the Tax
Code so that it is syn.pathetic to the small child care provider We
do this in a third, very important way through our hold harmless
provision.

This is what I call our amnesty provision. Many States have not
licensed home care providers in the past Some States that have li-
cense(' home care providers, like my own Connecticut, know per-
fectly Nell,ell, and anybody in the business will tell you, we have had

7
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State licensure and State standards. and at least half of our home
care providers are not licensed It's probably more like 70 percent.

My ov.n belief about the licensure issue is that most of the unli-
censed care is relative care, and that's got some advantages. I don't
think that Government necessarily wants to get in there. Usually
relatives provide some subsidy. so that the cost issue is not so seri-
o,is

But we do have a significant sector, even in the States with licen-
sure, of unlicensed providers. If you want to try ibis ou+ for your-
self, the next time you talk at a chamber, or a Rotary, or a League
of Women Votersany group, women or men or combinedask
people to hold up their hands to show how many people have chil-
dren in care. Then ask how many have children in relative care
and now many have children in licensed care.

Ask your own friends, because people are embarrassed to admit
it. You d be surprised how many people don't hay their kids in li-
censed care. The tragedy is that the people whose children are
under three don't have a lot of choice. If your children are over
three. you're going to get most hands going up, saying that they're
in licensed care. If they're under three, you're going to have most
hands going up for unlicensed care, since we have not made it pos-
sible under our licensure system to provide affordable licensed
cat e.

We have literally no subsidies from most States or from the Fed-
eral level for low-income families to pay for day care.

My bold harmless provisions are just an effort for the existing
unlicensed providers to be able to continue to provide service while
they get licensed. From the time they apply to the time they were
licensed, you could continue to use them, if you were a low income
pei on receiving a Federal subsidy.

Now, if you don't provide them with this partnership so that
they can move from unlicensed to licensed, then they won't enter
the licensed system, and they'll continue to provide care. They
cannot econo ucally stop providing care and furthermore the chil-
dren that they're caring for know them, the parents like themif
suspension of service is the price of becoming licensed, with all of
the other disincentives there are to becoming lice-ised, they're not
going to do it.

But if you tell them look, you can keep doirg what you're doing
as long as you're going through the licensing ',recess, and at the
same time, becoming licensed is going to give you access to afford
able insurance Becoming licensed is going to give you access to a
simpler position in the Tax Codeyou can lure them in.

We found with the food subsidy program that we were able to
lure a certain number of providers in In Conn,,cticut, small provid-
ers' association have sprung up, and because they provide library
services to their members, and some accounting help ard things
like that "hey're been able to help lure people in.

Put t',e very fact that in States with developed licensing systems
and evt,a developed provider base associations, we have not suc-
ceeded in bringing these unlicensed people into the licensei sector
indicates that we need more incentives

I would really urge you not to neglect those sections of our bill
that are totally unlike the ABC bill and have realty nothing to do
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with the ABC bil!. They are not 'r conflict. I think they're essen-
tial to a broad-scoped, quality public policy which from the Federal
level will do everything possible for us t' 2xpand availability, by
providing gra: is broadly.

I have one major employer who would love to provide daycare.
He's the biggest emplovc.r in 15 towns. He has employees from all
those towns. He can't, -,:cause he's so afraid of Ole liability issue. If
we solve that liability problem for him, he's big enough to be able
to carry the cost. For a smaller employer, the liability issue cou-
pled with a small grant to get started can begin serving quite a sig-
nificant area.

The partnership that is envisioned in our bill, both in the grant
portion of the bill and in the barrier breaking sections of the bill,
are very important to an aggressive effort to expand slots. I hope
that you will support them.

Both our bill and the ABC bill, incidentally, supply grants to
small providers to make tne changes in the facilities necessary to
meet licenst and I think that's a very healthy kind of incentive,
not like the others that I've mentioned. We need this.

,since I've skipped through my testimony here, I don't want to
repeat myself, but on the other hand, I want to go on to the other
aspects of the two bills that are the most important. One is expand-
ing availability, which I think I've covered completely.

The other is the issue of cost and affordability. Both the ABC bill
and my bill address the issue of affordability by allowing us to fund
certificates or scholarships up to, in one bill 200 percent of poverty
and in the other bill a little lower amount. Those are initiatives
that I strongly support.

In my bifl, H.R. 1572, that was introduced some years ago, I did
emphasize that. Right now, we have no subsidies Fi om the Federal
level, we provide an entitlement. I think this is part of the urgency
of reforming Federal day care policy. We have an entitlement for
those who earn enough mon-v 1-1 benefit from the tax credit. We
don't just provide a subsidy, .e provide it to everyoneno matter
how much they make.

If they make enough money to benefit from the tax cre.lit, okay.
But below that we provide nothing. If you don't make enough
money to pay taxes, or to have some taxes to write a credit off
against, we provide nothin;.

That is :tally a scandalous inequity in Federal policy. If you can
correct that inequity so that you could create some buying power
among low-income families who are the most needythose are the
families who have the least choice about whether both parents
work. If you could increase the ability to pay and increase the
availability of slots, the . the last issue that 1 Jo want to address is
quality and standard setting.

this is another dramatic policy difference between the Child
Services Improvement Act and the ABC bill: who sets the stand-
ards. I would urge you to aliow the States to set standards. We
have not required States to set standards in the past, so this would
be a new initiative for us to require States to Set standards. I don't
believe th * Federal money should go to those who dor't meet
standards.



But we don't set Feder al standards phYsit !;,1

for accreditation tor schools We do requite that stamfaid- k.r
most of those instance, but we do 11.4 do it otirsek ! wont, to

talk a little bit more abottt the- issue of standard setting

I think 1- twaa, we need to do is to require stand ods and coup!: tf-e
requirement for standards v. ith incentRes to expand the suppiN
the kinds of incentives that I just talked about

If the Federal Uo\etnment requires that standards be set. the\
would do a very important thing that has n(', been done ,n
America they would force public discussion of standards in facili-

ties that care for our children in eve.y State legislature Now I not
only served in Connecticut w hen we went through a big debate on

this, but I chair-et. the program and investigations committee that
did a (i -month study of day care iii Connecticut .n a time of change

I can tell you, if you hold hearings in your State legislature,

about st.a of care, you will get pretty much the same stand-

ards throughout the Nation Those States in which we have yLry
low standards are States that have never held these hearings, since

they haven't been required to
I think that if we require that States set standards. and that Fed-

eral dollars only go to those providers who meet standards, than we

wtil see some uniformity emerge We can revisit that issue in 5

yec rs and see if there are specific things that we need to encour-

age
But if States set standards publicly, you will now get public

debate between parents and providers that ultimately is at the
heart of the issue of standards setting , quality If you don't do
that, if you do it from the Federal leve;. then you run this risk Let
me give you an example of the serious risk that you run

In the ABC bil!, after school care is defined as care that provides
counseling and basic skills training Now, no home care p.ov ler
can meet that criteria The ordinary woman out there. taking care

of children in her home, cannot document that she can provide

counseling or basic skills tr arrig. so she cannot take care of latch-

key children or if she does, those parents who need that care

c snot benefit from Federal subsidies
You're either going to cut her out of that business or those par-

ents out of care Those parents will be cut out of subsidy support.

Now, if you don't allow home care providers to accept latch key
children because they don't meet the criteria in the bill, they will

not be able to piovide infant care Our home care providers are our
primary providers of infant care We have lots of centerslook at
your own district There are lots of people who will take c ire of

children t Ind 4 years old, up to kindergarten, depending on what

State you live in But there is a real, desperate shortage of high-

quality ilifant care
In my State, most of the infant care providers are the home care

providers, and they are regulated by the State They can only take

so many infants and so many toddlers To make their project eco-
nomically feasible 2 years ago, we allowed them to take an addi-

tional latch-key child
They were able to provide evidence to us that they could handle

that, and that in fact the older chi' iren were a help with the

younger children and that a good relationship was often built up
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At any rate a cl.,c1:-13n - lacie betve::: pare"t:- atic. pros idersin a public setting as to what this relationship should be between
numbe:s of infants, numbers of toddlers, and numbers of latch-keychildren.

That tells you two things. First of all, many of the home care
providers would have to go out of business if they were denied all
latch-key children. That simply wouldn't be an economically viable
business, and they would have to go down to the local supermarket
and check out goods, or go the local McDonaldswhere in Con-
necticut now you get over $5 an hour. They would be forced to dothat instead of taking care of children, as they warted. They
wouldn't be allowed the latch-key children which were critical tomaking their business economically viable

Now, that's important. You cut out home care and you cut out
infant care. Then you're going to reduce availability rather thanenhancing availability.

Second, there are plenty of 7-year-old kids, boys, who need to bein someone's home where they can run in the neighborhood. They
don't need after school care that is school-based. Now, I like the
idea of school-based care, and I want to see some of the grants in
my bill and your bill flow to schools, so that we can do a better jobwith some after-school care

But there are kids of different ages and kids of different needs.
Some kids need to go home to someone y know in a home set-ting and have the freedom. Plus, if you eliminate it, you do very
seriously erode the ability of home care providers to survive eco-
nomically. Therefore, you endanger the existent' of infant care.

In other words, if you make a mistake in setting a Federal defini-
tion, you couldn't reduce the availability of care. But there is an-other aspect of the standard setting in your bill that is just as dan-gerot s.

In your bill, you say that if you reduce standards, you lose eligi-
bility to Federal funds. Now, in your bill you require inspection of
home care providers only once every 5 years. In Connecticut, wehave b2en requiring all home care providers to be inspected annu-ally.

About a year and a half ago, because we couldn't afford it, welooked at the deployment of our resources, and they passed a billsaying that we wiii gc te an unannounced inspection every 5 years,which is what you have i i your bill.
But, if your legislatio had been Federal law when Connecticutdid that, we would have been wiped out We would have lost all

eligibility, our people would have lost all elig.hility to access anyFederal money for expanding care or for subsidies to low-income
families Under your definition, even though the standard we weregoing to have in law was the same, equal to, or higher than the
standard in this bill, it would have been a degradation under thedefinition in your law.

I you to loc _ _ t that issue of degradation You're going to set
your standards according to the medial, So, half the States aregoing to be under and half are going to be over Now. the States
that are overbecause this is an economically fringe business, and
yet very important particularly for infants if families are to have
the choice of a home setting or a center setting for children, which

O



I think they should it's very, very important that you not penal-
ize States for changing their rules of licensure because when you
do that, you'll simply eliminate large portions of the American pop-
ulation from access to any Federal dollars

So, I wanted to be sure to point out those dangers of the kind of
standard setting that is being proposed in the ABC bill I would
just say that I am absolutely convinced that if we require stand-
ards to be set, and we beef up the Federal part of our bill that
sends out the standards based on the good models, then when we
revisit this issue in 5 years, we'll find that States are all pretty
much in the ball game.

The evidence is that they're pretty much in the ball game, in the
centers.

As to the issue of abuseyou know, the first issues of abuse to
hit the newspapers were from day care centers. There are fewer
centers. they are all licensed in every State. and they're easy to
regulate because they are so visible. And yet the first examples of
abuse came from nters.

Then there weie examples of abuse from home care providers,
both licensed and unlicensed We have to be honest There is no
wayit's just like licensing people to drive There's not way to li-
cense people to drive and make sure that everybody you license is
going to be good.

The portions ( f both bills that strengthen parental involvement
and educate parents on how to oversee quality, and which go public
about standards and give us the leverage we need to involve fami-
lies and communities in this issue of standard setting, and the
quality issues, ait extremely important If w don't succeed in de-
veloping that kine of strong partnership. I di care what kind f
bureaucracy you put. in place, it's not going to do the job

Illinois has one of the best bureaucracies in the Nation, and you
heard what thr. Illinois people said, and what they found So. one of
the things: .4e lave to do is to give parents tit. money to buy qual-
ity ca ;e, and when we give them that subsidy. we hake to get them
to come to meetin--, We have to give them literature that tells
them what to loo in their provider and him to check out things
that they're suspicious about

There's a wonderful job to be done
One last point I would hope that, in view Of the pressure on the

budget, and I don't see many of you who sene on the budget com-
mittee with me but maybe some of you serve 01 ,propriatiOnS-
we all know, and we feel keenly the pressure on si ending here in
Washington

I would urge vou not to set aside 2:i pei cent of the spending for
administrative and training purpuses There's hardly a StateI am
not aware of a State that doesn't have a good community college
system now All of the community colleges have human develop-
ment courses, psychology courses, and so on If NN e put on them, is
a way of qualifying for Federal fuads the responsibility to has(
provider trainin'. course available to their community cayge
system, then we use existing resources For that there is a e17,
good training program Ireath establish,,: in New York I'Ne for-
gottea the name, but I'm sure you know
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We could use that as the kind of program that we're looking for.It's not hard to put that mandate for training on them. The re-sources are there, and I'd hate to see us duplicate those resources.
Likewise, in the information referral section of the bill, I think

that many communitieshi Connecticut, it's the info linethey
have highly skilled people, and they refer pple for lots of pur-poses. I'll provide you with some literature on them, because Idon't want us to see placed on Connecticut the responsibility t,, setup a separate info recerral line when frankly we've had that man-date in our State law for quite a while and have now some excel-
lent information referral services out there.

would think that it would be reasonable to require that everyState agency through their computers spit out copies to every townhall, every library, every school district.
The schools should be required to have those resources in everyprincipal's office. We can do some better things about disseminat-

;.ng information, but I think we have to be careful how mud.honey we segregate for administrative and training costs. I thinkthere are resources we could use better.
That 25 percent of $2.5 billion is more than $500 million.
Yes. And if we should allocate less, like, say, .pl billion, then $250

trillion of that is ending up going into administration, when whatwe need is slots available and this dynamic to get money to low-income families out there, with a quality system to oversee it.
I'd be happy to answer questions.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Nancy L Johnson follows:]

0 4. I r 4i
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Mx Chairman, thank yot for offering me this opportunity to testify on
the need to reform federal child care policy 1 appreciate your leadership
and that of countless others, many of whoa are present here today Federal
child -care legislation could even cross the President's desk this year

Child care is as importan, an issue as any on the Congressional agenda
The nu be of mothers of young child-en working has more than tripled since
1950 A.cording to the Secretary of Labor's Task Force on child care, in
1950 only 12 percent of women with children under six worked and today that
figure is 57 percent Almost two - thirds o. mothers with children younger
than 14 work And no wonder Supporting family is such more difficult
than it used to be Housing is expensive everywhere and working usually
requires car and costly insurance but the economic pressures felt by
Young families must not be Allowed to endanger the veil -being of our
children

The Child Care Act f 1987 (H R 1572), which I originally introduced
in the 99th Congress, and the Child Care Services Improvement Act (H R
4002), which I am proud to sponsor with Sen Orrin Hatch, take the necess.ry
steps to expand the supply of quality child care and better assist low-
income families These bills da not compromise the flexibilfr, r,It working
families need if we are to realistically address the nationwide chi,d-csre
shortage Between them, they provide pragmatic and fiscally resoansible
reform of federal child care policy

The Child Care Services Improvement Act (H R 4002), is designed to
expand the supply of affordable, quality child care across the country
comprehensively The bill authorizes block grant o. $250 million to start
up or expand li-ensed or accredited child -Care programs sponsored by
municipalities, nonprofits small businesses, educational institutions and
others It will also ford certificates or scholarships to low-income
families, community or employer sponsored programs, s.ck child programs or
after-school care, with each state or locality directing funds in accordance
with thrir priorities

fhe Child Care Service., Improvement Act eliminates the liabilit),
insuran,, Barriers that di,,ouraged prosper e child-care prowiders
from en. ,ng the profession, dissuaded business,. from sponsori.g centers
and forced existing providers out of business It assures both a,ailabilitv
and affordability of insurance by clearly delineating provider liability and
by distributing $100 million in start-up funds to states for risk pools

The Child Care Services Impp-oJement Act also encourages underground erd
new family -based providers to join the regulated system It authorizes $25
million for state-adTinistered reaol'irg loan funds to help small providers

1

H
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finance home tmprovements necessary to become licensed It eases the tax
burden of family-based providers, by allowing them to pay one half of the
payroll tax (currently the) are required to pay the employer and the
employee's share), and by replacing the requirement to file quarterly income
taxes with an annual filing requirement

One of the most important objectives of the Hatch-Johnson approach is
to prevent disruption of services to children Consequently, the
legislation allows unlicensed providers to continue caring for children from
the time of application until the license is granted

In-home care is not only the majority of care, but it is some of war
best care for very young children two- thirds of our child care services
are provided by home-care providers possibly 70 - 90 percent of these
child care arrangements are underground -- that is, not meeting any
publicly-set standards of care Without some form of protection, many
underground providers r111 simply be unable to tolerate the economic blow of
suspending services and will nct apply for licensure, preventing the
regulated child care system from expanding and keeping clients from enjoying
the assistance for which thty qualify It makes sense to take advantage of
this existing resource by encouraging these women cc join the licensed or
accredited child care network

Finally, the Child Care Services Improvement Act is the only bill to
encourage the adoption of strategies that will enable parents to minimize
the need for child care Through tax incentives to business and parents and
a business awards program for progressive personnel policies it provides
better resources to reduce the demand for care The deLographics of the
workforce and the dependence of our economy on pa ;ticipation by women demand
creative approaches to work schedules and employee benefits iJe must
frankly recognize the inevitable conflict between assumptions such as the
nine-to-five workforce regimen and the needs of cuildren

H R 1572 the earlier of my two proposals, is complementary to the
objectives set foith in the Chile are Services Improvement Act It targets
the working poor, a group that, s far, has been ignored by federal child
care policy Chile a few of the r, poor currently are eligib
assistance under the Social Sec, cs Block Grant, and the affluent benefit
f-om the entitlement program providing subsidies under the Dependent Care
.ax Credit, families who struggle to survive at incomes just above welfare
receive no help at ..11

H R 15'2 zeros in o affordability reliability and qualits in child
care for this neglected ii -,me group and like the more sweeping :Mid Care
aer,ices Impovement Act focuses on improving the p-esent system Thies hill
provides $300 million for child rare certificates for use in licensed or
accredited day care centers and hom,s Fltgtbilit is limited to families
with imome below 200 percent of the federal poverty index (slightly more
than $22,000 for a family of four) Each of my bills contain a "hold
hamlets" provision througn which urderground providers are given amnesty
during the licensing process so as not to disrupt the cuntinuit, of core

In pa, foi the cc reforms n P 15'2 ghosts out the Dependent carp Tax
Credit for ,ppfr families bcgionirg a, $(,0 and tlim ,,riry the
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credit comple,ely for families who male over $0,5C0 a year While a good

case can be made to assist all ' lies of all incomes with the cost of

child care in my opinion a mot repelling case can be made to first ,ssicc

families on the basis of need

Both of my bills strive to assure the sucess of diverse child care

environments Parents know what setti,g is best for their child and need

access affordability, and the right to choose Diversity of facilities

that meet care standards and major changes in personnel policies governing
the work place to allow parents to minimize the child's care needs can
together best address the interests of our nation's children and families

Before I conclude my testimony, I would like to make a few comments on

your legislation Chairman, the Act for Better Child Care The

overriding object of the ABC bill and my legislation are the same to

meet 'le demand for quality child care Many of our provisions have the

same goals, including assuring parental involvemen,, increasing supply
enhancing quell', and ensuring oversight and the protection of children
Yet, I would caution you that the ABC bill could drive many current chilu
care providers out of the profession and hamstring state and local
governments in their efforts to encourage growth in this critical sector

Look first at the issue of the federal government mandating licensing

standards for day care centers and homes dhile the federal government sets

standards for neither teachers nor physicians, the ABC bill would mandate
federally-set standards for all day care providers and a child de-elopr-,:-
specialist on the staff of each information and referral program

This is a very prescriptive bill and has the potential to reduce
parents' and children's options and require inappropriate resources

Let me explain

As presently drafted, the ABC bill requires all after-school care
providers to provide 'study -skill sessions counseling and guidance " 8/

definition, then, home-based .14nemc for reimbursement

for the care of latch-key children Connecticut home care pro-iders who

are essentially the sole suppliers of infant care in the state, fought for

years for the right to take school-age children in addition to the 1 Iro's

and toddlers they already served latch -key care is scarce in Co-necticut
and family-based providers found that school age children could make a real
contribution to the development of the younger kids and were necessary to

make home care pa, enough to be an alternative to out-of-home work

After much heated debate last year Connecticut's General Assembly

expanded "he number of latch -key children provides could care for but only

while school was in session Such a compromise would have been impossible

under the ABC formula Many of our best providers of infant care could hw,

been driven out of the regulated "ystem by federal definitions that denied
home care providers the right to care for school arid children Onl., states

are chose enough to providers families and se.enialists to set ar copria.c

enforceable standards that will encourage the growth of this critical

Ser. ice I, CIUStr,

I offer this definition ol after scfool care In 'he AFC bill as an
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example of the kind of will- meaning mistake that could
occur here in

Washington and be so costly to America's working families
Equally serious

is the ABC bill's requirement that states nc' reduce the standards that
child-care providers are required to meet

The implications of this innocent-sounding provision
can be seen from

Connecticut's experience In 19f6, Connecticut, due to budget constraints,
changed its requirement for an annual inept on of home-day care facili'ies
in favor of spot-checking a percentage of it. home day-care

proviisersyear

Had the ABC bill been in effect -- And in spite of the 'act that
Connecticut's propcsed change would have resulted in state requirements
equivalent to the frequetcy of inspections mandated in the ABC bill itclearly would have been reduction in standards and made my state
ineligible for federal funds Ironically, Connecticut would have been
caught between funding a more stringent standard than required by federal
law and losing federal funding

Mr Chairman, my goal is to remove barriers
insurance, tax and the

nine-to-five straight jacket -- increase state, local and parent involvement
cuality and stimulate supply by aggressively enco.traging

the opening of
new centers and homes zo care for children and challenging

the business
community to greater parti,ipation in shouldering this problem These
efforts, combined with subsidies to increase the buying power of low-income
families, will give us the diverse day care industry and the family buying
power we need to preserve parents' choice to meet children's needs

All of us recognize that an investment in our children today is an
investment in the future of America The objectives and the impact of the
program that we sill ultimately pass -- and I believe we can and should pass
a comprehensive child care program -- will shape the development of the nextgeneration We need a strategy that supports working parents

without short-changing children Thank you again, Mr Cheirman,for the opportunity to
testify this morning

4
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Mr. KILDEE Thank you very much, Congresswoman Johnson.
You certainly have shown yourself to be very knowledgeable in
this field

I knew that before your testimony today with our conversations
on the floor and in the elevator that you were certainly very
knowledgeable.

I :!so appreciate the positive tone you used, both on your bill and
making some positive suggestions as to how to improve the ABC
bill. I appreciate that.

As I mentioned, no bill ever reaches this Hill perfect, and I think
you've been positive not only on your own bill, but hay . also made
some positive suggestions about ABC.

Let me ask you a couple of questions here. One i3 a general ques-
tion.

The Secretary indicated that he did not know if 01. re was any
shortage of child care slots nationwide. Would you can to comment
on that?

Ms. JOHNSON. Yes, I'd be happy to comment on that.
I've done a lot of work on that issue, for many reasons. It seems

to me that there are three things that we can say about demand
and shortage. One is that there is a tremendous shortage of infant
care, of sick child care, and of special needs care.

There is also going to be a much greater shortage than exists
now of all kinds of care, since the Census Bureau studies show that
only 22 percent of care providers now are either home or center
based. That leaves almost 80 percent that is "other", and that is in
part parents splitting shifts and so on. But the largest portion is
relative care.

In my estimation, the ability of relatives to provide care is going
to decline in the future. Just as we see now the large number of
parents working and therefore needing care, when their children
grow up and have children, they're going to be working and they're.
not going to be available to provide relative care.

One of the reasons that it's important to reform Federal policy
now is to address what's going to become a more serious problem in
the future.

In my estimation, there clearly is a lack of certain kinds of care,
and there's a lack of licensed care. A lot of that care is being pro-
vided by underground providerswe actually dcn't know how
much. But if I take the licensed slots in my c'rnmunity I've done
this, and I urge you to do this, it's fascinating. If your State li-
censes, it's so dramatic. Take the number of licensed center slots
and the number of licensed home care slots, add them up, and look
at them against the population, and you can estimate this 'Alt from
the percentage of women working with children under six working
and all that stuff using your own State statistics. It's traumatic.
It's absolutely startling.

The tragedy is that it is most stal ling in the suburbs. !:-. the sub-
urbs, many people have homes that are large enough to go into this
type of business.

We have a real, serious problem in the cities, and we need these
grants to upgrade these facilities very, very much. But along that
line, I would hope that you can resolve this issue about church-
based care.
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You know, in my home town. vhich is a small urban ared, Head
Start has been in the loci' _Iturch for years Now. there's an
answer to t is out there. because beer doing it Wc- all agree
that we don't want to provide Federal money to any grogram that
proselytizes and teaches specifically religion. But in many of my
smallest communities, there isn't any facility that could house a
day care center except church facilities We want to use them The
last thing we could afford would be to build a new infrastructure
for our child care.

Again, in terms of husbanding our resources, we really do have
to make certain to find a way that church facilities could he used.

We try to do that in of r bill by requiring the incorporation of a
separate, non-profit agency that is arm's length '-om the church.
You could make some requirements on that We did it for insur-
ance liability reasons. but it's just as applicable to these other rea-
sons, kind maybe that vehicle could provide you with a new possibil-
ity to resolve what is a conflict that .ve can't tJlerate driving
policy

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you.
Ms JOHNSON. Could I just add of ping?
This hasn't been talked about m .ch, but its very, very .--np-r-

tant.
Our bill tries to 'address th;sas far as Fin concerned it's inad-

equate, but it was the limits of my imagination. I can tell you
about the problem, but I haven't yet found the solution

One of the solutions to child car. 'n America, and or that we
have to make happenI'm not quite sure howis that we have to
address those factors in oui lives that ale driving the demand.
First, the: 're irrational, and they're fo-cing women and men in
America to :_take choices for their children that are often hinda-
mentally unhealthy It isn't right that society requires every dng
parent to make the decision to be with or away front their chile,
from 9 to 5 every single day

In farm communities, you don't have to make this choice We
could restructure America's wor..force and provide incentives to
employers We could provide awards for e-nployars who adopt en-
lightened personnel policies, whose specific goal it isand who
altieyea reduction in the number of out of home hours of care
tit :r employees' children need out of home This is particularly im-
portant for infants.

would urge you to put some new emphasis on this. We did it
through the awards progn , recognizing employers. But I'd love to
see some tax incentives from employers, if they can document that
their employees, by virtue of using flex-time, which now is general-
ly interpreted by businesses at you get to start at 7 "0 and go
home a little earlier

I have an employee who starts at 5 and goes home at 1. She has
3 hours to woiI( in real quiet. Imagine what she gets donethe
phones aren't ringing. It's wonderful at 7 Productivity sh As up.
Then she's around long enough to receive her tails and return
them.

Now, let's be crckitiv in our own work force and out here in
America'F, workforce. lis :Air obligation as leaders for us to chal-
Irtnge the 9 to 5 straitjacket assumption that is driving up that

s,,
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demand for small child care. It's fundamentally unhealthy and
wrong, and it's not something that we should requite it's not a
structure within which we can eford for American families to con-
tinue to be forced to live

Mr. KILDEE Thank you.
As you know, I am working diligently to resolve the church State

problem. It's an area that I feel obligated to try and find a solution
for, and I've probably spent more personal and staff time on that
than anything else.

We do find many mothers who within a week's time maybe have
three or four different places they have to place their children, not
knowing on Monday where they're going to place them on Wednes-
day. That has contributed a great deal to absenteeism. There's no
question about that. They really have no certitude within a week
how their child care needs will be taken care of.

I think that probably when people count slots, they may have
counted those 47 slots in that basement, there, too

Whit's interesting is that very often for some mothers, it's diffi-
cult to find poor quality child care, let alone adequate care. In this
instance, where the 47 were being taken L3re of, some parents
probably said, well, here finally :s something that we can afford.
The person was charging $25 a week, I think.

I'm sure that some of the mothers knew that ti 4 was not the
best situation, but very often it's difficult for mothers to find poor
quality child care I thi11k there is a definite shortage out there,
myself

Let me just say a co aple of thingsand I do appreciate the pos
tive approach that you ye brought to all our discussions on this. It s
been very helpful

As far as training, we do have a training component. My subcom-
mittee has had long experience with the training in the Head Start
Program To our knowledge, there's been no instance of abuse in
the Head Start Program, because 1 think training tend: to mini
mize that. When you train people well, you can recrv't better and
then train them. So I think that training is an important thing,
given what we have learned from that Head Start Program

I feel rather strongly rega-Aing training We're dealing with chil-
dren who are in their formative years, and training hecorn,'s .ry
1..,bortant So, in giving Fed( -al dollars out, we try to be sure that
thost dollars are used in a situation where the personnel will be
trained.

I might come back for ar :ther round of questions, but I'll turn io
Mr. Tauke here

Mr. TAUKE Well, Mr Chairman, just two quick points
The first is that oftentimes it's said in Congress that Members

don't have influence on legislation unless they're on the -0m-
mittee or the subcommittee that deals with it But I think ti.'q
your testimony today indicates that knowledge is power in Con
greys, and that you can have influence on legr just by work-
ing and learning about it

Ms JOHNSON I appreciate it
Mr. TAUKE And I'd like to thank you for sharing your ex'ertise

with us



The second )pint that I'd make is that 1 have an ti 00 plane to-
night, and I'm geiting worried about making it :Laughter ]

So I'm going to refrain from asking questions until 1 have an op-
portunity to talk with you informally on a number of issues that
we've continued to discuss over the last couple of weeks

So thank you very much
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Sawyer
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much. Mr Chairman
I just have a couple of fairly quick questions
In considering the provision for tax incentives within Cne bill,

have you made calculat ons as to what those would cost the U S.
Treasury?

Ms JOHNSON That's a very go ,d point to raise and one that frus-
trates me terribly. I'm :_orry that I can't sit here and tell you but
Taxaticu hasn't gotten bail: to us.

What we did was to pc_ into our bill for the first months of life,
becausi of the problems with infant care and because I feel it's
such a terrible decision to force women and parents `o make, an
allowance for two exemptions above the normal ones r, the first 6
months for families where one of the parents stays home It doesn't
have to be the woman

That amounts to about a $500 subsidy. That's not big money, but
just an effort to say that we have some obligation here I don't
know what the long-term cost is. but I don't think it's very great.

In the first place, a lot of people can't afford to take 6 months off
from their job, no matter what we give them Second, it's not a
very big subsidy 1 hope that we won't neglect to address the issue
of subsidies a little bit more head on than either in the Child Care
Services Act Jr in the ABC bill

My 1572 bill was milrh more specific, but I think that we really
have to address this 1-k.. teachers' salaries rise, and as nurses' sala-
ries rise, I tell you, the cost of day care is going to go up, and it
should go up. One of the things that my bill calls for is a study of
turnover rata When you look at those, you'll see how devastating
this is to children. They may be in the same 2acility with different
adults every two weeks You have to question what kind of security
you're providing for them

1 think this issue of affordability is very, very important, and I'm
glad that you raised them As soon as I get any of those ,(),;, esti
mat( s, I'll share them ith the committee

Mr SAWYER Let me ask just a few questions regarding stand-
ards.

You call on the States to set standards Would it be valuable, in
your view, to define the arenas in which those standards are to be
seu.9 Is it important to have health and safety standards, as the
Chairma i meni.:mied? Is it important to have training stvaaids
for the people who provide serY ice?

Mr, JOHNSON Weal, the p'oblem is that if' ycu get into that in
Federal law, it's very hard to stop teat ball from rolling downhill.

I know that when I was in the State senate in the education
committee, we tried t( set out what were the go,1s of high school
education You know, we can't say that citizensh:v is not a goal,
and so on and so forth, and you get a]: of European history, and s)
on

tJ
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What legislative body at any level is going to set standards for
day care and not include health and fire? Not include ratios? Not
include some kind of training and eligibility and police checks?

I really think that it will work out, and I think that if we came
back and looked in 5 years, we would get much faster action by the
States. In my bill, for instance, I require that we develop standards
about minimum competency about care givers, both supervisors
and workers.

I do think that the body of literature is such that there will be a
lot of similarity.

My concern is that we will malc. a mistake, at the Federal level
that will be very costly. Then States will make the decision not to
bother with this. If it looks too onerousStates simply won't
bother to participate in it They may make the decision.

When they couple th bureaucratic problems with the fact that
enforcement often isn't very rood, and under the bill inspections
are only required once every 5 yearsI hate to set that standard
for them. I'm not sure that once every 5 years is anything that I
want to have anything to do with, and if you set a minimum stand-
ard like that, tl.ey'll think that's enough.

I don't think that's enough. But I think there tire come answers
that we haven't yet gotten. I'll just tell you this one incident that
happened in a hearing in Pennsylvania, because I th it's worth
it

There's a whole new private sector thing happening out there,
that has to do with one person taking responsibility. In Florida, it
was the immigrant farm laborsome farm laborers' association.
They took responsibility for the quality of homeswith a specia'
exception from the Florida Legislature--getting homes in the rural
community organized and became the licensed entity, ensuring
ca-:e in this chain of homes.

There's something out there that's going to give us better ability
to monitor home care, better than we have nct with State inspec-
t rs trying to go to every home.

When States begin sayiiig that we can only do it once every 5
years, frankly, what kind of guarantee is that to the public?

Mr. SAWYER In fact, that's exactly the point.
Mc JOHNSON That's right.
Mr. Si LAYER. We're sitting here offeriag inccnti res, urging the

increase in the number of slots and the availability of a wide varie-
ty of, I assume, diverse and creative kinds of care giving. But we
don't define even the arena within which we will ,gree to call a
slot a slot. Is that slot with 47 kids on the floor in the basementis
that truly a slot? And if we're providing incentives to States, dollar
incentives, to increase those numbers V slots withc even defining
what we mean by what is standard, it seems ti me that we're
providing an incentive for precisely the kind of thing that v
trying to avoid, and which you fear most in t'.e setting of Fecieral
standards.

Ms. JOHNSON Well, I think there's a big difference between pro-
viding money and incentives and saying hat States have to set
standards and th money can only flow to those entities that meet
those standards and tot reouiring standards.



It's just that I think the dialogue about the standards must be
'arried on at the State level This is not only because it would
result in more realistic standards, but because you would get that
level of involvement.

The Head Start Program is a N'ery interesting and instructi'e ex-
ample. What makes Head Start -ong is parent involvement a!
well as training. The parents are o involved in that programif
we had parents involved in every 'ay care setting like they are in
Head Start, we wouldn't have any proh'- 1 with abuse.

Mr SA''''.'ER Put of course in Head Start that kind of parental
involvement is a matter of definition in Feu:ral law

Ms JOHNSON That's true
Mr. SAWYER I don't think that's an onerous standard that was

established in Head Start, and yet it's essential t the demonstrat-
ed success of that kind of program over time.

I'm not sure that we have a (Lep disagreemert .sere but we cer-
tainly all agree on the importance of e!-.ablishing standards I
guess it comes down to where those standards are to be established

I appreciate the constructive character of this conversation
Ms JOHNSON I'd be happy to talk to you over the course of the

month that you're working on this bill, and I appreciate your real
commitment, and that of the members or this committee, to really
developing something that will see.' children and the future of
America

This is a job that we really need to do this session Thanks
Mr. KILDEE Mr Grandy may have some questions
Mr GRANDY 'A'hank you, Mr Chairman
Two questions Nancy, one specific and one general
The specific one regards the figures '1,.!1. you have for phasing

out the dependent tax credit You start phasing it out at 5(i0,000
and end at, I think, .'4,50(1 Just out of curiosity, how did you
arrive at that figure''

Ms JOHNSON Pragmatically
That wouid allow me about -2.00 million in 19:"), when I first

submitted the and about ...;;;c0 million the no- t time I submit-
t -el the bill. Now it would he worth something more than that to
begin funding certificates or subsidies for lower income families
The tax credit rogram is about $,1 billion now

This only helps people who earn enough to benefit from the tax
credit, though A real, comparable subsidy program would probably
cost us $:! billion But I thought now, that wound million or
PIO million to get it started would be a good way to get it started
It would need more funding in the future

Likewise with our program, we started with a :27,11 nullion grant
The first year, to get that ninny grants out there to start new a-
dates, we'd do very well r we really got that going For a lot of
what were doing. we have to see a start-up cost I just chose those
income leNels because they seem to me tolerable

lot of Members on both sides of the aisle, Democrats and Re-
publicans, said that :S60,000 was too loo, and some said that
:160,000 was too high We don't agree by pasty. much less in any
other vay. about phasing out the tax credit I ,,ist phase it out at a
point where I thought we could have reasonable mone), to start a
program that would make the Federal poke more (4: atable



Mr. GRANDY. Di,: JL.1 happen to run au numbers at other mean
salary levels?

Ms. JOHNSON. We did, and I can provide those ful- you.
They may not be up to date, but I know that we have them.
Mr. GRANDY. I know that on our task force, we looked at another

figure, and I'd be curious to know how it jived with yours in t ms
of the monies that we would have to fund the program if' we per-
haps went to a lower figure.

The second question is much more gent.ral, and I'm not sure
we'll even get an answer out of that. But as I listened to the discus-
sior about Federal minimum standards, it reminds me of the ses-
sions we're currently having over the ground water controversy in
this country, and how we're getting standards for measuring that.

I think that at least the Environmental Protection Agency is be-
ginning to kind of grope toward what they call health advisory
levels. This is not basically telling States what to do, but telling
them where they think safety standards ought to be. These are
guidelines, perhaps, not regulations.

I could see that here for health and afet y , when we're talking
about standards for child care I can see that kind of advisory.

But when we get into the question of training, and wore ambigu-
ously the developmental responsibility or the quality of the care, I
have a very difficult time figuring out how much or how little we
ought to be involved in that

Ycu say in your testimony that you have some concerns that the
ABC bill would require latch-key sessio '1 to provide study skill
training and discussions All these are very \ ague criteria, lending
itself to misinterpretation.

The question is, what de you t''ink ought to be the child develop-
mental responsibility of child care providers' How much or how
little must be provided beyond a warm place, a friendly environ-
ment, and some care and some food?

Ms. oi-ixsort. I really think it's importa; for all caregivers to
have some understanding of child development, what to expect of
children at different ages, how to make a healthy envi- .ment for
them, their physical needs, their emotional needs, separation issues
from their parents, and things like that.

Mr. GRANDY. Would that involve being a rrmt or a gather over
a period of time?

Ms. JOHNSON. You don't have to be a mother n* a father. I do
think, though, that you learn a lot from being. a mother or a
father

Mr. GRANDY. I meant it the other w, y
If you've been one, does that qualify you?
Ms. JOHNSON. No, no, I think that you do need a training pro-

gram. think that's really important
Stat .s should be held accountable for some decent training pro-

gram 1 think that the literature is clear e lough on training issues,
so I don't think there's much danger in setting Federal standards
in training.

My concern is to try to allow States to use their community col-
lege system to implement it, so that you don't require setting up
parallel resources when they are there. But the standards, I think,
are okay.
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GRANdr, 14o, a 1.,rn, 11,,rnemAtI ,At,) i,11, to, ha,been takint cure Ut hi-i n cluldi en aret needing is,
second in(' ,me, a natural -hill tr to!oIn a rural ommunit\

Does this Nwa an corn:n:1(10 ,:dit_!(, a ;_e,
1w something she been doing fin %-ar d- p.oent

Ms. JoitNsws: I think that we shoind p.oN ide some
all providers I think that he should go to a gonitilanit colleLcthat's not too burdensome

We have some ven isood pro ider training pro,z,-ams in Connecti-
cut that are two months, and be a shortei hind of thick; Butshe needs to be able to see nat -he knows, the -kills that -he's
developed in life, in a more ohieLtive fashion She also needs those
contacts through which she can say. when she has a \ ery difficult
childshe can call somebody whom she now knows and say. "Idon't know how to deA with this child."

I don't find some training requirement. something that womencouldn t manage, that pro\ tders couldn t manage I think that it
also helps them to see themselves as more professional. I'm not just
a mother expanding my mothering, I'm becoming a child care pro-vider

One of the reasons that I have that amnesty or hold-harmless
provision is that I want those people who have been doing it and
succeeding to come into the system and see themselves as profes-sionals and this as a career opportunity I think that meeting
standards helps to develop that professionalism.

Mr. GRANDY. I'd be glad to yield to the vice chairman
Mr TAUKE. It just is inconceivable to me, coming from Iowa, that

you are suggesting that somebody who is my next door neighbor,
and whom I ask to take care of my child, is going to first have to
go to a community college in order +o receive training to do it? Are
you suggesting that everybody who does babysitting receive somekind of training?

A fact of IA is. Nancy that if you do that, you're going to en-
counter enormous resistance in Lai parts of the country If we get
into the position of telling everybody that they don't know how totake care of children without going to the community college fortraining-

Mr. GRANDY, Reol,urning my timeif I could just dovetail onwhat Mr Tauke saysI would think that a lot of these providers,
who ha.ie been doing this most of their lives, v ould be the kind of'
people you would want to Leach this kind of prof iam

Ms. JOHNSON. You're certainly--
Mr TAUKE Would the gentleman yield?
Mr GRANDY. I yield back to my colleague
Mr. TAUKE, When my grandmother took care of us for awhile,

slie had had six kids of h'r own, and :it grandchildr?n Under this
suggestion, she'd have to go off to college for a couple of months in
order to tako care of us while our mother was hospitalized

I just can't imagine that we'd want to have that kind of situa-tion.
Ms JOHNSON My bill does addrt,ss this by requiring States to setup standards with minimum competency for child care workers
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and supervisors. Presumably rural States can accommodate to the
shape of their networks.

ihat's one of the reasons why Federal standard setting versus
State standard setting is ,.,o important.

You do have a different situaion than Connecticut has The dis-
tribution of our population is different. And the States need to be
on the mark for doins; what we want them do to, but they have to
do it in a way that's good for their people.

The problem that you point to, about the natural caregivers not
being able to compiv with the system's requirements and therefore
being unlicensed that will not result in their not providing --re.
We know that from licensing States. They won't not provide care.
They will provide care.

But the people who use it will not get any help from tla. Federal
Government, and that means that the people from some of the
poorest, most rural communities will not be eligible for subsidies
that would help them with an economic burden because we can't,
from Washington, deal with the problem that this farm woman is a
wonderful woman and provides wonderful cal e but doesn't fit into
our pigeonholes

This is one of the big problems that we have to face, and it's one
of the reasons why I think the States need latitude. We have to be
really careful about i.N hat we let the Federal Government do.

Mr. GRA.MY. Well, I 4otally agree with that concept. I just
wanted to have that on the record ")ecause of the difference be-
tween States. I would assume that if Iowa had the latitude `hey
would be seeking these women out, rather than trying to preclude
them by saying that you've got to go to a community college and
Wake a 2-month course in course' ,ng children. We won't provide
any transportation for the five kids you've raised up to this point.

I think that whatever kind of developmental component we build
in, it has to have the broadest possible waiver to allow those natu-
rally talented individuals to come into this system.

Mr. Chairman, I'll yield back
Thank you, Nancy.
Ms. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this oppor-

tunity.
Mr. KILDEE. Thar k yc very much, Nancy. I appreciate you' tes-

timony.
Our next witness is the Hon. Nick A. Theodore, Lieutenant Gov-

ernor of South Carolina.
Governor Theodore?
We appreciate everyone's patience today, waiting for their turn

to testif '
Gove. ir.

TESTIMONY OF LT. GOV. NICK A. THEODORE OF THE STATE OF
SlUTH CAROLINA

Governor THEODORE. Thank you.
Good afternoon, Chairman Kildee, and members of the commit-

tee. I want to thank you for this opportunity to be before you.
I'm Nick Theodore, ti e Lieutenant Governor of South Carolina,

am also a businessman I came here today to talk with you and
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tell you about the st,tte of child care in South Carolina from both
perspectivesthat of an elected offic.al and a concerned business-
man.

I am not going to relate to you the tragic stories of what can
flapper, to children and parents if parents are unable to find and
afford child care You've heard those horror stories on many occa-
sions before. Even though there have been and will continue to be
many tragedies in South Carolina, I would prefer to concentrate
toda' what can happen if qualit,. care is available

Fm not going to repeat those statistics that you have undoubted-
ly already heard over and over, those that prove child care is an
excellent economic and educational investment

Instead, I want to tackle those arguments which I call the five
myths about child care

Myth number one: child care is anti-family That's nonsense.
Changing demographics in South Carolina and the Nation show
that women are entering the workforce in record numbers, eater
because they want to, or because they have to. Yes, some women
choose to stay at home, and can afford to stay at home, as my wife
did. That's wonderful, and that's a choice which must be preserved.

But, in South Carolina, lack of child care is causing tremendous
financial and emotional strains on families who must work or
choose to woik. For two-job fornilies, poor child care and expensive
child care lead to stress, causing disharmony between job and home
life.

Granted, there is nothing worse than bad child care. But that's
why it is so vital that we address national standards so that par-
ents can be comfortable with their child care arrangements. This
allows h .ppiness both :it home and on the job

Myth number two. thi.e is no child care crisis If there is no
child care crisis, why 1:, there such a public outcry for child care9
In my State, 58 percent of all mothers with chi dren under six
work outside the home That's second only to Washington, DC

Unfortunately, there s only enough space in the State's child
care facilities for less than a gum ter e' these children

Recently I took the initiative and brought to South Carolina anu
sponsored in Columbia, South Carolina a Family Forum, to empha-
size the need for quality child care. There were 700 people there, a
huge success by anyone's standardE in our small State.

In that audienee, there were blacks, whites, young, middle-aged
and old people There were plumbers, judges, ( EO's of some of our
largest corporations.

As elected officials, you know that power of such a large and di-
verse crowd. I've been in elected office for over two de'mdes, and
I've never received so many letters, .o many phone cal's and com-
ments fro so many different people concerning this very critical
issue.

All of this proves to me that p, -.pie of all races, all ages, and all
walks of life, are concerned about the lack of child care, and
they're hungry for a solution.

Myth number three: child care is only social issue. Wrong
again. Frankly. I'm weary of excuses from many of our e'ected offi-
cials who say that they support the chiia care initiatives but who
can', see the spending of $2.5 billion on another social program
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Child care is an economic issue. Child care is also an educational
issue, as well as a national defense issue. For a tiny fraction of the
defense budget, we could really nlay offense, establishing a compre-
hensive education package which could give our children a head
start while. allowing their parents to remain in the workforce. To
me, that's the strongest defense policy that we could adopt.

I'm sure that you're all familiar with the plight South Caroli-
na. The number of families living in poverty in our State is quite
disturbing. Our infant mortality rate, unfortunately, is one of the
highest in the Nation. These social and economic problems are due
to our failure to make proper investments in education.

If we continue to make +hese mistakes. our problems will contin-
ue to escalate.

Myth number four: the Government shouldn't butt into child
care. At the State and Federal le,Tel the Government is already
spending millions on programs related to child care. Whether we
realize it or notbat this is a negative, regressive spending.

Today we have a choice. We can either spend dollars up front on
quality child care, or we can sp id at least five times as much at
the back end, through remedial educational, welfare, prisons, or
other mop-up programs.

This is a sloppy way of doing business, and any corporate execu-
five in the private sector would sh, r to see his or her business
sun in thrz manner. In South Carolina, we desperately need the
milli-1n that the ABC bill would provide for child care services.

Yes, ii ',ill cost us money to match the Federal funds, but ve're
prepared to pay that price. Quality costs money.

As many of you know, we recently made a commitment to educa-
tion in South Carolina with the Education Improvement Act This
is widely viewed as one of the most comprehensive educational
reform packages in this Nation, according to the Rand Corporation

I join former Governor Dick Riley in leading that fight, and I'm
prepared L., lead the fight for better child care I'm happy to report
that there are many others in our legislature who have this same
feeling and are ready and willing to assist

Myth number five: if Government ignores the child are crisis,
then business will pick up the pieces _'irst of all, that's a faise
premise. But even if it were possible for the private .ector to ei en-
tually meet all of the child care needs, by then it would be rr uch
too late In South Carolina, very few businesses provide any kind of
care services Whit education and encouragement from my office,
they are warming up to this idea, however But they simply caanot
provide all of the answers. The Nation must address the child care
crisis through partnerships.

Government can't do it ail, the businesses can't do it all. o-id par-
ent certainly can't do it all. But child care i5 an is hich
reaches out and grabs us all by the pocketbook Together we van
find the answe-s-1'm sure of that.

As Lieutenant Governor, I'm not promoting child care because it
is a popular issue. I'm promoting child care because I'm convinced
that it can bring both short and long term economic benefits to our
State and to this Nation



It is time that we a, busmesspeople and as politicians stop living
in tle past and Stilt t giving attention to an p-sue that can make the
difference between prosperity and poNcrt,

Thank you 1.er. much for our kind attention, and for allowing
1.-e to be with you today

[The prepared statemeot of lion Nick A Tneodore follow,
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At tIi s.ithe 1,11, tie ,.uld Li\ e the ,pportiont \ to de\ clop
the-e re-ource ,111ti \ ,t11OU-. 10114 \\Ith that. we
wouhi seek to pi i\ ide kuttiel lull' th, publft and the
pi 1\ ate sector - of t hrld tare facilities through the L 'ant, and other
proLoams that t legi-iath01 10o\ ides for at the present time

I would asl, 01.1 to pro\ ide 0, (Milli t1eX1r );11i1 on the State le\ el
u. ,teiductin;4 these affair, liowt\ of a- po--Mle Nat tit h-
nancial resource-, would be the Greatest contribution Ihat would

to our State t ()ugh till, ABC legislation
Mr 1:a.10-.1- Will South ('arolina be able t' meet it, cur rent child

ca,0 needs in an ,IdOlitlAitO \\ ithoul Fed a al financial a,syst-
: ,ce

Go\ el nor "Fulamoin 1 doubt that \ er ,eriousl
A-. on can appret late the amount of hind, that would he allo-

cated to South Carolina would requirc our State to ha\ e a number
of ear, to de\ (dot) that ,ame t pe of a financial re-'our ce Our total
budget billion. of v hILh exceed [0-'/ cent for education in
all area,

but it would be \ er difficult for South Carolina to mak( up
tho-'e pe of dollar, for the program through an et.clusi\e funding

our State legrslature That', unfortunate I `1,1-1 that we had
',close additional dollar, to work with OL\ iou-,1., we're willing to
incorporate a:, much as possible in matching funds and that sort of
thing But we limited from the standpoint of oerz.II economic
resources

While were rim\ log ahead at this particular time. we do not
have the luxury of being able to de\ elop those p rticular pe of
dollars for one single issue at t ime

Mr Kil.bEr. Thank ou very much, Lieutenant Go\ ernor
Mr Tau ke
Mr Sawyer
Lieutenant Governor, we appreciate our coming to testify before

the committee Your testinion. ha, been vet} helpful in developing
the legislation

We'll take your support and our igge,tions too We do allow
States as much flexibility as is reasonable, so that ).ou can put to-
gethe a good program

Governor THlionoRE Thank you, Mr Chairman

Cr



We certainly will continue to stay in touch w ith yout staff
We've been yer: helpful. and we II cuntue to offer you any ideas
that we might have at the State level for going into this legislation

I thank you for taking this issue as a top priority I agree with
you that it is our number one priority for 19S. and beyond

I'd invite all of you to the Palmetto State of South carolma.
where we have a beautiful environment and beautiful peoide

Mr. KiLniu.: Thank you very much. Lieutenant Governor
I will call together as a panel the following eople Dr AlInd

Kahn, Columbia School of Social Work. Columbia Unix ersay
Ms Arlene Zielke. National PTA
Mr Douglas Besharov. resident scholar. American Ent' rprise In-

stitute
Mrs Phyllis Schlally. President of the Eagle h arum
We welcome you all here You may proceed in the older i which

I called upon you. unless you've arranged some other order among
yourselves

Mr. KAHN. Mr Chairman. I guess I heard my name first
Mr KILDEE. Okay.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALFRED KAHN. COLUMBIA SC11001. OF
SOCIAL WORK. COLUMBIA UNI1ERSIT1

Mr KAHN. I thank you and the committee for the oppolunity to
appear here today

I'd like to take just a moment to tell the basis for my testimony
As you see, I'm a professor at Columbia Unive.sity. I'm involved in
a research program and have been for some 3.") to .10 years This
means that I've had the opportunity, as several people here know,
to conduct a study in a large city and of national policy in this fielu
in the 1960'5, and to participate in the 19(i0 and 1970 White House
Conference on Families on this issue, chairing one of the panels in
the 1970 event

I've conducted for the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare a multicountry social service study which included child
care in the early 1970's, and then conducted a six-country study for
a major foundation which dealt with one of the issues on which
Secretary Bennett touched todaythe tradeoff between cash to
help families and the use of child care resources This was one of
the few studies on that issue, on a comparative basis.

More recently, I completed a national study of child care with a
book published recently in the United States, ar.ci finally, over the
years I've studied and published with backing from the Federal
Government, State government and major foundations, income
maintenance, parent and maternity leave, employer responsiveness
to the changing demography of the workforce, the situation of
single families, and t:te issue of chiles support. You'll find a list of
those reports at the end of the testimony.

Mr. Chairman, it's rather hard to sit through as many hours as
we've been sitting and then to merely read what one has submit-
ted I'd like, if you please, to urge that you file my testimony and
to make within the time confines that you have a few brief' ie-
marks, picking up on one issue that became rather critical this
morning

09-234 89 - 4
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Zigler was quoted this morning I think that it ought to be known
that he's in favor of the bill Yuri Brunferbrenner was quoted this
morning, and I think that it ought to be kncwn that he has long
f.:..ored this type of legislation

Thirdly I think that with regard to the altern:tie \ou're being
given himthat is, support families to stay at -me rather than
provide child careI think this committee should know that this is
a subject that we've been studying and reporting on recently,
looking at countries which indeed have such policies A good
number of the Western industrial democratic societies have such
policies, at least until children are or ;3 years old In the cases of
Norway and England, it 10 and 10 ),ears old. if it's a single parent
family or in povert)

I think the committee should know that is not a way to lover
costs Indeed, if you went in that dire:tion.)oud be multiplying 10,
20 30 time the cost that you're talking about in this hill.

In cases such as Italy, Belgium, Switzerlandthe minimum that
you have to do, if ,ou're going in that direction, is child allowances
and child tax credits at a cost significantly higher than AFDC at
ties moment. You have to go to some torn- of housing entitlement
and protection, so that people don't feel that both parents have to
be in the labor force After all, we have a two-salary housing
market in this country, not a one-salary, as it has developed, par-
ticularly in most of the large urban areas

You have to move tpward parent insurance or matrnay leave or
whatever you want to call it we've had a number of names This
Hsu ,Idn't be the modest bill that this Congress doesn't seem io be
able to pass, but one which replaces salary at the level of 71 or 80
per:ent, so that a person can stay home for or 9 months, to really
protect the family and do that bonding that we're talking about
even if we want to have a 1-year period.

You have to have a stronger health care protection thin we have
now You also have to have what was being urged by Nancy John-
sonflexilsle hours shorter nours for parents with small children,
and more opportunities for part-time work

Now, I can make a case for all those things, and they all sound
great, but I don't expect the Congress and this country to move in
that direction very soon Therefore, it seems to me that talk about
offering protection for families as an alternative to child care has
to be regarded as a debate which is really attacking child care and
not supporting the American family I have to read it that way,
Mr Chairman

On the issue of child care itselfI'll be brief, since I'm exceeding
my timethe various thing's that we've done and looked at suggest
that child care should not be regarded as a luxury or a sometime
thing for problem families It's an essential, central, normal basic
component of community life i1 all modern societies It's enormous-
ly visible to parents of young children and of great concern to



them It has great implications for the future generations and the
well-being of our society

It., intent is to strengthen families by being responsive to the
real situation of families today Too many people have talked as
though its an alternative to strengthening families It's a Vehicle
and a deNi,e for strengthening families Spend as much time
around the ,:ountry as )ou can. interview mothers. it in child tare
centers and welfare centers, go to community centers, and you'll
discover that they regard child car( as the regard housing and
food and health, as part of what )ou need to be a family in Amer-
ica today. not as what breaks up families in America 'oday

It largely should be and is the responsibility of the voluntary
sector and the churches and the States and local Government Its
unable to develop, though, unless the Federal Government provides
buttressing and support as well The Federal Government should
not take this over or do it. but should support it and help it

In this perspective. you have to re,...zrd the legislation tnat's
being proposed as not enough, as hardly reneous, and as leaving a
lot of issues unsettledquite pragmatic and qoite eclectic It de-
parts from the unreality of laissez faire. _some people have
proposed here today. It als.) probably rejects a strong, uniform, co-
ercive National program which would be an enormous mistake

Much is left to the State and local de?ision process It faces reali-
ties, but it is urgent.

Two things need to be said in specific terms. and most of the rest
I'll leave for my written testimony and for uuestions

In the 1970's, responding to the changes the labor market and
in the American family, the child care field and the public percep-
tion of child care made a transition from a remedn.d. protectie
treament service for children in troub'ed families or for poor chil-
dren whose mothers were working to a service ter average children
in all economic groups

The key to that is looking at what mothers who halve college edu-
cations are doing, and at what mother- who halve S2,-).:100 01 more
in income do Overwhelmingly, they send thei. kids to nurser)
school. and they have the option of not doing that if they Want to
They regard this as normal in a world '.here kids grow up in a
family with no sibhngs or one sibling. and no kids in the neighbor-
hood. It provides a group experience. and they like the stimulation
and the socialization

The ones who are deprived are those working-class kids whose
parents have a little too much for Head Start, or who can't get
onto the Head Start waiting list. but who can't afford nursery
school for them IC,- that in-between group who would he the major
beneficiary of these funds that are being talked about here on a
sliding fee basis

The supply is certaml.,, not enough. Mr Chairman I could elabo-
rate in great detail. but you've had other experts testify before you.
and you've had others who have given you numbers

In general, we have built supply in the recent years for the three
to fives, much of which depends on the private nursery school,
some on day care, and some on prekindergarten developmonts and
programs for the fours in the States Most of those programs are
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part day. Talk to patents and learn about how they package theirda
They run from place to place, drop a kid off het . pick a kid up

there, and package their day because there isn't an all day pro-
gram. If they raise the money for half-day nursery school, they
can't afford all day. Most of them don't become all -1-y, since there
are different standards and reluirements in the States to become
all day

Secondly, they have a transportation problem when they do this,
so they run around and negotiate deals and sharing and so on. If
you want to meet harassed and stressed women, then I suggest that
you visit your local phone company, your local restaurant. Sit in a
coffee shop ;-- id talk to the local workforce, or go to the typists at a
large insure ice company and ask them how they manage their day
and what they've done with their children that particular day.

Yes, three to fives are better supplied than the others, but
they're not well supplied, but the part day is a problem. The
middle class has nursery schools. The others either can get into
Head Start or they're lucky and find a good family day care home,
or they use that big underground. Nobody knows how big it is, but
we know that some of it is pretty horrible

The infant and toddler shortage is overwhelming in this country.
That is why you're getting businesses everywr running cam-
paigns to recruit family day-care homes. Why \ . they be doing
it if there were no shortage9 They certainly h.. fix bottom line
issues when they see them.

We have an enormous shortage of infant and toddler care
The after school problem is a large one for elementary age kids.

I'm not going to give you numbers of 15 year olds who have no
care I'm talking about 6 and 7 year olds, and 8 year olds, who need
care in one way or another.

So, first we have a supply problem. Secondly, parents know how
to talk about kin and network and family and relatives, and that's
mar felous, and if they have them and use them, God bless them.
But grandmothers are working now. Families are small, and most
don't have that option. Look at a typical community and see where
you con leave your kids without a resources.

What's happering is that families are doing what they can. Of
course low income people aren't going to spend money on child
care if they can tap the informal network that we all nostalgically
look back to, and which sociologists wrote about with great emotion
long ago. That's fine. But we simply do not have that as an option
for most families, and they would not spend money if they could
avoid spending money.

There are a lot of operations, but they 'ack resources and sup-
port If I could introduce a word into this discussionwe need an
infrastructure for child care in America. We -eed people who look
at the picture in their State and community. We need standards.
We need people who clarify what level of standards a State does
want, and who do something about that le'rel of standards. We
.seed information or referrals so that people can find that best
that's around

Most of all, we need some money to help people with low in-
comes. You're going to be told that this money is going to be spent
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on middle class people The States have sliding fee scales, iind they
look at the way the money is needed The amount of money needed
is going to be buoi.;( 'ed Y. thin the States The States will look at
their priorities

We assume that with a sliding fee scale if we give some money
to someone who's at the State median income or above, it's going to
be a very little supplenmu to what the have, and that the bulk of
the money will go to low income people There's no question about
that issue

I think that I've exceeded my time. so I just would like to make
two other points Orn., tax credits are not a substitute, because
and I've studied the ta: 0,.dits for child care and I've looked at it
in great detail Its all fine. and the more that you can do NA ith it,
the better It will not solve the problem of low income people. It's
just not a good way of targeting low income people who are not
adequately within the tax system.

If' you pursue that issue far enough, you find that the only way
to support low income people with child care costs is to give them
the money directly. The tax credit becomes an inefficient way of
doing it, and you're talking about subsidizing directly on a basis
which the State NN ill define on some sliding basis, depending on
people's income

You're also going to be told. or have been told, that mothers
work part time, and therefore they don't need child care. Two
quick points One, somewhere between 50 and 60 to 65 percent of
those mothers are working, and secondly, of the mothers working
somewhere between 60 and 67 percent are working full time

Full time means 35 hours Do you mean that you don't need
child care if' you work 30 hours, or 29 hours or 2 hours' If' you
add those numbers, the percentages go into the 70's

Finally, a lot of mothers manage to work part time because they
can place their kids in child care They need child care also That's
not an argument, Mr Chairman. It will eventually determine the
size of the supply and the kind of the supply that we and
that's why this legislation properly leaves that to the State plan-
ning process. which is so urgent and which needs support

We also need somebody in Washington who pulls that together
and helps States share the experience, and lets them know what's
happening. We're in a situation today where there's only one Fed-
eral official in the child care field I cannot believe t.,at. Mr Chair-
man

I don't know any modern country. even modern countries with S
million people. not of our size, who don't have some people who
share from one place to another and pull that information togeth-
er We don't have data a mat supply, we don't have it about
demand We don't have good data about costs, and so on So we
hear rumorf., of Jne sort or another

You're going to be told as well that regulation cuts supply. Yes,
it does There's a lot of food not on the market because we regulate
contaminated food, and there's a lot of wheat that isn't sold be-
cause somebody found that it was contaminated. There are a lot of
planes that don't fly because somebody said they weren't safe. and
there's a lot of building insulation not being used, because we have
regulations
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In each of those cases, you decrease supply, and you also would
cut costs. This is not the poorest country in the wcrld There are no
countries in the world who feel they should bring their children
into care without protecting them.

We now protect workers in the workplace with something called
OSHA. We have all kinds of rules elsewhere, and thi,- Federal Gov-
ernment should not put money into building a suppi; of child care
without also doing minimal protection. I mean empirically based
protection, whether in health, safety, or other areas.

A lot of money 'as spcnt in the 1970's and 1960's in determining
empirically what the norms should be for child carethings like
the 'ize of groups beyond which people cant supervise children of a
given age. The numbers of adults you need to watch those little
children that were being stepped on that we were told about. This
was something about the minimum amount that somebody ought
to be exposed to in the way of education if they're to take care of
other people's children all day long.

Those standards empirically derive, and then when Mi. Crystal
says we don't know anything empirically about those subjects, he's
acting as though there were no history before 1985, or maybe 1981.
I'm not sure.

But the issue does have a history, and there's an empirical base.
Whether these specific standards which are being advanced are le-
gitimate or not can be determined by looking at the empirical data.

The Federal Covernment should du nothing more than the mini-
mum. The States, in some ins -ances, will go beyond it, and the
States that will not go beyond it should not be using money to put
children into care which endangers them.

This country has better child development research than any
country in the world, and yet it does less to protect its children
than many, many poorm- countries

Thank you, Mr Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Alfred J Kahn follows ]
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The Committee will want to know the basis for the conclusions and

recommendations which follow One of us studied child care in one big

city, as well as national policy, in the mid-19b0s and repotted on it

Together we covered child care in a national and eight-country social

services study in the mLd-1970s, again in a six-country child policy

study in the early 1980s, as well as in a new national study recently

published 1 Our other on-going work on income maintenance. parental and

maternity benefits, employer responsiveness to the changing demography of

the work force, the situation of single parents, and child support allows

us to place these issues in more complete context 2

From the point of view of policy, the central conclusion from all

this is that child care shoulo e regarded as ,neither a luxury nor a

sometime thing for a few problem families It is an essential, central,

normal basic component of community life in all modern societies Child

care remains constantly visible and a matter of concern to a large

proportion of families with children It has major implications for the

rearing of future pnerat_ons, and thus for the well-being of our entire

society Thus, child care merits serious attention as well from local

and state government and the voluntary sector The federal government,

too, has a vital, strategic role in facilitating sound aevelopment

Seen in this perspective, the legislation befor.,, you (S1885 and

483600) Is a c.sign for modest catcn-up It is not quite enough, it is

hardly generous, It leaves important issues for the future, it is

pragmatic and eclectic It is a departure from the unreality of

laissez-faire and it properly rejects a strong, central, uniforo or

coercive national pro-ram. Much here Is left to the local and state

decision process The bill faces realities, attempts whtt Is urgent, and

1
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assumes continuing liels,ty h)sel , al a ris ihi

legislation reserves 5..ipport

Since hate held se,eral heirldg5, the

oat suppk, lemiqd, nee1s, W, wish t .so tt,

tt attempt ti.

P de5,ribe the prt5egt i ,aie ntest n tit hi.,,

.'tir r.,st recent reseir:h It w.11 het ,me k leir it . 'hit the

Act for Better child Care Se r'. .5 is responsi,e to that ,, ,test

2 comment ,r, d Number ct point.s Anclarity, Lontu5.,, int

perhaps ,bus.ation in tae melia ii in the current debat,

We welcome your questi,-,ris

PRESENT CONTEXT

in the 1970s, responding to changes in the libol market rid in the

Ume-ican family, chili care made the transition from a remedial,

protective, treatment service for Children in troubled families or for

poor children - to a service for average children from all economic

groups It was a transition that had begun during World War 11, but by

the early 1970s, its scale and direction were clear Fse families with

a mother at home elected pre-schools for their 1 - 5 year olds if it

could be afforded The trend so accelerated in the 1980s is to muke the

pattern normative

Nonetheless, the Fupply is not adequate If we add kindergarten,

pre-schools, private nursery schools and family day care, it is obvious

that there has been enormous growth in supply for the 3 - 5s But there

2



and inaccessible to low-wage elisers Mans family li r homes are in

the uniicensed, uhinspected, and unprotected "underground" Many

facilities must manage with trribl% underpaid and sometimes unqualified

stiffs, with resuitint high tuinoc.er Oi he groups IN such facilities

mcv he too large for the children to have pr,te,ti,n Ind individual

ittention, and to thrice the lack of enough all-day rile, part,iularl%

in the i to i ige group, 1,,i atte.--s(hJol care t,r the eirlv elementary

griles is c nijor problem

ke have Boil Inadequacies .n the supply of infantitoddler care

ilmost ecrv,...here It 1, the mothers of these youngest children who have

now entered the workt.)ice lo litge numbers, but the very changes in

women's roles in the Libor force hate also, limit_d the supply of cheap

family lay are Good group Lire tur infant. is e,cpens.'e and few

providers are -hie to undertike lc successfully on a sufficient scale

Many larents must settle for the ,ernative of cheaper, unlicensed care

and thss causes anxiety and concern everywhere the existence of such

unregulated and invisible care should not be used to re,ssure Congress

that there is no need Communities in many parts of the country know all

of this and are trying to tackle the problem, but they clearly need nelp

with lffordability, quality, and access

After - school care for kindergarten and primary school children is

also almost eveiywhere in short supply New program forms are

developing, and there is need for practical help, technical aid, and for

some financial support for programs serving very low earners

We wish to stress, however, that the country has not been sitting

3
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hack waiting for the Feder 11 gmernment The sociii .binges wh Jr,

made care so imp,rfant hive else generated enotm ,us energies Ind

muih creativity Esidenie of this is fJuind in (hurihes, soilil seri lies

hgen,ies, sca0,11s, settlement houses, ind in stite trill 1 ,31 government

Some large priice ,inesses hale ilso undertaken to help, ether rn

their rile s corporate ,itizens in their ,ommunitit- or b hiding their

own emplN,ees Patents and ,hild ,are id\o,ates hive workei diligenti%,

have experimented, and have in.ented new wivs to issemble res,ui, es.

educate ionsumers, to help parents trod programs for their children

Mans of these op- rations lack resources and therefore ,atinnt do

enough Most of them rflect the lack of state and locii government il

infrastructure, and are thetefote not adequate One sees everywhere

urgent need for .tart -up resources, tchnical assistance, training,

planning, and minitoring of basic standards Further, since many of

those in need of services are from among the working poor end the lower

middle class there is also need for some financial buttressing From

every point of view he society gains if parents make their own wai, in

the economt, perhaps with some modest supplementary help Resources aie

needed for this

Some states have made up for federal cut hacks ir, the early 1980i,

with their own funds, and others have auded new funds, pacticulacli, in

the context of welfare reform Other states have not been able to do

very much Fhe key point to be stressed, however, is that the :Wert, in

people, kmerican 1,arents, have made i good start on their own rhe

federal financial participation and program initiaciies being proposed

here represent n t the taking over of responsibility by the Congress, but

a Coining of 'n effort already underway and the support for an initiative
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launtned by the American people

Thus, to repeat, the time has come for the society - and thus for

state and federal governments - to acknowledge child care as a major need

and participation in child care as normative Chiid care services should

evolve and become as much a oart of tae social infrastructure of this

society as schools, librai ,, parks, highways, and transportation To

say this, is not to assus,e that every city and every t.tate will or should

do the same thing nild care strategy is intertwined with community and

state rronomic, cultural, ethnic, and demographic characteristics There

is no need for national uniformity or state rigidity Diversity has been

and remains an important value in this field. There 1. absolutely no

oasis for coercion, since alt child care is and must remain a resource

available to people who want to use it, not a requirement for young

children This is a time, also, for experimentation, empirical

approaches, flexibility - but also for serious efforts to learn,

communicate learning and take bold initiatives

As one notes activity, initiative, and progress, one a.so perceives

one big gap ii ,e child care picture. It s the essential federal

prtsence and more adequate federal financial participation No modern

society anywhere would accept the argument that its central government

can stay away from th!! issue

UNCLARITY, CONFUSION, DEBATE

Juggling an Inadequate Supply

We were in one state the week before last la which state welfare

5
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staff told us that since here was not enough child care, they were

rearranging the p,lullcies for publicly-tunded programs Now, abused

chiliren would contilue to he first inns the chtldren of "welfare reform"

mothers entering new training programs would he next High priority also

would have to go to migrants and to adolescent mothers attempting to

conttnue with school

:hat, then, was their conce.n' They did not have nearly enough

money to provide care or all the children of low-income i.orking mothers

who were paying on a "sliding scale" The only way to find child care

for the mothers in work training, part of welfare reform, would be to tut

resourtes for the working poor 'e asked what would happen to the

children o_ mothers leaving tile welfare rolls wnen they completed

train g and got jobs After all, they would then become the -working

poor", and that "pool" of funds was limited and being diverted to the

.raining group Nobody knew.

we must add that we also have found more than one American community

in which children are being classified by ,fii.d welfare staffs as tn

danger of abuse as a way to raise their priority claims on scarce child

care space That is no solution

It is sometimes argued that advocates want to bureaucratize and thus

complicate and make costly what should be a natural, spontaneous activity

- caring for childreL

le spontaneous self-help could meet these needs, desperate parents

would not be spending hard earned dollars for care, depriving their

families of many other things in order to pay for child care The labor

market statistics, or a walk-through in any community, will show that we

in America have organized child care for t.r sme reasons that we have

6
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organized schools and uursing homes Family aril community 'ife have

changed and specialization has some values Parents face reality and

choose relatives, or employ in-home caregivers, far less than earlier

because these resources are not available Families are smaller and

grandmothers, too, are at work Those parents who work 30 or more hours

a week choose family day care for their youngest child (38%) or turn to

centers or pre-school (30%) Obviously. given the choice, many people

would employ in-home caregivers who also would serve as housekeepers

Very few American families can afford this, the labor force available is

completely inadequate in any case, and the need in- mere formal provision

will continue to grow.

Parents who are of middle income, and mothers educated in college,

whatev r their income and whatever their labor force status, choose

overwhelmingly to send their preschoolers to a group program. All

parents send their 5s to kindergarten. The society has changed. Dare we

allow a two-tier system to become permanent')

We have seen in place after place desperate parents "packaging"

parts of a child's day in one facility, and parts of a day in another, or

with a relative or neighbor. We nave seen them moving their children two

or three times a year because o. dissatisfaction with the care

arrangements or the disappearance of caregivers We have seen them

desperately going from one tran.portation and pick-up arrangement to

anottc.r. Slogans about Informal care and the adequacy of the natural

helpin; network do not meet the needs of such parents. The development

of a child care infrastructure, with federal government, state, and local

government and the voluntary sector playing their roles and offering

parents options which fit their situations would make an enormous

7
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difference to the child development picture in America today "Cheaper"

unlicensed, unregulated, uninspected underground care can be dangerous

A Congress which voted to fingerprint those ,,ho are for children - in

order to protect them - cannot refuse to support what it takes to assure

them 4CC''S to adequate programs

"Why Help the Non-lacor9"

The Congress learned long age that the costs of decent quality care

are high It was recognized that even middle class working parents find

such costs a burden On the other hand, making it possible for parents

to work was considered a sourd investment from the point of view of the

national economy, with duc consideration of the alternatives Thus, the

Dependent Care tax credit today is the largest federal investment in

child care.

Tax credits are fine. whether given to parents through the income

tax system or to employers who make a contribution The problem is that

tax cre its do not meet the needs of low-income working families The

present maxima, or any potential increases in the tax credit, are no

substitute at all for direct subsidy on behalf of the lowest earners

States need flexibility in defining thresholds, but the proposed

legislation does concentrate on those lowest earners The money will go

to people who need it. The legislation builds on existing "sliding fee"

programs in many states Those who worry thpf the proposed funds will be

wasted on the middle class need only examine the experience in such

states They will be reassured. The states can be counted upcn to

identify their priorities and to corcentrate resources on people who

cannot manage in the marketplace

8
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To argue that people above the very low poverty or welfare threshold

do not need some help with child care costs is to ignore realities in the

lives of the working poor

Anxiety has been created by large price tags which some put on the

"eventual" package, should Congress move to a comprehensive program

People are talking of sums ranging between $32 billion and $100 billion a

year Obviously, those are "scare" numbers. Economists have begun to

turn to this question, but [here are as yet no reliable estimates of the

long run costs of a more adequate approach to child care. This is

inevitable since there is no picture of the ultimate delivery systems,

utilization rates, and the distribution of costs between family, the

marketplace, and the government. Some of the numbers cited ignore the

worth of the nvestment already made. Obviously, the society will spend

what it can afford and when it can afford it. The funds requested in the

present bill will create a structure, encourage planning, make a major

contribution to meeting current child care needs, improve quality, and

ensure essential state and federal administrative tools.

"Mothers Work Only Part-Time"

A top economist in the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports in the

most recent issue of the Monthly Labor Review that "the majority of

mothers are in the labor force today - even mothers of infants and

toddlers. As recently as 1975, a BLS study found sharp differences in

participation rates of women by marital status and presence and age of

children. Such differences have been reduced very substantially over the

ensuing dec-le."3

The most dramatic growth since 1970 has been in t work of

9
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married mothers with young children.

In 1986, 78% of women ages 25 to 54 worked full-time, aud another 5%

were workiug less than 35 hours a week wanted full-time jobs. Census

Bureau data for 1985 show us that 68% of mothers of "any own children"

worked i.ill -time and 65% of mothers with children under age 6 worked

full-time In fact, in 1985 of all mothers with "own" children ages 3 to

5, 59% were working and of those 61% worked full-time Of those with

children age 3, 59% were also working, and of those, 63% worked

full-time. A special census study (SIP?) reported for 1984-85 that of

all working mothers with children age 5, C2% were employed full-time At

the same time, of all employed single mothers with children under age 5,

661 were employed full-time

These numbers become even more dramatic if one asks about mothers

who worked 27 hours a week, or 20, or 25, hardly "part-time" in the

family routine.

We are not arguing for full-time as opposed to part-time work.

However, mothers who work whether full-time or part-time do need access

to child care.

The reed for such child care is well documented and the Secre-rry of

Labor, who has access to all the numbers, said on March 17. "Qual,ty

child care must become a national priority "

"Regulation Cuts Supply"

Yes, it does. We eliminate dangerous drugs, contaminated food,

planes that can't pass safety tests, building insulation that cac't meet

health standards - and for good reason. We need child care, but it must

be child care in which children will not be abused or endangered It

10
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should be child care in which children develop, learn, socialize, thrive

Parents want to be reas^ured that the country which leads the world in

child development research will specify a minimum of protections for

their children, and will give states and local government capacity to

assure the that those protections are in place

We know enough about the national picture to be worried In

contrast to the quality of Head Start, a program which is mostly for

part-day, too many pool children are cared for in an invisible,

unlicensed underground. In fact, many middle class children are also

Providers, especially unlicensed day care mothers, need help in becoming

visible flid in meeting standards. Many of them want to and respond to

supports and incentives. Eventually, they gain in income and referrals.

The federal government almost began to lead on standaras a decade

ago The effort was aborted despite a large investment. The new

legislation will encourage states with regard to standards, and will set

a -Jasonable national floor for those who want to qualify for federal

funds. That floor is based on decades of experience and research. What

are proposed are not the kinds of regulations that are frivolous or that

stifle initiative and responsible entry Into the field On the contrary,

they are the kinds of regulations that make child ca-e work respectable

and attractive, and give its participants a sense that they are involved

in an occupation which meets expectations of parents. This is the

minimum the Congress owes to the children and parents of America The

proposed legislation would give an important boost to standards

11
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CONCLUSION

In brief, the legislation before yeu builds on what localities and

states are already doing It creates a framework which will encourage

needed, sound development and provide financial help to those who cannot

manage to pay for child care in the marketplace without some public

supplementation. It will support family life and parenting and will move

us forward with regard to standards. It will involve parents, experts,

providers, and citizens generally in shaping local delivery systems It

will encourage diver..,ity and creativity It will mean much to the

children of this country The resources will be well targeted ou those

in greatest need and the legislation will make it possible to address

serious and large-scale problems with regard to standards, salaries,

technical assistance, training, monitoring, and consumer educatioc

Parents, localities, and states are doing their part The next

steps must be taken by the federal government

12
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Mr KILDEE. Thank you, Dr Kahn
Ms. Arlene Zieike of the National PTA is next

STATEMENT OF ARLENE ZIELKE. NATIONAL l'T 1
Ms. ZIELKE. Good afternoon.
I too will summarize th? printed statement you have before you.
I'm Arlene Zielke, the vice chairman of the National PTA Legis-

lative Program Committee.
Our association represents over 6 million parents, teachers and

concerned citizens who are committed to helping ensure that all
children and youth receive health, welfare and safety protection.

I appreciate having the opportunity to address you on the subject
of child care and early childhood education. These issues are the
legislative priority of the National PTA.

My testimony today will highlight several poits First, the
public demand for quality care, second, the individual and societal
advantages of enrichment programs, and third, program and policy
structure as well as the Natioral PTA's preferences.

We know that over 6 million children under six years of age are
unsupervised for a portion of the day. Some 9.5 million preschool-
ers have mothers who work outside the home. I will not repeat
other statistics that you have received which further indicate the
demand and the need for child care.

I would, however, like to call your attention to a rally that was
held in Chicago this weekend There were thousands rallying for
child care, and this was quite an exciting event This ..'as for the
ABC bill.

We have heard the average cost of child care, but let us go on to
say that the crisis is so severe that the lack of child care and en-
richment programs has become a National liability.

Business leaders traditionally silent on the topic of child care re-
alize that the availability of quality programs affects more than
the nuclear family. It is believed that high school success for some
often begins with early intervention programs.

Similarly, teachers cite the lack of before and after school care as
a key factor in poor school performance. Repeatedly, studies have
shown that for every dollar invested in preschool activities our so-
ciety saves nearly $5.00 in future prevention and remedial services.

Children entering school unprepared are at a higher risk of be-
coming drug dependent and dropping out Reports indicate that
most incarcerated persons are school dropouts We know that it is
much more costly to keep a person ilcarcerated than it is to offer
early childhood programs.

Looking beyond the facts, I'd like to discuss the National PTA's
vision of the Federal Government's role in child care and early
childhood education. Further, I will express our ideas for program
goals, content and structure.

Whether child care or preschool, both the parent and child needs
should be i icorporated into the program design. For parents, serv-
ices must be affordable and accessible Accessibility includes not
just physical convenience to home, work, or school Equally impor-
tant, parents must be involved throughout the planning and eval-
uation stages.

J".)
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schoolagi.. mothers nntzst ht. 3:1,I.n.nt TO.) h'1` tecn
parents are provided the opportait to attend Josses Nilie thur
young children receive care

For the child, developmentally appropriate services are essential.
Some education specialists have justifiably questioned the benefits
to exposing preschoolers to structured teaching techniques original-
ly designed for elementary children. The PTA believes that there is
no need to force children to learnthey are motivated by their
own desire to make sense of the world.

A viable parental involvement component increases the likeli-
hood the parent-teacher interaction will be established This model
of involvement could be sustained throughout the Lnild's formal
education.

How then could Federal policy test meet the child care chal-
lenge? The National PTA believes that society is now in the cross-
roads in the develornent of child care policy. The Federal Govern-
ment can help to coordinate the now fragmented ,hild care and
early childhood education system, and establish a broad universal
plan. For decades, public policy makers have ignored the child care
issue.

Consequently, the private sector has provided the majority of
services now available. That work must be recognized and pre-
served, yet a national child care bill must contain provisions that
facilitate and encourage the public s investment in child care and
early childhood education programs.

There has been a schism between the educational community
and the social services professions regarding child care manage-
ment issues. This divisiveness cannot continue. All efforts should
be made to coordinate health and human service programs with
educational services.

The Federal Government must assurn,_ leadership to advance
partnerships with State and local agencies to provide adequate fi-
nancial resources to support child care and enrichment programs.

A child care bill must embody certain principles before we can
lend our endorsement.

Federal monies must be tied to minimal standards.
Second, implementation and enforcement of regulations must be

guaranteed.
Third, a parental involvement component should be developed.
Fourth, adequate compensation for caregivers must be addressed.
Fifth, aid to help low and moderate income families afford serv-

ices must be included,
Sixth, a sliding fee scale should be implemented.
Public monies should be available to help families pay for care.

However. we have strong objections to the passage of any new child
care package that establishes a Federal voucher program.

Our dissent stems front a number of concerns. First, if public
monies go to a private institution, can the excessive entanglement
of oversight. activities be prevented?

Second, if a church or church-affiliated agency gets tax dollars,
how do you ensure that young children are not being taught reli-
gion?
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Third, should the Federal Government fund private religious in-stitutions?
The National PTA fears that institutionalizing vouchers throughFe feral law will open the floodgates for elementary and secondary

school certificates Will the courts or future policy makers be ableto make a distinction between tax supported aid for child care orpreschool vouchers and elementary and secondary school assist-ance"'
This distinction is mired by the growing movement by child careand educational professionals to elevate the public's awareness thatprograms for young children are not custodial in nature, but infact produce an invaluable educational experience.
Further, there are few safeguards to ensure that vouchers would

not be used for the teaching of religion to young children. Monitor-ing church related programs may prove administratively burden-
some.

The National PTA would recomme_ that the langauge for anyFederal care voucher be amended To help facilitate the adoption ofa fending alternative, the National PTA has developed a report en-titled Options for Providing Federal Support for Child Care andPrivate Institutions.
We respectfully ask that this document be inserted into therecord.
Mr. KILDEE. Without objection, it will be included in the record.
Ms. ZIELKE. Thank you.
The National PTA would support a funding mechanism which

eliminates vouchers and certificates and which allows States tofund private services through grants, contracts, or subcontracts
Another option :could be to allow States to set standards and di-rectly purchase child care spaces for eligible children. The nationalPTA believes that clarification of the funding mechanism must beaccomplished thi Jugh the statute, not regulations
Ensuring the neutrality of services is also important to the na-tional PTA.
In closing, I would like to reiterate that the National PTA would

like to see a child care initiative signed into law. Providing quality
child care and preschool programs is a civic responsibility, and the
public sector must become accountable for its role.

If children are to benefit, if our society is to prosper, then wemust overcome the differences with the blending of ideas of apolicy that will help ineet today's family needs and prepare youngchildren to meet future challenges.
We thank you for the opportunity to address this committee.
[The prepared statement of Arlene Zielke follows.]
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Good Morning I am A,-,ene Zielke, The Vice-chair of the National

PTA Legislative Program Committee Our associato.1 represents

over six million parents, teachers, and concerned citizens, who

are committed to helping ensure that all children and youth

receive health, welfare and safety protections

I appreciate having the opportunity to address the Chairma.i and

other committee members on the subject of child care and early

childhood education These issues are legislative priority for

our association, and the President of the National PTA, Manya

Ungar has ,stablished preschool and child care policy as a focal

point of her administration Consequently, we are pleased to

shire with you our views and opinions on these issues

My testimony today will highlight ,evera: points rirst, is the

public demand for quality care Second, the individual and

societal advantages of enrichment programs And third, program

and pcli,, structure as well as the National PTA's preferences

In terms of the need for services, the number of families

requiring affordable, quality care continues to escalate Over

six million children under 13 years of age are unsurervised for

some portion of the day some 9 5 million preschoolers have

mothers who work outside the home B3 '995, more than 15 million

children will have mothers in the labor i ,rce

...
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Economic survival is why these women work In two-parent

households, re,.. income has declined over three percent between

1973 and 1984, and had women not been working that decline would

have been 16 percent Women's contributions to their family

income in critical In 1985, for instance, 68 percent of

working women were single mothers, whose Average annual income

was $ 10,076 A quarter of all working mothers supplement a

family income of $10,000 per year or less, another 50 percent

have spouses who earn between $10,000 and $20,000 annually

The cost of child care and preschool programs is often

prohibitive for many patents Ten percent of a family's income

is spent on chile care expenses Estimates are that the yearly

cost for full-time care for one child can range from two to four

thousand dollars, the average expenditure is $3,000 annually Is

there any wonder why data show that the lack of affordable,

quality care is an obstacle that prevents many AFDC recipients

from entering the job market?

As you know, child care and early childhood education is,ues

pertain not only to families who need such services, but also co

business leaders who recognize early childhood intervention as

the underpinning of a strong, vital, competitive and

compassionate United States

1';
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The crisis is so severe that the la(I, of child care and

enrichment propiams has become a national nobility Business

leaders, traditionally silent on the topic of child care, realize

that the availability of quality programs affects more than the

nuclear family Last year, over 200 corporate leaders and

university presidents of the Committee for Economic Development

announced that an investment in quality early childhood

activities was essential to our nation's future well-being

A panel of local, st,te and national leaders addressed the Joint

Economic Committee's Education and Health Subcommittee in October

of 1987, where panel members stressed tli^ir belief that high

school success often begins with early intervention programs

Similarly, teachers cite the lack of before and after school care

as a key factor in poor school performance A Lou Harris poll,

conducted last year, found that a majority of teachers believe

that unsupervised children experience more stress, which is a

main reason why students have learning difiiculties

An increasing number of citizens see the cost benefit of

instituting child care and enrichment programs Repeatedly,

studies have shown that for every dollar invested in preschool

activities oui society saves nearly five dollars in future

prevention and remediel services

0
;
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The timing for focusing on early intervention and quality care

programs is critical We musc act quickly Of today's three-to-

five years olds, one in four is poor and one in seven is at risk

of never completing high school Children entering school

unprepared are at a higher risk of becoming drug dependent What

are these children's future? Reports show that twc-thirds of all

incarcerated persons are school dropouts Approximately $24,000

per year, per person is expended on incarceration 1 college

education costs approximately $3,400 per person annually

An escalating c_ime rate, a shortage of skilled workers, an

increase of the public assistance roles, and the occurrence of

teen pregnancy can oe cured if early intervention options are

,vailable to -oung children and their families

Of these and other facts, I realize you ,.re all too aware

Therefore, I shall move beyond the facts to discuss the National

PTA's vision of the federal go\ernment's role in child are and

early childhood education Further, I will express our as for

program goals, content and structure

Whether child care or preLchool, both the parent's and the

child's needs should be incorporated into the program design

For parents, services must be affordable and accessible

Pccessibility includes not just physical convenience to a home,

work or school but, equally important, parents must be involved
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throughout the planning and evaluation sr ges

Parent involvement r15o means that on-site infant/child care for

school-age mothers and fathers must be augmented Too few teen

parents are provided the opportunity to attend classes while

their you g children receive care These child care services

should incorporate parent education classes "bout nurturing and

human development

For the child, deNelopmentally appropriate services are

essential Some education specialists have justifiably

questioned the benefits of subjecting preschoolers to structured

teaching techniques, originally designed for elementary school

children Like many associations, the National PTA has adopted a

policy position whereby formalized learning and academic

curriculum is discoutaged in favor of allowing young children to

learn through experience and working with real material such as

blocks, paints, clay and role playing PTA believes that there

is no need to force children to learn, they are motivated by

their own desire to make sense of the world

Child care and early childhood educational programs are part of a

life-long learning continuum Our associations feels that a well

crafted structure tha, incorpotates a viable par,ntal involvement

component improves the likelihood 'hat a pattern of

patent /provider /reacher interaction dill he est-blishea This
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At this time, I would like to discuss a more complex and

contentious issue how federal policy can best meet the child

care challenge How do we folfill current need, yet formulate a

plan that is politically acceptable for the future?

The National PTA believes our society is now at a crossroads in

the development of child ca.e policy An increasing number of

ad' sates and policy makers are looking to the federal government

to help coordinate the now fragmented child care ana early

childhood education system and establish a broad, universal plan

When mapping a child care and preschool strategy, we must survey

our society's immediaLe child care requirements as uell as

scrutinize the long-term consequences of our plans for future

generations More specifically, how do we fashion a child care

measure that will enhance the current delivery system, while

creating incentives for positive change?

For decades, public policy makers have ignored the child care

issue Consequently, the private sector has piovided the

majority of services now available That work must be recogni7ed

and preserved, yet a national child caie bill must contain

provisions that facilitate and encourage the public's investment
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in child care and early childhood education plogramq

Historically there has been a schism betwten the educational

community and social service professioe regarding child care

management issues This divisiveness can nor continue, all

efforts should be made to coordinate health and human service

programs with educational services Although each discipline may

have a different orientation, there is a common ground quality

child care and enrichment programs for youngsters

The federal government must assume leadership to advance

partnerships with state and local agencies to provide adequate

financial resources to support child care and enrichment

programs An agency within the Department of Health and Human

Services or the Department of Education to collect data and

provide an oversight function

Currently numerous child car2/early
childhood education bills are

before Congress The National PTA has eamined each of these

measures In a few instances, we would 1.1e i see an

amalgamation of various provisions that might be -mended to a

primary vehicle

But whatever the instrument, a child care bill must embody

certain principles before we can lend our endorsement, such as

1) federal monies must be tied to minimum standards, 2)
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implementation and enforcement of regulations must be guaranteed.

3) a parental involvement component devel,ped, 4) adequate

compensation of caregivers addressed, 5) ,id to help low and

moderate income families afford services, an..1 6) a sliding fee

scale should be implemented

Public monies should be available to help families pay for care,

however, we have strong objections to the passage of any new

child care package that establishes a federal voucher program

Our dissent stems from a number of concerns First, if public

monies go to a private institution, can the excessive

entanglement of oversight activities be prevented? Seccld, if a

church or church affiliated agency gets ta7 dollars how do you

ensure that young children are not being taught rel.ogion?

Third, should the federal government fund private, religious

institutions?

Nearly twenty states have some type of voucher plan But this

funding mechanism va!, not established by a federal mandate

Several of these states are finding that child care funding and

the issue of church/state separation is being addressed by the

courts at the local level

The National PTA fears that institutionalizing vouchers through

federal law will open the flood gates for elementary and

secondary school certificates Will the courts or future policy

I t.' )) r ,
89-234 88 5
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makers be able to make a constitutional distinction between tax

supported aid for child care or preschool vouchers and elementary

or secondary education school assistance?

This distinction is mired by the growing movement by child care

and educational professionals to elevate the public's awareness

that programs for young children are not custodial in nature but,

in fact, produce an invaluable educational experience As

mentioned earlier, business leaders and researchers also see

early intervention activities as a key factor in the educational

continuum

Further, there are few safeguards that ensure vouchers would not

be used for the teaching of religion to young children

Monitoring church related programs may prove administratively

burdensome If an oversight system was established there is the

additional argument of excessive entanglement

The National PTA would recommend that the language for any

federal child care voucher be amended To help facilitate in the

adoption of a funding alternative the National PTA has developed

a report entitled, "Options for Providing Federal Support for

Child Care in Private Institutions " We respectfully ask that

this document be inserted into the record

Further, we would like to disemminate this paper to policy
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makers This paper could be used as a starting point in

developing and implementing an alternative to child care

vouchers The Natioh.,1 PTA, for example, would support a funding

mechanism that eliminates vouchers/certificates and allows states

to fund private services through grants, contracts or

subcontracts Another option would be to allow state standards

and directly purchase child care spaces for eligible children

An additional alternative would be to allow eligible parents to

choose institutions from a list of those that meet app' able

standards

The National PTA believes that clarification of the funding

mechanism must be accomplished through the statute, not

regulation As you know, unless there ., regulatory negotiation

one's ability to define legislative intent is limited While

there is a comment period, no guarantee exists that proposed

lInguage would be adopted The issue of public funding of

private institutions is too important to leave to chance, we urge

that this issue be clarified at the sub-committee 1 ,vel

Ensuring the neutrality of services is also important to the

National PTA Options for ensuring such neutrality could include

provisions that limit participation of private institutions that

are independent of religious affiliation Another alternative is

to require staff who participate in reliviously affiliated

institutions be employed by a public or neutral agency, or
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incorpc,rate language similar to Section 19 in the Art for Berter

Child Care Services, S 1885, H R 3660

In closing, I would lice to reiterate that our association would

like to see a child care initiative
signed into law sometime in

the immediate future We believe the federal government must

assume leadership and set forth a nat:3nal child care policy We
hope the measure will be far reaching in implementation and

expansive in scope Providing quality child care and preschool

programs is a civic responsibility, and the public sector must

become accountable for its role

Children who start out in elementary school unprepared will most

likely stay behind through their educational experience If

children are to benefit, if our society is to prosper, then we

must overcome the differences with
a bleraing of ideas to create

a policy that will help meet today's family needs and prepare

young children to meet future challenges

We thank you fo,- the opportunity to address the committee The

efforts of the committee members and their concern for youag
children is to be applauded. Tackling th. issue of establishing

a national child care bill is a difficult task, but a belief in

democracy provides us with the faith that through diversity unity
can be Achieved
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Ms. Zielke.
Our next witness is Mr. Douglas Besharov, resident scholar at

the American Enterprise Institute.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS BESHAROV. RESIDENT SCHOLAR.
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE

Mi. BESHAROV. Mr. Kildee, Mr. Tauke, thank you for inviting
me.

I pride myself un observing things. As I observe, each spec ker
takes less and less time, and I'll try to maintain this precedent.

Mr. KILDEE. In politics I've learned that no one complains about
a speech being too short. [Laughter.]

Mr. BESHAROV. That reinforces my desire, then, to move quickly.
In the materials that I've submitted to the committee, I included

a study which we have recently completed on Federal child care
costs. I'll just summarize the findings of that study briefly.

We looked at Federal expenditures over a 15 year period in child
care. We found that those expenditures in the last 15 years have
actually, adjusted for inflation, more than doubled. The unadjusted
figures are from $1 billion to about $6.2 billion of expenditures, an
actual increase of 127 percent.

Projected already enacted programs in the Federal budget will
bring this figure in 1989 to $8 billion, a 24 percent increase from
this year.

There are a broad range of Federal programs involved, but the
most important lesson that we learned from looking at these num-
bers, and what I'd like to emphasize most to the committee in rela-
tion to the AEC bill is the relationship between Federal support for
low-income families and Federal support for middle class families.

In these past 15 years, the after inflation increase of support for
low-income families' child care was only 27 percent. The increase
in funding for the middle class was 479 percent. There has been, as
a result, a sharp reversal of beneficiaries of Federal child care as-
sistance.

In 1972, nearly 80 percent of Federal expenditures went to low
income families. This year it's about half, and the numbers, the
percentages, the proportions, are declining rapidly.

My problem with thelet me direct your attention to the last
page in my statement. One picture, I think, tells a thousand words.

There are three lines that you see there. The top one is total
Federal expenditures. You see how they have started rising quite
dramatically.

The middle line is expenditures for low income families. You see
that they are about straight. There are no increases, and basically
a 30 percent increase since 1972. As you watch the figure for ex
penditures for middle -class families, they are rising as fast as Fed-
eral expenditures.

Now, we've only ;,-iken this to 1989, the last year for which we
feel there are real, firm projections. But you could carry these
numbers out, and the situation locks worse and worse for low
income families.

1`>':
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That, in a nutshell, is why I am so concerned about such bills asthe ABC bill and its 115 percent of median family income cutoff. Itratifies this trend.
This means that funds will go to middle-class families and notlow-income families. Now, Professor Kahn, w'io I respect greatly,in effect said no, trust us, trust the system.
I would say that figure one disproves that statement. I would saythat the trend is set, and unless the Federal Congress asserts lead-ership on who gets these funds, the pressure on States and local-ities will be the same as the pressure on the Congressto makethis a middle class program.
Everyone knows what happens when a program like this isopened to both the middle class and low income family. It becomesa middle class program.
In conclusion, I would just like to say that in this time ofGramm-Rudman, when social programs for the disadvantaged areunder such constraints, it ought to be the role of the Congress totarget money to the families most in need. I use the word mostthis is not to suggest that middle income families perhaps don'tneed assistance in this matter, or that there might not be someState program in the future. This is to say that the Federal Gov-ernment's roleits historic rolehas been to help the disadvan-taged.
It's just a darn shame that we're not pursuing that traditionalrole.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Douglas J. Besharov follows:]
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Thank you for inviting
me to testify before you today.I 'Jill be discussing

the results of a .fudy that PaulT'amontorzi and I have just
completed on the costs of federalchild car assistance. I have submitted a copy of the fullstudy with my testimony.

This morning I will summarize itsmost important findings.

As Congress debates the various child care proposals
before it, the conventional

wisdom is that the federal rolein child care ceased
when President Nixon vetoed the ChildDevelopment Act of 1971,

with interest in the issue beingrevived only recently. In the Waahingron Post, for example,Ellen Goodman wrote recently
"From then on . . . thegovernment was committed to neglect. Child care had all butdisappeared from the federal agenda."'

Not so. Over the last 15 years, federal child care
assistcnce has more than doubled.

By our estimates, thecosts of federal child care assistance--through income taxdeductions and credits, child care and early education
programs, and welfare and job

training programs--rose from $1billion in Fiscal 1972 to about $6.2 billion in Fiscal 1987.Accounting for inflation, that's
a real increase of 127percent. (See Table 2.) By 1989,
expenditures will approach$8 billion, another 24 percent rise in just two years.

The federal government
currertly has a broad range ofprograms and subsidies t! ' support child care, directly orindirectly. 'erhaps the,- programs are not es substantial as

child care advocates would
like them to be, but they aresubstantial nevertheless, as Table 1 clearly illustrates.

Poor and lover - income
families, however, have not beenthe main beneficiaries of

this increased federal spending.During this period, spending
on programs such as Head Start,the Child Care Food Program,
Social Services (Title XX; blockgrants, and the child

care associated with most federal
welfare and job training

programs rose from about $800
million to about $2.7 billion,

which is only a 27 percent
increase after inflation.

The other $3.5 billion in
federal child care costs isattributable to the two income
tax credits, the Child and

Dependent Care Credit and
the Employer-Provided Child Care orDependent Services Credit.

The Child Care Credit dates
back to 1954 when ft: was alimited deflection. tfter successive liberalizations of thededuction in the 1960- and

early 1970s, Congress made it acredit in 1976. But e real increases in its cost have come

'Goodman, E., "The Feds and the Kids .

Washington Post (March 22, 1988), p.A25.
The
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only in the last fifteen years: from $224 million to $3.5
billion, an after-inflation -lump of a whopping 479 percent.
The 1989 cost Is protected to be another $1.1 billion dollars
higher, a 31 percent rise in just two years. (BO estimates
show continuous increases into the early 1990s, with a cost
approaching $5 billion by 1993.2

The Employer-Provided Child or DepeOent Care Services
Tax Credit is growing even faster--from $30 million in 1987
to a projected $150 million in 1989--a fivefold increase .n
only two years. Moreover, CB0 nrojects that the costs of
this credit will also continue to rise into the next decade,
approaching $1 billion by 1993.3

Perhaps the child care issue has been off tie "federal
agenda" since 1972, but, behind the scenes, federal subsidies
have more than doubled. This increase, however, came almost
entirely in the area of tax credits which largely benefitted
middle-class families--not low-income ones. Tax credits do
not benefit poor or lower -inc me families who hardly pay
taxes in the first place. In 1983, for example, less than
one percent of tax credit Leaefits went to families with
adjusted gr..ss incomes below $10,000, and only 16 percent to
families with adjusted gross incomes below $15,000.4

Thu., the last decade and a half has witnessed a sharp
reversal in the beneficiaries of federal child care
assistance. In 1972, nearly 80 percent of federal
expenditure:: benefitted low-income families; now, about half
do. (see Figure 1.)

My concern is that the major bills now before Congress--

2U.S. Congress, Congressional Budget Office, The Effects
of Tax Reform on Tax Expenditures (March 1988), p.48, Table
A-1.

31bid.

4Steurle, E. and Wilson, P., "rhe Taxation of Poor and
Lower-income Workers," Tax Notes (February 16, 1987), p.706.
For 1985, the House Ways and Means .:Inraittee has reported

that six percent of benefits went to persons with adjusted
gross incomes below $10,300, though the distribution of
benefits within $10,000-20,000 adjusted gross income class
was substantially unchanged. U.S. House of Representatives,
Committee on Ways and Means, Background Material aid Data on
Programs Within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and
Means: 1988 Editior (March 24, 19881, p.615.

2
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Senator Dodd's Act For Better Child Care Services (ABC)5 and
Senator Hatch's Child Care Services Improvement Act6- -would
go a long way to ratify the trend toward greater middle class
subsidies.

The ABC bill, for example, would provide support to
families ear' ; up to 115 percent of tne median income.7
Nationally, It would be about $34,000, but ABC sets
eligibility y state median incomes, so tl,t many sates
would have considerably higher caps: $39,530 in Illinois,
$39,920 in the District of Columbia, $41,656 in California
and $44,941 in Massachusetts, for example.8 Moreover, the
bill does not guarantee low-income families a minimum
percentage of appropriated furls; it merely requires that
state plans "give priority for services to children with the
lowest family incomes."9 The Hatch bill has no income cap.

Perhaps child care should be universalavailable to all
families, regardless of their income--like public schools.
But that is an eventual question, as is the proper role of
the federal government in establishing such a system. For
now, in this era of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, when programs for
the disad, .taged are under the gun, it is simply wrong to
funnel scarce federal dollars--in increasing amounts and
proportions--to middle-class families who need them less.
Priority should be given to families in greatest need.

5S.1885, 100th Congress., 1st Sess. (1987).

65.2084/H.R.4002, 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1988).

75.1885, supra not 5 at sec.18.

8Congressional Research Service, cited in Henderson,
K., "Federal Day-care Bills: 'You have to start somewhere',"
ChristiaL Science Monitor (January 21, 1988), p.23.

95.1885, supra note 5 at sec. 7 (11)(13)(1).

3

14
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TABLE TEE ESTIMATED COSTS OR FEDERAL CHILD CHI PROGRAMS 41! TAX CREDITS 1.72-1444.

(tfarral ..... . million. of 11011ara)

IL.21-.LTCVld'ture.
Child and ueoendent Gate Tax ftedit,
employer-Provided Child or Dependent
Cr. Semite, Tax Credit'

Non-profit Child Gars Cente- Tax Exerpccord

Child Care Early 'chcatlon
Head Start
Child are Food Prograt
Special Education and PehshilitatIce
ServicesPreschool Grants

Dependert fate Planning and Decelopaert
Special Milk Ptograw'

Child Ge4elopment Associate
Scholarship Prograwg

lelfare and fob Ttain.rg. Slid ,art "c,arsv,
Food Vtanps,
Aid to Farilies berrrdent tri'dtr-

40UXIO, Assistance'
hors Incentive Prograr
coF IrainIng Ilttnerstlp Act
,rOfFtiOnd' Fducotiot

198t 19P 980 989

9c,r 73.4 $ c f

1

'16 c Ii 20h

clt Sr 6.6

Student Financial AldChl, fare Erper,e,.
Pell Crants
Other Programs'

Social Sercires/cownun:, revelopme t rG,14,L

Sc !al Services Block (rant. f:ltle KO' 2e1 40

kgrmaunit, Developwent S klrarr .

Child Lelia, Programs"
Area Econowl. and gevour.v lecv.romert

Pregraw'

TOTAL

ITS

45

Ern 660
15 35

10 /0

81.01C0 82.7140 86.21'e 84.9010 87.6710
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Notes to Table 1

For reasons described at various points in the text, not all federal programs
related to child care are included here.

b. Figure for 1972 is estimated revenue loss associated with Child and Dependent
Care tax deduction for 1972 tax year Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit was
established in 1976.

c. Credit waa not established until 1981.

d. Exemption took effect in 1984.

e. Program was not established until 1986

f Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are not available

g. Program was not established until 1986

h. Estimates for 1972 are not available

I. Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are not available.

J. Program was not established until 1982.

k. Child care expense., first allowed in 1988.

1. For list of programs, see note 38; estimates for 1988 and 1989 are not available.

m Established in 1975; estimates for 1980 are not available Estimates for 1988
and 1989 include approriations from Housing and Community Development Grants (see
note 45.

n. For list of programs, see note 36. Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are not available.

o. Estimate for 1972 is not available; estimates for 1987-1989 are less than $500,000.
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TABLE 2: THE ESTIMATED COSTS OF FEDERAL CHILD CARE PROGRAMS AND TAX CREDITS: 1972-1987
(Fiscal years, millin,e of dollars)

'J72 1980 1987

Tax Expenditures

current dollars $ 224 $ 456 $1,508
(1987 dollars) (605) (1,310) (3.500,

Child Care /Far(, Education

408 991 1,869
(1,102) (1,358) (1.869)

Welfare aue Job Training--Child Care Expenses

17 212 135
(316) (290) (135)

Social Services/Community DevelopmP Funding
261 611 691
(705) (837) (691)

TOTAL

6

$1,010

($2.728)

a

$2,770+ $6,203
($3,795+) ($6,203)
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As Congress debates the various child care proposals

before it, the conventional wisdom is that the federal role

in child care ceased when President Nixon vetoed the Child

Development Act of 1971, with interest in the issue being

revived only recently. In the Washington Post, for example,

Ellen Goodman wrote recently "From then on . . . the

government was committed to neglect. Child care had all but

disappeared from the federal agenda."'

Not so. Over the last 15 years, federal child care

assistance has more than doubled. By our estimates, the

costs of federal child carp assistance--through income tax

deductions an credits, child care and early education

programs, and welfare and job training programs--rose from $1

billion in Fiscal 1972 to about $6.2 billion in Fiscal 1987.

Accounting for inflation, that's a real increase of 127

*Mr. Besharov is a resident scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research, where Mr.
Tramontozzi is a research assistant.

'Goodman, E., "The Feds and the Kids . . .," The
lashington Post (March 22, 1988), p.A25.
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percent. By 1989, expenditures mill approach 18 billion.

another 94 percent rise in just two years.

to Policy

The most significant child care subsidy is accomplished

through three tax provisions.
At nearly $3.5 billion in

Fiscal 1987,2 the largest of these is the Child and Dependent

Care Tax Credit, which may Le claimed by parents for eligible

employment-related child and dependent care expenses.

Expanses up to a maximum of 12.400 for one dependent and

4000 for two ow wows dependents are eligible. For

taxpayers with incomes of 410.000 or less, the credit is BO

percent of Qualified expenditures;
the credit is then reduced

by ass percentage point for each 92.000 of income between

$10,000 and 928,000. For taxpayers with incases above

928,000, the credit is 20 percent of qualified expenditures.2

In 1985, approximately 8.4 million tee :returns claimed

12.1 billion in child care credits,
*A average credit of

0572. The Noose Ways and Maass Committee has estimated that

2gb direct
fending is provided for this program. Figureis the estimated tr. revenue

loss associated with the credit.Executive Office of the President.
Office of Management and

Budget, Special Analyses. Budget of the United States
Government. Fiscal Year 1989 (11588), p.G-43 (hereinafter
Special Analysts. Budget of the United States Government.Fiscal Year 1989).

Jlbid., p C49. tee elan U.I. lots. -f Representatives,Committee on Ways and Means. Background Material and Data onPrograms Within the Jurisdiction
of the Committee on Ways andMeans: 1988 Edition (March 24, 1988), p.614 (hereinafter

Background Materiel and Data on Programs Within the
Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means: 1988Edition).

2
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in 1988, total of $4 billion in child care credits will be

claimed on approximately 9.6 million returns, an average

credit of 5419.6

The lesser-known Employer-Provided Child or Dependent

Care Services Tax Credit is intended to provide an incentive

for employers to provide child care benefits to their

employees. Enacted in 1981, it creates a tax shelter for up

to $5,000 in child care sip if the employer rather than

the parent --pays for, or provides, the child care.5 The

estimated revenue loss from this credit: 050 million in

Fiscal 1987.6

the sea --and therefore the budget test of both of these

tax credits are expected to increase dramatically over the

mart teo years. According to the estimates provided by the

Office of anagement end Budget, the cost of the Child and

Dependent Care Credit is expected to rise to over $4.5

',Background Material and Data on Programs Within the
Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means: 1388
Edition, ma note 3 at p.615, Table 12.

3Stephan, S. and Schillmoeller, S., "Child Day Care:
Selected Federal Programa" (April 7, 1987), Library of
Congress, Congressional Research Service, p.CRS-14
(hereinafter "Child Day Care: Selected Federal Programs").

6 Special Analyses. Budget of the United States
Government. Fiscal Year 1989, supra note 2 at p.G-43. Other
estimates are such higher. For instance, for Fiscal 1986,
the Joint Committee on Taxation estimated a revenue loss of
$110 million ("Child Day Care: Selected Federal Programs,"
lura note S at p.CRS-13). However, for the same year, OMB
placed it at $40 milliou (Executive Office of the President,
Office of Management and Budget, Special Analyses. Budget of
the United States Government. Fiscal Year 1988 (1987), p.0 -44).

3
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billion, a $1 billion or 24 percent increase.7 For the same

period, the cost of the Employer-provided Child or Dependent

Care Tax Credit is expected to jumo five-fold,
totalling $150

million in Fiscal 1989.8

Another federal tax provision that supports child care

is the exemption for non-profit child care centers. This

provision exempts non-profit centers from paying income

taxes, and enables them to receive tax-deductible

contributions. The estimated annual revenue loss from this

provision is almost $3 million.9

7Special Analyses, supra note 2 at p.G-43. Estimates dovary. The House Ways and Means Committee anticipates the
costs of this credit to rise to $3.5 billion by Fiscal 1989
(U.S. House of Representatives, Committee

on Ways and Means,
Background Materiel and Data on Programa Within the
Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means: 1987
Edition (March 6, 1987), p.588, Table 6) (hereinafter
Background Material and Data on Program Within the
Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means: 1987
Edition). The Congressional Budget Office's estimates are
higher--$4 billion for Fiscal 1989 (U.S. Congress,
Congressional Budget 0' --, Ti.. Effects of Tax Reform on Tax
Expenditures (March 1988). p.48, Table A-1 (hereinafter The
Effects of Tax Reform on Tax Expenditures).

8Special Analyses. Budget of the United States
Goverrment. Fiscal Year 1989, supra note 2 at p.G-43.
Estimates vary. The House Ways and Means Committee has
placed the expected revenue loss associated with the
Employer-provided Child Care Tax Credit in Fiscal 1989 at
$100 million (Background Material and Data on Programs Within
the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means: 1987
Edition, supra note 7 at p.587. Table 5). A more recent
estimate from the Congressional Budget Office puts it at $200
million (The Effects of Tax Reform on Tax Expenditures, supra
note 7 at p.48. Table e-1).

9U.S. Department of Labor, Child Care. A Workforce
Issue (1988), p.55 (hereinafter Child Care. A Workforce
Issue).

1
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Specific Child Care/leap Education Program

Seven federal programs are devoted exclusively to child

care, early education or related services, at an annual cost

of about $1.9 billion. The largest of these programa is Head

Start, which spends $1.1 billion per year on local preschool

programs for low-income children.10 Head Start serves about

a half million children.11

The Child Care Food Program ($551 million)12 and the

Special Milk Program ($4 million),13 provide milk, food and

money to day care providers for an estimated 1.1 million low-

income children daily.14

The Secretary of Labor's Task Force on child care has

also identified the Summer Food Service Program for Children

as a federal child care program, vi,h annual expenditures

10Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget, Appendir. Budget of the United States
Government. Fiscal Year 1919 (1988), p.I-108 (het !inafter
Appendix. Budget of the United States Government. Fiscal
Tear 1989).

11In Fiscal 1985, Head Start served 452,080 children.
"Child Day Care: Selected Federal Programs," supra note 5 at
p.CRS-8.

12 Appendix. Budget of the United States Government.
Fiscal Tear 1989, supra note 10, at p.I-E81. For Fiscal
1988, the Secretary of Labor's Task Force on Child Care
estimates outlays of $586 million (Child Care. A Workforce
Issue, supra note 9 at p.19).

t3Child Care. A Workforce Issue. supra note 9 at p.22.
Other estimates are far lover. According to a Congressional
Budget Office estimate based on unpublished Food and
Nutrition Service data, expenditures are about $0.3 million.

14.1gure for Fiscal 1986. "Child Day Care: Selected
Federal Programs," supra note 5 at pp.20-21.

S

1
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totalling $160 million.I5 This program provides cash and

commodities for schools and public or private non-profit

residential camps serving low income children during the

summer months. We have not included this in our estimates

because it lacks a apecific child care / early education

component.

The Department of Education also supports preschool

programs for handicapped children by providing states with

about $178 million in grants under the Special Education and

Rehabilitative Services program.I6 Due to the specialized

needs of this program's heneficiaries, some observers are

reluctant to characterize it as a child care program.17

Nevertly'less, the program is geared specifically to three to

five year old children. Moreover, if such a limited view

vere adopted, Head Start would be a poverty program, and not

a child care/early education one.

Another $11 million provides less direct support for

child care programs. Under the Dependent Care Planning and

Development Program, the Department of Health and Human

Services (HHS) makes grants totalling up to $5 million per

year to the states for child care services before and after

15Child Care. A Workforce Issue, supra note 9 at p.20.

"'Appendix. Budget of the United States Government.
Fiscal vela 1999 supra note 10 at p.I-I8.

I7The program is not designated as a federal child care
program, for example, by the Secretary of Labor's Task Force
on child crce.

6
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school, and for the development of local child car.

information and referral services.I8

Another $5 million in demonstration grants is available

under Title II of the Children's
Justice Act; these grants

are intended help public and private agencies fund tenporary,

non- medical child care services to handicapped and terminally

ill children, and crisis nurseries for abused and neglected

children.19 Because this is a crisis intervention program,

and not ,rdinary, supervisory child care, we have not

included it in our final estimate..

Through the Child Development Associate Scholarship

Program, REIS makes up to $1 million in grants20 to states for

scholarships to needy candidates for the child development

associate credentia1.2I

The federal government also supports the private

sector's provision of child care through the various credit

18Appendix. Budget of the United States Government.
Fiscal Year 1989, supra note 10, at p.I-R36, and "Child Day
Care: Selected Federal Programs," supra note 5 at p.CRS-12.
The Department of Labor reports expenditures of $8 million
for Fiscal 1988 (Child Care.

A Workforce Issue, supra note 9
at p.34).

I9Appropriation for Fiscal 1988 is $4.8 million. See
Stephan, S., "Child Day Care: Issues and Legislation in the
100th Congress" (March 22, 1988), Library of Congress,
Congressional Research Service. p.CRS-14 (hereinafter "ChildDay Care: Issues and Legislation in the 100th Congress").

20Appendix. Budget of the United States Government.
Fiscal year 1989 supra note 9 at p.I-107.

21 "Child Day Care: Selected Federal Programs." supranote 5 at p.CRS-25.

7
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programs of the Small Business Administration
(SBA). In

Fiscal 1988, the ESA is expected to provide about $19 mthion

in various types of loans--direct,
disaster and guaranteed- -

to providers of child care.22 The SBA acts primarily as a

guarantor -- guaranteeing private loans to small businesses;

about 98 percent of all child care loans were of this type.

Because mos. loans are r-4.41d, it is not possible to

determine net costs to the SBA. Therefore, we have not

included them in our fin r- ltes.23

Welfare and Job MaimingChild Care Expenmes

The vartors federal welfare and job training programs

are another major source of direct and indirect funding for

child care services. In the welfare area, for instance, the

two major federal progzamr,--Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) d Food Stamps--sub -lime child care

indirectly by allowing recipients :r deduct child care

expenses from thei, 'come when determining eligibility.

These policies, which are designed to encourage work and

self - sufficiency, L-,t the federal government an estimated

22Ibid., pp.49.

23Another $0.3 million in loans are expect.(' to be made
rough the SBA'6 Small Business

Investment Comparr. (SBIC)
rogram. SBIC's are SBA-licensed private investm firms

that borrow portions of their capital from the federal
government at favorable rates. The Department of Labor
reports that SBIC iavolvement with child car( providers is
growing rapidly (Ibid., p.50).

8
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$89 million in Fiscal 1987.24

Similar child care deductions are also allowed under two

federal housing assistance programs: (1) the Public and

Tndian Housing Pros-am, and ;2) the Section 8 Rousing

Programs, which provides rent vouchers to make private

housing affordable for low-income famill-s. Both programs

deduct child care expenses from family income when

determining participants' rent copayment. In Fiscal 1988, ar

estimated 210,000 families with 480,000 children are expected

to deduct child care expenses, at a cost of $18 million.25

The Work Incentive Program (WIN) seeks to reduce welfare

dependency by providing money to states to help AFDC

recipients find and retain jobs. States are required to

provide child care services to WIN participants who neec.

24Estimated total cost of the Food Stamp, child care
deduction is $50 million. Congressional Budget Office,
unpublished anal. sit: of Food and Nutrition Service data
(1988). See alf, , Child Care. A Workforce Issue, supra note
9 at p.21.

Estimated total cost of the AFDC child care deduction
is $44 million. Cal,Llated by authors using the following
data. Out of an average monthly caseload of 3.5 million AFDC
families in Fiscal 1983, about one percent had child care
expenses deducted from their earnings. The average monthly
amount of child care expense deducted in Fiscal 1983 was
about $96 (" Child Day Care: Selected Federal Programs,"
,upra note 5 at p.CRS-16). Assuming program participation
was essentially the same in Fiscal 1987, 38,000 families, or
one percent of average monthly caseload for Fiscal 1987
(AmenOix. Budget of the United States Government. Fiscal
'ear 1989, supra note 10 at p.I-K34) took an serage annual
..edLction of $1,152. The Department of La.. arovides an
estimate of $40 million (Child Care. A Workforce Issue,
supra note 9 at p.35).

25Child Care. A Workforce Issue, supra note 9 at p.42.

9
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them. In Fiscal 1987, these services coat the federal

government au estiamtd $12.6 million.26

As part of its overall strategy for training

economically disadvantaged individuals and dislocated

workers, the federal government
provides money to states for

child care services and subsidies within broad-based

employment programs. Local programs funded under the Job

Training Partnership Act (JPTA) spend o "er S9 million for

_hild care supportive sarvices and stbsidies.22

There are child care components in four JPTA-funded

programa. Under Title II-A, which authorizes scants to

states for job training for the economically
disadvantaged,

expenditures for child care- about $6 million - -go to training

program participants as child care workers, nr to provide

them with child care services.28
Title IV authorizes funding

28Es isiate is 10 percent o' $126 million, ale Fiscal
1987 budget (Appendix. Budget of the United States
Government. Fiecal Year 1989, supra note 9 at p.I-K35). Ten
percent is the proport,on of WIN 'a budget for Fiscal 1977
devoted to child care expenses.

(U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Office of Human Development Services,
Administration for Public Serrices, Administration
Children, Youth and Families, Social Services, U.S.,
Statistical Tables, Summaries and Analyses of Services Under
Social Security Act, Title XX, IV-B, and IV-A/C for he 50
States and District of Columbia (1977), p.30, figure 17,
cited in U.S. Commission

on Civil Rights, Cnild Care and
Equal Opportunity for Women (June 1981), p.33.) We recognize
that this it a very rough estimate,

since WIN programs make
use of other child care programs.

22Child Care. A Workforce Iss,l, Ewa note , at pp.44-47.

28Ibid., p.44.

10
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for job placement programa geared specifically to fan

mortars; an estimated 13 million goes to child care

ezpenditures.23 The Job Corps (Title IV-E), which funds

training for economically disadvantaged youths, spends about

803 million for care.3C

To help displaced workers readjust to changing economic

circumstances, the Dislocated Workers Program (Title III)

provides them with employment and training services, as well

as suprortive services such as child care. Child cake

aeltOtane.* generally provided thrc gh reimbursznent,

estimated at 80.2 million.31

The Deportment of Education also supports child care

through its Office of Vocational and Adult Education. gasie

:grants to the permit them -o spend on child care for

participants in local vocational *demotion programs.

gowevem, devote only a fraction of these funds to

child care..lust over PI million out of s total budget of

around 8800 mil.ion.32

A removed emphasis on such job training :rograms were a

major component of all major welfare reform proposals put

forth in :ongress in 1987, with special attention on the

29Ibid., p.46.

30Ibid., p.47.

3lIbid., p.45.

32gatimete based on an unpublished survey of state
spending for P.785. Office of the Secretary, Department of
Education. See also Child Care. A Workforce Issue, p.27.

11
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needs of female-headed families. If single mothers on

welfare are to become self-sufficient, they will need to

work; and if they are to work, someone will have to mind

their children.

In its original form, lapresentative Downey's "Family

Welfare Reform Act of 1987," would reimburse mothers for

their child care costs for up to six months after they get

jobs and leave the welfare rolls. To qualify for

reimbursement, though, child care would have to be licensed.

In 1987, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimated the

costs of this provision al ne to total $835 million over 5

years.33

It is important to note, however, that when the bill

passed the House in November 1987. it included up to 12

months transitional child care assistance for families who

left welfare because of increased earnings. CB0 estimates

that this new provision would coat $550 milli°. over fi

years.

CBO estimates that a similar transitional child care

provision in Senator Moynihan's "Family Security Act of 87"

world cost about $75 million in its first year and rise to a

33The bill would also increase the amount ,' child care
expense exemptions for AFDC and Food Stamps--at an annual
cost of $4-6 million. Congressional Budget Offica,
"Estimated Cost to the Federal Government of H.R. 1720 as
Amended" (June 17, '987), p.3.
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level of about $115 million after the second year.34

Rep. Michel's "AFDC Employnant and Training

Reorganization Act of 1987," a Republican alternative to

Democratic welfare reform proposals, would provide funds to

establish employment and training programs, including

transitional child care and transportation assistance. To

maximise the states' flexibility, however, the bill would let

states decide how they should spend the money. As a result,

specific CBO emanates on the costs of child care provisions

are not available.35

Student Financial A14--Child Care EX eases

A number of federal financial aid programs for students

base the site of individual grants upon the cost of school."'

attendance, which beginning in 1988, may include reasonable

child care empensee.36 Data on the costs of this new child

34The Moyrthai. bill would provide child care
reimbursement for up to nine months after leaving welfare.
Congressional Budget Office, "Estimated Cost to the Federal
Government of Moynihan Bill" (prelininary)(July 14, 1987),
p.2.

35In its first year, the coats of the overall employment
and 'raining program world be $234 million, rising to nearly
$5"0 million by the fifth year. Congressional Budget
_Lice, "The Estimated Costs to the Federal Government of

H.R. 3200" (preliminary) (September 22, 1987), p.1.

36Programe include Pell Grants, Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grants, Worl-Study, the Parkins Loan Program, the
Income-Contingent Loan Program, the State Student Incentive
Program and the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. See Child
Care. A Workforce Issue, supra note 9 at p.27 and p.29.

13
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care provision are not available for most of these programa,

Jut estimates provided by the Department of Labor indicate

that child care will add an estimated $65 million to total

expenditures for the Pell Grants program, which provides

grants for low-income students.37

Social Services/Community Development handing

Besides the programs described above, some portion of an

additional $6 billion38 in social services and .hild welfare

grants and community development grants, is available "lr

child care services. Unfortunately, the structure of these

programs- -block grants to the states--makes it difficult to

determine with any degree of certainty just how much money is

involved.

Consider the largest of these programs- -the Social

Services Ieock Grants (Title XX). In Fiscal 1987, over $2.7

billion39 was given tc the states to provide a full range of

37Ibid., p.27.

38Programs include Social Services Block Grants;
Community Development Block Grants; Community Services Block
Grants; and the Area Economic and Resource Development
Program. Child welfare grant programs include Child Welfare
Services: the Child Welfare Training Program; Indian Child
Welfare Grants; and Child Welfare Research and Demonstration
Projects. For a description of child care-related
activities, see "Child Day Caret Selected Federal Programs,"
supra note S at pp.CRS-6-26. For btiget information, see
Appendix. Budget of the United States Government. Fiscal
Year 1989, supra note 10 at pp.I-K35-37 and I-822.

39Appendix. Budget of the United States Government.
Fiscal Year 1989, supra note 10 at p.I-K36.

14
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social services--at the states' discretio^ there are no

requirements as to how the states should apportion the money.

To enhance further states' flexibility, there are also no

detailed record-keeping requirements on how these funds ere

used, or whom they benefit. Thus, there is little data on

how much Title II money is spent by the states on child

care.40

The Department of Labor reports that $660 million (24

percent) of Title XI spending support* child care.41 From a

recent survey of state child care spending. the Department of

Health and Human Services estimated the combined state and

xxderal spending on child care totals $1.1 billion ,,er

year.42 Thum, assuming a standard two-thirds federal share,

total federal speeding could be as high as ;726 million per

400ltimately. the extent to which states pay for child
care through Title IXor any other federal block grant--is
not terribly relevant. A state has a certain amount of money
with which to pay for social services, with funds coming from
federal, state and local sources. How a state chooses to
allocate this money--and from what sources it funds
particular activities --does not change the total amount of
funds available for social service*.

Like all money. Title XX funds are funtAble, or
interchangeable; if a state chooses to spend all of its
federal money on child care, that doesn't nececsarily mean
that it's spending a lot of money on child care relative to
other states. It does mean that the state would have to
"charge off" all other social services to state and local
se4rcesessentially an accounting decision.

4IChild Care. A Wiricforce Issue, supra note 9 at p.31.

42Office of the Assistant C.cretary for Planning and
Evaluation, Department of H. ..ith and Human Services.
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Year. or abcut ]7 percent of total Title KR spending.43

States and communities spend an estimated $30 million on

child care using money from Community Development Block

Grants (CDBG), which are desi;ned to stimulate community

development in low-to-moderate income communities.44 CDGB

funds may be used to construct new child care facilities, to

rehabilitate existing facilities, or simply to provide child

care services. The $30 million in child care expenditures

represents about one percent of total CDBG spending. In

1987, Congress appropriated an additional $5 million in

demonstration grants for child care programs within low-

income public housing projects.45

Federal Employee :Ind Care Benefits

The federal government also supports child care by

providing child care services to federal erployees--civilian

and military. The Department of Defense spends over $69

million annually to subsidize child care for the dependents

of armed forces personnfl. World-wide, about 412 military

430ther estimates are lower. Kahn and Ramerman, for
instance, put Title XX spending on child care for Fiscal 1986
at $387 million, or about 15 percent of total Title KR
spending for that year. See Child Care: Facing the Hard
Chcices (Dover, MA: Auburn House Publishing Company, 1987),
Taole

44Child Care. A Workforce Issue, supra note 9 at p.40.
Sfe also Appendix. Buoget of the United States Government.
Fiscal Year 1989, supra note 10 at pp.I-M21-22.

45"Child Day Care: Issues and Legislation in the 100th
Congress," supra note 18 at pp.CRS-11-12.
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installations serve an estimated 90,000 children through 518

child care centers 46 The General Services Administration

also spends about $1 million a year on child care centers in

federal work places.47 Since these expenditures are more

akin to employee benefits than to a generalized child care

subsidy, they are not included in our final estimates.

* *

The federal government curreatly has a broad range of

programs and subsidies that support child care, directly or

indirectly. Perhaps these programs are not as substantial as

child care advocates would like them to be, but they are

substantial ne iiheless, as Table I clearly illustrates.

Moreover, federal support of child care has been

expanded substantially since the early 1970s, with the costs

of these programs and subsidies rising from abot.t $1 billion

in Fiscal 1972 to over $6.2 billion in Fiscal 1917.

Accounting for inflation, that's a real increase 3f 127

percent. (See Table 2.)

Poor and lower-income families, however, have not been

the main beneficiaries of this increased federal ape -ding.

During thin period, spending on programs such as Head Start,

the Child Care Food Program, Social Services (title XX) block

"Ibid., p.25.

47Ibid., p.30.
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grants, and the child care associated with moat federal

welfare and job training programa rose from about $800

million to about $2.7 billion, which is only a 27 percent

incr ase after inflation.

The other $3.5 billion in federal child care coats is

attrAbutable to the two income tax credits, tne Child and

Dependent Care Credit and the Employer-Provided Child Care or

Dependent Services Credit.

The Child Care Credit datea back to 1954 when it was

limited deduction. After successive libe_alizationa of the

deduction in the 19ou8 and early 1970s, Congress made it a

credit in 1976. But the real increases in its cost have come

only in the last fifteen years: :tom $224 million to $3.5

billion, an after-inflation jump of a whopping 479 percent.

The 1989 cost is projected to be another $1.' billion dollars

higher, a 31 percent rise in just two years. CB0 estimates

show continuous increases into the early 1990s, with a cost

approaching $5 billion by 1993.48

The Employer-Provided Child or Dependent Care Services

Tax Credit is growing even fasterfrom $30 million in 1987

to a projected $150 million in 1989--a fivefold increase in

only two years. Moreover, CB0 projects that the costs of

this credit will also continue to rise into the next decade,

48The Effects of Tax Reform on Tax Expenditures, supra
note 7 at p.48, Table A-1.
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approaching I billion by 1993 49

Perhaps the child care issue has been off the "federal

agenda" since 1972, hut, behind the scenes, federal subsidies

ha-e more than doubled Iris incre.se, wever, came almost

entirely in the area of tax credits which largely b' efitted

middle-class families--not low-income ones. Tax credits do

not benefit poor or lower - Income families who hardly pay

taxes in the first place. In 1983, example, less than

one percent of tax credit benefits went to families with

adjusted gross incomes below $10,000, and only 16 percent to

families wath adjusted gross incomes below $15,000.50

Thus, the last decade and a half has witnessed a sharp

reversal in the beneficiaries of federal child care

assistance. In 1972, nearly 80 percent of federal

expenditures benefited low-income families; now, about half

do. (See Figure 1.)

My concern is that the t"ajor bills now before Congress- -

Senator Dc 's Act For Better Child. Care Services (ABC)51 Ind

491bid.

50Steurle, E. and Wilson, P., "The Taxation of Poor and
Lower-income Workers," Tax Notes (February 16, 1987), p.706.
For 1985, the House Ways and Means Committee has reported
that six percent of benefits went to persons with adjusted
gross incomes below $10,000, though the distribution of
benefits within $10.000-21,000 adjusted gross income class
was sucstantially unchanged. (Background Material and Dail on
Programs Within the JurisIiction of the Committee on Ways and
Means: 1988 Edition, r-pra note 3 at p.615).

515.1885, 100th Congress., 1st Sess. (1987) (hereinafter
S.1885).
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Sena,,_ Hatch's C'1111
11c1

go a loo way to ratify the trend toward greater middle class

subsidies.

The ABC bill, for example, would support alfamilies

earning up co 115 percent of the median income.53

Nationally, that would be about $34,000, but ABC sets

el.:410111u ny state median incomes, so that many states

would have considerably higher caps: $39,530 in Illinois,

$39,920 in the District of Columbia, $41,656 in California

and $44,941 in Massachusetts, for example.54 Moreover, the

bill does not guarantee low-income families a minimum

percentage of appropriated funds; it merely requires that

state plans "give priority for services to children with the

lowest family incomes."55 The Hatch bill has no income cap.

Perhaps child care should be universal-- mailable to all

families, regardless of their Incomelike public schools.

But that is -. eventual question, 2,5 is the proper role of

the federal government in establishing such a system. FOT

now, in this era of Gramm-Rudman-Hollings, when programs for

the disadvantaged are under the gun, it is simply wrung to

funnel scarce federal dollars--in increasing amounts and

525.2084/H.R.4002, 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1988).

53S.1885, supra note 37 at sec.I8.

54Congressional Restarch Service, cited in Henderson,
K., "Federal Day-care Bills: 'You have to start somewhere',"
Christian Science Monitor (January 21, 1988), p.23.

555.1885, supra note 37 at sec. 7 (11)(8)(1).
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proportions - -to middle-class families who need them less.

Priority should be given to families in greatest need.

21
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TULE I TER IDITTPIA3733 COSTS 0? /IDEAL CRIED Call
(fiscal gess., millions

Tax ErrandIture

PROCIL61121 LID TAX CREDITS

of MoLlars1

1172-191/9

198' 298 1 989

Child end Impend./ 'are Tax ired10 22. 1 956 03,4'5 13.90, 64 565

Emplover-Pyridad Child or Dnpendens
Care Sery -en Tax Credit. 30 65 1003

von-profit Child Care Center Tax Exemption,.
1

Child Card/Early Eaucsrloy
9.04 Stars

'36 1,13C I.2C6 1.206

Childild Care Food Program :16 SS, 58' 646

Spacial Education and Rahabilisetive
Servicaa--Prmschool Grants

D.p.nd.nc Casa Planning and Development.

6 09 l'e 029

8
:05

8

Spacial Silk Program,
.

Child Day-lopment A.aociit.

Scholatanip Ercetamil

Walf.r. and Job TrainIng--Child care Expanee.

Food S,. ,8
36 50 50 50

Aid or faniline Wish Lependent chuck..n sr 60 44

Remains Assiesancei
'e 18

60tIR Incentive Progran 3' '15 I, o

Job Training Partn.rantp act1
0 9 9

Vocational Education
I

1

Scud.t. Flaseclel Ald--Child tar. Cap k

Pell Grant.
___ 65 65

Oshar Programa,

Social Sam/cad/Community Development Fuelling
Social Service. clock Grant. ITitle 11, 1 261 000 660 660 660

COIIMUllity Development Slack Grant.
00 35 35

Child kelt.. Prosrame
la Iv

A' Economic and Reeource Dev.lopment

Program°
Il

TOTAL
61.010T 62.734+ 86.2378 11.800+ 87.671
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Notes to Table 1

For re sons described at various points in the text, not all federal programs
relate 1 to child care are included here

b Figure for 1972 is estimated reverie loss associated with Child and Dependent
Care tax deduction for 1972 tax year Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit was
established in 1976

c Credit was not established until 1981

d. Exemption took effect in 1984

e. Program was not established until 1986

f. Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are no available

g Program was not established until 1986

h. Estimates for 1972 are not available

i. Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are not available

j. Program wee not btablished until 1982

k. Child care expenses first allowed in 1988.

1. For list of programs, see note 38, estimates for 1988 and 1989 are not available

m Estab"shed in 1975, estimates for 1980 are not available Estimates for 1988
and 1989 include approriations from Housing and Community Development Grants lsee
note 45.

n. For list of programs, see note 36 Estimates for 1972 and 1980 are not available.

o Estimate for 19-2 is not available, estimates for 1987-1989 are less than S,00,000

23
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V.111 2: TOR ISTTNATED COSTS OF FEDERAL CHILD CAll PROGRAMS AID TAX CREDITS: 1972-1 87

(Fiscal years, million' of dollars)

1972 1980 1987

Tax Expenditures
current dollars $ 224 $ 956 $3,508

(1997 dollars) (605) (1,31C) (3,508)

Child Care/Early Education
408 991 1,869

(1,102) (1,358) (1,869)

Welfare and Job Training Child Care Expelses
117 212 135

(316, (290) (135,

Social Services/Community Development FunGIng
261 611 691

(705) (837) (691)

TOTAL

24

81.010 $2,770+ $6.203+

($2,7281 ($3,795+) ($6.203)
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Est. Cost of Federal ChildCare
Progromg and Tax Credit (1972-89)

1 976 1 978 1 980

Year
Progrnm Exp

1 982 1 984
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1 986 1 988
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr Beshz rov.
Our last witness in t'ais panel is Mrs. Phyllis Schlefly, president

of the Eagle Forum.
Welcome, Mrs. Schlafly.

STATEMENT OF PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY, PRESIDENT, EAGI E FORUM
Mrs. SCH1 L.Y. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Phyllis Schlafly, and I'm a lawyer, writer, mother of

six, and grandmother of five, and the president of Eagle Forum.
I ask that my entire statement be printed in the record, and I'll

shorten it here fcr the interest of time.
Mr KILDEE. Without objection, your pi epared statement will be

inserted in the record immediately following your oral statement.
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. We opposed H.R. 3660, the Federal Babysitting

Bill, because it massively discriminates first against mothers who
take care of their own children, second against mothers who choose
alternate child fare by r3latives, friends or neighbors, without
regard to whether they are Government licensed, and third against
fantilies who choose religiously affiliated day care.

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I respect employed mothers. I
grew up in a home where my mother was the principal breadwin-
ner. But we are very fed up, really, with the steady stream of em-
ployed women End men who come before committees of Congress
and appear on the media and treat full time mothers in a way
which is insulting or belittling or patronizing. Particular when this
is as though they are no longer to be respected or considered in
Federal or Governmental policies.

Some 54 percent of the children under age six have mothers in
the home, not in the workforce. There are approximately 16 mil-
lion full-time homemakers, and there are tens of millions of women
who were full-time mothers, and after their children are grown,
have gone into the labor force.

I just don't hear this group represented. Th',se are the ones who
have given really ( any care to children, and who should be rec-
ognized as the real experts about quality care.

The real purpose of this bill seems to be to induce middle-class
American parents to put their children in secinar, custodial care
from a very early age. To be eligible for benefits under the bill, the
mother must be lmpioyed. She may not be a full-time homemaker.
The 'ay care facility must be Government licensed and regulated,
the day care facility must be purged of all references to religion,
and the staff must fulfill Government training requirements.

Why should the small percentage of families that choose this
type of custodial warehousing for their children be rewarded with
taxpayer paid berefits? This bill is io discriminatory that I don't
understand how any Congre-;sman running for office this year
could possibly support it.

Sections 19 and 20 are wrong the most bigoted, anti-religious sec-
tions ever proposed in any legislation. Any facirty where the chil-
dren say "Thank you, God, for these cookies" would be automati-
cally barred from benefits.

But it wouldn't help matters if sections 19 and 20 are deleted, be-
c. Ise since the Grove City law was passed, any church based day



care facility that even indifectly accepts one dollar of benefits
would bring the church itself Linde, Federal regulation

I also feel that it would be discriminator% against the church
based daycare became it would subsidize their secular competitors
and induce membe: of the congregation ;lot to use the ch.uch
based day care

We don't need a Federal administrator of baby sitting to set regu-
lations for child care But if any regulations are to be proposed.
they should prevent the hiring of caretakers who might have
records of crime. drugs or contagious disease Yet this bill is silent
on this issue

Attached to my testimony is t, statement which quotes the most
offensively discriminatory sections of H H 206o, and shows how
they could be .written to ma:-e them acceptable to all families in-
stead of just to the special interest segme'it of society which the
bill benefits

This is a positive approach to the Kildee
The fairest and the most non-discriminatory and the most cost-

efficient way for the Federal Government to help families pay the
cost of child care is to allow families a tox credit on their income
tax for each child. Providing funds for child care through tax cred-
its, instead of by Federal grants, would mean that the parents
would have 100 percent freedom of choice to select the child care
options they want.

This would meet the tests presented here today by Secreta,y
Bennett It would also meet the test presented by the Chairman
when he said that we should recognize different structures of the
family and different needs.

A tax credit plan would recognize freedom of choice
Now, if you would please look at the big print chart which was

referred to earlier, you: would see the contrast between the Kildee
bill and the Holloway billhow many children would be oen. fired''
Probably at most, under 2660, some i'00,000 children aught be ben-
efited. Under the Holloway, 20 million children under mandatory
school age would be benefood

How much would the annual cash benefits be per child? Under
3660, maybe $50 to $150 Under :3944. the Holloway bill, cash bene-
fits would be between $150 and $400 pe. year, per Ladd

Now, who would get the cash.' Under 3660. most of the cash
would go to the bureaucracy and the day care centers and provid-
ers, many of whom are witnesses and financially interested in the
passage of this bill Under the Holloway bill, WO percent of the
funds would go directly to the family

There seems to be a gi,.at resistance among some peop:e to let
families spend their own money for the child care of their choice.
This is vzry hard to understand.

WhFlt kind of care would the children receive.' Well, in order to
get benefits under :3660, childre would be forced to use Federally
licensed, scrupulcusly secda, institutions with Government
trained staff. Under :3941, pa-, nts would have HM percent fteedorn
to choose any type of careby mothers, by family members, by
neighbors, by church, by commercial centers, or whatever

Which families would get the benefits" Under :3660, it would dis-
criminate, as the previous speaker s, d, in favor of employed moth-

1i 7



ers. and a.ga.:1,0 ,1 :,k tt
with hignel 1 the higher income families w here the
mother is employed T1s is the group that seems to be demanding
subsidies today

Under :3944. the funds would benefit all families without discrim-
ination, and the benefits would be weighted to advantage lower
income families, because it would be tax-refundable at the lower
levels

Despite its discrimination and limited benefits to such a small
number of pee- le, 3660 would cost ;',4 2.5 billion on top of the current
child care credit But the :3[44, the child care tax credit reform bill,
would cost only 5.;800 million on top of the current cl.ild care credit.

We urge you to reject all plans to give discriminatory Federal
grants for day care, and to adopt a tax credit plan that is fair to
all. American families deserve the right to spend their own money
for the child care of their choice

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Phyllis Schlafly follows
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Why should the small percentage of families that choose t' -s type

of custodial warehousing fcr their children be rewarded with taxpayer-

paid benefits? This bill is so discriminatory that it _s hard to see

how any Congressman running for office _n 1988 co, id face his constitu-

ents if he supports it.

Sections 19 and 20 are among the most bigoted, anti-religious

sections ever proposed in any legislation. Any facility where tee

children say "Thank you, God, for these cookies" would be automatically

barred from benefits under the bill Crurch-based day care is the type

of day care most easily found at a reasonable price by low-income

parents -- yet this bill would prohibit those parents from receiving

benefits.

It would not help matters if tee insulting Sections 19 and 20 are

deleted because, since the Grove City Law was passed, any church-base,

day care facility that even indirectly accepts on' dollar of benefit

would br.ng the church itself under Federal r' lation. Fffecti,ely,

this means that the bill would be offering financial inducemen,s to

members of a congregation ")T to use their own church-based day care

and to transfer their children to the Fcderal-stile secular

institutions that are advar raged under this bill.

We don't reed a Federal Administrator of Baby S.tt.qu to set

Federal ngulations for child e. But, if any regulat in are to be

proposel, they should prevent tee hiring of caretakers woo might have

records of crime, drugs, ur contagious discus". Ye.-, this bill ir

silent on this issue.

Attached to my test, , is a statement whicn giores the most

offensil.e.y din_riminatory sections of B.P. 3660 and shows how they

should oe r,writter n make the ac-eptable to all families instead of

1'le/
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way for the Fodo, .1 Government to help families pay the costs if child

cite is to all -w families a tax credit on their income tax for each

child. Providing funds for child care through tax credits instead

of by Federal grants -- would mean that parents would have IOU percent

freedom of cnoice to select the child care options they want.

Hero is a chart which shows the enormous differesoe between the

discriminatuty H.R. 3660 and the Child Care Tax Credit 1.13rM Bill,

H.R. 3944

How many ch ldren would be benefited, H.R. 3660 would benefit, at

most, art estiiated 700,000 nildren. H R 3944 would beneftt all

20,600,000 children under mandatory chool age

How much would the annual cash benefits be per child? Under H.11

3660, maid, 350 to $150. Under r, R. 3944, cash benefits would be

bctween 5150 and 5400 a year per child.

410 wield jot the cash, Under H R. 3660, most of the cash would

go to the bureaucracy and the Ja, care centers ender H.R. 3544, 100

percent o' the funds would go directly to families

Whit mild o, ine would children receive, In order to get any

b,net its under H , 3660, children ainld he forced to use federally-

licelsed, s_tupuloisli-sec tlir institutions with government - trained

staff Ind., H." 3944, parents would have 100 percent freedom to

choose an, of care by rnthers, by family members, by nei ;hoors,

church, or b, canmerc,fil centers.

faiilirs woild t the benefits? H R 3660 world di;crimi-

nut, in f 1:or of .mplopmt mother, and against fulltirr moti,rs, and the

b.tits wrild iost1/ to families pnich have biter in omcs be' -cruse

th, en r 1, ,m, I lima, r P P 3944, the funds w ill I oon,,fit all

frunlies ottnouf_ 1.sc,iminitior, and the ben ' tts wiuld he w fctted to

1 .j
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advan t ado lower -Inc families

Despite .'s al._, Urination and limited me.let its to 'a It a sral '

number of people, H.R. 3670 would cost S2 5 billion ou t op ot the

current Chi ld Care Credit. But H R 3944, the Child Car' tax Credit

Ref orm Bill, would cost oily 5800 million on top of the ca: rear Child

hare Credit

We e you to reject all plans to dive discriminatory Federal

grants for day care and to adopt a Tax Credit plan that is fair to all

American families deserve the :Wit to spend their own money for tne

child car, of the r choice

Dodd-KddeeBdliip .6,, ,6 compared to Hollow I! Bill ii R 1)44 ' 21.4"

inosam6 701)'',011 number of rluldron benefited' 70 000 000

minvt.d S50 to sic() annual rash ben fits per algid' S I CO to 1400

burtauLrao and dos ..n. Louie N h., gets the cash' IIIII la Lunilles

ftqUlted 10.0 fsderalls what land of ,are' Ilul"tas,hmn haos, .Jre hs mothirs
mlalh secular go onus ni caused staff funlis .1vIlhus church sornme gill

unit families voth c mphar ed rnethirs u huh funultes get the benefits' ail balm, u 101,J( dvi rimuution,
mauls higher Isom, families taltiAlf5

SI 7 billion for ,uirsotchdd, arc t ft do
5 billion fur Dodd Fs ild.c

but os the annual lost' 1 'Hum ft r ,urrenl childcuecrcd.t
Sr I1 11,,ut reform

S62 hill en ,1,1-1Uorkth Cin scar 545 hill I, ,n future um, are
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What's Wrong With the Dodd-Kildee Baby-Sitting Pill?
Ihr 11 11 II 11111 U111111111,111 111l, p tgl scoithundsserpts

lotto the 62 p ittt lhold Millet) Bill which are disc 1-1111111,1
Inn 31...11.1.1 III0111,, who c Ire (or thew awn CtIVICU,
11.,( MOO ha, erg mist licedons to chimse the
(Ink!, ire the 1, lilt w ithout goserninsitt micrference, or
Imo ac ram budding instcad of lit !will going

NI( 1 Its, 1 91111111 'III 1
1 I I he ',I In Is 18 siltd 1c dm As t lot littler (hold ( all

of 1987

hi ( 2 1 INI)INGS %Nit II1,()st
( 0ngtt ss lutdc th
111 Ott moot, 01 t n Is mg III hunt, whir booth

I, Ill Int kirk or 11,1111. In 4 'int, with 1 single p nun who
sock, It 0 ant It 1,1,1 1 1111 111, Jh 0,1 1 the Iwo Lk, isle

(21 Olt 0 Id 11,11t, of ttit tilt, ,1111,1 taut isci 111,11 10 the
ctrl culhuuuc 111,1 uld,pulcurtc ul 1111111011, Of Atilt Mall
1 1111111, !Ill 1111111111 1111 gross 111e, nand, of tuothtrs wllh
ttung thddit n ci 110 nolk opt ol inn, nut nucorh

1 1 ) 111611 11011hn ,1111,1 1 pc. ptogtants ,111 ,11 ngtht 11 our
l" Plo,u111T smug sutlUltti wnh 1!), ft tto,11110. on

Malt (0 It in Olt I0t, shills 1111.1,11 \ 10 ht proslucto e
nods ers

4 I tics st of 110111 butt {0 3g, (I out rafts al stars tat 11 e
dOLI01,11.1ef t ,sung child

61 high quill!, t tilt thiidhood de, 10111111111 ptegriuus
10(idscl doting ills punrl 0. ft ttt.1 to tit potagtoplt 14) are

11,1 bi c Ill's tics h plegtalus sun 'Lilac tilt 1.11311,,
nl muitils dshngusml ad0Itsu nt prtgran, 31111 Itopro,e
Ihr like )11.0,1 0.0,11,1,10.n ,1111111,;11 10g11,1100 and btutnte
tinplo,,t1

161 tilt nunlbu 01 tilt Ott, child sat( atrangcnulls falls
Lit chin of (lit inunht oyu rid lot duldan in need of child
1.111. unluc

17)1111 1,11,1d L ` 111 01 1,11 115 trotton 01 the Jabot (doe),

-hellos of lliddlt II uric r tlit aitt of I ha, ttsulted Ina unttal
till., 1 Igc of q iatit child c m attlogrinents for Infant, anti
ioddls is

1151 lilt las4. el nail Ms duld sale sic cuts rewhc in
inns 1)0 st.hool in, hoot age cluldren (idol' It11 i ItItout
111190 tit SlIrl 1 1011 11'1 suinilis and galls el Ili, Jas

(91 nrus, wurkwe puuns tie ambit to alltnd adequate
shird c tic ssr, iss s loll do 1101 milt adequate linan,tal
oss01,6t lot sit, It ,tt,t,t, hum tinplo,ers rn itubl,,ourtts

101 a I mgt itundtt I of p otitis its n, 1 kis s,orl, or to
sun list limning , 11115,11,011 11, 1 10 bi,1111C cc'l
cull 11111 bit 11111 01 lilt lark 01 11101l1 !He thlld 1,ut

1 1 1 1 111,1kIllg 01 quits duld talc seru, cc a,a11,0,1t rot
int nl of 'At king In

tit 101, Mph, 110.1,1 k ('1011101l, ,111.1 sitolgtht 115111e toil
Ivng 1,1 111nA,1 111,1 Ohs 11 nional (Limon,

I I 2) Illt rr pirtm ill, low s dams paid to child c Ill
l01 651 s Lonttd 5,11,1 Is, on In0tdIn tie', hltu ittc of staff

ititnimer In lilt child I lit brill 11111(11 4t dllht ill to 111,1111
0:1511, and 1,1,1, it of ft, 0 his quoltt, th11,1 l tIc

I he right hand columns of ths, rug, go e suggested
language showing how the Dodd Is dike Bill could lie
amended (0 Make II 11011 (IVA t1111111.1101",..11{11 10 gos e lull

percent of the asarlable holding dos till to families instead
of most I r,111 ltuildnig a bureaus rdc, that is mild c Mod
and dictate Cann!) decisions

SECT ION 1 511011 1 1111 t
la) 1 his Ac, net, he cited as Mc 1988 As t lot I aunts Child

alf

SEC 2 FINDINGS , ND 111.1111109I
(a °ogres, finds that

( I I the number of s luldten ht, mg in honks utr000t a
(111111111C mother, or ,lthout am Who al all has In-teased
dtamatnalls coo the last do oh,

(2) the aallabdth of 1110111,1 taut IS nun_: 10 the stir
cahoots 1 and milt pendowe of nulhons of American families,
rid mothers should not be forted into the labor force out of
ecoustinis mussity

Ill high qualm, mother care can ,trengthen our south
protoding ,oungLItildten w Ith the foundation on V. 111C11 to

ham n the basic skills ncLessat 10 be 11101111L11 11 IA orkers

14) mother talc ms opodall, !nolo] to die crlosal yeatsun
tit, dessloponsit of a young child, lions Nth to age b,

(Si high qualits mother carediumg the ',mud rcle.rsd to
in ccuagraph 14) IS cult CIICL11,C 1/Clause fullttme molhcr
NMI& childrenH with object 1.011,1,111L1 and personal care
abuse and bcyond N11,1 I an ettipltnte would gee and such
constant supusiwon can reduce 1111 111,111(fS of )mends
Olt 11111111CM%, adolmcnt pognancs and !Immo, e the Itkelihuod

Thal chilthen null finish high ss hoot and become employed,
tic) cpcnenLe shows that the ioctulit lining majority of

mothers prefer to preside Ihur C1111d11.11 ,1 1111 1110111CI Call,

and, tf that isnot ilossible prefer t ale ,1111111 1 he family union
with a known oughbor Ina nearby home and unit 12 percent
of mothers place their children in don care that could be
dtstohcd as a "(adds all "Inchworm or a "center ,

17) the rapid growth of parhupation m the labor force by
mothers of children u mlothe age of I has resulted in a critical
reduction tn mother (ale needed by infants and toddlers

till the tconorun crunch tau mothus of small c hildren
tssults in man, preschool and school age children bong left
yothout adequate supentsion for signilis ant parts of the day,

(0( manic inttihers11.1,t been forced loseek emplosment
ill the labor forte hcca use 1.11,5 take sill a lirgr percenlige of
Ilium hind, insoint and I Lausc lilt eta run S2 OW tax

xouption for dependents should Ex St ,000 if a chid I ere to
li !se the same ulalse Nairn) in the ins owe lax code as o d a
child Hues duado ago,

(111)a lay number of pars its all not able In gm., their
LIII1d1.11111111111C mother care hecausc nt the ht 31 ICI lases they

ale limed to pa, to 1114111, tilt ( 1111d ( are lax Club! a
proosion of the income tax lass ninth discommates against
fulltime mothus but in laser of employed mothers, and
against the less affluent bur m (awl of the Inure affluent
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1,01111 Bin I UO111111111

OM Pt 1(1'("1 III 111 1,11,4 t.I 1111, \51 II/
1 1'141, it I. 111 1111 1 10111 111, 111 1111/1111/1 1111 1111111, 441

111.1 snonhn won in ,11g 11111,1 Ili 1'1415 1 1111, 1110 i'Iti
A1,1111011,11 11,111111 1, 101 1411t 15 1

121 i,1,11101, is n1.111111(1 11151 do 11111 o1 511111,1 ,h11,1

r 111; dl r1111,11,1 1111 1,115111)11 11110 11u] ,1)11

( 01,1111 I 1,11111)' In I 11,11,, v,111 111.a1) 11,1l It
nun 14, Ill 1101,111( 11 111 + nough li1,11,1k .1 11 1 1111111L, top,

tilt 11111 1,11 ,111111111,111.4151

14, ,1)u guilt n Ills itrik111111111g tilt Ianid1 01111 1,
1015 to 0111,511 11411 pa[t ale not lortt,1 i t irk ol

II III 11111 plor[ali,t 1 11111111, 11 11 5,15.5 1,111 p t 1 a 111

tlio,111. or ,1111 11111 .1OIJ I hill) 1 01 111 ingtnient
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1'1 114,, 111 4.1 01,4' 111 11 1 41 111 11 111111.1 I1, In 111d 11

10, lo, 1+111 , 1 1111 II 111,1

I lug. 1t011111101 11

1 1 1 1 1,1115 011 1011(111»l ,11 1 41 1111 '111114l n ,44 till, 1 1)l

L Ill 101 111,11 1,11 (1111111t 11 11 01114411 1 41111 51151151111)1/ 1111

II 1's5115 141 1 1111111, 111411111 1/ 1111 I/ 11 111111 II,

( 1 21 (Ill 1.14 '11111 1111N 111511 1 1.4 441 ,I1 1111114/, I 5111111

511,/11111101111 11,1111111111 11 1 11 I, III 11151 .5111111 I,IJ ad
It allu.t,tlis +11111, of 1111+11 III III 114111511 111011 1111.1 111

111 11 (11111111 1o, h, 1111011, 15,111 '44 11111 11111511111 5,111 1111111

1111,101 1011114111, Ill 1111 1110111l I 1 /1011/11111111 Ill 1 S I

11, Ill 11 111 /c, 1 1115 1111 pulp,. ,,I ro
III 1111,1dt 1111 1,1111+1,1, I 01111 to 111161

,Ilothr I to, of tluWn 11 111111111m II, It 1111111

1 2 1 unlit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ttll I 11 51,1141 111411l, LIM, 11111

4 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lit ap timt motlit 1 t1111,1[I. u1 ol in 11 111 1,1

komult 111111 tit 11516111, 1. t p-t 1)1111111115 1,111

1 11 1111111411 0,11,11 51 III 1 1111111, 11 111,1 111111111111111

41,1 11.11 1111111 It 111 14,411 111 111,11111 115011 1,111,1,, t0

gas, 11(11111111 ,a[1 11110, 11

141 ,I 115111111 tilt 111,11111z "1 tit 1411111, 111111 11

,rL Ing 6111111+1 ill it pin ' 111 1 RI. ol
1 111 1,1L 1111a11,1 [ooti,r, ,11111111 11 III the 1 Ill 111

1 51 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , , 41 1 1 1+11+1111111,111 1 1 11 1 11 1111 111 1111 I 0h, :1,11
I, III ( 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 + 1 , 1 1 1 1 111' 11111 P11. 111 all 141 III
11110 Ill

I C 11)1 1 1 \ 1 1 1()NS

IIII In 111111 5,111 1+ ti 111 1111 1115 011 \ (11111.11511 1101

of t 111111 1 [, 11,1 ,r11,111 I `
121 1 1, 1, 1 1, 11111, IR II 11111m 1,1111115111

.1)141111 lilt 11tH 11 It 1,1 1111 111 1 11 11111 nl,n1mo16,1
4.1111,1 t Ill ,4 I 1.1 .11 11 1111 1 1111 I 11 111 111 11

11 11111 1111, 11 1 1,01 111 1111, Ni

iC) 1151 tow 141111, 5I11141 nt,

1 11 1 111 111 10 1 01 1111k1,.[

t i l l 1.11111 1111111, ( I l l 1 1 1 1 1 ( 141115, 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 10 I

1,1 ;1 lit 1+1 his It, 1,, 11111111)1 ,111111. I, 1 1111111, of 11

%lir and
(1 I 11 , 11 +1111 II 11 111 III 11411 III, 11110 .14

1 1 0 1 5 1 1 11+ 11 14 44, 1.44 14104 1111 111 111,111..1 111 41 5011 if 11111112 14

011 i 51115 41144111! 1,41 1 1111

VI/ 1 111 41 1111 1'111'1111'11 51041411 I 511,115 a 511111 sirs
.51111 1 144. d 111 111 111,1111 ut 111,11 Irltr or ,
1 11 11111 11 II, 11 111r Ills 1 1,111 11 `II 111. 411,1 1, 1111 (1151 11 511,1
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Inc 11111
st 111.1111 ,rpo1,111, 101 1111 11 111111 411111 III

1 111 151115 5111111, 1 II, 11,1.111t 111111 kW 1111 111 lo 1111)0 1,1 11

alit1L111

111) 1,11011t n ill( 01111141 111141 1,, of 11,1 1.111111,1 N1 lit,

bt p1,1 1 , 1 1 1 1 5 sot,iar ,1111,11, n 01111 111 1 t 0111,111o,'
1)1,1lpanm tlptnlnst 11. 111,11 111 1,11 1110551 n 1+,1
1.111111+1 II, I 1111 1115 111,1111 win II 11,1 1111111 ulpn, o1
Litant, ,1111 1111 11 1,011 1

1'111,11111lit 111,1111111111111111111111 it 11 11, 1111111 Inn 11111

11111' 1111 LI 1+ 11,1,1115, 10111114 I 11114 '111 11111 10111 1, 01 111 114 III 11

hp, min and
(III ma., 1111 11111641', ++1 1 1, 11, III pt 151,1111'1

qualits s,m 111111 11d1.111 11 11111 11 11, 1 n 1111111 1111111. 111,11,1

SI ( I 1,1 1 IN1 1 II)NS
I II 1 111 1, 41111 11 114 4 \ dam 1 !1 111+1 ( 111

A11111111,11 11,1 'II Ii till 11111,15 1111111111+1 to 11111 511

121 1111 11 1111 1111,1 111 1111110 III 1111 ,I11, 1 11111111

11111111111111, All

( Ill N 110\ \I 1 \ l)N IS1)1(1 ( ()NINI1 1 1 1 I (IN
( 1111 1) ( 1(1 Si \ \1)11(1)5
1111 1 \ 1 A111 1 \ HMI \ 1
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1)1(1111 11111 1 l NI (L1111111 all!!
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11 111' 1111 It
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mrs. Schlaflv, for your testimony.
We're not going to agree on everything, but I always enjoy your

testimony and your presence
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. You did mention that you don't see how anyone cur-

rently running for Congress could support this bill. Well, there are
164 funning for Congress who are supporting this bill, and they're
pretty realistic men and women They walk through real life pretty
regularly.

I get back to my district at least every other weekend, and more
frequently th.n that, as my wife reminds me I find a real lack of
not only resources for the individual mother for child care, but a
real lack of structure for child care.

As I mentioned earlier, it's very difficult to find even poor qual-
ity child care for certain people, so we tried to address this bill
the 164 of us who have co-sponsored it and are up for election
again--to address both those situations. There is the need for help
in finding affordable quality child care and also in helping to build
a structure for child care that is presently inadequate.

I encounter mere problems on that, as I mer tioned earlier,
trying to help mothers get off the dole into a pa.iroll job. That
along with the Medicaid card are th( two greatest deterrents.

Mrs. SCHLA'LY. Mr. Chairman, 7. just wonder if those Congress-
men have faced up to the blatant discrimination in the bill.

How can we, as national policy, discri; mate against mothers
who take care of their own children, and g .e financial benefits to
mothers who don't? That is a fundamental discrimination I feel
that the mothers of those 54 percent of the children and-- ge six
tc Aay, who ar? at great financial sacrifice taking care o" ,- own
children and getting along on a lower income level those
mothers who ore in the employed labor force, deserve equal treat-
ment.

This is a simple matter of equity. The mothers who are taking
care of their own children have a median income of $25,000. But
the mothers who are employed in the paid labor force in the two-
earner families have got a median income of $3.4,000. I tnink you
are hearing from them because they maybe a 2 more vocal or morn
organized, or they are the customers of the day care providers who
have ability on their tax paid salaries to lobby for more day care
for those who have higher incomes.

But the traditional families have the low or income, and they
should not be subject to the discrimination in this bill. I think it's a
simple matter of equity. M-Ahers who take care of their own chil-
dren should be recognized and honored as giving quality day care
to their children. Trey should not be discriminated against and pe
nalized by being required to subsidize others

Mr. KILDEE. We try always, always to pursue equity. T think this
is in pursuit of equity

You know, again, I do have to walk regularly through that rwA
world I still live in the same neighborhood, in the same ouse that
my parents purchased back in 1935. I attend the same church that
I was baptized in I walk among the sa e people there. I recogoize
that there is a vast shortage child care itself for those mothers who
are working. Most of them wok k in order to supply the basic needs

0



of their children. In addition to this. if child care is available, many
of those mothers cannot afford it

I always tell people that Emmanuel Kant wrote two books He
wrote his Critique of Pure Reason, which did not answer all the
questions, and then he wrote his Critique of Practical Reason

Those of is who put our names up for election every two years
really do have to read more often not from the Critique of Pure
Reason, but we have to pull off the shelf that Critique of Practical
Reason.

That's pushed it front of me regularly when I go back home and
see the reality, not the statistics but the reality, of people who do
need help They need both immediate help so they can purchase
and get that child care, Pad they need to find a system It's not
there right now, and that's what we're trying to address

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, Mr. Chairman, if you're looking for reality,
why don't you have any representatives from t. nong the 16 million
fuil time homemakers in this country today`'

It appears to me that the people who are pushing this bill don't
want to hear from them We are constantly tot' that they don't
exist, they're an anachronism from another age. They're obsolete.

There is nobody representing that group here That is reality.
And also, T realize and respect your sincerity in approaching this.
But let me point out how offensive the semantics are in talking
about working mothers and mothers who have to work

I don't know any mothers who don't work We very much resent
having the full time mothers being put in the category of so-called
non-working mothers Let us use the proper term employed moth-
ers and full-time mother

Mr. KILDEE. Well, when the Secretary was here, he -iced this
term But I appi late being resensitized on that

Other questions here
Mrs. Zielke, do you feel that the ABC bill adequately addresser

the rcI of parents in this provision of child care'
Ms ZIELKE Well, we know there are many children who are fe-

ceiving the care and the training at home to prepare them to go on
to school But there are these parents by need and necessity have
had to choose outside employment They want to give the same
care and preparation to their children

Unless there ire adequate child care provisions available to
them, they won t be :ble to do that We see the ABC bill as provid-
ing the opportunity for them

I think that parents are looking for the assurances that the li-
censing and the regulatory requirements will provide the opportu-
nity i:Ald the planning fbr them ,o be involved in the monitoring
ar.d evaiuction of the programs, and certainly the assistance with
the cost of child care

I think we---t his all lends itself to removing some of the stresses
and anxieties within families today. to be sure that their ,:hildren
arc being cared for

Mr KILDEE Pr Kahn, you used the tern' infrastruc ure in your
testimony also Could you tell us whin you .netin by all't child care
infrastructure' How do you trik that bill could help build that
infr structure''
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Mr. KAHN First, I'd like to say that a lot of emphasis has been
placed on the word choice If there's no supply out there, and no
way for people to become aware of the supply, you don't have
choice.

The infrastructure has to with information, referrals, lists,
places that are advertised as responsible, local committees to which
parents can express opinions, places to report things that one sees
that are questionable, places to report alleged shortages that can
be evaluated by citizens' corn iittees and State committees, and so
on.

This would have a State mechanism to look at the full State com-
mitment to child care, see how it could be put together more effi-
ciently. Are there ways to cut costs, to share costs, to share re-
sources, to share purchasing, transportation, etc.

This is what it takes, reallf, to make an institution operate. The
bill allows the State some administrative money to help do this. It
requires that there b- committees to look at some of these issuers
and take initiative on the issue of regulation. It also requires that
there be a staff that can go out there and see the conditions under
which children are being kept and cared for.

Similarly, it requires some capacity of the Federal Gov( rnment
to collect data, disseminate data, and help States share experiences
with one another, etc

I'd like to say, Mr. Chairman, that one of that struck
meI cut this out of my testimony to save time, but I'd like to say
itwas in cur National study We found that although the Federal
Government has not been active in this field for a long, long time.
there's been an enormous amount of initiative in local communi-
ties, churcheQ, settlement houses, and in States.

We've heard from one of the members of a task force, we've
heard fron, the Lieutenant Governor of one State.

Almost every State has had participation, activities, etc, and
what is evolving is a pattern which has come oct of experience.

The ADC bill, building on sliding fees, information referral, and
State committees, is simply building on what has been invented by
the American people.

A number of people have thrown out the word bureaucracy
These things have not been invente-,l by the bureaucracy, because
there isn't any around doing this work. These things have been in-
vented by committees of citizens who then ask their local Govern -
!lents and States to create structures to ge' this thing moving.

Now, what you're being asked to do is to let that go one step fur-
ther with further Federal help, and fill in he gap in participation
in this area

I would certainly join with Mrs. Schlafly in one point I would
not think that one would ward to rule out ac ess to these resources
by mothers who choose to spend most of ta, day at home It seems
to me that's the type of cnoice that parent, make, and it looks very
much as though once the kids are two and a half, he mothers
choose :ome kind of group experience if they can get access to it
and aff' d it.

Mr KILDEE. Yes, Mr Besharov9
Mr. BESHAROV I would like to, I less, in part disagree with Pro-

fessor Ka in. This is really not meant to be hostile
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But it does seem to me that this bill has an inherent internal in-
consistency when it comes to infrastructure, and that is about the
religious provisions and the Grove City bill in general.

I think the latest number that I've seen is that 2,000 churches
have child care facilities in them.

Mr. KAHN. Most of them aren't being run by the churches them-
selvesthey're community pups, private groups, even profit-
making groups. The building are simply used

Mr. BESHAROV Well, I don want to get into most and many and
so forth

TLi3 is a difficult problem, anu I think that on this issue the
committeethe minority and the ma?' ityare working very hard
on. I just say as a friendly observer that it's a real can of worms.

When you're talking about building infrastructure. right now
we're talking about a 20(1 pound Federal gorilla about to come ii,
on this issue None of us know the impact of the Grove City provi-
sions.

The Supreme Court decision that t ,ggered it involved a student
loan to the student if I remember correctlyand no money flow-
ing directly to the college. Even if we went all the way to a vouch-
er program, with no money flowing directly to centers, we might
still face this problem of the Grove City provisions.

I say this knowing that you are spending vast amounts of time
trying to clarify this. On this l,sue, I would encourage you to do so.
If we are worried about infrastructure, we have a vast array of pro-
viders, if they're only providing a roof to the child care center, who
should not be excluded from this project in the future.

Mr Kii,nEE. Well, we recognize that part of that infrastructure
exists already, and we want to be sensitive to that We're dealing
with it, and I think we're approaching some language that will
enable us to utilize and continue to utilize those forms of child
care. The attorneys working on it both within the Congress and
outside the Congress feel that a solution can be found even in light
of Grove City

That's certainly one of my high priorities I think that all who
work with me on this know that it's one of my higher priorities I
keep charging people with coming up with a solution, and we are
working with people in good faith on that solution

Let inf. ask you a question, Mr Besharov
You mention that we have a trend of hel,iing the middle class,

and that this bill will help more the middle class more You know,
it'G 115 percent of the Statewide median wage. but it's a sliding
scale. By having a sliding scale, the further people are below that,
the more they would be able to receive We also indicate that prior-
ity be given to lower income people

We recognize that, and that's why we put that sliding scale in
there. It's not just ti at everyone who is at 115 and below get the
same. Those who are tt 115 would get a smaller amount, and those
below would get more We're trying to ameliorate rather than ex-
acerbate that situation

Mr BESHAROV 1 don't think it will work
Mr Kii.DEF: Well, we think that it w ill
We're working on it. and we'll fine tune it We'd be glad to work

on it with you

NNIMIINag=
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One thing that I'v.' ic4rni d ip ril:, .2 i :, wi , o: ie:_;iiation is w
welcome input `rom all sources. particularly those who can work
with figures in this

We've had other experts, too, but we'd be r-lad of your expertise
and showing that the sliding scale will help to ameliorate, rather
than exacerbate, the trend that you see taking place.

Mr. BESHAROV. I think the problem that you face with t' - sliding
scale is twofold.

First, the same political pressures that here in Washington lead
to the 115 percent cutoff will apply or the State and local levels

Second, unless it is a total or very substantial subsidy of low
income participants, they won't choose to participate in the above-
ground surface structure. They'll be able to purchase child care
still in the private economy for less than it would cost them in the
public.

I'd be delighted to work with staff on this question Its fan ly
complicated, raises costs enormously on the :ow end, and pretty
well drives money up into the upper end. I'd be delighted to work
on that kind of a formula. But I do believe in the absence of that
kind of careful leadership in Washington, you will see this program
become what every other program has become, and what we're so
worried about cutting back: a middle class entitlement.

Mr. KILDEE. Well, I think that you admit that the sliding scale
principle is one that does, at least in principle tend to ameliorate
this. I'm nct going to swear that this sliding scale is that well ad-
justed, but we certainly would, on both sides of the aisle, welcome
input on making sure that we de try to ameliorate rather thaii ex-
acerbate. That's certainly the intention.

Dr Kahn
Mr. KAHN. I think that M-. Besharovfor wilurn I have great re-

spect, and whose continents I appreciated beforewould be reas-
sured if he would look at the way the States are spending their
money on child care, and the use of sliding scales

They're not giving it away to the middle class, they're using it
ye -y, very carefully as needed. At least, I hope that when you join
the staff in those discussions, that data would be -t of that dis-
cussion as well.

Mr BESHAROV. I hate tothis is a crucial issue in the bill I
think it's worth a little time

One of the constraints I read on State activities ,s that the States
are largely drawing on Title XX type mom- ,block grant funds,
which have been available now for more than 15 years, originally
with an income cap. Th:s was a very strict one, by the way, at or
near the poverty line. if I rememLur correct

Those services, which were provided in th,. past and which
funded pre-existing, or which now fund existing, established pro-
gra.n.:: are clearly oriented towards low-income families

Since there has not been a real increase in Title 20 funding, the
overallthose that have money don't lose ithas been operative in
why that money still goes to low income families.

New money would rot be subject to the rule Existing providers
get covered first The new money would be more wide open It
would be available. I just mention this

Mr. KAHN Again, I think you have to look at experience



A number of States have put a :ot of moire\ into sliding tees, and
they'll be the ones administering this prouram I think this an
issue that the committee wants to foolit seriously
M BESHAROV Fall' enough
Mr KILDEE Mr Tauke
Mr TAUKE Thank y ou. Mr Chai, man
Mr Besharov, pursuing this issue just a moment
My understanding is that at the current time, a family with

$10,000 income, where they spend Ift a Near on clId care.
would get a Federal tax credit Is that correct'

Mr BESHAKOV That's correct
Mr TAUKE And what aarount of, tax credit would -,uch a family

be able to receive'
Mr BESHAROV defer on that.
I think that the average tax credit claimed last yeas was some-

thing in the neighborhood of ;,1:-)0 It was $170, I'm told
My guessand I'm lust guessing, since I never try to repeat

numbers that I don't nave in front of mewould be that that
family is ping up to the maximum

Mr TAUKE. They could get up to $480, that particular family. per
child. So if they had two children, they could get :.-;160. as I under-
stand it, in tax credit,

So, at the current time, that family is living in Massak husetts
and would also be eligible for that :91[1, in tax credits under the
ABC bill, and would also be eligible for additional assistance, is
that correct?

Mr. BESHAROV. That's correct.
Mr. TAUKE. Under the bill, a family with an income in Massa-

Ausetts with an income up to it;-1,1,9.11 this year wou'i be eligible
Mr BESHAROV Yes, sir.
Mr TAUKE. Now, if I understand your point correctly, your poir t

is that we might hao a family with $15,000 of income who doesn't
receive that kind of tax assistance The family, 'et's say, in this
case both parents are working, with $15,000 of income

Even if they receive some assistance through the tax credit,
which would be a relatively -mall amount in the neighborhood of
$600, and if they receive any per $-100 or S500 out of the ABC bill,
out of the $2 billion that would be available for this kind of thing
then they perhaps would have $1,100 or $1,200 to work with That
wouldn't be enough to get them into the normal child care center
that the family with the $-10,009 of income would be using

Is that an accurate assessment.'
Mr. BESHAROV Y -s
Let me try to say this in another way, and I don't know whether

Professor Kahn would agree on this.
Mr. TAUKE. Well, I'm asking you now
Mr. BESHAROV Yes [Laughter I
Well, watch my flanks.
The Census Bureau tells usand by the way, I think we've had

some pretty good numbersthat the average child care cost, de-
pending on how you read the numbers, is about $1,260 a yea' Let's
use that as a number for a second

Mr. TAUKE Could you repea, that"' It's $1,200 a year9
Mr BESHAROV Yes, $1,200 a year
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Mr. TAUKE. We keep hearing $:1,000 a year
Mr. BESHAROV. Let me get to that
We have, I think, fairly good evidence that center-based care

does cost $3,000 or maybe $5,000 a year Let's assume the lower
number, the $3,000 figure, because its the least favorable to my ar-
gument.

We have someone at the $15,000 a year level. That person, at the
$15,000 or $20,009 a year level, is presumably using family based or
home based child care. paying ,,1,200 a year or less, if the census
numbers are reliable.

To go into the center based system, that same person would have
to spend $3,v00 a year. I would say to you that the Federal subsidy
to make that decision worthwhile would ha,e to he $1,800 at least
for that one family. I don't expect the sliding scales to be that rich
at the bottom and that lean at the top

If that were the possibility, if that were politically possible, with
all due re, pect, this committee and this Congress Nould have a
lower cr..p on eligible income as well.

Mr. TAUKE. So the bottom line is that the usage of the kinds of
centers that would receive support under this bill would be among
the higher income level people? That's why you think that most of
the money would continue to flow toward the middle income
rather titan the low income individual.

Now, using ',he point that Mrs. Schlafly has made, suppose we
take that same circumstance in a family where the father has that
$15,000 a year job, or perhaps the mother has the $15,000 a year
job, and the other parent &cidd s to stay home. They i e two chil-
dren. They won't get the $1,200 or so in tax credit that they would
get if both parents were working? Is that correct?

Mr. BESHAROV. That's rigl t.
Mr. TAUKE. In addition, they won't be eligible for any benefits

under the ABC bill, right?
Mr. BESHAROV. That's correct.
Mr. TAUKE. And they will have to pay taxes in order to fund that

ABC bill, is that correct?
Mr. BESHAROV. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAUKE. Now, is thatI will ask this of all the panelistsap-

propriate, for the Federal Government to have a policy which says
to the family wit: $15,000 of income and one parent wo -king, that
they should forego this kind of assistance plus pay taxes in order to
provide the family wits $40,000 of income in Massachusetts not
only the tax credit but the additional assistance or which they
could be eligible under the ABC bill"

I'd prefer to start with you.
Mrs. Zielke?
_As. ZIELKE. Well, I guess when you get down to ,hose sorts of

particulars, you have to look closer at it But our needs are there
for child care. We have to address that first.

Mr. TAUKE. On hat we would have no area of disagreement I
think that's very clear

Ms. ZIELKE. V ell, I'm riot going to be in a position to answer yes
or no at this time. I think that we would have to look at this
little bit closer than that You've cited an interesting case.

1
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Mr. TAUKE. Pe haps. ,f you would feel more comfd table doing
this, you could suomit testimony in writing to the committee in re-
sponse to that.

MS. ZIELKE Yes. thank you.
Mr. KAHN Mr. Tauke. you won't find me opposing anything 'ou

want to do to help poor people, wnether the mother is at home or
not, or to give her better advantage of a tax credit which she can't
draw because her income is too low.

But I don't accept the principle that if we don't tax each other at
P" satisfactory levels of income in this country, whether for de-
fense or education or whatever. We have people without children
who pay for schools, and they'r..: low earners also We have people
without children who pay for the Public Health Service, even
though they're healthy themselves

It's the nature of a National community that we share. If we
have a fair tax system, it's a progressive one, so that we share in
accordance with what we can afford, and we use what we need

You and Mrs. Schlafly and the Secretary will find me in strong
support of child allowances, tax credits on behalf of families,, incen-
tives to help people work part-time when their children are young,
givihg them options, and so on.

But none of that is an option against giving us a decent child
care system, which we desperately neea in this country.

Mr. Lua. Mrs. Schlafly?
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. I think the situation you've described shows the

blatant and grievous discrimination of any system of Federal
grants or subsidies which go to employed mothers which are denied
to mothers who take care of their own children.

It is not any unusual circumstance that you mentioned. There
are 16 million of those types of families in this country, and their
median income is on,y $25,000

We are being called uponthey are being called uponto subsi-
dize the higher inco:oe which ciu.a1if sunply bechuse the
mother has taken a job in the workforce.

Mr. TAIJKE Let me change the circumstance just a bit.
Suppose we aren't talking aboot two families in Iowa, both with

$20,000 of income. A lot of these people would be friends of :nine.
In one case the family decides that the father is going to be the

sole breadwinner, or perhaps the mother will, and the other parent
would stay home. They will get by on $20,000 of income, get no tax
credit for care of their two children, and no other assistance.

The other family says nc, we will hnve two income- for the
family. Therefore, we will boost our income to $32,000, assuming
that the other spouse gets $12,000. Now, in addition to that addi-
tional income of $12,000. they will receive approximately $1,000 in
tax credits because the other Parent decided to go to work. They
wou: ' also be eligible for additional assistance 1.nd.-r this bill.

Now, do you think it's fair :'31 the Federal Gowrnment to pro-
vide that additional benefit o the family who decides to have that
second parent work, when trete is nothing provided to the family
who decides that the second parent ought to stay home?

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. No, I think it's terrible-
Mr. TAUKE. Let me just go though the panel
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. All right
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Mr. TAUKE. Would you feel comfortable answering that, or would
you prefer-

Ms. ZIELKE. Would you repeat that? I was slightly distracted.
I'm sorry. [Laughter.]
M'. TAUKE. Two families in which one spouse earns $20,000 in

Iowa. One family says that the second spouse will stay home and
take care of the two children. In the other, the second spouse de-
cides to go to work. The second family now has income of $32,000.
The second famil3 also under current Federal law will receive a
tax credit in the neighborhood of $1,000 which the first family
not receive because the first parent decided to stay at home.

Then, under this bill, the sect,nd family will also be eligible for
additional assistance.

Is it good Federal policy for us to say to that second family that
because you made a decision that the second parent will work, we
will provide these extra benefits We then say to the first family,
because you made that decision for the second parent not to work,
you'll get no benefits. You deny yourself those benefits.

Ms. ZIELKE. Mr. Tauke, I recognize that we will never be able to
propose and develop the perr?.ct program.

I happen to be a person who traditionally stayed home with my
children. I haven't been employed in my adult years. That has
been my choice. I would prefer to see the needs of children being
met. if indeed it meant a sacri- and I was paying more taxes for
that

I re illy don't like to see children hurting, and that's my commit-
ment. Now, you can devise all kinds of taxing programs and costs
and raise them to me, but they wash, /tally. I don't thirk we're
ever going to find a fair system of doing it. We're all going to have
to pay for it in some way.

Mr. TAUKE. With all due respect, I reject that notion that there
isn't a fair system. That's like suggesting that when it comes to
Social Security, Medicare, and a variety of other systems, that we
should throw up our hands at the thought of fairness and equity,
since .ve can't reach that.

My own observation is that it's very difficult to justify some of
the results that come out of this particular proposal

Ms. ZIELKE. I guess as I observe the process of Covernmerit en-
gaging at this point, i. fealize that forts are being made to try to
be as fair and equitable as possible. But I guess I'm accepting the
fact that there just won't be that perfect way.

I appreciate the process that we have to go through. I don't un-
derstand the i..tricacies of it. 1 just have to say that to you.

I know that there are those of us who are willing to make that
sacrifice. There are 6 million members who do represent parents
who stay home and raise their children. Mt. ny of them do. But we
also have without our membership those who are working par-
ents- both two working parents and single parents T. is a posi-
tion that we have come to as a delegate body.

Mr. TAUKE. I appreciate that, and that's centain2c1 in your testi-
mony.

If you would care to answer the question in writing, I would ap-
preciate that too.

I just want to move it along



Ms. ZIELKE. All right
Mr TAUKE Mr Kahn
Mr. KAHN. Mr Tauke, I appreciate the introduction of the equity

issue I think it's legitimate
And I like the questions with which you rounded out your open-

ing statement. I think those are critical questions that you've put
before the group

I basically believe that a modern society provides a core infra-
structure of citizens that citizens, families and children need That
includes elemer school, child care, libraries, parkswe all pay
for it through a fair, sliding scale income tax. If the tax isn't fair,
we improve the tax system.

If the mother doesn't use the library, she pays for it anyway in
her taxes. If' she doesn't use the parks and the beaches, she pays
for it also

A humane modern society needs ce:t, in things What I tried to
say in my testimony at the beginningI didn't read it allwas
that I think we're at the point where a modern society needs child
care, given tt. picture of how people spend then Lime, and the
choices that some of them make.

As long as the tax system is fair, it's fair to use the tax system to
pay for it.

Mr. TAUKE. Well, I've gotten the point that you favor an infra-
structure.

But what I'm trying to get atdon't you think there's some in-
equity, Doctor, in the way in which we have this tax structure
working now' Can't 1 get you to at least acknowledge that there's
an laequity in the tax credit'?

Mr. KAHN. There's an inequity in any instan,:e in which some
''tizens don't use r--ources made available to them

I didn't write the specifications of the Child Care Tax Credit
Mr. TAUKE I'm not blaming you for it.
Mr KAHN It accounts for $4 billion oC the $8.1) billion that Mr.

Besharov was talking about. It is the largest expenditure in child
care, and I complained abou it in my recent book on child care
There's no question about it

vay to mrke it equitable, then, is to make it refundable for
low ome people and give them i shot at it also There are solu-
tions to such inequities

Mr. TAUKE. That's a good idea, ar .1 one which has support
Mrs Schlafly.
M's SCHLAELN Congressman, I think that the illustration that

you ye given shows the grievous unfairness and discrimination, not
only of tne current child care credit in the law, but also of this new
layer of assistance to a particular type of family which is proposed
to be layered on top of the alread: :?xistiag discrimination against
the traoitional families

Now, Dr. Kahn says that we all pay for schools, even though we
may not use them, and we pay for par ks . nd libraries and so forth.
there is a consensus in this country that at the age of about six o
seven, child.-en should be given an education

There is a consensus that we need to have a public library, and
some of these other things But beli,2ve me, there is no consensus in
this country that the Government should take over babysitting.

1 s
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And that is the fundamental thing that we hope to get across to
the Congressmen.

The idea that the Federal Government should set up an adminis-
trator of babysitting, prescribe regulations, tell people how they
ought to raise their children, and then provide financial induce-
ments if yo do it their way, whiall is in Government licensed secu-
lar centers with Government trained staff -this is something there
is no consensus for in this country.

Mr. TAUKE. I'm trying to get quick answers to my question.
Yes, Mr. Besharov?
Mr. BESHAROV I want to pick up on what people have said, and

largely address my comments to the Democratic members of the
subcommittee.

The interest in this tax reform has a long history among conserv-
atives. I think this is important for the members to realize. This is
not something that arises in response to the ABC bill. More than
10 years ago, AEI published its first book on the question of tax
equity for families with children.

President Reagan's proposals on tax reform, which were adopted
and depending on how you view it enhanced by the Democratic
Congress, also emphasized modifications of tax treatment of fami-
lies with children.

I would like to say, look at what's going on here. You have pro-
duced a bill that has gotten some of the most conservative Mem-
bers of Congress on the Republican side to talk about spending
some money to help families

Now, this is an issue that has been a darling of the liber-1 Demo-
crats. Why don't you put L. 's ABC bill over here for a second and
do some of this tax reform for low income families, get a major
reform out of the way, and then go back to the ABC bill? [Laugh-
ter.]

Mr. KILDEE. YGa're giving us advice on strategy right now
[Laughter.]

Mr. TAUKE. I de have one more question, and I keep dropping
questions. But you've got to give me some shorter answers if feasi-
bl.

The last question I want to ask is this. If we have the typical
family nowmaybe there isn't any such thing. We have the
family, and they have two children, and the v decide that they need
child care for one reason or another. Maybe it's a single parer.t, or
maybe both parents are working.

The family de,,ides that the best source of child care for that par-
ticular family happens to be an aunt who has one child of her own
and happens to be staying at home.

Should that family receive assistance for using that aunt, and
paying her for providing care? Or should the family only receive
assistance if they bypass that option and go to the local child-care
cents., run 1-y the YWCA?

Does anybody have an answer to that question?
Mrs. SCHLAFLY. The family should have that option, and that's

why we believe in 100 percent freedom of choice for parents 1 r
only way to do that is with a tax credit.

You can't do it with a bareaucracy
Mr TAUKE. Dr. Kahn

I .; I



Mr. KAHN. I'm not speaking for the bi 1 or the people who are
backing it. But 1 think that if you could .event a way to be sure
that aunt was taking care of that child and had given up income to
do it, I would regard that as an acceptable thing.

After all, the dependent care tax credit now is written that if you
can show that you need to arraige care for an elderly person or for
a child so that a working member can work if you c.ri show that
care was authentically arranged, it could be used It should be too
hard to set same regulations up that would help you ye-1'y what
was going on

Mr TAUKE. Do you think it would be a good idea to Iv able to
permit the aunt to p' vide the care, if that was the pre'raLle al-
ternative for that family?

Mr. KAHN. I personally would believe in that, although as I said,
I can't speak for anybody who is involved in the bill

Mr. TAUKE. Mrs. Zielke.
Ms. ZIELKE. Well, I think in the instance of the aunt, this gets

back to what we used to call extended care. Probably that is the
special care that family would want for their children.

I would wonder in the instance of that arrangement if they're
really looking for some sort of subsidy If that aunt is also having
other children in the home, it should come under some sort of re-
quirement of licensing in order to qualify for the subsidy

I think that gets to the choice of the family and what they really
expect for their child. It goes beyond the issue of whether or not a
subsidy in that instance should Ly? offered.

Mr. TAUKE. Are you saying that you don't think a subsidy should
be offered?

Ms ZIELKE. I tend to think that it should not be If we're looking
to really keep costs down, how far are we going to go to try and
find reasons to subsidize the ?tting?

Mr. TAUKE Then you'd prefer to give them incentive to go to the
YWCA center instead?

Ms. ZIELKE. Where it's regulated with some licensing require-
ments and so forth.

M. TAUKE. Mr Besharov
Mr 3ESHAROV. let the last comment speak for itself
Mr TAUKE. Would you like to expand on that? I'm not sure it's

obvious to everyone.
Mr. BESHAROV. I think that some people want center based care.

Some people need it, and other people don't
It's wrong for the Federal Government to make the choice for

people, and the Federal Government will make that choice by
whicn kind of care it subsidizes

Mr TAUKE Thank you.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Mr. KILDEE Oh, before 1 go, I want to point oth that this commit-

tee doesn't have jurisdiction over taxes. We can't address that our-
selves. Mr. Rostenkowski would be very jealous if we were to do

I also would like to say in the area of taxes, however, that there
are still sonic conservatives out therenot manthat don't like
the graduated income tax They feel that is inequitable and griev-
ously unfair and discriminatory
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Let me go on record tc, sa,,inL; th,it I 'oVt' the 111'20i .1:.

tax. I'u rather lose my election than vote for a :rat rated mcom-
tax. I'll go on record with that, too.

We do have a principle in this country hat those more able to
pay for the cost of Government pay a higher percentage I am a
dyed in the wool graduated income tax person and a Woodrow
Wilson, Grover Cleveland pers ,n. I think it s great.

We do have already in the structure of this country the principle
of a graduated income tax.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Mr. Chairman. did you vote for the tax rEform
bill that cut the rates to two, last fall?

Mr. KILDEE. I tell you, I did, and let me tell you why.
I voted against the tat cut in 1981. But with great pain, I did

vote for last year's tax bill, and I'm not sure that I voted right
Do you know why I voted for it? It took some of the working

poorworking at some of those restaurants that I referred to with
Secretary Bennetttook them off the tax rolls, and I'm glad they
were taken offand took some of the very wealthy, particularly
corporations, who weren't paying a dime, and put them back on.

But when I stand before St. Peter, he may ask me how I voted on
that bill.

But I did vote against the tax LAP, of 1981. That was an outra-
geous bill.

I would say that as far as Aunt Mary's careit's not just child
care centers people can zip to. Family care centers are also included
un ,er this bill. If Aunt Mary meets certain criteria, there can be
reimbursement. I don't know

We want to make sure that when the Federal Government buys
a service, or helps Nith a service, that it meets certain standards.

Mr. Sawyer`' Thank you for your indulgence.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thought we were going to have a nice, smooth transition to an-

other subject area there, but we went right hack to the same thing.
Let's have an abrupt shift. I'd like to ask Professor Kahn to com-

ment in a little more detail about one subject area that you
touched on, and that's the appropriateness you suggested for the
Federal Government in sending dollars to the States to administer
programs, to define the standards that they expect States to live up
to in the administration of those programs in health, safety and
perhaps training Also, whether or not there is a model or another
appropriate analog within current Federal activity that would be
appropriate to look to for guidance in the kind of circumstance
that we described here.

Mr. KAHN. There are a number of illustrations in different areas
I think of the unemployment insurance bill.

In 1935, the Federal Government enacted a tax which said that if
the States developed a decent unemployment systemand defined
the conditionsfine, otherwise we'll do it. The States all decided
that the option of runnig it themselves was a good idea. The
States basically do it, and there are some rules to the game.

The social public assistanceAFDCis another illustration The
Federal Government said, if you spend money on aid for families
with dependent children, we'll match it, but we have two rules
Originally there were just two rules, one that it has to be a :tate-



wide program and \ .,u ha\ e to ha\ e met it system tot \ our per-
sonnel l'he sidles w ere glad to do mot. and there w no N
that the FOtiet al (fo\erninent has misused that power

w,.'\ e had the e penen 2 in the so,_ial set ices of both Hock
grants and pi gt,ons ith r tiles 1.\ e been looking. ni some of mv
current w ti, to \' hat happCtled to `,octal ser\ ices under title
since \\ (. ctLI% e up a Federal presence in the IR Rid and stopped pet
ting reports. statistics and so on Some of the States ha\ e done
\ er\ The \ e added a lot of mime\ IIION Od 1.01 V a rd. (1011e e-
an e things and de\ eloped deli\ er\ systems Some States ha\ e cre-
ated a horror You simply don't hit\ e anything going

I think it's a !natte of responsibility It the Federal Government
is going to spend money. it ought to be spent responsibly It owes
the American people some assurance that its :pending that money

ith attention to minimum standards. empirically verifiable We
want to k,.ow that somebody hasn't picked it arbitrarily out of the
sky, and certainly not picking standards that discriminate unfairly
and are unreasonable in relation to the task

I think that we have lots of experience You can go across the
board, commerce. transportation. mail, whatever you want This is
not a new issue, and I don t understand why people are acting as
though the Federal role is being invented now We know how to
have a Federal role which is not always coercive and not always
destructive If' it were, we would have abolished the Federal Gov-
erniimt long ago

Think you
Mr SAWYER Thank you. Mr Chairman
M. KILnEE Ye:. Mr Solarz
Mr SOLARZ Thank you very much. Mr Chairman
Mrs Schlatly, I once had the pleasure of debating your better

lulif before the World Affairs Council in Peoria, Illinois, on the
Panama Canal Treaty [Laughter

Mrs. SCHLAFLY Well you won that one, I guess
Mr SOLARZ I was going to say, I don't know who won the debate

in Peoria, but obviously my side prevailed in the Senate
I'm sorry that I wasn't here in person for your testimony, but I

did read it I gather that you much prefer H R 3994 to the ABC
bill

I think there is much to be said for the approach that you've out-
lined. But I'm a littler 12+ puzzled about your cost estimates If I
recall correctly, you said this would cost $S00 million more than
the existing child care credit.

You also indicated, I think, that the average amount of money
spent on child care services was between, I don't know, $250 or
$600 You said there were 20 trillion childrt n in America. Presum-
ably under this bill, you get a credit for each child If the average
credit were $300, I calculate that coming to $6 billion

I'd like to knowthere's obviously a tremendous difference be-
tween a cost estimate of $S00 million and one of $6 billion. I'd like
to know where your estimates come from.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, they came from -ngressman Holloway I
did not run those figures myself. They came out of his office

Mr SOLARZ How does the bill work?

I



Mrs Sc HI.AFEN \Veil the bill simply work' hee Line: of on
.our income tax return There no burealaciOCN 1ou h,r\e do Timm
children .'.ho are under mandatore school age

Mr Sot, \H/ And ou get a credit tar each one"
Mrs SCIII.AHA You Lt't :redit for each one It', on a

scale. and the Slot) maximum is fur the low income The .l.-)0 tom

the higher It's a sliding scale, depending on oui income le\
Mr So[.Ai There are million kids in that age group'
Mis St-tn./kn.\ Ye.,
Mr Soi.Alez. Well. if lou take S:ltin as an aNei age. times 211 mil-

lion kids. unless nil math is wrong, and 1 should go ba( k to sLlioul
and get into a Chapter One program, I get SG billion

Mrs SCHLAFIA Well. 1 can't explain that 1 got Lie figures born
Senator Holloway's office But that's still less than ABC

Mr. SOLARZ Well, the ABC bill is authorized at SI. trillion
Mrs ScHus,Fi. Yes. but that's on top of the child care credit

This is a combination
Mr. SoLARz The point that I'm trying to make here is that it we

could afford the approach ,ou advocate, it might be vet, well
worth testing.

I'm very concerned that in the current fiscal climate, with the
deficit, it would be impossible to enact legislation like that

Mrs. SCHLAFLY Well, Congressman, to quote some of our es-
teemed liberal friends. there's no price tag on discrimination

We feel that the child care credit is so discriminatory and the
ABC bill is another layer of discrimination on top of that. Cost
should not be the principal factor The first th:ng is to establish
some kind of equity for mothers who take care of their own chil-
dren

Mr SOLARZ Mal I say that I will recall for a long time. and fre-
quently use in debates with my colleagues from the other side of
the aisle, the observation you just made This, coming from one of
the leaders of the conservative movement in Nmerica, a very im-
portant statement. We ought not to put a price tag on these vitally
important programs

Mrs SCHLAFLY No, I said that where it's a matter of equity and
discrimination, it should not be judged on the matter of cost Now,
ycu can adjust the cost, depending on the age of the child, the
income level of the parent, or other factors You can make it much
more costly, or much less costly

For example, Congressman Crane has got a bill to approach this
by simply increasing the tax exemptions for all minor children.
That would be more costly Congressman Schulze has a bill to
interlace the earned income credit. And there are many ways to
adjust the cost factor.

The point that I think is so important is that we cannot discrimi-
nate against mothers wh,) take care of tl it own children

Mr. SOLARZ Could I have you let us know if' there are any fig-
ures available as to how many children there are in the country
who are in some kind of child care facility. and hiw many of them
are in group care facilities, how many in family care facilities, and
how many in center care facilities"

Does anybody know those figures offhand"
Mrs. SCHLAFLY, Anyone else

89-234 - 88 - 7
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cent of the caaut i ,at 1i, ..,L IX' (1, L VIIL LLI l' tllllt
would benefit under the agency bill

SOLARZ Lea\ mg aside children ho are home with their own
mothers. and talking now dust of the um\ erse of children who are
in some kind of group care environment. whether it's group care,
family care or center caredoe,- anyone know how man that is?

Professor Kahn
Mr KAHN If :.ou want'numbers from a Go' pUI)11Cat1011,

I'd be glad to do it
This is a survey called the Surve of Income and Program Par-

ticipation. a panel study the Census Bureau runs in Ni h.ch the
interview people several time-. a.. to primary care arrangements.
children under 15 by age, and 191 to 19S:"1 that's about as late as
the data go

They.-e dealing wrh about 21; million plus children Of those, 1.7
million are in the child's own home, cared for by the father, grand-
parent. other relative, etc Som: :3 million are in another home.
of wh:0-1 2 2 million would be cared for b\ a non-relative. Another
2 4 million are in art or-gar-wed child care facilit da center.
nursery school, and so on And about 1:3 million are in kindergar-
ten

If' you want to distribute that nercentagew Ise. that's the total
Mr SOLARZ Okay.
That's fine, and I can get it
Let me ask you this Karla, r today we heard from Secretary Ben-

nett, who said that based on some research they had done, there
didn't seem to be a nacnal need for an expanspn of child care
facilities There might be some area of the country where there
were -hortages. or where certb_n kinds of needs were not fully
being met. But by and large, he seemed tc feel that those parents
who winted to put their children into facilities were able to find
them and presumably could afford them

How do you find this?
Mr KAHN. I testified that he was in error, when you were not

here before
There's I it of evidence of a major shortage of infant and tod-

dler care. That's kids up to about two and a half or three years In
the three to five area, you can find a lot of debate There are fccili-
-ties that are part day but the shortage there is for full day care.

There is a very large shortage for after school care for the kin-
dergarten age, going through the first several grades to age 10.
That can be documented for you by many sources and studies

You have employers all over the country trying to invest money
to recruit family day care, since there are shortages

Mr. SOLARZ Are there any up to date realistic estimates of how
great this shortage is, and how much in excess the demand is?

Mr. KAHN. Probably b cause of the lack of Federal infrastruc-
ture and State sources, we don't have good data on this The Feder-
al Government dismantled much of its data collection several years
ago
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There is now underway a surrey coot:acted by the Urban Insti-
tute that is looking at the supply more carefully. and there are a
number of studies in various cities III IS told me of a study that
they're doing in three cities that will pros ide such data

The fact is that we don't have su,h national doia. and that's part
of the argument for doing something about the way in which the
Federal Government meets its responsibilities

Mr. Sot ARZ Well Mr Chairman. you're corn int.; back after the
vote')

Mr lin.DEF: Yes, after the Note
Mr SoLmiz Would it be possible' I Just has e two or three ques-

tions I'd like to ask
Mr. KILDEE Why don't you take the etlior'
Mr SOLARZ Well. I d like to go Note also
When we come back. If that's okay with you
Mr. KILDEE If you don't mind waiting. NN e'H be right back
I was going to try and dismiss you. but
Mr. KILDEE It's a recorded quorum call . o Mr Sol uz will take

the chair
Mr SOLARZ Thank you
Professor. you can return tc your chair
Mr KAHN. I didn't realize I thought that you had ,ohs. to oft
Mr SoLARz Class is continuing
Mr BF:SHARON' Can I address that la: t question. t,'.ess sou're

going to return to it'
Mr SOLARI Please do
This question of supply and demand is Sery 11,11(1 to parse out. in

part because--
Mr SOLARZ Excuse me lust one second
Okay Pleas:. proceed
Mr BESHAROV In part. its because is in part a function

of demand
But I want to mention in particular one piece of information that

we have, that would weigh heavily o i the side of those folks ss ho
think there isn't as large as supply probl m as is someti no's illade
Out

The percentage of mothers who work after their children become
school 4e does not rise appreciably If you view school as a free
child care program. which I think in some dimensions you can do,
so that in effect her decision to work becomes much less expensise
you would expect a vast increase in mother's working at the point
where children become school age

The figures that I have from the census show, onls a three per-
cent increase when those children become school age That sug-
gests to me, no matt( r what other kind, of supply problems we
have out there, that we have a system that is in rough equildn rum
between a mother's desire to work and the ability to find child
care

Mr SoI.ARz. Professor
Mr KAHN It also true that a lot of people hire made the most

of what they've b .en able to get, and they're dissatisfied
A lot of people do have part time care and nursery school, and

then run around with other kinds of arang;.toents they use -a day
care center in the morning, a family day care center in the after-



noon, or relatives for a few hours and then day care. etc It's a very
diffkult situation

If we really care about families, one of the things th,..t we have to
worry about is the daily life consequence', in the ways that people
are matching the resources to their seliedules and running around
The absolute shortages that s very severe are tilt. 'nfant and
toddler. At the three to five leNe'. as I said, it has to do with qual-
ity, hou s, access and affordability

Mr SOLARZ Can you-
Mr. KAHN. We're ending up with a split system, which also wor-

ries me We've got the middle class using one type of facility
and-

Mr. BESHAR A' I wish that the political debate and the bill re-
flectee those differences, but I'm afraid it does not do so.

Mr. SOLARZ. Well, could you provide for the record. Professor,
whatever figures you could come up with that would put some
flesh on the bones of this argument that there is in fact an unful-
filled need here which this legislation would presumably address.

Now. let me ask you about what seems to me to be Mrs Sch1af-
ly's main argument against this legislationthat it's sort of inher-
ently discriminatory against those mothers who choose to stay at
home and raise their children at home, and that a far more desira-
ble approach wculd be through the enactment 'islation that
would provide a child credit to every mother or h. r in the coun-
try that had children below a certain age ThoLe who chose to stay
at home could use it anyway, and those who cho.,e to use it to fi-
nance some sort of child care arrangement could use it for that
purpose

Why isn't that a more desirable alternative"
9r KAHN I devote a lot of in time to studying comparative

child policy and comparative family policy I do favor a child tax
credit or child allowance, or something of that sort that would but-
tress family life in America. and I've been on the record going back
to Lyndon Johnson's review of maintenance reforms I favored this
over scme of the other things that were done.

I have no problem with that, but I can also tell you that since a
very large number of the societies in the Western industrial world
have such credits, they also have child care programs

It's normative, for example, in Western Europe and the conti-
nent to provide for all three to fives a public nursery school, and
all the children go. That's 99 or 9.5 percent. The parents pay for the
supplement if their working hours coincide In other words, these
are not trade-off issues. They only become trade of issues if you use
them in political debates. You use the tax c% edit or something like
that as an argument against child care legislation

The truth is that societies need both those t' ings We also need
some sort of maternity or parental leave legislation that will let a
mother stay home for nine months with decent income replace-
ment so that we don't have to use child care for a 6-week-old child

Mr. SOLARZ Is it your argument that under the kind of legisla-
tion that Mrs Schlafly is talking about the credit would not be suf-
ficient for a parent to pay for the entire cost of child care?

Mr KAHN. Oh, no.
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of child care center and the right of omen to 'coil then' children
there'

Mrs St 111-11.11 No, I do not ohJect to that
Mr SoLAgz Now, to the extent that we do ha\ e such facilitit:s

around the countrv, \\ hat is 101.11 10(1111£2, ,hoot the p1011,1011- in
the hill w hich deal with the question of mimmal standards which
1N ould require the appointment of a commission, and \\ Inch would
propose minimal standlds which each State kN011ki ha\ e to meet') I
gather that States could exceed the -standards if the wanted to,
but It \could he -wile minimum \ el that e\ State \\MA(' /1,0,e
to meet') Do )oil find v out sell in opposition to that pI p.,ion (ti t he
bill, also'

Mrs SCHLAFI 1 Yes, I do, ier\ much, NB' Chao man
I don't see anv competence at the Federal le\ el to est:11)11-h that

type of regulation
I think that 1N"'re much better off with State and local regula-

tions I belle\ e that the Federal tegulations would grow and
become more oppr c ssi \ e

I notice in the Ali(' hill that t kN. Id ,et up it c onnntssion to
establish these regulations, and the commts-aon is in liber'atel
loaded to advantage the people v.ho are in the da1 care husniess, as
opposed to mothers \N ho had heen promng quald \ day care all
these years The are reallv b assed and ignored

There lust isn't an e\ 'cleric(' that federally regulated child care
centers are gonn to be better quald \ care for children than the
system that we have at the present time

Mr SoLfutz Let's assume there a', that had not stand-
ards at all Anybody who wanted to open up it child cure facility
could do so

There \\ ere 00 requirements as to whom the\ could or could not
hire, and no safe*, \ tequirements to protect the children Under
those ctrcumst:,nes. where a State had neglected to adopt even
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minimal standards, would you be Gpposod to the Federal Govern-
ment establishing a minimal standard winch child care providers
in that particular State would have to met? On the grounds that
if the Federal Government didn't do it, and the State hadn't done
it, then nobody would be doing it? The children would be at risk to
unscrupulous providers who were not meeting what eve you and I
might agree were minimal standards.

Mrs. SCHLAFLY. Well, I think that your question rests on the as-
sumption that the State legislators in these States are completely
oblivious to horrors perpetrated on children in their States.

My experience in State legislators is that they're extremely re-
sponsive. If the State has a problem, it can be addressed

I do find it curious that when the agency bill talks about setting
up standards or regulations, they are usually talking in terms of
staff ratios, and are silent on questions that might bring about real
problems to the children, such as crime, sexual abuse, drugs, and
disease

If you want to have some form of Federal leveis, why not raise
the penalties very much on anybody who commits any abuse or
crime against a child.' Run securty checks to see if they have dis-
eases or are on drugs. I thi .K that might have some value at the
Federal level

But when it comes to the matter of some of these other things,
that apparently the Agency IS thinking of in t,..ms of Federal regu-
lations-1 don't s:e any real relation between that and the quality
care

Can you say, for example, that it the child-staff ratio is 1 to 6,
that is going to be so much better than one to ,even that we need a
Federal regulation' I don't think the evidence will bear that out.

Mr SOLAb Z Yes.
Mr BESHAROV There's another side to this, and I think that

most analysts would agree with what I'm about to say. If nor, there
are other speakers after me and you may disagree

Any imposition of standards which would improve the quality of
care to children would increase the cost of that care. I don't think
anyone disagrees about that If you take the obvious example of
child to staff ratio

Any bill that imposes a standard which would then raise costs
would have ona of two effects Let's assume tliat it raises costs by 5
percent That would mean that there would be a heightened desire
for more Federal subsidy, to pay for the heightened costs. A greater
number of people would say that they have trouble affording child
care.

The other side of it, which I think shoold be equally or more
troubling to providers--and that's why many providers are ambiva-
lent about the standardsis that we know that the more standards
that we impose, and the higher costs we impose on licensed care,
the higher the number of providers in he underground economy.
We're talking nationwide from 60 to 70 percent of all prodders
being unlicensed.

The alternative, Mr. Chairman, on this one, is very heavy police
regulation of people who take kids into their homes, or massive in-
creases of spending.



Mr SOLARZ Arc you :;aving to 7)) percent of the chil(fren
are being serviced by unlicensed providers. or that )rn to 7)) percent
of the providers are unlicensed"

Mr. BEsHARov I think it's children. but I could be V§,rom4
Mr. SOLARZ Professor"
Mr. KAFN It may be true in family day care In some States.

somewhere between 2)) and 01 percent of the family day cafe pro-
viders are unlicensed, but not fling like GP to 70 percent of the chil-
dren

Mr. BESHAROV I am going to leave it at providers
Mr. &HARZ Is rt illegal anywhere for unlicensed pi ON Idel s to

provide child care"
Mi' KAHN This is illegal activity in man' States Its illegal, and

it goes on
Mr. SOLARZ And there are presumably penaltie for it"
Mr. BEsHARov There's %ery little policing
Mr SOLARZ But how do you respond to this point then. Pi ofes-

sor? As we raise the standards, we drive more people into the un-
derground service providing

Mr. KAHN It is certa,aly true that increased standards raise:, the
cost There's no question about that. and there would be no debate
about that

But it's also true first that you're phasing your standards in over
the five year period of this legislation, and secondly. you're p:cking
standards tl-at are close to the middle point of what now exists in
most of the country

Third, you're providing help to people to meet those standards
and remove them from the underground

I think that combinat'on of strategies is reasonable. and there's
no reason to believe that would increase the amount of illegal care
If anything, it would improve the situation

Mr SOLAR" I see that the chairman has returned
I just have two final questions I'd like to ack. if he will indulge

me
I can assure him that unlike the Philippines. this is not a !evolu-

tion, and you won't have to go into exile You can return
Mr KILDF:E Hawaii's not bad [Laughter 1
Mr. SotArtz Hawaii's not bad. out I saw your wife last night She

doesn't look like the type of woman who has :;,000 pairs of shoes
[Laughter

A good woman
At any rate, the first of my two questions is on standards. It

seems to me that if there is a case for establishing Federal stand-
ards, it has to rest to some considerable extent on the view that the
standards which now exist are below a minimally acceptable
threshold in terms of the safety and welfare and well-being of the
children.

If that standard is being met, then we're probably better off leav-
ing it to the States

Have you ary evidence, any of you, that would suggest that there
are States where the existing standards are inadequate, insuffi-
cient, in terms of the welfare and well- being of the children?

Mr. KAHN. First, there are States without standards.

4 IJ
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Second, the standards that exist in States were empirically de-
rived from a series of studies done in the l!iW's and 1970's that
looked at the relationship of some of the variables that we're talk-
ing aboutnumber of adults to children, group size, background of
staff, and the quality of what went on 111 the program3 So we're
talking about empirically derived standards

Third, if one travels around the country and visits child care
both center care and family day car,?, or one simply sits and reads
the clippings from reporters who have done investigative reporting
in a number of States, there are more horror stories than you need
And they tend to be places where either there are no standards. or
there is no capacity to monitor standards

That's part of the infrastructure
Mr. SOLARZ Finally, I'd like to ask on the matter of vouchers. To

the extent that this ABC bill does provide resources for child care
in the country, part of it is supposed to be provided through a
voucher system. But it doesn't necessarily have to be that way. You
could then eliminate the voucher system and provide more money
through the direct grant part of it, or you could specify that the
same amount of money that was used for vouchers be used to
achieve the same objective of vouchersto reduce costs for parents
who send their chilli-en there

In light of that, do any of you see any particular advantages to
the voucher component of the bill, as distinguished from keeping
the overall funding levels the same, but eliminating the voucher
provision')

Mr. BESHAROV. Assuming that one were going to spend this
money in the way that this bill suggests we spend it, vouchers are
probably a better and more efficient n- echanism than making
grants to centers, because it does allow parental choice

We have a vast market of parents choosing, moving kids, and
making decisions. If the alternatives are between having grants
and grant proposals and money funneled from Washington to a
State capital, which was my home, to New York City, which also
was my home, and so forth, or having a Voucher where a parent
says, I want to tryMike went to CCD, which was a church based
programI'd like to see that happen, for that church to write the
proposal to get those funds which might be $80 a week It wouldn't
be worthwhile for that church program

It would encourage choice to have a voucher program.
Mr. SOLARZ. Professor.
Mr. KAHN. I world agree with just about everything that's been

said Because of the choice, the vouchers are useful.
But I wouldn't want to be limiting the States to that. There are

some circumstances where no provider appears, and the State
wants to contract to have a facility created, or it wants to help
build a community center that can be used. or a school system
wants to take on a child care task. The only way it could do that
would be with a contract.

I'd rather see a diverse system that allowed vouchers but also
permitted contracts.

Mr. SOLARZ. Yes?
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L I ht.en I 1-11 OU:211 11('`,(' helm
find It 1111,1ead11111 to -,t t Lit offef l(,11( (1/

givaig the parents a chore&
In this case. with day Calk: \ce think th a h ,filpt 0\ 111;4 the quali-

fied day care giNers and the type of pi 0L:f j,111,thj ould
offer some options to parents But its going to collie iio fl ti> what
is accessible and w hat is affordable

A parent who is looking for some child cafe that had some educa-
tional component to it so that then child would be 1110f e 10;1(11 for
entering school. would Cef taint te( ogni/e that a pr ()giant like that
would be more evensiYe That voucher hug that sery
and there would be other costs. like transportation that its into
accessibility

So. we think it's misleading to say that a certificate of youLhet is
going to of fel a parent mole c hotce You hay e to look at what op-
tions there are to begin with

Mr SOLARZ Mrs Schlafly
Mrs SCHLAFLY I think the youchei or certificate Ill ould

end up being massively discriminatory against the church based
day care, which is the principal provider of day care to low income
groups. particularly in the cities

I don't see any way out under Grove ('ay No maybe you could
have an amendmer., that exempts all day care from Grove City

But I think that any way you slice the voucher piogiam. a's
going to run into the problems created by the Grove City bill

Now. I note thzi Dr Kahn complained about my tax credit pro-
posal, because he said it would not provide enough money Even if
It provided an average of $200 per child. which would come out
right with those figures on the chart. and is probably more revhs-
tic, that's more than they're going to get under the Dodd-Kildee
bill

On the Dodd-Melee bill. a's kind of a trickle -down theory. You
give it to the bureaucracy and the States and the providers, and
whatever ends up in the hands of the parents is going to be much
less than the tax credit plilir

Mr SOLARZ Mr Chairman. I promise, this really is the last ques-
tion [Laughter

But Mrs Schlafly has triggered thought in my mind
Professor Kahn, when you said earlier that her approach, the tax

credit approach and the ABC approach were not mutually exclu-
sive and that we ought to do both, that's what you favor') You point
out that the Europeans do both

Assuming that you could get both approaches costed out at the
same amount of money to the Treasury, and you couldn't do I oth,
because one was the most political traffic would bear, and the most
that the budget deficit would bear, and you nad to pick one ap-
proach or the otherwhich approach would you pick')

Mr KAHN. If' what you wanted to do was provide child care, then
you would target your money and spend it on child care

Mrs. SCHLAFLY And if what you want to do is help parents who
have children, then you give the parents f reedom of choice

Mr SOLARZ Mr. Chairman, I relinquish my brief moment in the
sun, and I thank you for your indulgence

Mr KILDEE. I think that Mr. Ballenger had a (r.estion



Ms ZICike oil it:, Lik.l.2:,:,1111, a11U a1.C1(laole III Iilis commit-
tee-- not this subcommittee but the Education and Labor commit-
tee- ',re have anothet bill that's coming up soon

I'd like to ask Mc Besharoy, v ho seems to know statistically
you mention that home care usually runs ahl/l4l I:211 . and day
care about S:i.000 I hay e bee: involved in day care myself in North
Carolina, and recog,nwe that the pay scale 1s ter;t lots Should Con-
gress raise the minimum wage about :"Al percent. is it not probable
that the amount of money that's in the bill will cause the labor
cost to go up by percent') I recognize Ittat labor cost -; far and
away the major factor in day care and believe this cost might de-
crease the value of the money in the ABC bill by nearly ill or 50
percent lx?cause of that''

Mr BESHAROV I think that s cot rest
I think that the operative assumption on evetyone.s pat t is t hot

:-;2 5 billion is just the beginning No one is suggesting that this s a
program that will be capped out at s2 billion

The bill doesn't even say that
Mr BALLENGER But in your opinion. would that decrease the

value of the billion by to 11 percent') [Laughter
Mr BEsHARov I have difficulty an,wern g that question because

I am personally deeply troubled by the low salaries and earnings of
child care woi kers

I would not leave my children in the care el someone making
$1,000 a :Tar, Or ;*,+:),(100 That is a real problem that we face in
child care around the counts

Making a substantial improvement in that through a b:II like the
ABC bill would mean not ,pending S2 5 or billion. but maybe Si
billion or ti10 billion a year I'm making those numbets up only be-
cause I see the need to be so great

Mr BALLENGER I think that the numbers that we have run be-
tween S-10 and S511 billion, even :S1110 billion if we were going to do
it in the manner in which people would like to have it done

Thank you
Mr KILDEF, I want to thank the panel
One of the advantages of serving in the Congress of the United

States and attending hearings like this is that you heat- people like
yourself, all of whom could be lecturing at a college whee we'd
have to pay tuition for it We get it here without that

I very much appreciate your testimony
We may not agree on everything, but one of the things required

in putting together good legislation is taking in various points of
vip,'

We will be calling on you fo- further information I obviously be-
lieve tho' the ABC bill is the better approach, but as I say, it was
not written on Mt Sinai, and we will try to tuck into that bill as
many considerations as possible to make the bill serve and also be
fiscally sound

All of you have been very, very helpful, and we appreciate your
testimony today

Thank you very much
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Our next paneland I ieall appreciate the patience of people
who hake been waiting here today-will consist of Mr Karl Zins-
meister. American Enter pi 'se Institute Dr Iirchaid M t iitfor(;,
Busch Institute for t'hold ana K111111 PoiIC Uni\ el,it of No. th
Carolina. Chapel Hill, MN Ines Holloman. president of the !folio-
man Child Dekelopment and Education, ,ond MN Cass Ballenger. a
member of the North Ctitoltna Da Cdr,' Commission

Again, we appreciate our patience
Mr Ballenger, ao ou well to intlodLICe ,111\ one p.pecLIII, here

tOda9 ILaughtel
Mr 13A1.i.uNGER I II )11;-.1 111,1i lift or', !),Ipf' to hie

here. and I appreciate the Chan man', ;41'llci o,11% in allow in:; her to
appear

Mr KItMFF, We're happ. to hake her here
All right, it 00 want to proceed in the older in which we read

your names. we \\ ill take ow testimon

::TATEMENT t)1' KKI. 7.IV.11EISTER. 11E1t1( N l'ERVIZISE
INSTIT1 TE

Mr ZINSMEISTER 1 in Karl Zinsmeister Thank you Chair-
man, and thank iou, committee members, for haking, me here

Let me start out h. saking that I'm working on a hook on some
of the problems facing children today in Amer Ica Thee range
widely through things like k.tr high poke! t ate. a poor educ,t-
non, unprecedented levels of exposure to crime. drugs, kiolence.
Lnd. breakup, and these sort, of thini.ts

I want to stik that 1 take these problems .com \ sell/oust% and I
happen to subsciMe to the kiew that theme is a gra%e set of oh_

lerrp-, fact VW,' American child en
It is that child's e.e %Row nom which I appioach that (quite day'

care question as a result
It strikes inc as %foci listen to da care testimoo,, its often pre-

sented as a 1,sile, an emplo.rnent issue, i Lnd. issue, a
productivity issue It is of course all those thing, Those groups
have an interest ill da and thwo mteiests ought to be
weighted

However. day cme is of Louise a or comment children', 1,tte
Alter all, when we put our childten irm day cure b1,11 Mt.;

much mole than a ,er it,. which rofq to work, we re Inning
an en\ Tronment which determines all awful lot of that child's
future

I've taken the child's e\ %Jew. and I wmld argue that \\ hen %on
do that, ou go ker. different results Specificall Let ,,ore
very \orrk,oine

The first thirtg soli notice when %on hook ai (la\ tare H how egi-
"ClIted and 1111pot ttld stmurtuted !Midi of it IIPC('-,a1 \ rs

Jr:, a little hit like pining the Arno. You'ke got a hunch of kids
and a limited number of caregi\ /as and the% e to fan,. ion 11%
rules

I Tilt fort unatek , one of t he t t hat we know horn child deol-
°mew literature is that \ 'oung children I'm specihetilk talking
, oout voting children her, do not thrike under that sort of a situ-
ation
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One of the other things that you quicicly notice is the imperma-
nence of child care The average child care prograin in New York
State. for example, has an annual turnover rate of 40 percent
amongst their staff Other kinds of child care have very similar
probler.is.

If you interview parents, you hear constent stories about how
they got a great au pair, but she went home after -ix months, and
then they got a really good nanny, but then she got a better job, or
somebody got deported by the Immigration Service. It's an abso-
lutely chronic problem in I care todayturnover. This is une of
the things that we absolut, y know ithout question is very diffi-
cult on young children.

They just get attached to someone and get to know someone, and
there's a new face

Now, this is the kind thing that a lot of people anzue you can
regulate away You can have better licensing and you can control
thew, kinds of things. I would argue, having looked at this fairly
close,y, that these are things that will not be easy to regulate
away.

These are inherent problems that have a lot to do with the struc-
ture of the undertaking. When I fished about for son of an adult
analogy for what happens in day care cent?rs, if you've spent time
in a lot of day care centers, in some ways it's very much like a
nursing home for the elderly.

The emotional environment is often the same, and they have a
lot of the same problems. One of the problems that you find, if you
talk to the administrators of nursing homes for the elr.'erly, is that
they have the exact same problem of staff turnover. Tney refer to
it as burnout, staff burnout. This is a very demanding undertaking,
and people car ily take it for a few years. Then they're gone.

I've thought about this, and I think that the real root rroblem is
that we're asking people to do here for money what 'cost of us can
do only out of love. I think it's almost that simple. And then
there's another part of it, too

I'm very worriedthe larger part of this book I'm wprki'ig on is
this parent thing. The job of raising children is suffering increas-
ingly today troir, social disesteem. The idea is that if yor're talent-
ed and ambitious, you k et out there and you get a job, in the office
or the factory. You do something, and you leave the job of raising
children to less capable hands. I think that's an extremely unfortu-
nate view, but it's one that I believe has taken some root.

As long as that sort of view is in effect, you'll have a very diffi-
cult time attracting qualified people to day care, no matter what
sort of regulations or salary increases you could offer, to which I
would, by the way, not be opposed.

Nonetheless, these are inherent problems which make it difficult
to analyze the proble without considering them

Another oneit's ironic. Some of you might be aware that New
York City is about to open up its kindergartens to 4-year olds.
You've heard increasing stories about youra children who are
taking standard.zed tests. There's a push underway, which is very
much part of the day care movement, to increasing formal life edu-
cation for young child:en.

2
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I find that unfoitunate I think it paiticulzu lionic that this is
happening at the same t'ine that a great many expects in child de-
velopment are say mg that we ha\ e learned that in fact children do
not profit from formal. competaRe education at a young age What
the young child needs is creative play. and formal education has in
fact is the potentnil to do harm

This is something that the National Association fin the Educa-
tion of Young Children is saying very loudly at the present time
and properly so. I think

It's not that day care centers don't try to compensate The\ all
do. I think They try to work on motor skills and teach things You
have all sorts of stimulation

But again, to return to root causes. you have to ask yourself,
what exactly is happening there To me, It appea:s that the root of
a day care °perm ion is that idea that you caa substitute skills lot
love That's really, what It boils down to.

I return to this word love, and I'm almost embairassed to use it
It's a very unchnical word, I'm aware However, it strikes me how
unfrequently that sord even enters into discussions of day care.
and how in: ppropriate that really is

If you read some of Fraberg. for instance, she talks about how
young hildhoodfirst. second and third years are extremely
puzzling times for children They're full of all sorts of fearful hew
experiences, and what children need at that time. above all else, is
the absolute security and devoted protection of the one or two
people that they love most

The substitute ability for those one or two people has not, to my
mind, ever been clearly demonstrated That's an important prob-
lem. I think

When you go beyond kind of looking at the structure of day care
and do empirical research, I think the first thing you have to
notice is how lousy a lot of it is First of all, to be sympathetic.
mass day care has only existed for a relatively short period of time.
and we have few subjects that we can look at There have been all
sorts of other problems. too. It's been heavily biased towards the
best univei-sity- based centers rather than to the other, normal sit-
uations

They didn't look closely at the age of children of their family ori-
gins in many cases But this is impro;ng in the last or II) years,
we've gotten some much better research

I spent some time looking closely at this new research, and you
begin to find two troublesome things The first is that there is at
this point a goodly number of reputable studies that suggest that
young children-1 and 2, and sometimes : year oldsthat enter
full -time care at that young age, many develop weak bonds with
their parents

This has been determined s.th standard scoring psycholical
tests It'sthe tests suggest that the children who did not have
these firm bonds with the parent in a great number of cases later
in life have emotional and intellectual problems of various sorts.
This is considered to be a pretty reliable warning sign that prob-
lem; may lie ahead

Tnis finding has been demonstrated for poor children, fOr middle
class children, you find it among kids in good centers and bad cen-

2 k
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ters. Yester ay morning I was reviewing a study from Chicago that
suggested this effect of mother-avoidant behavior among kids that
have been in day care takes place even in the gold standards of day
carethat type of nanny arrangement when you have one hired
woman to come into the child's home and take care of the child
there.

Even in this situation, this particular study in Chicago found
and again, these were high-income families with both parents
intact, and the only difference between them was that in one case
the mother or father stayed home and devoted most of their time
to the child, and in the others they had a nanny-type caregiver
there were much higher rates of what's called insecure-avoidant
behavior.

Again, the idea that perhaps the child has, having been left sev-
eral times, developed some sort ofhas found it difficult to rely on
the parent and has as a result shut off part of their emotional at-
tachment.

The second set of evidence we is to take childr.m who were in
day care when they were one or two, and look at them when
they're ten. Here, there is again beginning to emerge this pattern
of evidence where many of these children are showing serious ag-
gression-, frustrations, withdrawal, and less cooperation. Again,
this center was a very good, university-based center.

I'm not making the case that every child put into day care is
going to have these outcomes. But these are good signsthey can
guess that there's a much elevated risk for children who go into
these types of centers for exhibiting these potentially harmful be-
haviors.

Now, I started my investigation of some of this, I think, with a
fairly conventional neutral view of day care, and a view of engi-
neering, dealing with spending and licensing and class sizes to
produce magically good care rather than bad care.

I think that the verdict of this most recent evidence calls into
question, to some effect, the entire premise that there is such a
thing as reliably good care. My present conclusion is that day care
is not an engineering problem. It's a structural problem, sort of a
philosophical and moral problem.

The question is, can you professionalize the parenting function
v ithouf harm to children and to society? The conclusion, I regret
to say, of most of this recent research is apparently no.

Now, ,t may happen anyway. I'm prepared to believe that in my
lifetime, by the time that I'm an old man, most children will not be
raised by their parents but by professionals In some ways that
would be the ultimate result of the Industrial Revolutionthe in-
dustrialization of the family.

We have taken other specialized domestic functions and made
them into a service ndustry, and possi...17, raising children will go
that route. Myself, I hope not.

I think that there is not only good intuitive evidence, but at this
point good empirical evidence that would have a variety of harmful
effects.

An interesting thing, and something that really shocked me
when I got into this, something that is really one of the dirty little
secrets of day careeven before this latest evidence came in, and

211 y
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to be fair, its very recent and some of it is still very much at issue,
and there's polemical throwing and going over it. There are many
very good signs, though, that are irrefutabie and which make this a
good case. Nonetheless, even before this started to come in, among
child psychologists, educational theorists, pediatricians, the Ameri-
can Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatricsin
short, among people who know what children need, there has for
ages been a long-standing consensus that non-parental care for
young children has heavy risks arid is to be avoided where possible.

One child psychologist who was himself an advocate of day care
did a survey of the 20 most influential child care books of the last
10 years. The whole gang. He found that only 7 of the 20 even re-
luctantly or grudgingly approved the idea of both parents working
when the children are very young.

Probably the leading child care manual at the momentand who
is herself a very strong advocate of women's rights and who called
herself a ioc4alistthis author is nonetheless a very strong oppo-
nent c, two working parents when the children are very young.

Spock has said for years, in success've editions of Baby and Child
Care, that there are excessive risks to leaving a child repeatedly
when they are young He said they may lose some of their capacity
to love deeply, as though its too disappointing to be left again and
again.

Vernon White. who is an educational psychologist of some
renown and the director of the Harvard Preschool Project, wrote
an article very recently in which he said.

After more than 20 of research on hove children de%elop %kelt, I vould not
think of pu' mg a child of m ovti into any substitute care program on a lull-tone
basis, especially a centet based program I 'ffiess you have a %/.1 good reason, I urge
you not to delegate the primary child-tearing task to am one else dining .our
child's first three years

Babies form then first human attachment on IN once Babies lea, n language only
once The outcome of these processes play a major role in shaping the future for this
child

Again, this isn't isolated evidence You'll find all sorts of reserva-
tions about non-parental care for young children That's large
amountslet's not be absurd. We're not talking about a play
group. We're talking about something; bordering on full-time care
for infants and toddlers.

Now, when you present this evidence, _ 'Ind, you get two re-
sponses, very often. There are tnose who automatically assume
that this is an attack on female careerism, and that the real mes-
sage is let's get the ladies hack in the kitchen. This is just some
reactionary stuff.

That's really extremely unfair. Myself, i support the increases in
female education and female labor force participation as positive
both for women and for this country Many of the researchers who
are making thi.: case have :',e -ling credentials, and they do not
have ideological axes to gri-,d.

I think it's quite reasonable for those of us who are very interest-
ed in child welfare to worry that when both parents work, there
may be risks to the children. After all, there are ironies in this
debate. One of the most cogent criticisms of fathers in the 1950's
was that they were so wrapped up in doing and making and earn-
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ing that they completely lost contact with the intimate joys and re-
sponsibilities of faintly life. I happen to believe that's true. But in-
stead of reversing that, we've now replicated it for both sexes and
all classes. That's becoming a universal norm.

If you work hardand most people are working hare and put-
ting a lot of energy into their jobsthat sloes not absolve them
from responsibilities to their children.

Unfortunately, the message that goes out, I'm afraid, is that that
does absolve you.

I don't think the first criticism is reasonable.
The second response you often get is that this is unsensitive and

unfair, because theseone person hearing that they're endanger-
ing their child's future emotional well being only adds to the guilt
and anxiety that parents already feel.

Now, I will grant you this is extremely inconvenient and discon-
certing evidence. It's inconvenient for parents and for Congress. It
would be nice if we could put kids up there and say there's no
effect.

What I'm saying is the verdict of science. You can't wish that
away. You've got to face up to it.

More than that, implicit in the claim, good or bad, it's here to
stay. This is the assu.uption that parents aren't going to change,
even if they know they're possibly hurting their kids.

Now, that may possibly be true, but I don't think it's true for
very many parents. I don't think parents need apologists with one
finger to the cultural wind trying to decide the particular cultural
prejudice and interest of the moment.

I think that most parents want the truth, and if they become
convinced that they are possibly harming their children with large
amounts of full-time day care, then I think a lot of them would
make adjustments.

Of course, the fair retort to all that is that any solution that
urges an alternative to non-parental care assumes that there is a
level of choice in the structuring of families that simply doesn't
exist. Most people don't have a choicethey have to work. This is a
truism of the debate today, and you've heard this a dozen times
today.

Again, I've looked closely at this, and my opinion is that clearly
there are large numbers of people who do not have a choice. There
are, however, even la-ger numbers who do have a choice. There are
those for whom this argument of I can't afford to is an evasion.

We are an enormously rich Nation. I checked the figures this
morning, and the per capita income has doubled, after inflation, in
the last 22 years. Our houses are 30 percent larger tha -1 the houses
that our parents had.

You would have a very hard time convincing me that we cannot
afford to protect and guide our children over just those few early
years. if that were necessary.

And in fact, if you look at what people do, rather than reading
the popular magt.zines of the activists and what they claim they
do, you'll see evidence of enormous freedom for parents that our
current wealth allows.

2 ( , "
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You often hear this refrain of how the stay at home parent is
part of a bygone era, this Ozzie and Harriet stuff, the Cleaver
family stuff. It's simply not true.

Again, the Bureau of Labor Statistics figures that have been par-
tially launched say that 55 percent of mothers with children under
three don't work at all. That's a majority. Let's start with that
number. Of those who do workand by the way, some of those are
not looking for work, and some of those are looking but are unem-
ployedif you add that category together, the operative fact is that
55 percent of mothers with children under three are not working,
okay?

To that you then add the ones that are working part time. Dr.
Kahn pointed out that two-thirds of those who work full-time.
That's one way of looking at it. I prefer to say that one-third of the
women who are workingwho are themselves the minorityare
working part time. A great many of those who work full time are
working only seasonally or for a few weeks or months.

People don't realize, I think, the way these labor polls are con-
ducted. It's largely a public opinion poll. If you work one week at
Christmastime, full time, you are counted as a full time worker.
That's not to say that's the majority, obviously, but there are sig-
nificant numbers in that category. They work seasonallywhen
there's a harvest, or at Christmastime, they consult and write a
newsletter for two months, and then they don't.

The bottom line of all of this is that three out of four mothers
with children under three either don't work at all, or work part
time or seasonally. That's three out of four.

So, I think that's a terribly important message that the advo-
cates neglect. There's this idea that there is this massive universal
demand for substitute care for infants and toddlers, and that's
simply not correct.

Americans have demonstrated that the practice they prefer is to
have a policy of maximum parental care in those critical early
years. That's what they've voted for. And there's a hopeful side to
that. We realize that the number of people who legitimately don't
have an economic choice in how they structure their family life is
much smaller than we've been led to believe.

We hope that we could concentrate our efforts on those. I'm not
one to sit on my hands. I recognize the necessity of helping those
people, and I'd like to take positive measures on their behalf.

I think that I'll skip my suggested solutions so that I don't hog
too much time. They're in my prepared remarks, however.

[The prepared statomant of Karl Zinsmeister follows:]
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BRAVE NEW WORLD

How Day-Care Harms Children

KARL ZINSMEISTER

Arapidly growing share of Arnenca's children are being
raised by hued worker, by substitute parents Although
moot families nth make arrangements so that either the
mother or the father can stay home wink very yourg slut
deco, every year more and more youngsters ate handed
over ro caretakers, at a younger age, and for longer hoots
While no one has any idea what the ultimate outcome of
this pant esqxnment m proxy child - rearing will be. there o
Rowing evidence that the long-term emotional, intellec
teal, and osInnal effects will be unhappy

The prospect of a "pmfessionaluanun" of parenting has
long disturbed some observe:: One of the earliest cots of
cannon can be found in George Orwell's 1984which
descnbes a future m which the state takes over the child
reanng functions of the lamils, with a resulting disappear
ante 01 close and IntiMatt human bonds Only among the
ragged, sentimental, tradition bound "proles are children
roll raised by their parents This pnmun e socal practice
makes proles hopelessly unsompentwe with the proles
canal class that has come to rule the earth It s also only
among the proles that inefficient human traits such as
loyalty, altruism, humor, and love continue to thnve

Not everyone women that public child care sill he
harmful to socten, howeset In het psoneenng book A
Lew* [ale, feminist SvIvu Ann Hewlett lodges a bent
protest against "the misguided notion that govemments
cannot and should not help prostde a substitute Mt
mother lose and mother care. which she considers one of
the last great Lunges to economic and social advancement
by Amencan women

Yale psychologo Edward Ziglet has called for turning
the public school- into full service institutions that would
relieve the family of many of its traditional obligations In
the future, he urges, public schools should take over care
of all child-en three and older, and play 'a large role in
looking after infants as well School buildings should open
earher and close much late., including on all unions, so
that parents who work could leave Any child, from new
born on up, at the local school all do

At present, Jai, care takes mans forms, ranging from a
live in nanny to a large center [mated near a maim high
way out Nearly half of all mothers of press hool children
are employed As of the latest Censin fir.rtau survey in the

winter of 1984, their children were cared for as follows 40
percent were tended by a relame, including the father,
another 8 percent were taken care of hi the mother while
she worked either at horse or elsewhere., the rest were
looked after hs outsiders, with equal numbers in homes
and in day care centers

The arrangement growing fastcw is institutional care
Just from 1982 to 1984 the fraction of nreschoolus in day-
care centers went up 56 percent By now, probab ly a third
ot more of all young children of working mothers are in
enters, and the total is using fast Both advocates and

opponents new group care in Lug state licensed and
regulated centers as the wase of the future

Thu mass surrender ot .held tearing responsibilities to
nonrelaus ayparticular!, ro the iritt or either maim
'ions --marks a profound change in human heron It rep
resentc the trial s loon it the Industnal resolution the
industnahration of the tamils lrcm a purels economic
pc tun ot slew basing talented indisidualc lease he labot
fence fir considerable block, of time to rear their olfspnng

wastetul The ultimate application ot the pnnople of
disision of labor demands that the lob of humanizing,
acculturating, and moults educating our progen, be as
signed to paid ...oiker, II the results ot indmanalutd
child rearm.: occ yyonall, recrmble Henn Ford s ongnal
Assernbls line, it should nor be comets unexpected

Frighteningly Empty
In her book 4 Al aber's Deborah

presents an unusual journalistic account of npical days in a
wide caner, ot day care centers For mote than a year and
a halt, she spent hundreds of hours in dozens of centers in
Massachuuts, Texas, Maryland. and Washington. D
While Fallows discos ered no abuse little din, and ade
quate physical conditions in most centers, she nonetheless
found he average child s expenence to he fnghteningh
mitts This was a fasrls typical siso

F sit ZINS,U1517/1 is an adjunct rest. h ass,..te at the
Atnen..of EqteTnse Instawie Thus arc le is excerpted
in, hi, fnu,k in porus The I hild prow' Secrets Are
Amencans losing Interest in the Next Generation, M,
lanowetstev w mks Jr br me

0 "
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ax"

Not as supercalitraphstic as ortginallt thought

keeled ono an Inorepuutne, omer of tht too r
and recall to Aarn h rho niior on Otan ern
, uttld at ash sat c't e t mashe gang
tut a tec. nunutes but attAass co nit back to sas a

to, w, d point to a shoe that needed r no

or show roe his rumor",
The rear her watching the t htldren tned her hard

est ad libtung her was from one alt1,11Y ro I he nen
She put on a record and craned to dance One 'tole
bIt e f rots craned docog along with her N tow
other, oined the group 'Me or sin gathered

I'Vle, kit, doors that tormed the partmoe hc
rween the pl n area and the err of the room
Ian , girl sat Sc herse't using otIc in rhr Loner
The rest wandered around

She ga et up records then and tried reading a too.
The rifle trw eager dancers muted night in Jaen
while the rest k-pt on twinging on the abort doors
or aimless's ani'ving The It Ile girl wet trill inn
in her toner Atter a short eon, the tear her opened
the largt cabinet and pulled our some puppets This
moo lards aura red the largest crowdof the mom
ing Si i bur a few rushed nght tater to watch the
show But 'he hnlhante ' the idea dimmed at,
seseral moments As her Impromptu story line teak
coed the toddlm tinned back to the g

doors rut A Jrlderni,.. ch, 4l, nc Sri, ter( 1.'1,1,11:

Auk .1.10 torth
Hoes at iher. enters I soot-I ,ou , mold daunt

tent ,oh cat o" dst tad rho gme I-

, c

id a do ,Ite p t n i t ^Oldie trd fts. r

pr,s, - .T1 ht .( rrtairn, 1,,,t

men a tok/rot room la] entoonmcnt with scant room
o r Indoomal ex- reoun Fallow. desnees it as a constant

, apt °Then wht re t harged hot hob leases hole rime
ito rh lotto to muse and where the pressure at nut hers
Tuthrc ten gentle and resented children to react con
stands

(,race saving roar donning, one at a time hand wash
mg -there become exhausung tnals in &personal canon
r plow goon wren, hog dent option, of children retenrd
to ts bet little of 201,1110 that cater to me group
o crag/. Fat IC, e the quiet r hildren St 'Ind She dexnbss
despe Ire note, ten' n with soungs bt their parents
dleading in extra otenton and tpeuat c omlort There o

each tednirt much bcwildermert runt unconsoled
tears toed teachers d011ig A fur the, can get Ka Lack at
mdoodualiunon in the best cases, no one really tanng
the worst

andenng Aimlessly
dat -care pros dcd in homes tends to he less tan

personal than the ,enter based ...tett, it also has many
problems hot one, there will nett, be enough odo IduaIs
willing to taker hildren Into their homes, or ro go to other
people c houses to a mmodate the demand It is most
"hen the chierl., soung pit and illegal immigrants who
arc willing to adept such a role (eclat Ano, although
borne bated care h. he potential to be the healthiest kind

h 1,in n rt Is am. A hi re the moo dangerous abuses
n, o , tnis end often d rhodt

nut ^ ,oSe I mit R.010,1 1111nte red come of
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these problems when .he began searching for home based
daycare

hi one instance, I found the 'absolutely marvel
out" family daycare provoke, recommended by
ousted (nerds, sleeping on her sofa while eleven
children (she had Wormed me that she only curd
for fives hildren) wandered aimlessly around in front
ot the blanng TV Another time, oo an unannounced
nut, I round that the "highly n-commended"
censed daycare provider confined seven preschool
en to her tiny during room I found th:m huddled
together, leaning over a bamcade to watch a TV
program showing in the ahatent room

These are not unusual eirpenences One hear um lac
tales constantly when talking with parents today Advo-
cates say this quality-of-care problems could be eliminated

The researchers concluded that
many infants interpret repeated
daily separations from their
working mother as rejection, which
they x with by "avoidance."

tusr b requint g more hi ensing of d, are pros islets The
problem A sere are alreads lots ot tu'Is tret,latt J and
lulls Jnappt listing-- homes and serums OW inert

Is, the OM stardard of das ,area harms tape ar
ransement a Ire ,hild own homehas ef11111S pat h
'ems The most ,ornmon is frequent turn°, among
caregasen, um h an cause emotional disruptions tor the
child

More tundamentalls it appears that ,.hether the das
,are takes plait ,enter, a pinsate house or at home the
nsks to the ,htld s intellestual and emor anal des clop, en
are not ternbIN ditlerent The 'ale, resesr,h ,iinhrms Mat
senous problems san ame mistime one substitute, a paw
relations). it) for the natural parent child bond

The Evidence Against
Res .arch on substitute parenting s niests on thildren is

notonoush thin The pioneermg Nark was done bs the
English psschologist John Bowlbs atrer Aorld Aar II He
found that war orphans raised in institutions inn good
physhal kOndlr/On, but relansely little lose or personal
alien ion were bauiv stunted by the expenense These
firhangs startled aurhonties, but haled as they were on
somplete rather than partial parental depth anon rho
were not appoed direst]. ro das care

U hen, in he mid Ight, demand for do, sate began to
n,e a quick Horn ot studies suggested that nonparentil
tare Old Lh 'then no ham, and might astualls be good t. r

children in deprn,d ens monments But as the held bit gin
to mature and a lounger generation 01 more agnostic in

yesogators took mer from else true believing ploneers,
revisionist schools began to spnng up

Today, there are still relatively kw good long term stud
les, and reseanh rem., biased toward the best ,enters
As one professor puts it. "the lousy ,enters won t let
rtsorcher near the place " And like so much social science
inyesnganon, there is always the nsk of confusing the
quantifiable with the sigmhant Mush ot what we need to
know in this area is yen hard to measure But we are
beginning to gee some more sophisticated research And it
is no longs dear that day -care is good, or nen neutral in
its effects Quite the sontran

Belsky's Abont-Face
Child psychologist Jay Belsky ot Pennsylvanta State Um-

sentry, coauthor of the definime renew ot the 19'Os
research, was viewed as one of the nation's leading detend
ers ot full time ,as -care tot MOST of the last decade Then
in September, 19th, he published a landmark anti le in the
bulle m ot the National (enter for Chitral Infant Pro
grams that expressed senors somem mer a 'slow, steady
tnskle of accumulating esidence that .ontradisted the
sins that day-are did not affect shild deselopment I he
more recent studies, Belsky panted out, looked more
/owls at such ]anon as age, gender, and amount of nme

spent separated from parents, and focused more on typical
,are p.m than earlier stadia had And the. showed,
Relsks said, two womsome trends

First, Shen babies less than one year old are placed to
Jas sate, mans ot them deselop ueak and tmesure bonds
with :heir parents bonds that are srusial to Intel], r.411 a, d
cruhional des elopment SY eak parental bonds were tound
in pots ,hildren and upper o iddle is. ,h dren in Jar.
,are ,n ,h idren w ho attenchd good ,;yen and had en
ten and ,n ,hildren sh r hid Fugh qu mint, tape are
n their own home A hether u s a do, stre c enter or a
n i b s saxr dot so t seem to matter Belsks reports hes
rind, seseral ditierent tor ria up studies ot ,hildren up to
In s ean old %hos, that among those w irh a record of earls
nonparental arc there is more serous aggressionkisk
mg hghtingless ,troperation, less tolerance of trustra

more nohthasior and a pattern ot social uith
drmar

tits en his high prohle sterling sred,hals and histon ot
do, are ads°, I s Belsks , renew oudled 0.1 a mass, e

moos errs uith rebuttals from some a,adenu,s and
heals atta,ks murn terninists and Jal are partisans
Belsks tolloued it up uith a new studs of hi, ow n, whit h
!mord that nearls halt ot the ,hildren w his started 20 hours
a week or more of substitute are before the were one
scar old dm eloped not,tab s inse,ure art, hmerus to
her mothers, as measured bs a standard s,ored psscho

!Opc al test Belsks no% mgt., that, it at all possible
r rent star hmne sash, hildreh ,n, than two sears old, and
all), for go, 11,711.nt ht , make that user

Ysen children in estrenito espcnsoc to home are are
at risk A studs hi pss,hiatrto Pater Barglow of klithael
Reese Flusraal in ( hi, Igo and collage es esarroned 110
,h,ldren w atfiaem art, r imams Halt wt. r ...red for
tall time by a parenr halt had stable high quarto. in home
saretalers because both parents worked The hued are
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began r eight months or evite, Halt at the sal:1,0u. care
infants des eloped anl..eali ana.hrnrots to r',e,r mothers
The researcher , on luded that mans infants interpret re
peated dads sepatatoms from their working mother as
reiecnon sr. htch the, , opt with Fs asoidan, or tuming
off what has be, um, painful 'Is the mother by far the best
catetaket for the .mild In the tint sear' asks fiarglow

Xe h nk probahls re,
knots,' outir ot bre let, it had pan

ot r r tint sear, 11 the I firers n or North audit, s
roghls regarded d i safe enter found Tern more likels to
hit ush kk rh airs ,wea and argue than their par

ent ,onitpa-t, Ni pshologot Ron Haskins
des. shed the nding, at a .auta,n I ;ht

1k. tn. Intent t hard! Jo, I sot, o time defend

n Into, Is K., ',lit), ate'.

' Itt -1^,1,11 't hn.itngs ot

the 'a tw it Ln t, it tt Itt 11 oLl headlong

pia Ls no ng hr

Karnings ftom the Experts
II, re ent re,rat, 4,ntng lot,O1 on ,are

ent a the ,raw, tit rt,tiatr. m, mid

and anon I ht ors, km or,, 'orb h I ' we. 'alit,
the r ^ rng',rtr load.] ,,ttr rot that ars rIgn mart
air nonrattroJI art ' ,oung r

onh t a nr and, h, ismded w
or

so,ohic kt,or lung
ps. hos ti. sr so r I taakr ad I 41,0, ot.

mot, n.',/ rasa, . O., Q-,
or,i . rtier qtr.," r, r it work

mg while 'he, hare snug .hildren
Penelope r Cad. the Banish psi. hologor and author at

perhaps ft. nms. mil tal ,nla alone handbook
kmenca at the moment ),,ur B.hs and bud ts a leading
opponent ot the trans Attant, trend tow and mother, le,
mg their small rhildren to go off o ,nbs She speaks out
regularls against group rare for the Set', sating, insisting
that babies need the concentrated anennon of their par
ents for at least two seats Someone arng for a held our
of lose will do a better doh than someone doing ,r for pa,
she argues, and Social arrangements should aim to make
full orne parenting easier

Pr Beniames Spank h, for rears opposed infant dar
care Despite a good deal of baloracking in succe.doe
ed lions of Bab', and (MU Care in response to criticism
from terturusn, he sal) points out that "even at six months
babies will become seriously der essed, losing their smile
their Ipprote, their interest in things and people, it 'hr
parent w ho has cared for them disappears Small did

dren man lose some of their capacin to lose or trust
derpls, as d ti s too painful to be disappointed again and
again Hr adds, It is stressful to r hildren to have to cope
with groups, sith strange's, wrrh people outside the family
That has emotional effects and it 'he irproanon ot se,u
tits is at all marked a will hair .^trIlettual et!, t5, too

ntil a child s three ',pick now argues he nerds ntiord
unpaid ire Irons the pe'sor Orris roam rase,
.1,, he day Car hit that de,mitt.tr t.tr, it , o

turn , os wrd t, r parents.. in
"gym It bur thr ottf or or d rdtf atonal ppsholok

and d tpdor at kr llon 'd r'ter,hool Por, has

2 I

'I would not think of potting a child of ins own into
arcs Silb4tItUte Cafe program on a fats -rime basks. Mel,

a center based program "
Burton Kline

in whir ee rnuu,atn Mt

o ,.not r tt, h on how ,h hr r i de
ic ...tuld 9,1 think d pa, had

. ow n , . . a n , kat-rt., are program tot 'ail ,itre
^.1, cpt tilt, s mfr haul program fir ,acg,..t. that
r.vetnt nmr arc at all torp, Ise, it, t-i,onal

, n, ',Ir rtg, hr `,st to, month, of s ,h ,,1 , life

orn 5,5 r"0,1, to tree 'eats of age \X bite Si, the
parer, . an use some part rime bild rare, but the child
should spend most of his waking time with a parent or
grandparent hie onludes, Unless too .a,e a yen good
reason l urge you n,, to delegate the prtmarr Livid rearing
'ark to 1,,,ine else dung sour child s stsr three sears of
tile Rahn form then hot human attachment only
n,e fka,cs kegm .0 earn language onls once The

rues of mou pros rases pia, a mator role in shapirg
he 'Louie of each new

htld pssnholognt Lee NIA argues that no one an
replace the mother it she must work Educatimul theorist
'times Frarberg sass that replay absences bs the mother an
dam iging for children under three Onk from ages three to
so. she stares can most children profit trom a halt day in
sigh gLalin group But eren 'hen she w rocs, There ts
a consensus among preschool educators that the benefits
or a good pies, hool program diminish or are eien can

w he r the das IS prolonged to six hours or

Tin medial -sr Ikhrhment ton has sot. ed 1-carnations
shout das cur The kmentan AssoLianon

nr,{ n tag; rho di, care centerswhere drooling
loved oack,^g ,stants put their fingers in their

oats an ,par its cr., three it trpes were lurron
gs oto rt. cs n./. )r. d ts, 4, nrdmg

t t rate 'lilt!
L, rr tr, or liar
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stases i v a ss

iGMV, infection
Many ot the germs thus met would eventually have

entered the shad's system anyway at a later a,e But given
chat a baby's immune system is not well developed until
the third month, and nor fulls edeitne unnl about age
two earls exposure san be risks And it MY is btought
home 0 a pregnant mother it s an be Yen dangerous 1 he
standing msommendanon of the Amensan Asadems of

Even the gold standard of day-
carea nanny-type arrangement in
the child's own homehas serious
problems. The most common is

frequent turnover among caregivers,
which can cause emotional

disruptions for the child.

Pediatno and the I enters for Disease l erne' is 'ha, alr
children under two should be sated tor inds with the r
siblings R hen that is impossible the, rest minend that no
more thar sty shildren trot, th in ,hr
he grouped ogether

The Map. Ballet
At some point in 0 e Nfool s or -its Ad en, an perm.

were promised a magis huller rho would mike tratt ,are
workable Qualm lime it was .al'd It Juin t mat er
how mush time sou spent vs th sour ',Fuld the artniminir
went so long as what time sou did spend was qualm

In their tel published book Qu-irt, Pan nrinc
Linda Albert and 'Yils'ael Popk.n aware pimp s that ht,
san iranstorni ordirtan tun its unto en, ,n,
like a health. diet high in natural timi. ands 11,

sustain kids throughout the der whir n sou h sic .0 ni
elsew f, re

This runs against all .redrInlits Anson, w ho denim h
time, physical presence and intensoc one on one nurtute
are important to s hildtcn denies ism trust, ot ham in
development researsh

Iris Tarn ularls 0ont, today, is hen patents are Other-MOW
SO raft er., to the idea that small attentions earls in lire
san make a large differense The emphasis tit, starting out
nght leads mans souoles ro insist en natural ihildbrth
heads nun modern parent sonsiden a essent il to he'd
their bail in the nest minutes after birth lest he bond to
an in, abater instead 01 a human Mme maintain that the
his d is or tint sin weeks or hest tour months depending
on sour gun, are an absolutels .ntr..0 period for eaahlrsh
trig parent shrld tier her some 01 these t.1171, parents thcr
hand tF.err still pink infant for rriwt of his waking hours to

lad 01 Of hate Irons lo.lo of 00. nesessan
to astually talk to, hold suddie mash and korntort ou
babies ourselves Re parents will lust rusk our the as rustier
and the setting, the clothes, toys, schedule, and diet Re
well set the tone (or the shild s life, while leanng most of
the actual rearing to our sitters and housekeepers

New Skills for Old Love
Though experts tell us there is no substitute for parental

rime and attention. senscrentmus day s Are providers do to
to sompensate Most saretakers insist they're not lust
bah. sitting bur presiding valuable training In impres
sr, shim. al language dire, roes desinhe then attennon ra0

gross and lac motor skills. to good sell son, qt, and
enhans ed s realism,

Day tare children, to he sure, often start our ahead of
their home raised peers in things like know irg thealphabet
s hen the. begin londegarten Bur di ci this amount to
anithing Ards under age tour, experts tell us, are not
,apable of n uuh ' as'nmsement In tas formal edusarion
in th, se s-an san astually Jo harm parnsularls it it is

dem nding or son-Tent, 'slam authorities now sas that
until a s oungsret is about Ss e. little more than steam e plas
ought to be soh.. itedi from barn

R hen children are soung, it is importan Char their en,
ronnient sompis to their needs nth,- than the reverse
Imatberg points out in The kf Jiff, leans that "It is onls in
the ninds ot adults that shildhood is a paradise a time ot
nines ens e and serene ley In truth she says the
sear, are often full of teartul puzzles R hat the sou .5

ir urgently reed is nor edus aeon but the affestron and
o rr rtor u1 thor parints

Is not (as ei.a,h Institutions an I
hope erode t t am, in a few rare rnstani es ,an extraordi
ran indorduals ode r a ihild in day sate this lose and
ps nonar anent on he .rases A maiont, et, awaken arc
ios rennin, and In to substitute for the missing parents.
bur

n

till .111,.. at tor ups rurnket of reasons One problem
sheer numbers-3 single s ocraket npisalls looks alter

mum !mt. '1)1, hthirrn depending in their age and the
rigse

Another s entre., I hill drirlopmcnralists tell us
that r ot s cytreincls traurnanarng
to a small hi he is until the. a im nut to get at
tashi.1 to err are gra er It a Add ankle to dcselop
se.un adult aria. hments in the hint thrr- or tour scan, he
san grow up simply nor sating for ans one s approval and
la,king ans se ot as,oun ahrlas Yet it is not unsom
mon for parents o change ,hdd sure providers two or
three limn a se bad expel-tense, m knits, child gets too
old for that group ets

F sen tf the parents and , lido flay put the provider may
muse our trim underneath them The average shild s are
program in New York state has a 40 per, ent annual turn
crier rare among its mashers Mans parents have found an
aLeplabl< care provider alter a long search only to lose
her hen ter a new ob Go, manned Deported bs the

n14,1tion scnrie Au pair gun home
But the deepest problem with paid shdd reanng is that

someone is Nerrig asked to de for money what vin tew ot
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us are Ah,c to do for ars c1.on °the than lose t.

en! if 3 rite huh, s ng but ,5 to No hard to hoe ST hat
ila os 'sr nos i't s rh 1 h people a h , reel

t h e , go out ot the r aas
do 0,, inn rrc IF,nto hat ma ve ,h idren the,
going ',son a hr usher than use casing no reaardmk
sin i II, ph ai h i t st,a xetes,tot INkIng a at intrurn

/, th,tmc ,d,fle and

M re i 1

1 ( t,
PT .1( r mc at,

S.1,11,
tr., dm the

s c c , Ill

Mothers FmulatIng Fathers
lo tr 1,1 (11, ' MI, of \ rwensan

se. rotts e,onomp, ate ittlyrrornis his bet n the argu
relent th.1' mar. Loh, 01 so raprtd lip in cirnIng and
nest, a, be a orspi ise that Mt, bet orge di huMan,/e3
losing t '-resist in the intonate utss of ramils hie and tailing
m rant,trate tairls in dorgestit responsibilities ca

appears that vs orkahohon and !mils Meth, cu. hare be
romt equal opportuntn diseases, sinking mothers as mu, h
as rather, At re en! sonterense on shildten, das rare

ampaignrr hi Inca Hewlett told an apes dote about her
effort, to stint nst he nano., arrounung hurl Arthur
Ande,tn lo institute a das s or rolls. because 40 persenr
of kryfrrsen s proresgonals sec comer "earls all ot these
a omin hit, lot pointed nit a orl, PO hour, i week It
is essential, she argued that programs he put into plane so
char alter tichsenng their babies these hardworking em
plotters can keep on in th- cbs just as before kppar

ends Arthur Andersen s r% sunset .% the business salve
in the plan and asserted her proposal But what kind of
human staler, are we becoming when we encourage new
parents to hold (s) hour a week' robs'

srne of the pant tit-A..1es to good das rare ever bring
muse than a harps es, spoon is thar while all parents u ant
good quArs shild sate, far tea, are willing to pro,fr it
Linda Burton drsrnbes the moment she resognoed the
MOT 01 the dilemma

hile I -and most of ms f nends were wing
1111( mods acre ti3O cood 0 N( I, at home and rare
car ,111',1ren m nr of us eer asked the question

Then Mn it sorts ill 1,/ thou'a c raising ou
n Mn were nil setts good,

'ben at us months babies will become sersousbe de-
pressed, losing these smile, their appetite, then merest
in things and neople d the parr -t who has cared for

them disappears
Bergamot Speck

\1t sarefols aorded id.erist Iltrrts f 'd
all, , r ha, k m ha, ale ,a 1 cd

so cone who aould ensourage tees ,tp
a sot take them on ntereoing outings aM,er all
11,11- little questions and rusk them to dt ep I

a cnred someone Who aould he a pan of the tam

NIussls, pamfulls Jitter realls thinking ahou a hat
I aanted for ms hildren and few ming adsentse
men atter ads crovement I came to the stunning
trait:anon that the person I was looking for was ng,ht
under my nose I had been desperarels trying to hire
Me

The quest fora humane ,held an rg ssstem is more
,ha.. an rnyoncenng problem It ,s a salons problem So
long a, we continue TO debase parenting, onls the debased
will he willng to rake it on `so long as people perversely
want what they are nor willing themselses to gee, there
can be no solun The onls was our of the natural short
Age of pod child-care is for es en parent to devote more
of his own time to his thildren, instead of hunting train,
salts and quotottralls, tot more and better hard rare

Backdoor Networks
There n presenth a broad consensus that women as

muLh as men thine when her are able to talc a Wide,
as tire role in the world Int teased female education and
t tor-lent are, on the a hole, powerful and Nam',
des clopments in Amenran life

But whatever expansise flea roles women hare taken..
In the last three or tour decades her are emphausalls not
interested in rehnqui hing the old ones \Xiamen still want
husbands and her still want to he niothers Thin arc
raking on heass added responsibilities a shout reirsong
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Pawing Leech wags allowances from the stain fee par-
ches who stay at borne to nun dim mall children.

then traditional imperanyes Unfortunately, the open-
ment m forging new roles for women has taken place (not
coincidentally) one of the most self interested eras in
Amencan history (the "me decades") Rung egoism is
compounded by a simultaneous collapse of traditional sys-
tems of parental burden shanng. Often inadvenenth, we
have kicked out a lot of the social supports that used to
undegrd child - rasing in this countrydecent public
schools in the cities, strong "backdoor' networks among
parents, extended families and relatives nearb, to help out,
a safe public environment that allowed children to play
outdoors wrhout supennion While the nse of substitute
parennng on a mass scale in some ways signals a SOt.12112.1
non or public takeover of the stnicture of parenting, on a
deeper level the last decades have seen a sharp and ur,
healthy pnvaniation of child reanng responsibilities %Le
have to a large extent washed our hands of the idea of
children as t common treasure

Surveys show a tremendous decline since the 1950s in
the social presnge accorded to parents Most parents still
find the personal satisfactions tangible, immediate even
men, Stingg. But with collective approval and cultural
rewards evaporating, reanng a child is on one level much
less sansfyirg than it once was, for women in particular
Today, women are more likely to be admired and apprea
ated for launching a catchy new ad campaign for tooth
paste than they are for nurtunng and shaping an ongmal
personality

The past three decades have also brought widespread
abandonment of children by then fathenan era of high
illegrnmacy and extensive no fault divorce Man, mothers
at some point face economic demands with no spouse
present As a result, some understandably reluctant to
endanger their fob market value by ,'ants or temporanly
withdrawing from the labor force Meanwhile, most fa
then remain unwilling to stay home with that young chit
dren, and few absent 'athen pay adequate child support

How to Stay at Heim
Cite know that children benefit tlyintellectu Ili

and emotionallyfrom parental a, ion There is no
"sound bunch' no moment w hen children suddenly stop
needing their mothers and fathen But at a nummum,
experts counsel, we ought to aim for a utuanon where one
or the other :went is devoting most of his time to the child
until he is about three Years old

That could mean parents working at staggered intenao
and alternating a, child-care More likely, it will lead to
one parent working full time and one working irregular)'
or not at all unnl the child enters part nine nursery school
or kindergarten W hich there ono reason to discourage It
appears that once they are about three, most children can
benefit from the socialization of a few houn of nurser,
school two or three times a week The practice that many
Amencan parents already followincrementally inures
mg their participanon in the paid labor force as the touts
gest child begins attending some uhool 'ems /0 be
sound Parents and children byth can benefit from an
increase in family income If parents hnd work stimulating,
their satisfaction and confidence will en erliow into the
family But these be ehts disappear d work begins to cut
Into the child s tine at home

It will not be particularly easy for all families to work
out, but to the extent we can assist, educate, twin, ac
commodate, and 'Morns, we ought to work toward a poi
icy of maximal parental care in the preschool scan In tact
that is what At still have in a maionn of families Figures
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that today 5,
percent of all mothen with children under three are nor
working And of those A ho do w 0-k one -irk on
pan time loreover, some t, the tall tin_ ,rk or
seasonally or pal et the sear The bottom lire desp
sharp increases in female labor tone panic ipation three
out of four mothers with young , hildren still either do not
work at all or work only part time or seasonally Despite
the pressures, most Smencans still think it is important to
arrange then Ines so that they can be with their children
when the, are yen voting

Second-Chowe Solutions
For reasons most parents already sense, paid day care

ought to be a distinct second choice and group des care
institutions a last alternative Fot some children, day care
seems satistarton But tew youngsren throe in it, and
some very large tractionquite possibly most are
stunted in some way .f they art forced to spend more than
a few houn a day in their early years in nonparental care
Where full -time day-care can r be eliminated, we at least
ought to shorten its duration lot instance by working
shorter hours, using a retaken close to home or lob sue, of
hating parents stager their times of employment so that
one can drop off the child late and the other pick him up
early) And the longer nonparental care can be oelaved, the
less likely it is to do harm

Having a child cared for in the home of a friend or
neighbor is usually preterable to a center, becat it the
serting is more familial and the care is usually more per
sonal and less ngydly structured Has mg a relative . ome
no your own home is even htter The setting is familiar
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to the child, and a grandparet ,taut rot COY' while nor

. parent, is at least a tam permanent pre trice in the
child s life, strongly tied to the parents, and someone from
ohom a oarmer than normal level of concern can be
expected No doubt, hired day care .111 aloays exist as a
net -scary nil used Art some hopefully small number of
parents But ooing to its inheren intractable disad
,antages, public polo yes ought to ...old as a matter of
pnrk Tie ant endorsement or subsidization 01 lull time
nonparental care for infants and odd'ers

Public Policy Changes
\ay instead ought to oiet ,obstanri. ,eo assistance to

those panic ulark tingle mothers and loo income mat
ned couplesoho reel the, hate little altersant e to plat
mg their children in group care Sirgle parent. are the
group rich the meagerest hnancial condition the least
,hone in the structunng tit tneir home arneernents let
na percent of ditotced AideAci, separated and mmat
ned mothers star at home rich their children oh.1; they
are under three Another 9 percent ssorls on], part time
slant scrape along loin rich relatives, collecting child
suppon, dtaoing on Social Secunn and AFDC, and con
suming sat ings until the child mold enough for the mother

to Mork
Ale ought to char ;e the laos and habit that prevent

2

An

mans parents is ho would like to from working at home
V, met Nancy Pearce points our that, once, "the home
oar the center of society, both socially and -,nornicallv
A roman could raise a Camay and still talc, ,r in other
interesting a. tivIFICS because the, rook plate ,n or ne r
the home 'Ann industnahration, ho ...vet, the home was
reduced to a passive adjunct Woman s role was reduced,
o hile man s role was enhanced by the development of the
mono, economt

Thanks to net technology and senses, the rebirth and
refinement or domestic industry is both possible and deer
able A 'tether in business for oneself doing piece cork or
contract or connected to an othce bt computer modem,
there is mu h produote, interesting, and rill pairing

od that can noo be done easily at home 'Re ought to
stop sarnhr mg the needs of patents and children ro the
special interests of trade unions ho oppose home o °tit)
and some employers, and repeal the antiquated ptot isons
that inhibit further decentralization of he workplace

e also ought to relieve the tax burden on parents oho
opt to stay home with their children Larger exemptions
for toung children and for caretaking expenses should be
considered And the bias that forbids nonworkers from
making as big a tax.free consnbunon to then IRA as oork
en are alloyed should be recnFed

We should encourage employers so =mute more ilex
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nine, good part -tune employment, rob shy pg. and "take
out" work, so that parenn who work can strange theeir
schedules to spend more time with their clu,-Iren Part
time working parents make excellent, responsible mploy
en, and, entenng an era of critical labor shortages, is in
the merest of companies as is as workm to bring tine

Today, women are more likely to be
admired and appreciated for
launching a catchy new ad
campaign for toothpaste than they
are for nurturing and shaping an
original personality.

talented individuals into the labor force on these terms S
more Auld, less rigid lob market, which has been evoIrsg
in this country for years anyway, will improve both eth
stern, and worker satisfaction

Re ought to support other forms of lama. care for
children, tot instance by grandparents Perhaps tax credits
could be allowed for parents who want to house a grand
parent or other relator who would care tot the child
Perhaps most imponan When ar much s mother ought
to feel re,ponyble for dad, wren won and guniance ot
their children as toe, are slow', beginning to

More Ambitious Proposals
Some call for n.ore artibitiOUS programs Aar would

tablidt a %Wen, of comprehensoc support ter at' parents
Penelope Inch argues that the earl, ,can of child care
should be treated as a distinct phase ot lite, as education
and retirement ate treated, and that a parent who cats at
home to raise a suing child should rc.coe an allowance
from the our 'the h s called for a program that would
allow one parent rust,. h, me full time through he Fold
first Iwo Sean then pro, ide etraining to assist a gradual
retum to work it desired

APan Carlson of the Rockford orstaute proposes that
we improve our economic treatment of parents He calls
for tour alterations of tat, and ,octal poll., doubling the
Ilk exemption for children onls pro, td ig a 560r annuli
tan credit fo, each child,. well as an extra 5600 allowance
in the year of a child s birth, and c onsening the current
child care credit into a ono era' 5100 credit asadahle to all
parents w hether her pa, for care or pro,ide it thetmel,cs
For a marred ouplr for example with three small shit
then and an income of 525,(XXI, the plan would allow
them to retain op to 54 WO more in than named Income

This program shifts the as burden awn from families
with Young children and toward indi, ideals without child

raising responsibilmes, returning u to the conditions of the
post Wodd War II era, ;amities were largely encn
from taxation Its imenue teas could be manipulated
imam a broad range, tot Instance by altenng the age at
which childtrn no longer qualify

Damage by Day-Care Lobby
Today, all of the testes. e efforts of the increasingly

powerful day-care lobby head in the wrong direction Day
care activists insist that encouraging new parents to stay at
home is "absurd Working parents are "a reality " Star at
home parents are "dinosaurs

The advocates implunly discourage the form of day
care that is least likely to be narmlulinformal care in a
neighbor's or friend's homeon the grounds that it is not
standardized and regulate( tot professional enough The
fundamental push of day-care advocacy today ts away
from the personal, the small, and the impromptu and to
card the big, regulated, fluorescent lit' Young age homes
run by professional baby sitters This Is the ants wan to
make universal social parenting possible, and it is the strat
egv that currently has the political momentum

DI course, these centers, while caning widely from
wont to better, are the placet. least Ilk is to gis, children
what they need Common sense an,, mpncal research
both bear that out But all existing bonuses, options, and
subsidies push in their direction For instance, our current
child care tar credit line 40 on form 1040, costs about SI
billion annual', But it can be claimed on', by people who
pa, others to pro, ide ,he case It cannot he claimed hi
parental safe per, In addition to being blatant', discrimi
name, and regrew, e it n a transter from sea, at home
parents ho hare lower ace r tke ir,cone to work,ng p
ems anti are etcher t is ref, had roll., tor .hildren

Rather than further subsidirini subviture parenting
wt its man, nsks, we ought to endea, or to in en new
otions tor the larpr or ;merman, Who w °old like

rn than own children Put the help and encourage
meni and dollars on 'he side IA ,hildri and parent, nut
immutions and bureaucrat,

ertainlr raising children produ,e, it, share ot tn,,tra
lion, and tatiace Isis a it Illanding tack \ nd without extra
doses ot tone i'one .on,era,lon and adult stitnolamin

home patents .11 come co tee' oolated But raisins
children n alai one ot 'lie , most s anted and ho,nani sin
dertakmp,, It force, co to tact our own monalirs, the
implications of our ethic, our oNn deepest hopes

les there will be difficulties But there are t ompensa
ions more secure .hddren happier patents, a healthier
smiery The requisite changes are well within our capandt
ties all we need is to he con, in, ed the, are worths, hile
The, demand some hard hu recess., .hooves that go to
the rel.. core of what it means to he a parent, and a cdttren
deciding that We are not going to lire onl, for oursel, c,
tar our ,hort run propent and matenal achancernent
That we sail, and ses, want to arricipate spot-oath in the
future of our culture That maiming a Child h, Our own .ode
anti ethics is both a worth, goal and a profound', rev, tad
ing undertaking X

C.
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Mr tin,nEE Thank \ OU, Mi Zinsmeistet
Dr Richard Cliffoid

STATEMENT OF DR RICIIR \1 CLIFFORD. Itl S( II INSTIT1 IF
FUR CHILD AND FMILN PLICN, 1 NI\ ERSITN OF NORTH
CAROLINA AT CHAPEL 1111.:

Mr Culorm Thank sou
My name is Dick Clifford, and I'm from the Busch Institute fot

Family Polio at the University of North Carolina lan delighted to
be here today to talk about the issues of high- quality preschool pro-
gram for children in Ameica

There are five points that I want to make, and I've tried to give
each one of them One minute

First, there is a large and f2,-ro mg need for child cat e in Amer-
ica I think we've talked about tht already. and Ili come back to
it

Second, parents want high-qualitv, programs for their children
Nobody's really talked too much about what parents want, here, in
terms of high quality.

Third, high quality pregr,-,s i;ond for children I disagree
with Mr. Zinsmeister. and I'll talk a little bit about that in a
minute.

Fourth, high day programs are expensive, and subsidies are
required for many families When I talk about that, I'd like to re-
emphasize some of those points.

Finally, adequate standards and monitoring are essential to en-
suring access to high-quality programs

Number one, the need for child care
I know that numerous speakers at the previous hearing spoke

about the continuing need for child care in America One would
say that women are in the work force to stay Our economy de-
pends on them, especially with the restriction in the laboi force in
the coming years. and we'll continue to see increases in the need
for child care

We talked earlier about the need for increases in child care, and
whether we're going to need more slots in child care. People forget
that the work force has been increasing consistently over about the
last 20 years, and shows no signs of not continuing to increase.
Were going to need more child care, and we need child care now.

Second, parents want high quality programs Parents need and
want good programs for their young children In a survey of some
1,00& parents registering their children for kindergarten in North
Carolina, we asked them why they chose the program their child
was in. The reasons they gave us for choosing child care was that
they were looking for a setting that was good for child develop-
ment, a setting in which their child would be happy, and one in
woich the person caring for their children was exper"nced.

These reasons were chosen most frequently by part is regardless
of family income, race, or marital status The parents are saying
that they want high-quality programs.

Third, high - quality programs are good for our children There is
really a large and growing literature which exists on the impor-
tance of quality pre-school programs for social and cognitive devel-

"'.
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opment of cur young children. I didn't come prepared to get into
an argument aboutand I'm not a psychologistthe strange situa-
tion item that is used to say that child care is not good for infants

But I think that a careful review of the literature would show
you that this does not support a bread concern for children who
enter child care above 1 year of age. This debate centers almost ex-
clusively around infant child care. The primary spokesperson on
that has been active in the development of ABC, served on their
_ -,search and advisory committee on the Act for Better Child Care.
an.' has been intimately involved in this process.

I ton't think he or any of the spokespeople are advocating that
we ao away with child care in America.

Next, child care is expensive. That's the one thing that I think
we can agree on here, if there's anything that we've heard agree-
ment on. High-quality care is especially expensive. Take center
based care as an example.

In a paper I recently presented at the American Educational Re-
search Association, I estimated that typical child care costs in
center based settings cost about $3,000 on the average for full-time
care for a single chil.±.

If we are going to increase quality, that price is going to go up.
As an aside here, the figures from the Census Bureau of $1,200 per
child per yearI'm not quite sure where that comes from To me,
it locks like it's ,lightly more expensive than thatabout $1,40C
per year fcr relative care, not just for out of home care but in
family da:' care.

Family day care by a non-relative costs about $2.000 per year,
which is roughly the same as center or group-based child care.
That is not for full-time care, of course

In a similar study done by Sandy Hofferth on the longitudinal
survey of their use, very similar figures were found. The average
weekly cost was $38 per week, but that was not for full tir- are,
but for 30 hours per week, on the average.

Many families in America who need full-time care need it for 40
or 50 hours per week, because of their work arrangements.

Child care costs must be subsidized. Governments at the Federal,
State and local levels will have to subsidize care for many families.
The priN ate 'Sector also must play a role. We really haven't heard
too much about the private sector today.

Parents of young children themselves are very young. Many of
them are at the beginning of their careers and thus at the low
point of family income, but they are faced with this large expendi-
ture to ensure the well-being of their young children.

The example that I like to use most frequently in North Carolina
is that I have a son who is a sophomore at North Carolina State,
studying engineering. It costs me less to send him to North Caroli-
na State, whici is heavily subsidized by the State, than it would for
me to send him to child care.

Now, I'm not facing that cost at the beginning of my careerI'm
a little bit beyond that. If we adjusted what I paid for his child care
when he was in thereand hP.i,'s really when I got interested in
child careI was paying $140 a week for child care for him, back
he's now almost 20. When he was three, I was paying $140 a N
because I wanted high-quality child care.
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It's unrealistic to expect that these young parents can pay the
true cost of child care. There are going to be some who will make a
real sacrifice, but its unrealistic to think that most families are
going to be able to make that sacrifice and provide high-quality
child care.

Another group that we've forgotten in terms of who's paying for
chiid care are the child care workers. A colleague of mine, Susan
Russell, did an analysis of child care in Chapel Hill, North Caroli-
na, and she found that the primary people who were subsidizing
child care were the people who were working in child carenot
anyone else.

This can't go on forever. We've talked about the turnover rate in
child care, and all of the attendant complications of both people
with very little or no training working in child care. That's not
going to change unless we improve salaries in child care.

Failure to provide good programs has many costs, and we haven't
talked too much about the cost of not providing good programs.
From what we know about what good programs dothey reduce
placement in special education, the likelihood of retention in
gradewe know that there are savings in providing good pro-
grams. We know that if you don't provide good programs. there are
going to be costs that well pay for later

In fact, we are j_aying for those now.
Perhaps most import. -1y, from my own experience in working

in child care centers all across the United States and to some
degree overseas, children in low quality programs are simply not
happy. Our children have a right to be happy.

Improved regulation is required This is my last point While
high-quality care is expensive, we can't assume that expensive care
is of high quality. We know that the quality of care varies dramati-
cally across the United States.

For example. a single care give in a day care center zan care for
a maximum of three infants in some States, and a maximum of
eight infants in another State I don't think there is any reputable
child rare professional in America who would tell you that you
could provide high quality care for eight infants with one care-
giver.

Now, we may quibble a little over whether three is Letter than
four, or four better than five, but there's no doubt from the profes-
sionals in America that eight infants with one caregiver is not good
for children.

In a study that Susan Russell and I conducted ;n North Carolina,
we found that child care centers with high standards and frequent
monitoring were only one-fifth as likely to have child abuse and ne-
glect complaints lodged against them. as were centers meeting the
minimum State requirements.

We know that regulation can make a difference in the lives of
these young children and in the lives of their families State Gov-
ernments need guidance and Financial assistance in planning and
improving standards and monitoring Regulation really has those
two pieces to it

It involves standards that are reasonable and monitoring to
make sure those standards are improved.
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Anothei Wit. inpk till:, relationship hetk mon torn.,
quality care there A.Na:-, a in P,-rmsy 1.ani) the t,)
v hich centers v.re c%,inplying to the Penns:,lvarta
4. clear relationship between the quality of the learning environ-

ment for kids and compliance to regulations was found, up to about
a point with 90-percent compliance. It's interesting that when you
went beyond 90-percentto where they were overly concerned
about dotting the i's and crossing the t's--the quality dropped offer
very slightly. But up to 90 percent compliance showed that there
was a clear relationship between quality in environment and com-
pliance.

In summary, let me say that based on my own work and that of
many other researchers across the country, we know that child
care must be and can be improved. It's going to take a major com-
mitment from Government as well as from famili of young chil-
dren to bring about this improvement.

In order to ensure the well-being of our youngest citizens and
their familiesand of our Nationwe must make high-quality
care available for all of our young children who need it.

Better child care provides our Federal Government an opportuni-
ty to make a major difference in the lives of young children and
their families.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Richard M Clifford follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My nare is

Dick Clifford. I am Associate Director of the Bush

Institute for Child and Family Policy at the Frank Porter

Graham Child Development Center at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill. I am delighted to be here today to

discuss the issue of high quality programs for preschool-

aged children in America.

There are 5 points that I want to make today:

1. There is a large and growing need for child

care in America.

2. Parents want high quality programs for their

children.

3. High quality programs are good for children.

4. High quality programs are expensive and

subsidies are required for many families.

5. Adequate standards and monitoring are essential

for insuring access to high quality programs.

Need for child care. I know that numerous speakers at

your previous hearing spoke of the continually growing need

for child care in America. My home state is a particularly

heavy user of out of home care for young children because of

our heavy dependence on female labor force participation in

textiles, apparel and furniture industries. At the Bush

Center, we conducted a survey of some 1000 parents

registering their children for kindergarten in three school

3- ti'2 , )

89-234 - 88 - 8
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districts in North Carolina in the spring of 1986 . Nearly

two thirds of the mothers of these children were working

during the year before their child entered kindergarten. A

total of 75% of the children were in some kind of non-

parental child care or education arrangement that year

(Clifford, 1987). It is a reality of life in North

Carolina, and in the US as a whole, that preschool-aged

children are in out-of-home care for major portions of their

lives.

Parents want high quality programs. Parents need and

want good programs for their young children. When we asked

them why they chose the program their child was in, they

gave three reasons most frequently:

> The setting was good for the child's icvelopment

> The child was happy there, and

The caregiver was experienced.

These reasons were chosen most frequently by parents

regardless of family income, race, or marital status. The

parents are saying they want high quality programs.

High quality programs are good for our children. A

large and growing literature exists on the importance of

quality preschool programs [fir example see Schweinhart, et

al, 1986; Ramey, et al, 1987; Ruopp & Travers, 1982; Lazar,

et al, 1982; McCartney, Scarr, and Phillips, 19P4; Phillips,

et al, 1987). Time does not permit a review of that

literature here. However, it is clear that high quality

P, rams have significant benefits for disadvantaged

2
1-
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children in terms of suc ess in school and in later life.

The data is not as compelling for children from more

advantaged families, however, high quality environments for

young child/en appear to be related to improved cogniti ;e

and social development for all children.

Child care is expensive. High quality care is

especially expensive. In a paper I presented earlier this

month at the American Educational Research Association,

costs for four models of preschool programs were compared

(Clifford and Russell, 1988). Model I represented high

quality as defined by the .rational Academy of Early

Childhood Programs (1985). Included salaries and

benefits to attract and retain qualified staff, good staff-

child ratios and group sizes and adequate resources for

supplies,materials and equipment. The estimated cost for

this type of program is over $5200 per child per year.

Models II and III ere for moderate levels of at ility -- one

with high quality staff but poorer child staff ratios and

the other with good ratios and group sizes but poor staff

pay and benefits. These moderate quality programs cost

roughly $4000 per year per child. Model IV represents the

status quo for center-based care, and costs anoroximately

$3000 per year per child.

Child care costs must be subsidized. Governments

both at the federal and state/local levels will have to

subsiLtze care for many families. The private sector also

must play a role. Parents of young children are themselves
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relatively young. Many are at the very beginning of heir

careers, and thus at the low point of family income. Yet

they are faced with this large expenditure to insure the

well being of their young child. Hofferth (1988) found that

on average, parents were spending about 10% of their income

on child care, about what they were spending for food.

However poor families were forced to spend 20-25% on child

ca-e -- about what was spent on housing. Ho;ferth's

findings were based on much lower costs than our estimates

of costs for high quality programs. It is unrealistic to

expect that these young parents can pay the true cost.

Private non-profit agencies such as churches are already

providing a great deal of help. Day care ,corkers are also

subsidizing care through low wages and benefits. Business

and industry is beginning to provide assistance. Parents

pay by far the largest share of these costs. In recent

years, the share of these costs paid by the federal

government has decreased relative to the other sources of

help to families.

While the costs of providing high quality care are

relatively easy to calculate, the costs of not providing

such care are more difficult to uncover. Failure to provide

good programs has many cost>. An increased number of

children will be placed in special education and more

children will be retained in grade in school. And perhaps

most importantly, my own experience is that children are

simply not happy in low quality programs.
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Improved regulation is required. While high quality

care is expensive, we cannot assume that expensive care is

of high quality. We know that the quality of care varies

dramatically in the US. For example a single caregiver in a

day care center can care for a maximum of 3 infants in some

states while in others she can care for as many as 8 without

any assistance. In a study that Susan Russell and I

conducted in North Carolina, we found that child care

centers with high standards and frequent monitoring were

only 1/5 as likely to have child abuse and neglect

complaints lodged against them as were centers meeting the

minimum state requirements (1987). We know that regulation

can make a difference in the lives of these young children

and their families. State governments need guidance and

financial assistance in improving standards and monitoring.

In summary let me say that, based on my own work and

that of many other researchers across the country, we know

that child care must be and can be improved. It will take a

major co unitment from government as well as from the

families of young children to bring about this improvement.

In order to insure the well being of our youngest citizens

and their families -- in fact for our nation we must make

high quality care available for all of our young children.

The Act for Better Child Care provides for our federal

government an opportunity to make a major difference in the

lives of millions of young children and their families. I

encourage you to support the bill.

2,
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Clifford.
Mrs. Inez Holloman.

STATEMENT OF INEZ HOLLOMAN, HOLLOMAN CHILD DEVELOP-
MENT AND EDUCATION. ACCOMPANIED "SY VERNON HOLLO-

MAN, JR.
Ms. HOLLOMAN. Thank you for letting me come here today.
I think that with the exception of one other person to follow on

the next panel, that I am the only private provider of child care
here.

I must say this, though it's not on my testimonyall day long, I
felt as though I was on the operating table in the room with a lot
of professionals who were going to decide whether I would live or
die.

I appreciate an opportunity to speak with you this afternoon.
My son, the second generation, collaborates with me on every-

thing I do, so he will help me out if I get into a pinch.
Thank you very much.
Mr. KILDEE. You've very welcome.
Thank you.
Ms. HOLLOMAN. I came before you today as a small business en-

trepreneur, practicing free enterprise in child care. A representa-
tive of a group of people providing care and nurturing to children
while at the same time providing jobs and generating revenues.

Most of us are too busy to create a political scene or to make a
lot of noise about the fact that we care for 65 percent of America's
children in child care. We have all of the problems of other small
businessesheavy regulation, high cost of insurance, unfair compe-
tition from unregulated, non-profits and governments at all levels.
We do this because we chose to serve children.

Many of us contributed in the only way we knew how during the
war effort in World War II and the 1940's by keeping other
women's children so that they could fulfill much-needed other posi-
tions. The pay was low, and the days were long. Our working day
consists of the parents' travel time to and from work.

We did this without State or Federal aid, relying on our own cre-
ative talents and personal resources to fill the needs.

I only give you this backward look to help you realize that we
are as American as motherhood and apple pie. This is women help-
ing women from other families to work.

We are marketing the thing that we do bestmothering skills,
caring and doing for children. The big business of child care came
about during the 1960's, the big days of women's liberation and of
Title 20. All the noise began to resound with the great influx of
Federal money as big businesses and Government saw a way to
direct the flow of funds from Washington to themselves. We contin-
ued to care for the children.

We accepted Government's invasion into our lives and the lives
of our children and families by way of inspections and regulations,
announced and unannounced. We accepted the faults and the guilt
of some in the industry when they failed and bore the burden of
shame as if they were family.

o..-., -
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But the parents of the children we servesome children or
grandchildren of those we cared for beforecontinued to seek us
out and bring up their children. They know the care and the serv-
ice they are receiving, and the people they are doing business with.
The parents we serve come in and out of our centers daily, con-
verse with the cooks, the teachers, the caregivers, and the children.

They do not select their child care from an information and re-
ferral sheet printed by computer. They do not go to a social service
office or a public school to ask about child care. They review and
select the care as they would a home, a church, or a doctor. We are
indeed an extension of the family.

The vast philosophical differences in our ranks can fit the needs
of any American family large or small. We provide whatever it
take.. to make a working family work. We provide educational
training at all levels, from infant stimulation to private elementary
schools. Some include dancing, music lessons, art, swimming, differ-
ent sportsall combined with care and nurturing. We teach the
little ones how to sit up, hold the cup, eat, walk, talk, sing, stark
blocks, cut with the scissors, count beads, and yes, even read and
write.

Educational professionals have long acknowledged our contribu-
tions, for children receiving child care perform very well in early
school. We say no in a strong voice and give redirection with love
and care. These are our children.

Though we have been, and will continue to, meet the needs and
serve well, the legislation intended in Congress will do away with
this segment of private enterprise in America

It is against private enterprise and religious groups. With the
influx of increased funding for Governmental care and certain non-
profits, expanded bureaucratic organizations of socialistic child
care would consume the market through their budgets and their
captive information and referral systems.

This is imposed by the legislation. We have had some experience
with subsidized information and referral systems jockeying for the
first place position when this legislation is passed. The information
given out is always negative or incorrect on the proprietary cen-
ters, and there are no referrals.

The proposed legislation would blanket programming, eliminat-
ing parental choice. When one cuts the options, one eliminates
choices. The parents would be told where to take their children, as
many children in need of Federal assistance are now. They have no
choice.

Many do not even see the centers to which their children are to
be sent, since social service worg,ers make all the arrangements.

Some of these centers receive subsidies from eight different
sources and are audited by no one. I've served on a special task
force commission by President Jimmy Carter for the Office of Ad-
vocacy with the Small Business Adminiztration to investigate Gov-
ernment competition with small business. We printed a booklet
called Government in Competition: A Threat to Small Businesses,
and this information was turned in from that study.

With the programs all the came, the caregivers all trained the
same, and the centers so that lo philosophical differences could be
expressed, we request you to review these questions. What kind of

2'i,;
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citizens would we produce? Would all of these children think alike?
Would the; be capable of stimulating debate?

This is something to really ponder sire those children are in the
center more of their waking hours than they are with their par-
ents.

The industry does not need Federal legislation. We don't want it,
and we don't seek it. Child care regulations and inspections are
best left to the States. The States are more familiar with the needs
of the families and the caregivers.

The State is also closer to the facility where the care :s given.
Gentlemen, Federal funds in excessmy printed copy says $7

million but it's really $7 billion, I have a hard time putting billion
and dollars together, for some reason [laughter] but $7 billion are
disbursed annually for child care funds such as AFDC, title 20,
Head Start, and the USDA Child Care Food Program. We would
request your legislative talents to reform and realign these pro-
grams so as to get more of the dollars to the child and not to ad-
ministration and self-serving brokerage organizations.

A big portion of a match could be required of State and local gov-
ernments, as many of them buy child care completely on Federal
funds.

The SBA loan program could be expanded to certify a portic .1 for
low-interest loans for start up and for remodeling child care cen-
ters, and the child cafe 0 ter could be given the same treatment
as other small business in an economic impact zone.

Child care centers could also be included in the SBA incubators.
The proposed legislation could open the proverbial Pandora's box

for child care expenses for Government and parents, as subsidized
Government centers simply do not work in a cost efficient manner.
There is little need to perform when you can't go broke.

The cost of care in a non-profit, subsidized center when compared
to a for-profit, taxpaying center is almost twice as much, and this
cost will surely rise when we are no longer around.

Subsidized centers justify this by claiming that we are not qual-
ity. We consider this an insult, not only to us but to the parents
who cho..se our centers. They know, and they care, and these are
their children.

Yes, the people I represent here today aie truly America's
unsung heroes and heroines, for we saw the need and we met it
with loving care. We 'id this long ago, when Government and bu-
reaucracy was busy ..._ another scene, as American heroc-; have
always done.

We ask for nothing except the freedom to perform our skill in
the market without the threat of Government takeover. We live
and survive by our daily performance.

The Holl....an Schools are no better than the da, the child had
today. We cannot make exchar es nor replace bac days for days
are not ours to give. We strive o make each day a day of growing
and giving, living and .rning, caring and sharing, packed with
good food and fun, striving to supply each child with what he or
she needs for the successful pursuit of happiness.

My son has broken down the bill and if you'd like we'll g ) over
the points that we find most harmful to the industry.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very mach.

2 ,
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Do you have something to add'
Mr. HOLLOWAY Yes
Thank you, Mr. Chairman
My name is Vernon Holloinan, and I'm the current vice-presi-

dent of the Proprietary Child Care Association of Virginia We're
also affiliated with the National Chili Care Association. which rep-
res..nts the child care service indus'.ry, more particularly the for-
profit taxpaying service industry.

We have 23 States now represented in our association
We are collectively opposed to the ABC legislation for the follow-

ing reasons. I'd like to go with this section by section. I'll ira-
phrase to lep it brief, Mr. Chairman.

Ur: ,ction t,vo, finding and purposes, it suggests a short...6e of
available child care. Our research finds that the shortage of avail-
able child care is basically localized and is not widespread. The
most difficult care to find is part time care, night-time care and
weekend cam. This is also the least in demand. Obviously, if it's
not demanded very much, the industry is not going to respond to
provide it. So if you are one of those unfortunate parents who
needs that type of service, it's going to be difficult for you to find.

The other section on purposes, section B2, the purpose of the bill
as it states is to promote the availability and the diversity of qual-
ity child care. The bill falls ft.r sh.,rt, of promoting availability and
diversity, and actually discriminates against religious and for-profit
taxpaying child care businesses, which provide a major portion of
the child care in the United States.

Under Section Four, appropriations, which calls for expenditures
of $2.5 billion, from a purely financial perspective, this is an ex-
tremely expensive measure compared to other related legislation
which actually accomplishes more for the American family than
this bill. We would refer you again to H.R. 3944 and S. 2187.

Under Section Six, which establisher s lead agency, and man-
dates that States establish added bureaucracy with the specific
duties of monitoring child care activitiesmost States currently li-
cense and inspect child care center and family day care homes,
which fall within the licensing strata. This varies from State to
State.

Families and providers don't need any further expansion of
social bureaucracy. When the Virginia Department of Social Serv-
ices "took over" spousal support payments, and misplaced over $1
millionask the recipients if they are now bettcr off with that
added bureaucracy. Some of those people are still waiting to re-
ceive those spousal payments.

Section Seven mandates that States will be locked in on their
child care licensinc- standards in addition to Federal standards
,rafted under this act. Many States are now actively updating and
restructuring their child care standards, with the help of industry
and other professionals. Families and industry would prefer that
regulatory authority remain at the State level, maintaining the
current level already in existence.

It is ridiculous to have such a mandate which removes all State
options. I know that in Virginia, for example, the last session of
our General Assembly passed House Bill 1237, which was an indus-
try-generated bill. This established a regulatory council with indus-
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try membership as well as for-profit, non-profit, building health
codes, fire, DSSa representation across the boar('

That group, that committee is a high level committee which is
charged with the responsibility to write and promulgate and en-
force regulations in child care. That's just one bill.

We also have q bill in our State that is again industry generat:d.
It calls for the moval of all exemptions to regulation, which actu-
ally brings mo.e of child care providers uncle, State regulations.
That debate has been carried over into the next session in our
State.

Section Seven provides that licensing staff make unannounced
inspections of no less than 20 percent of the regulated family day
care homes. From our perspective, that's totally unacceptable. This
means ',,I,at 80 percent of the regulated homes may not be visited at
all, and none of the non-regulated homes will be visited.

MandatesSection Seven further mandates that States maintain
a record of parental complaints and make them available to the
general public Now, we're not opposed to that, but complaints are
not convictio.is. This should be justified and proven complaints.
There's an awful lot of inequity in the system, and '.,,, lien yo, nay
have a disgruntled parent or employee filing erroneous complaints
against a child care pro' :der, that would go one some sort of public
record and stay there forever. We're trying to get that changed in
Virginia and elsewhere.

Under Section Eight, rules for the use of fundsfunds are to be
provided through grants and contracts with public and private non-
profit entities. These entities may subcontract with other public
and private non-profit entities. This creates a closed bureaucratic
system which in fact socializes child care under the act. It also dis-
criminates against for-profit, taxpaying providers.

Section Eight further establishes funding for eligible public
schools and non-profit child care centers to maintain part day pro-
grams. Again, this further discriminates against for-profit taxpay-
ing child care providers who also are providing the saine type of
services.

Section 11 establishes the Inter Agency Advisory Committee on
Child Care. The States already have advisory and licensing com-
mittees to address these concerns As far as we're concerned, it's
one more added bureaucracy.

Section 12 establishes a State advisory committee on licensing.
That's just another bureaucratic committee. Sectio.: '3 establishes
resource and referral programs, which shall recognize only public
and private non-profit entitles to serve as such.

This establishes what we call captive referrals, which are de-
signed to funnel and direct parents and children out of the private
sector and into the Government sector.

Other industries also have been fighting resource and referral,
such , the durable medical goods industries, physicians and cer-
tain legal professional groups.

Advertising and the Yellow Pages of our phone director are fair,
impartial, and available to all who wish to use them. It is main
tained by a private concern, costing the Government nothing.

2' 33
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This section also discriminates against for-profit, taxpaying pro-
viders, who in scme cases would like to operate their own resource
and referral program.

Section 14 mandates that staff training and providersfor grants
and contracts to be entered into with public agencies and again pri-
vate non-profit entities to develop staff training programs. Again,
this further discriminates against for-profit child care providers
and organizations which currently provide ongoing staff training at
no cost to Government.

I can tell you that in most of the State associations that we've
recently met withwhich number 23all of those are now doing
staff training or have proposals on the table to get into that.

Section 19 is a sectarian prohibition, which of course excludes all
religious programs, symbols and artifacts. Many very high quality
child care providers, in the for-profit and non-profit sector, offer re-
ligious programs. Grace before meals, Bible stories are part of the
daily activities. Religious programs provide moral fiber that this
predominantly religious nation depends on to establish the princi-
ples of honesty and integrity, and the basic appreciation and re-
spect of life and property.

Such prohibitions may be legal for public schools where attend-
ance is compulsory by law, but it's unreasonable for child care at
which attendance is voluntary and by parental choice.

Above all Federal provisions, parental choice must not lie inter-
fered with in any legislative measure. We rni,st continr.ally protect
the rights of parents to choose what they ti ink is oest for the:r
children.

We'd like for you to keep competition in 'ild care, and to keep
private enterprise in child care, and prot, ct religious programs
from Government-enforced extinction

Thank you for your time.
[The prepared st.-2, --nt of Inez Holloman follows]
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Aptat 2), 191111

Gentlemen

I come be6oke you today as a Skutt Buaaneta EntkepteneuA oactkckng 6tee

entekpAaae an the 6aetd o6 child cane, a komeoentatkve o6 a gkoup o6 people

pkovkdkng cake and nuktutang to the chktdten &Ade at the woe tame ptovkdkng

lobe and genetatang revenue. Most u6 ake too buoy with daa4 actkvakeo

to cAeate a potktkcat ocene 0/ make atot o6 noLae about the tact that we cake

Got 65t c6 the chadaen an need o6 child cate an Ametkca. We endute all o6 the

pkobtema o6 othek smatt buokneueo. heavy kegulataon, high coat o6 anaukance,

un6aak competition 6tom unkegulated non-p/o6kto and govetnment at all teveta.

We do thcA becauae we choke to telve chatdten. Many o6 (to contaabuted an

the only way we could to the Look e66ott dung Woad Wak II an the 6oktae6 by

keeping other wemen'o chktd/en 60 they could 154.11 much needed pautwon6.

The pay wad low, the day tong ao out wonting day COn6a6L4 o6 the pakent'a

walk day plug ravel tame. We dad that without State of Tedetal help, tetyang

on 0114 own ckeatwve talent and pettonat tewukce6 to 6a11 the needa.

I only gave you that backward took to help you teatkze tnat we ale a/

Ametkcan at Mothekhood and Apple P. Women, helping other 6amwtaet to wokk

by matketang what we do beat - Mothetang Skatts cattng and doing 604 chktdlen.

The bag bu6anC44 06 Chad cake came about dukang the 64.xt4.?6 tne day

o6 women'a labetataon and the great oockety (ALSO TITLE XX). All the noise

began to tekound with the peat anitux o6 6edetat money 46 bag botaneta and

goveknmenta taw a way to datect the 6tow 06 bundk 6tom Washangton to them/etve5.

We continued to cate 6ok tf chktdlen. We accepted govetument anvraaon into met

laved and the &vet o6 the chtldten't 6am4.14.e6 by way o6 tegulataon knd anapec-

taona, announced and unannounced. We accepted the Gault and the guilt o6 aome

an the anduatty when they 6ak1ed on went awky and bote the butden o6 thane ao 4.6

the wane 6amkty. But the patento o6 the chktdRen Ae /ewe, oome chatdken ate
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the grandchildren oi the children we caned ion miry yeate ago. conttnue to acek

ue out and bring UA theirs chaldnem They know the cane and tietvcce they arse te-

cetvtng and the people they ate doing bvmanemm with. The panentm we serve come

to and out 06 ours centers datly, convenes with the cook, tedchete, categtvet.,

and chttdten. They do not tqlect child cane ieom an tnionmataon sheet painted

out by a computes. They do not go to a Social Service OliAtee on a NU-cc School

to ask about child cane, but review and select the cane a., they td a home,

a church, oe a doctor. Fos we ate indeed an extension oi the Gamily and the

vast phalomophtcal dabiemencem an our nuke can aunt the needs oi any Ames...can

iamuly, Lange on moan.

We potvtde whatever at takes to make a working idintty conk. We pmovtde

educational teatnang at all levet!, 'Wm aniant ettmutatton to otvate elementary

school. Some include dancing, music le-swam, ant, Awammung, daiienent sports,

all combined uuth cane and nuntumang. We teach the tattle one to eat up, hold

a cup, eat, walk, talk, mang, stack blocks, cut with the 4C444044, count beads,

and yes, even recd and wuate. Educational pnoiemmaonalm have tong ago acknowledged

own contnabuttoms bon children receiving chtld case petiotm very welt an unto

school

We may no an strong voices, and gave RedtAeCt4On with love and concetn.

Theme are "our" children.

Though we have been and waft continue to meet the needs and 4e2ve well,

the tegtotatton pending an Congress wall do at with this -segment oi itee

entetotek an America. It as against pAtvate entetotse and netagao 4 groups.

The tux oi increased liundtng ion governmental and certain non-pnoliat'm

expanded buteavctattc organizations of soctahmuc chtld cane would consume the

market through Cheat ballooned budgets and the captive anionmatton and qeiettat

2'A 3
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hyaena torched by the leg-oat-con AtAet6. We have had some experience 'oak

government oubAttitzed hniatmatton and teSettal AyAtemo jockyeng bon 6toot

place poutton4 when then leghclathon Co paooed. The trOamatton otven out

atwayo negattve 04 incorrect on ptopttetaty centeth and there ate no teSettats.

The poopohed leg-halation would blanket ptogtamtung, elhounathng parental

chotce, Sot when one cute the opteona, one ettmAnate4 many chatcts. The patent

would be told where to take thect chtliten, a4 many patents an need oi Sedetat

ahcAstance ixom social Aeutceo 6undo are now. They have NO chocce. Many do

n,t even see the Centet theat children are to be sent to as Socha Wotheth

make all oi he arrangements. Many oS these chadten ate cent to centers that

are "cextA6ked a4 licensed" whack receive oubudteA 6Aom as many a etght Idl

de.66949nt 40n4C94 and are audited by NO ONE. Than tehthmony wah aubmttted in

1979 to SBA Sot Special Tank Force Study by the 066Ace 06 Advocacy - GoveRnment

Compeththon. A Threat To Small Btalnt4.6.

With the programs all the name, the caxegtvexo trained all the acme, en

centers where no philosophical dtSSetencts could be expressed, we tequeat you

to review these queottono What tuna 06 cetezena would be poduced9 Would

these chtldten all thy* alike 04 be capable ctS ottmutattny debate, Thu 44

something to Realty ponder as the chticiten ate an the Centet more 06 they( awake

hours than they are walk they( patents.

The Anduotty does not need Sedetal Lech-slat-on. We do not want et of week

et as child cake xegutattono and enapecteona ate neat test to the qatm. The

State e4 mote 6amu/kao with the needy oS the 6amulte4 and the eategtveh5. The

State 4.4 closer to the 6acatty where the eau 4.4 94.1./en

Gentlemen, 6edexat 6und4 en excess o6 7 matton dollars ate dtspethed

annually child cake phoghano ouch a4 AFDC, Tate XX, Head Start, USDA Child

3
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Cate Food Setokce Ptogtama. We would tequeat youk legislative talents to ke6own

and keatkne these pkogkana ao as to get note 06 the dollar to the child and not

to adinutkatAatkon and 4ef6 ukykng bkokekage okgankzatkon'a coat. A bkggek poktkon

o6 a match could be legutkeo o6 the State and Local goveknment as many buy child

cake completely on 6edekal 6.utd4.

The S& Loan Guakantee Rkogken could be expanded to net aekde a paktum dok

tow knteteat loan/ 6ok atatt up and kenondetkng o6 child cake centeka. The

child cake center could be given the acme tkeabsent as othek mutt buatnea.s

aa u economic impact zones. Child cake centeta could be included tn the SBA

ulcubatok.

The pkopoted fegkatatkon would open the pkovekbkat Pandoka'a Box on child

cake expenses hok goveknment and patents, as aub44dkzed govetnment centena singly

DO NOT wok en a coat e66kckent mannet. These is little need to pet6otm when

you can't go bkoke. The coat o6 cake in a non-p406kt subsidized center as com-

paked to a 6ok-pko6kt tax paying centek k4 almost bocce as much and this coat

will 44.4e when we ake no longek ,kound.

Subsidized conteta juatk6y this by claiming we ake not quality. We conakdek

thin an knautt, not only to ua but to the patents who choose OuA center /. They

know and they cake. Them ate THEIR childken.

yea, the people I tepketent heke today ake tkuty Ame4ACa'A unsung heto4

and hetoknea, 604 we saw the need and met et with loving cake. Ne dad thin long ago

when govetnment and bukeauckacy wake busy at anothek scene, aA Ametkcan henoa

have always done. We Pak 604 nothing except the 6teedom to pek6okm nuA skill

en a matket without the thkeat o6 govetnnent take ovek. Fok we lave and aukykve

by OUR pet6otmance daily. The Hottonun achoota ate no betty( than the day the

child had today. We cannot mak exchanges not keplace bad day/ 6ok days ate not
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OuR4 to gcue. So we etuue to make each day a day 06 pawwng and g4okag, botag

and leaknolg, caAkng and 6hat,ng, packed wall good Good and On, ituvolg to

equip each chkld wcth what h. 04 he nude OA a oucceet6ut putaatt o6 kappcneaa.

Thank you,

Inez Holloman

Holloman Chad Educat4on
and Development Centeka, Inc.
1520 Todd6 Lane
Hampton, VA 23666
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CHILD CARE INDUSTRY POSITION PAPER
AS PREPARED 8Y

VEF JNHOLLOHAN, JR. AND INEZ HOLLOMN
,Aplat 21, 1988

HR 3660 SIS85

Sec. 2 Fandanga and Pulpoaea

(A1 (61 Suggeata a "zhoktage" 06 available child cake

Indurthy Reaponae A pekeeaped aholtage only witkeh az haghty localized

and not wade aphead. The moot da66aeutt ease to band (a palt-tome,

night tune, and weekend cake, whack aa also the least an demand.

(8) (2) Pukpoae. To phomote the avaatabataty and davehiaty o6

quality child cake.

Induatty Reaponae Thaa ban 6atta 6a/ ehokt o6 promoting availability

oh davehaaty and actually chacharnatea agaanat "hetagaouz" and "6ok

pho6at tax paying" child cake buzanetaez, which phovade a maion pro ton

06 child cake an the United States.

Sec. 4 ApphophtaiAon: 2.5 Battaon Dottaka 6ok 1989 pu.th 6utune knutedaea

induethy Reaponze FkOm a pukely 6anancaat pehapect4ve, thaa (4 an

extremely expenaave meaauhe az compahed to othek ketaZed tegtAtatkor,

which actually accomptaahea moke 6ok the Archaean Family than then bat.

See HR 3944 and 52181 which an 6a1 moke 6avokable 6kom a 6amaty and

plovtdek pekepectwe.

Sec. 6 - Lead Agency-
Mandatea that etatea ebtahtkah added bukeaucnacy with

apcca8ae dutaea to monktok child cane act/vat/ea

lndu.stny Renpowse. All States eukhently license and inspect child

cake centent, and 6amkty day cane homes which ball wtthos the tacenzang

anata. Famwtte6 and plovade/a do not need any Otthet expansion 06

Aockat bukeauctacy. When Vtlyknta Depattment o6 Soccal Sentuce6 "took

oven" Swam, Suppo/t Payments, and "mk6placed" oven a motion dottanA,

ask the keemOkent4 /6 they ate new better 066 with this added buneadclacy.

1
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Sec. 7 lc, (31 (C) Mandates that states wit be "locked en" on thetk child

tecenung atandakda en addktkon to 6edekal atandakda cka6ted under thcs act.

Industry Response Many States are now actively updating and Ite-

dtkuctuUng them child cake atandakda with the help o6 kndu4tky and

othek pko6e.suonals. Famates and kndustky would pke6ek that kegutatoky

authokkty kematn at the State level matntatnang the cultitent system

alkeady en exkstence It es kkdkculou4 to have such a mandate which

kemovea all State options.

Sec 7 Ic) 131 1G) Mannates a low kntekeat loan pkogkeun available to non-pko6kt

entities.

Industry Response Thkk pkogkam dcwkaliknatek against "6ok-pko641"

pkovkdekk which genekate some oi thz '.,venue used to 6und tilts pkoposal.

In most cram the only dt66ekence between a non-ploW and a 6ok-pko641

clic& cake pkow.dek 44 the tax status. One page, the othek doesn't.

Sec. 7 1cl 16) 131 feel Dekckkbek 6undkng thitough gkants 04 contkact4 weth

public agencies and pkkvate non-p4o6ct -tovtdekk and oltganczattond.

Induktky Response Aunty!, dkackkmknate,, against "6ok-pko6kl" tax

pcykng chk.'1 cake pkovkdeks.

Sec 7 (c) 113) (DI Ikkl 'kuvkdes that tecenung ata66 mac unannounced knvectton

o6 no less than 20% o6 the Regulated Fecikly Day Cake Homes.

Industry Response Totally unacceptable. Mks means that 801 06 are

Requtated homes may not be vokted at all. None o6 the Non-Regulated

homes teal be vcskted.

Sec. 7 (CI 1131 111 (cal Mandate6 States makntakn a kecoked o6 pakental complatnt4

and make them available to the genekal public.

Industry Response Complaints ale not convketkons. This should kead

"JuAtticed and Pkoven Complaint ".

2'4.
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Sec. S la) (1) IA) Rules 601 uhe o6 6unds

States that sund4 ate to be ptoveded
thtougi grants and contlact4 w4th

publ4c and ptcvate non-pko6xt
ent4t4e8 and that these entetees may

sub-contkact w4th other pubtec and pkevate non-pkopt ent4t.e4.

Indiotty Re4ponse
Thee ckeate4 a closed buteauckatec 4y4tem whcch en

Oct "Soceuteze4" chetd cake andel th4s act. D4sck4m4nates aga4nst

"hot-pkoSet" tax paykng pkovedeks.

Sec. 8 (61 (2) (4)
E4tablchhe4 6und4ng 6ok eltg4ble publec schools and non-pkoOt

child cake pkogkamos to maentaen yakt-day pkoglams.

Indu4tky Response. Sukthel dear cmenate4 agaenst "hot-ptoOt" tax payeng

cheld cake plovedeke

Sec. 11
E4tab144het the Intekagency Adve4oky Commyttee

on Ch4ld Cate

Indu4Lky Reepon4e State, already have adv44oly and 14cenetng commyttees

to addkehe these concekn4. 114.6 <4 Net mote added buteauctacy.

Sec. 17
Estabtc4hes a State Advc4ony Commtttee on Lccenunr

Indu4tku Re4pon4e: See Sec. 11 Above

Sec. 73 (41
E4tablc4he4 Resource and Re6ekkal Piogkams whech ,hall tecogneze

only publkc and pkevate non-pko64t
entctees to tekve as each.

Indu4tky Re4pon4e Thee e4tabtc4he4 "capttve ke6ekkale whech ate

deeegned to Gunnell on detect patents and cheldken out o6 the pkevate

hectot and <pito the government of 4oceatezed 4ectok. Othek tndustkees

have ate° been 64ght4ng kesoukce and
ke6ekkal such a4 the Datable Med4cal

Goode Industry, Phy4eckan4, and the Legal pkc4e44eon. Advettctcng and

the yetlow pages o6 youk phone dckectoky ate Oct, cmpaktcal, and aorta-

able to all who Lucek to woe and <t 4.4
maentaened by a pkevate concekn

costeng government noth4ng.
Thee 4eCtcOn also dc4clumunates aga4n4t

the "6ok-pko64t" tax pay4ng pkovedek4.

3
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Sec. 14 181 III (Al Mandates eta66 tkaanang and pkovadee 6ok gkante and contkacta

to be enteked ant,' Mkt* public agencaek and pktyate non-pkoiat entities to develop

eta66 ttatnAng pkogkame.

Induetky Response: Fukthek dteckamanatee against "6ot-pko6at" tax paying

child cake pkovkdekk and okgaanzataone which ale° cukkently pkovade on

going eta66 ttaanang at no cckt to goveknment.

Sec. 15 fkiablkkhes a icdekal adnunkstkatok oi child cake.

Indu6t4 ReAponee: Not needed. Thka (A Duet anothek bukeauckatac

o66ace to deal 'oath.

Sec. It Eetablkehee the National Advaeoky Committee on Chad Cale Standakdk.

Induetky ReAponee CkeateA moke unneceeeaky bukeauckacy. Induktky

would again pkeiek ftegulatoky aulhoktty be le6t at the State level

wheke at belongs.

Sec. 19 (A) Sectaktan Fkohabataon which excludes all kelagaou4 pkogkame,

kymlolk and aktkiacta. RequakeA each kymoola and akta6acte to be kemoved ok

coveted.

Induetky Reepunee The most appaultng Aectaon o6 all. Many veky ;ugh

quality chard cake pkovadekA an the 6ok-pko6at and non-pko6at Aectok

oiiek kelkgkouk pkogkamk, gkace beim meals, and bale ktokkek ak

pakt o6 theak &lay activity. Religious pkogkame pkovkde the mokal

64.bek that thaz pkedomknanity kelagaouo nation depends upon to eAtablatA

the pkknctpala o6 honeAty, anteglaty, and the bazac appkettataon and

kekpect Li la6e and pkopekly.

Such pkohabttaono may be "legal" 6ok public school Am attendance

te compuleoky by law, but lb unkeakonable 6ok child cake an which atten-

dance 4.4 voluntaky and by parental choice. Above all iedekal pkovaktona,

parental choice met not be 4ntek6eked with an any legislative meakule.

2
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WC malt Contcnuallii protect the 1(,:lft5
oA palent6 tv choose what they

thcnt 4 the heft (col the c, chtldten

Keen compet(t(on (n eh(td eve keep pl(vate entelpt(se (n chad

caw.. Ploteet let(g(cus olcomms (,rem gmtnment ext(nct(en

Reyectiutty Sahm<lted,

/ ' L

Jcz,
velneil'Wflomar, It

Vice(-P,es(dent
Noplataty Chad Cale
A65oc(atcon o6 Vog(n(a
1'20 Todd Lao
Hampton, VA 23666

Inc:. Holleman

Legolattve Serletalo
Plopt(etakii Chad Cale
Awcot(on o6 V,,ta(n(a

1520 Todds Lane
Hampton, VA 23666
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much
Ik4rs. Ballenger, thank you for your patience, too.

STATEMENT OF MRS. CASS BALLENGER. MEMBER, NORTH
CAROLINA DAY ('ARE COMMISSION

Mrs. BALLE.IGER. Now I know what Cass means by waiting pa-
tiently.

I feel like I'm between a rock and a hard place. I'm wearing two
hats today. I am on the State day care commission in North Caroli-
na. I also have been in low inconit fiat Lia, cafe for 33 years.

I take great offense at this nice lady next to me who thinks that
subsidized programs are not very good. We !lave absolutely the top
quality program, and my grandson attended the black center that
I'm affiliated with.

Our State, I guess, is blessed. I think we have wonderful resource
people who come to all our meetings and ,ell us how we should run
everything, and we can't afford it. But we have, I think, a fine com-
mission. We have 15 members that are private, for-profit centers,
public, non-profitwe've got everything represented on our board.

We have been years making regulations and rules as authorized
by the State legislature and then they in turn passed them into
law. The only thing that the legislature did was to establish the
pupil-teacher ratio, over which we continued to argue and argue
and argue.

We have triedwe ere one of the wonderful States that has 7 to
1 in infant care. We ; ave a double-A standard which is one less of
everything, or two le s children in class size. So, in my highly sub-
sidized, low-income day care, w have six infants. At the time that
there is any problem, we also have two people in the kitchen and
two people in the office that come into help. If they see one bottle,
they want six bottles. There's plenty of outside help.

We have been asked to do 3 to 1 infant, as the ABC bill would
put us out of bu.iness if it passed. We can't afford it. We woulii
need $16,000 extra for a teacherno extra children. We are serv-
ing between 95 and 100 children now.

Who is going to monitor this program? This is an incredibly ex-
pensie 'hing. We are going to get to eYery '.ome within 2 years,
but yo- nave to go on sort of an honor sys 'm because w' can't
afford it

We must have a tremendous start-up charge. We :-'ave to have
about $18,000 sitting in a fund, because our school fool reimburse-
ment is sometimes two months late, and we must alreadY feed the
children in the third month.

We also have to factor in that there wasn't any Government
money coming in. We're filling out DSS reimbursement, w -, have
JTPA funds, and we have food reimbursement which is up to $7
billion. We certainly don't need any more bureaucracy, papers to
fill out.

It's just beyond us. Are you going to have to leave now?
Mr. Kim c:E. We'll wait for tho second bell, Mrs Ballenger.
Mrs. BALLFNGER. We have--our charge i. $30 per week for those

mothers who want to be privatewe hate a majority of single
parent families, who work at Burger Chef. The price for that

2,1s
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mother for a week's care is :.'%30 Yes, it's subsidized It s subsidized
fedrally every wry it is. But its a possibility.

We also '.ave a center in a little tiny town that takes care of
mentally aad physically handicapped children How can we do it
without Government, and yet do we want all this Government
coming in! Everybody needs it. but I would rather see an enforce-
ment of a State bureau that knows the needs of the state.

I'm sure that New York State does not need what North :aroli-
na needs. And from one end of North Carolina to the other end of
North Carolina, we have extraordinarily different areas. We have
an urban population that needs lots of Gay care centers, and then
in Nag's Head and the beach areas, there are no day care centers,
because you can't run them for part of a year.

We have our own problems, but by golly we're no further than
the phone.

We also have a unique problem at the moment of church day
care centers. I think that every parent should have the oppo: nity
to put their child wherever they want to. But we're in the process
nov of closing down 13 church day care centers because they have
a policy of beingnever having torched a child, but having spank-
ing in their rules, because they believe in spare the rod and spoil
the child.

I am now interfering in people's moral values, and it bothers me.
I'm sure the Federal Government would love to be involved in this
thing. Somebody who got up early this morning wos talking about
how nobody goes to hearings. I have days and days of people
screaming, and you can't arswer back.

You really don't want to take this job onyou want to dump it
on the States. [Laughter.]

Cass and I were very involved in starting this center, which was
started with local, State and Federal funds. I tn'nk it the local
fundingI'll agree with you, there, Madamhas kept the interest
very high. Those standards are kept high and the center is kept
going. We're fulfilling a need that none of the other centers want

Our children walk inwe opened a defunct black school that
was closed when busing came in. We opened it up. It was a perfect
environment. Every door opens to the playground. The fire mar-
shal loves us. Everything was wonderful, the kitchen was intact.
And the mothers can walk their children in. We don't have those
transportation problems.

The ire a lot of wa- - to solve a lot of these problems without
ureaucracy.
I'd be k lad to expand upon my 30 years of child care experience.

I started in a church blsernent, and they paid $5 a week. I really
go back. But we're trying to get those people off Welfare, and that s
why we keep all the subsidies coming in and only charge $30 a
week. And they are getting top-notch, wonderful a re Its as go,,d
as any across the State, if not better.

We do have enforcement problems, and I do not understand how
you think you're going to be able to afford it To go into the thou-
Fands and thousands of centers, and then try to get into the hun-
dreds of thousands of day care homes to me is the host incredible
problem I've ever heard.

And I'll hush, because yo'i've got to go.

2
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Mr. KILDEE. We'll go vote, and we'll be right back.
I'm not sure when the next vote is going to be. TI- is a vote to

recommit. Cenerally, shortly thereafter there is a vote on the final
passage. I will get back as soon as I can.

I'll keep you informed.
[Recess.]
Mr. KILDEE. Have you finished your testimony, or do you want to

conclude?
Okay. We'll start with our ques, Jns.
Mrs. BALLENGER. Oh, I did have one more thing that I did want

to mention.
We at this point require 20 hours of training for all staff, includ-

ing heads of centers, and there is a shortened training program for
homes. We've just started regulating homes, so I can't tell you
much about it. We've just started our investigation and the regula-
tory rules that were in effect. We hat; to have them for a year, and
now they're working as of January of this year.

We already have that. If the ABC bill would pass, would we get
repaid for all we've done? [Laughter.]

Mr. KILDEE. We'll let counsel respond to that. [Laughter.]
Okay. I'll start some questions. We'll start with M.-. Zinsmeister.
You quoted Mr. Belsky's findings or report. I lead that, and cer-

tainly read those things with great concern. He does serve on a
panel, though, that has endorsed the ABC bill.

I guess that's not contradictory. I think that what you say about
that bonding, I myself have to agree with that. But the problem is
that very often we find people who are not in a position where they
can do that. Again, I find in my city of Flint, Michigan, particular-
ly among people who work in one restaurant, women particularly,
who really need to work and choose work ov-,r Welfare. They still
maybe have an infant, and would prefer, of course, to have that
bonding take place. But we still have to address that situation.

Cannot the .t,BC bill, among other proposals, help address that
si:' ition?

Mr. ZINSMEISTER. Well, you're quite right.
There is a group that badly deserves help. As I alluded to briefly,

I'm not one who just wants to leave things the way they are.
However, I think that when you're deciding what we're going to

spend our money on, where we re going to put all the bonuses and
the plusses, my message today is only that we ought to consider
very carefully the welfare of the children as well as the welfare of
the adults.

In some cases, I'm suggestir -,- that the welfare of the children
would outweigh other possible k.)-e nefi ts .

For ( xample, in the welfare arena, I'm one who is not anxious t
'lave women with young children get jobs. That would certainly be
a solution to the dependency problem and would reduce welfare
costs. It would have a serious penalty, however, to the quality of
care given to those children.

In most cases, the mother is going to give them better care than
that center. Particularly because most of these centers are going to
be staffed by other welfare mothers on Workfare programs that are
being paid to be attendants: You're basically taking kids away from
one group of welfare mothers and putting them in a center to be
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lcoked after by another group of welfare mothers. That's their job,
on Workfare.

i think that things ought to be done for those people, and I am in
ftiyor ei that. I'm simply saying that they ought to be done in ways
that are congruent with the interest of children.

As far asI have not put the entire weight on Professor Belsky's
shoulders.

Mr. KILDEE. I know that.
Mr. ZINSMEISTEI:. 1.1.:':: 4-±-2 -;?r r- ..,6" 6.Q taken a lot of the fire

for this.
This is a whole series of studies, by a variety of individuals. I

should point out that there is a tremendous penalty to someone
who makes the statements that someone like Mr. Belsky has made.
There is a tremendous taboo on this subject.

It's important to recognize that a lot of the disagreement comes
over the political implications of these results, rather than the
quality of the results. Most of these results, I think, come from
good science. They're troublesome because of what they imply for
what should follow.

But the other interesting thing is that I don't think we can nec-
essarily rely on those who have a vested interest, who are in the
developmental centers and at the I.J..iyersity programs. As I say,
there's an overwhelming kind of conventional wisdom there.
Second, there are all ki-ids of penalties for someone who differs
from that kind of conventional wisdom.

I think that some of the interesting evidence that's coming in is
from people who see kids after the fact but who lon't hove this at-
tachment to the theory of it all. These are t' pediati icians and
the clinical psychologists. They're seeing the.,e, increased stress
levels and so forth, and I think their testimony is important.

Mr. KILDEE. We do know that. As a matter of fact, there was a
ummit agreement among some of the leading child car, research-

ers saying that if children are provided quality child care, there's
every reason to believe that both children and families can thrive.

However, I'll still go back to your statement. I could have used
your testimony when I was trying to amend the welfare reform bill
as it came to us from the Ways and Means committee. We tried to
make it much easier for a mother to stay at home for that period
of bonding. We were not as successful as we wai tad, but your testi-
mony could have helped there.

I think we have toand again, I mean this in a more sensitive
fashionlook at the reality that we see out there. I walk through
my city regularly, and I see that reality. I see that there are in-
stances where there are mothers with children all maybe in grade
school, or a mother with children in grade school and an infant,
and they still need this child care very much.

I think what we're trying to do is to make sure that the quality
of child care is the best that we can achieve. We try to upgrade the
quality.

Certainly when you find, as we did in Illinois, 47 children being
cared for in a basement, many being infants, there certainly are
many steps between that tender loving care the mother can give at
home in bonding and 47 lying on pallets in a basement. I would
like to have the Federal Government move as toward a better qual-
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ity of child care for those who cannot have what you would feel
would be the ideal.

All right, lei's see.
I think I'll defer to Mr. Tauke and come back for other question-

ing.
Mr. Tauke
Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Zinsmeister and Dr. Clifford, if I could have your

attention for a moment? I'm not sure if the two of you completely
disagreed or not on an issue, and I just want to clarify.

My understanding, Mr. Zinsmeister, was that you were saying
that child care was particularly harmful for infants three and
under. When I heard Dr. Clifford respond to that comment, I
thought I heard him talk about children who were over 3, not the 0
to 2-year old group.

Was I mistaken in that, or is there a clear difference of view-
point on this issue of children three and under?

Mr. CLIFFORD. There is a difference of viewpoint.
What I said was that the debate has centered almost exclusively

on children age one and below. But I think there is a preponder-
ance of evidence and general agreement 'n the field that there is
not any real concern for quality care of children who are over one
year of age. I certainly don't think there is any serious concern
whci.e quality care is available.

V ,ere there is poor quality care, there is a concern at any age.
For the one year and below, there is some reason for concern for
those children. I thinkI'm very pleased that the National Insti-
tute for Child Health and Human Development has a request for
proposals out for a se ies of studies: on infant care that I think will
help deal with this issue in an objective manner.

Mr. TAT TKE. Mr. Zinsmeister, do you wish to comment?
Mr. ZINSMEISTER. Yes.
I don't think it'syou have to avoid the temptation to think that

there's some kind of sound barrier. You hit 12 months, or 14
months, Prvi there's no risk where previously there was a risk.

I view it as a continuum. I think that clearly the younger chil-
dren are at risk. Most of the stuff that I've seenI read you the
quote from Mr. White. He says age 3he makes the cut there.
Some people say age two. There are some people who say older.

To be conservative, you ought to say that among practitioners
with expertise in the field, many think that three and under is a
high risk age, and that I wouldn't want to try to separate out an 18
monthsit kind of borders on the absurd.

The children that age have risks, and again it's a continuum.
The less care you have, probably the lower the risks are. The later
you start the care, almost certainly the lower the risks are. But
those risk: don't disappear suddenly.

Mr. TAUKE. Now, both would concurI think there is common
beliefthat hefo.e age 1 there may be a problem. After that there
is uncertainty, and you'd have two viewpoints on that.

Do you think, Dr. Clifford, that it would be advisable for us to
try to change the tax credit policy that we currently have, let's say,
for those who currently nave children under one year of age, to try
to in fact give an added incentive to pick one of the parents to stay
home with the child during the first year?
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Right now, we have a family in Iowa with $12,000 of income, and

they can receive substantial assistance if both parents go to work.

They can up their income and get Federal assistance. If one stays
home, they lose out on the assistance and they don't get that extra

income.
Would i+ be advisable for us to give that subsidy, if you will, to

the parent who stayed home during that first year?
Mr. CLIFFORD. I would do two things.
I would support come mechanism for encouraging families to

stay home with ileir children, some sort of double tax credit for
children who were under 1 year of age.

I t'link that the reality is that even if we do that, we're going to

have nany children under that age who are in child care. We need

to ensure that that is quality care for those children.
Mr. TAUKE. I think that probably is true. We're still going to

have a lot of children who are going to need child ca-e, and I don't
think we should ever suggest that by providing an incentive for

some parents to stay home that we're going to solve the problem
for everybody. I wouldn't want to imply that, because I don't think

it's true.
But 1 do think there are people who have to make choices, and

perhav: sometimes they would like to stay at home, but they don't

have the wherewithal to do it. It might be helpful sometimes to

deal with that issue.
Mrs. Ballenger, we --
Mrs. BALLENGER. Can I comment on that last one?
I have the feeling in this room that everybody is talking about

their own children. That's very nice, but i . the day care situation
that ri. in, some of our children have a lot better care at day care
centers than they do at their own home. You mustn't forget that.

Mr. TAUKE. An interesting point.
Let me ask you, then, about your situation. You said that one of

the problems you have is that if we said you have to have a ratio of
I believe 1 to 3 for infant care? That would put you out of business?

MTS. BALLENGER. Yes.
Mr. TAUKE. Could you elaborate on that a little bit?
Mrs. BALLENGER. We are a double-A center.
Mr. TAUKE. What do you mean by a double-A center?
Mr. BALLENGER. We have two levels of care. You optNorth

Carolina is wonderful. You just don't understand that ourtalking
to this lady, I cannot believe that they have the problems in Vir-
ginia that we have faced and solved in our day care commission.

Mr. TAUKE. Obviously it's leadership on the commission.

Mrs. BALLENGER. Well, I didn't know. They keep telling us that
this is an ideal situation, and we fe,.' very insufficient, most of the
time, because we can't go to 3 to 1.

Mr. TAUKE. When you say a double-A center, with two levels of

care-
Mrs. BALLENGER. Well, double-A standardswe used to have four

standards: level 1, level 2, double-A and A. I was not there at the

time. I object to having A and double-A. I think there should be B.

You go into a restaurant, and everything sounds great at A.

That's the lowest you can get. And I have a real big problem with

that, but I can't change that.

2 i
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The level 2 is by option, or the double-A. It's a lower ratio, and
it's lower in class size and in pupil-teact -r ratio. That's six to one.

That's not good enough, but that's what we are in our center. I'm
saying that- -

Mr. TAUKL. And what is it in the other level?
MTS. BALLENGER. Seven.
Mr. TAUKE. So it's 6 to 1 or 7 to 1. Okay.
Mrs. BALLENGER. That's infants. I'm just talking about infants

right now.
This is a big problem. But I will tell you that we have gotten pro-

tective custody of infants who needed to be away from a family sit-
uation. This is something that may be unique to North Carolina.

This is where I say that I don't know how you can legislate on a
countrywide basis problems unique to an area.

I feel like a blanket solution isn't going to be easy to come by.
And I am also going to say that since I heard about the Virginia
Day Care Commission and the exemptions that they get away with
that we don't allow-

Mr. TAUKE. She's saying it's not hei. She doesn't get away with
it.
MTS. BALLENGER. Well, not her then.
You know, it depends on your commission, and I think that's

very important. But we are very approachable, too. You have to re-
member that if there's a problem, we're no further away than the
phone.

You have dealt with Nancy Brown, I guess, the head of ours, who
was in Washington, D.C. before she went to North Carolina.

Mr. TAUKE. Okay, suppose a 3 to 1 ratio were imposed on you.
What happens?

MTS. BALLENGER. We would go broke.
We don't get any extra funds andthere's no profit, obviously.

We are a subsidized center.
Mr. TAUKE. Do you think a 3 to 1 ratio is unreasonable?
Mrs. BALLENGER. I think it's ideal. But yes. I think it's unreason-

able in a situation where you can't afford it.
Mr. TAUKE. What about the rest of the panel9 Any observations9
Yes?
Ms. HOLLOMAN. We work now, presently, in Virginia with a 4 to

1 ratio. We have done this now since 1974.
I was at the State Capitol .vhen the fire marshal debated heavily

against this bill. The reason for it wasand at the time I was in
infant care, and because of the fact that I had to pay back an SBA
loan at the time I had to come out of infant care, because I couldn't
afford itthat it was an added imposition that would force mot_ )f
the infants in Virginia into unregulated care, which indeed it did.

Mr. TAUKE. So because the regulation got too tough, in a sense,
her center goes underand then the people go to unregulated care.

Ms. HOLLOMAN. Well, those ratios were so high that private pro-
viders like myselfand I was one of I think the only one on the
Virginia Peninsula that was providing infant care at the time. The
staff ratios were 6 to 1, and they went to 4 to 1. We simply couldn't
afford to sacrifice that portion of the building and still meet the
payments necessary to run the center with that 4 to ratio.

2 ;
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We opted to give all our equipment to a church, and they did it.

In Virginia churches, ai e not regulated. We came out of it.

But that fire marshalI wish you could have heard him. He says
that infants, because they can be put into cribs or playpensa lot
of people will opt to keep these children in unregulated, unlicensed

care. Then they go out of the house and leave them, and these are
the babies that you read about that are getting burned up.
Wouldn't this child have been better off in a 6 to 1 ratio than he
would have left alone by himself?

Mr. TAUXE. Doctor?
Mr. CLIFFORD. I'd like to respond briefly to the general question.

This is what changing the standards does to the availability of
care. Do we drive people into the underground market?

In North Carolina, in 1975, the general assembly enacted new
legislotion to regulate child care, in which there was substantial
improvement in the child-staff ratio.

We're badwe're 1 to 7 now, but at that time, you could have 9

infants with one caregiver. There were similarly poor ratios for

older children as well.
In 1985, there were substantial improvemen ,s made in that. Be

tween 1982 and 1983, arKi 1987, we have actually grown by almost

20 percent in the number of child care centers in North Carolina.
This has not driven people into the underground system We've
kept and increased the number of people in the above ground, li-

censed program.
If it's not a huge changetwo infants per adultbut for the

others there was not that ratio of change A gradual change does

not necessarily drive people into the undergrov -Id system, and it
does not decrease the availability of child care.

The Act for Better Child Care provides a 5-year phase in period
for those States that are below, and only half the States would be
below the median. It does provide a gradual period in which States

can come into compliance with the median standards.
Mr. TAUXE. Did you hear Congresswoman Johnson's testimony

this morning on that issue?
Mr. CLIFFORD I heard most of it
Mr. TAUKE Jid you have any comment on it? Or maybe

that's- -
Mr. CLIFFORD I don't know which part.
Mr. TAUKE. Well, the pa: t about the need to phase people into

any licensing requirements. Otherwise, if you don't give them an
opportunity to work in, they will--

Mr. CLIFFORD. I agree- -
Mr. TAUKE. Go into the underground
Mr. CLIFFORD. I agree with that. I do think that the Act for

Better Child Care provides that period The States have five years

to comply.
Mrs. BALLENGER. I disagree with himand these are two North

Carolina day care people speaking.
There are a lot of people who did get out of infant care in our

area. He's in a different part of the State.
Mr. CLIFFORD. But for the State as a whole, there's more infant

care as a whole licensed now than there was at that time
Mr. TAUKE. And how long ago was that?
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Mr. CLIFFORD. That happened in 1985, in the summer of 1985.
Mr. TAUKE. And do we have an indication of what percentage of

the care in North Carolina now is offered by licensed providers?
Mr. CLIFFORD. We don't know.
Virtually no State knows how much is offered it unlicensed, un-

regulated family day care.
At the center level, virtually all center level care in North Caro-

lina is licensed. In the study in which we looked at complaints,
there were virtually no complaints coming in which dealt with
people who should have been licensed as a day care center who
were not.

At the licensed level of center care, we are fully licensed. We do
have a lot of people in family day care, like every other State, who
are not licensed or regulated.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you very mulch.
Mr. KILDEE. Dr. Clifford, I wonder if you could get for usI think

that's very helpful information to the committee, on the number of
child care slots, particularly the infant child care slots, that existed
before and after that enactmert there in North Carolina.

Mr. TAUKE. If you could alsoif the Chairman would yieldget
us the information -elating to the cost of that care, what the typi-
cal cost was in the dcate in 1985 and now?

Mr. CLIFFORD. We do now know what the market rate is. We
have a market rate approach to setting rates in North Carolina.
We know what that is now.

We didn't know what the market rate was then, since our system
for establishing market rates came in after 1985.

I don't think I can find before and after, but I can tell you what
it is now.

Mr. TAUKE. Has it been changing much over the last couple of
years?

Mr. CLIFFORD. There have been some increases, not dramatic in-
creases

Mrs. BALLENGER. We have more public for-profit centers.
It's slots. You were asking ar-lut slots this morning.
Our center had to stop after school care because the slot is an all

day slot in North Carolina. I can only speak to that matter.
If the day care center were to receive $17 a week for taking care

of Junior after school, we had to leave the slot empty all day until
he came in. We could have been getting $30 for another child for
the entire day Our schools are trying to pick that up. Because that
child is a latch-key child, and they more or less forced us into push-
ing them out of the center since we needed all day care for chil-
drencould you follow that?

Mr. TAUKE. Yes. You had to keep that slot open all day.
Mrs. BALLENGER. One slot, one child, whether it's an infant, a 2-

year old, a toddler, or an after school chile..
Mr. KILDEE. Are the schools doing much there in your State on

the latch-key?
Mrs. BALLENGER. Particularly where I live, we have a model

school program that they're trying now. We serve meals to the
Children coming in at 6:30 in the morning. However, this is calling
for double staffing in the schools. But those schools are warm and
well lighted, it's a good facility.
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They have found that they have to provide recreation breaks
from after school until when they start those children doing home-
work. It's looking pretty good.

Mr. KILDEE. On the-
Doctor?
Mr. CLIFFORD. I'd like to respond to that.
I did a study for the Department of Public Instruction in North

Carolina last year, looking at before and after school care in public
schools.

While we were serving a very small percentage of the children
only 7 percent of the schools in North Carolina that have children
of that age offer this programit's increasing very rapidly.

There were twice as many children in before and after school
care in the spring of 1987 as there were in the spring of 1986. The
schools are beginning to provide that prod: am, but it's still way
below the need.

Mr. KILDEE. Let m.: ask you this Looking at the economics of it,
the question of slots, and having slots for all those latch-key chil-
drenand the mission, if I may use that word, of various agen-
ciesdoes latch-key care fit better into the school system than
other agencies?

Mrs. BALLENGER. In North Carolina.
Mr. TAUKE. In North Carolina.
Mr. CLIFFORD. I think yes, but I say that advisedly. There are

very different situations for different families. Families need to
have a choice in that. I think that this issue about family choice is
a legitimate one. Families need that choice for school-age children
as well as for preschool children.

Mr. KILDEE. Okay.
I have no further questions.
I want to thank this panel. very much again for helping us as we

work our way through this issue. it's an issue that has captured
the attention of many people throughout the country, and which
has certainly captured the attention of the Congress. We appreci-
ate your coming.

Thank you very much.
We will the record open for two additional weeks for the inclu-

sion of any additional material you might wish to put into the
record.

That's for all the panels.
Our last panel will consist of Ms. Ruth Mankin, vice president of

the Delaware Chamber of Commerce, Ms. Heidi Hartman, director
of the Institute for Women's Policy Research, and professor of soci-
ology and director of women's study at Rutgers University; Mr.
Robert Rector, policy analyst for the Heritage Foundation; and Mr.
Mark Rosenberg, of the National Child Care Association.

You may proceed in that order, unless you've arranged some-
thing different among yourselves.

STATEMENT OF RUTH MANKIN, VICE PRESIDENT, DELAWARE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Ms. MANKIN. Thank you, Mr Chairman.

f



My name is Ruth Mankin. I came to say good morning. I could
have said good an.ernoon, and now I'm going to say good evening

On behalf of all the witnesses, I want to thank ou and your
committee for not only your patience but the level of concentration
that you have given to all the testimony to date

Mr. KI,DFE. Thank you very much.
Ms. MANKIN. I come here to speak for a voice that I haven't

heard represented here this afternoon, an ir,portant voice in
America: the voice of business.

While I am vice president of the Delaware State Chamber of
Commerce, I'm here wearing another hat. too. I'm representing the
United States Chamber of Lommei 'n a volunteer capacity.

I serve as the co-chairmen of an kganization called the Child
Care Health Care Connect'on, which is a Statewide organization in
Delaware.

With me today is Virginia Thomas, an attorney for the U.S.
Chamber's employee relations policy center

In Delaware, through a successful public private partnership, we
have succeeded in creating an extremely healthy economic climate
which is validated by the fact that we have an average yearly un-
employment rate of three percent.

Delaware employers face not only the changing demographic
shift shared by all Americans, but also 9 very, very tight labor
market. We have put virtually all of ou- people to work, including
90,000 working moms and dads, all of whom use some form of child
care

The Delawa- State Chamber of Commerce recognized the need
for leadership in the area of child care and put this issue on our
agenda three years ago. In 1985, funded i,y $35,000 in seed money
from the DuPont Company, and with the backing of the 3,600
member Delaware State Chamber of Commerce, the Child Care
connection was formed to meet our business community's need.,

This is a private, non-profit corporation. The Child Care Connec
tion began operating in 1986 as a centralized resource of child care
services for working parer ts, employers, child care professionals,
and children in Delaware

The Child Care Connemon provides working parents with infor-
mation about child care services through the use of an electronic
database. All of the licensed providers in De law:re are included in
this base of information

Now, we all accept that arranging child care is parental re-
sponsibility, but sometimes it's an invisible market which a parent
is confronted with. By that I mean that many, many child cure p,o-
viders do not advertise, are not listed in the Yellow Pages, and
have no profile to the consumer

Well, the Child Care Connection has ferreted out all these people
and has them in our database. A parent can telephone and through
a set of descriptors, discuss with a consultant at the Child Care
Connection the kinds of needs that they have for child care You
can ask for care near your home or far away, a smoke-free environ-
ment, pets or no pets, and we have all the data to satisfy these
needs in a profile

99-239 - 88 - 9
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offer management consulting services which help employers to
assess their employees' child care needs and problems.

Through our efforts in Delaware, we have helped to bring atten-
tion to the need for more child care providers like everyone else.
We suffer a shortage. Through private sector funding, we've been
able to recruit and train new child care sources. We have helped to
bring focus to the issue of the quality of child care, and have pro-
vided a private clearinghouse for information on child care.

In Delaware, we believe that child care is an economic de%7elop-
ment issue. ar.1 in the business world we're best arm.-d and
equipped to solve economic issues.

1-la,re we been successful? Let the numbers tell the story. Since
the original funding of $35,000 from the DuPont Company, we have
raised $550,000 to date. That money has sponsored our work and
helped over 6,000 parents from 815 companies to find child care.

The private sector has given more than money. It has provided
in-kind services, talents and time. The generosity and the support
of Delaware's business community has benefited our entire State.
Access to the Child Care Connecticn is not limited to those compa-
nies that provide support.

It doesn' matter in Delaware if you work on a chicken farm or
you're an executive Yuppie. Every we king parent in Delaware is
entitled to the Child Care Connection's services at no cost. It's a
public service funded by the private sector.

I'm proud to be able to share this success story with you Dela-
ware's business community and Delaware's chamber of commerce
have had vision, energy and commitment to tackle these child care
issues.

We hope that our private sector story serves as an example to
other businesses everywhere who are facing the same issues and
concerns that we are

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Ruth Mankin follows]
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The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the world's largest

fedsratior of business companies and associations and is the

principal spokesman for the American business community. It

represents nearly 180,000 businesses and organizations, such

as local/state chambers of commerce and trade/profese4onal

associations.

More than 92 percent of the Chamber's members are small
business firms with fewer than 100 employees, 59 percent with
fever than 10 employees. Yet, virtually all of the nation's

largest companies are also active members. We are

particularly cognizant of the problems of smaller businesses,
as vell as issues ['etas tho business community at large,

Besides representing a cross section of the Amalie= mimeo

community in terms of number of employees, the Chamber

represents a wide management spectrum by type of business and

location. Each major classification of American

businessmanufacturing, retailing, 'rvicea, construction,

wholesaling, and financenumbers more than 10,000 member,J.
Yet no nne group constitute: as such as 31 percent of the

total membership. Further, the Chamber has substantial

membership in all 50 states.

The Chamber's international reach is substantial as well. It

believes that global interdependence provides an opportunity,

not a threat. In addition to the 56 American Chambers of

Commerce Abroad, as ,,,,, 1a. :umber of members are engaged

in the export and import of both goods and services and have

ongoing investment activities. The 'Umber favors

strengthened int, iational competitiveaes and opposes

artificial U.S. and foreign barriers tt, international

bvliness.

Positions on national issues are developed by a cross section

of its members serving on committees, subcommittees and task

forces. Currently, some 1,800 business people participate in

this process.
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I INTRODUCTION

Mr Chairn, and members of the Subcommittee, I am Ruth Mankin, Vice

President of the Delaware State Chamber of Commerce and :o-chair of Ch'd Cire

Connection, a private, nonprofit resource and referral service th,t he;s

working families in Delaware to identify appropriate chi hart i

to appear today on behalf of the U S Chamuer of Commerce to oiscLss c

care and balancing work/family resprnsibilities Achcmpanyinci me

J Krebs, the Director of the Chamber's Emp'oyee Re.it.onc Po ,--v ter

II DELAWARE'S $,Tc.Rr'

D, aware, throL.,,h a Ac er;s'u

in creating a health.. eLonm'c cimate w. have al''

average yearly unemployment sty cf three- p....rc.,ht I ,r

face not only the charging dem,graohic shift

a very tight labor mark e+ , have v' t., "y 'f

and they inclhde 90, °C ; 'mLo a-d 1

of child care

at',
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In order to recruit and retain productive workers, Delaware employers have

had to design a method to help their emp'oyees to flid child care. The

Delaware State Chamber cf Commerce recognized tne reed for child care

leadership and put the issue on our age-.UQ t!-..rcc years ago

In 1985, funded by $35,000 in seed money from the Du Pont Corporation, and

with the barking of the 3600-member Delaware State Chamber of Commerce, the

Child Care Connection was formed to meet our ousincis community's needs We

saw a problem. and we responded with a solution

A private, nonprofit corporation, the Child Care Connection began

operating in 1986 a_ a centramzed resource of child care services for working

parents, employers, child care professionals, and children in Delaware The

Child Care Connection is based on a demonstration model referral service

developed by IBM.

The Child Care Connection novides wo k'ing parents with information about

child care services thinugh an electronic data base Arranging child care is

a parental responsibility, but it is sometimes an overwhelming task because

parents are confronted with an "invisible" market By listing all 11, ised

providers in the state, the Child Care Connection is capable of providing

parents with a computerizes telephone search for ccld care, x ich is based sin

80 descriptors and allows a geographic search using a grid map that pinponts

home and work lorat;ons

The Child Care Connection does more than help parerts find affordab'e,

available care

The Child Care Connection otters employers wore.pldLe t,e,ninars for their

employees Traditionally, parerts exchanged wisdom and experience with f,milv

and friends Today's working parents find little time away from the job to

develop such informatior and support networks The Child Care Connection

offers such opportunities at the workplace
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ihe Child Care Connection offers management consulting services, which

help employers *o assess t'leir employees child care needs ,.nd problems The

organization helps employers to a_hieve and maintain a more productive work

force by providing comprehensive assistance services and programs that meet

employees' child ca.e needs Information is provided to both management and

employees struggling to cope with work/family issues aoout opts ins available

to deal with them.

Throuch ow* efforts in Delaware, we 'lave helped to bring attention to the

need for more child care providers Through private-sector funding, we have

been able to recruit and train new child carp sources. He have helped to

bring focus to the issue of the quality of child care ...,c1 have orovided 3

clearinghouse for information and education abut child care

The Delaware State Chamber c, Commerce has consistently lent its support

and services to the Child Care Connection, because we firmly believe that

child care is an economic development issue -- and that in the business world

we are armed and eaulpped to solve economic development issues

144,P3 we been successful.' Let the numbers tell the story. Since the

original funding of $35,000 from he Du Pont Corporation, we have raised

$550,000 to date. That money has fostered our work and helped ovee 6,000

parents from 815 companies find child care. The private sector has given more

than money -- it has provided in-kind services, talent, and time We have

helped businesses, large and small, to design and implement child care

workshops and seminars We have provided dozens of tr,.inina sessions for

providers. le have served as a resource base of information for services

rangirg from training materials to day-care center design. In addition to the

services the Child Care Connection has provided, the leadehip of the priva*c

sector in Delaware has given the issue of child care crAibili.y Pnd cle_i

The generosity and support of Delaware's t,,biness rrmmonity has oenefited

our entire state. Access to the Child Car: Connection is not limited to those

companies that provide support It doe. not Tatter in Delaware if you work on

a chicken farm or if you are a "yuppie" executive -- every working parent in

Delaware is entitled to the Child Care Connection'_ services, at no cost.

They aee public services funded b, the private sector.

2 ,:
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At the State Chamber of Commerce, ' um called Delaware's paid professional

cheerleader. Well, I am proud of that title -- and proud to be able to share

this success story with you.

Delaware's business community and Delaware's Chamber of Commerce have had

the vision, the energy, and the commitment to tackle child care issues. We

hope that Delaware's story can serve as an example to others

III BUSINESS RESPONSE

Recent studies indicate that relativrly few employers are pursuing on-site

child care. We do not believe that these studies accurately reflect the level

pf ...terest and rate of change in personnel policies and employee benefits

witnin the employer community

In responding to the needs of employees in balancing work/family

responsibilities, iL must De remembered that a variety of responses is

appropriate. Employees may be accommodated through a variety of benefits or

personnel policies, such as flexible benefits, flexible spending acccunts,

consortia to provide child care, vouchers for sire, child care or daily child

care, liberalized leave policies, volur.ta.y part-time work, home-based work,

jot sharing, inormation and rrerral services, flextime, on-site day care, or

other creative policies.

On-site day care may not be feasible if liability insurance is exorbitant

or unavailable, if onl small percentage of employees would use the

facility, or if space is not readily available.

On the otner hand, a recent survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics

indicates a remarkable and positive response by employers to work/family

issue Smaller companies (10-49 employees) are far more likely than largr

companies (250 employees or more) to provide flextime, liberalized leave

policies, home-based work, volqntary part-time work, or other desirable

alternatives to their employees.

2
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Large companies are more likely to proiide direct (and expensive) Ln4la

care benefits, such as on-,1te child care, child care vouchers, or subsidies

The Small Business Administration commissioned a study of small business

options in child care and found, among other things, that employers offering

child care benefits tens to fit the following general description:

Management plsces a high prior:ty on reccining employees:
The workplace is typically responsive to many other employee needs,
Labor markets are tight and benefits are viewed as a recruitment tool,
The work fc e includes a high percentage of women, many in top
management; and

The company either is experiencing or had experienced rapid growth.

None of the companies surveyed that responded positively was in serious

financial difficulty. The appropriate response to child care needs vary,

necessarily, according to employee needs and employe; capabilities. The

diversity of family needs precludes the ,,ssignment of any single response

Another important and relevant point is that expenditures on employee

benefits are at an all-time high. Benefit packages evolve and are based on

the changing demographics of the work force. Many of the recent benefits are

those needed to recruit and retain quality emp'-vees -- the same employees who

are balancing work/family concerns. The chart ,,slow indicates that employer

expenditures on employee benefits grew:

$35 billion in the 26 years from 1929 to 1955;
$32 billion in the 13 years from 1955 to 1968:
$122 billion in the 5 years from 1968 to 1973, and
1,452 billion in the a veara frcm 1973 to 1986.

Dollars Spent Annually
o.. Employee Benefits
(Bithons of Dollars)

ft.w PONAMCmgmwRwrom
AemslimplmwrillmilloAmw

190

361, 5 FT----1
68

42,

1920 ON 1090 INS

21
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The 5.1 Paul Minnesota Chamber wyn a Presidential Citat,cr for its

leadership in defining and helping to relieve a shortage of faci1 ties

for child -,re.

The Ann Arbor. Michigan Chamber conducted a one-day "Child Care and the

Workplace" conference in November and publishes information in its

Business -to- Business report.

The Ne.W_Haven-_Connecticut Chamber confronts the business policy issues

related to child day care and publishes articles to inform members

The Maryland Chamuer (Annapolis) and local chambers cosponsored a

conference in which employer representatives outlined options that

their firms use to assist with day care, including referrals, on-site

care, consortia centers, flexible benefit plans for employees, and

other options.

The Concord-CabarEas, North_Carolina Che ,r's Health Services

Committee conducted a survey that showed child care and AIDS at the top

of business health concerns A follow-up questionnaire has asked for

specific information from members on child care needs and attitudes

These are but a few of the activities of local and state chambers across

the country.

The U.S. Chamber, on February 11, 1988, adop:ed unanimously a new policy

on .ork/family concerns, which is attached to this testimony In addition to

encouraging employers voluntarily to change their employee benefits or

personnel policies to accommodate the child care needs of employees, we

support a limited federal role in child care. Such a role can

Inspire local and private-sector responses,

Eliminate barii, -s, such as liability insurance problems that

discourage employers from addressing employee needs in the child care

area;

Maintain up-to-date statistics, and

Encourage public/private partnerships.
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IV FUTURE U 5 CHAMBER ACTIVITIES

Many options now are being explored at the Chamber to enable it to be a

positive and meaningful participant in the evolution of America's response tc

the needs of employees in balancing work family respunsibilities

These options include'

A survey of all state and local choral:, rs of commerce to assess lesie,]

of interest and activities,

The compilation of a primer for a variety of voluntary bus1ness

commt-ity responses to local needs,

The sJlopo-f of a national survey to assess priorities of e'Pl7y°e5

A symposi_ of child care providers and experts, and

A survey of day-care providers

The Chamber already has devoted two feature articles :,:i h711 rare 'n IS

magazine, Nation's_Oulinell -- including one thi, month (P reprint is

attached ) The most recent It's Your Business_ o,-ogram, wticn aired nxtiorwlio

on April 16 - IT, 1988, featured chi:, care

V SUMMAR'

Paint y needs and employee needs are diverse a,d evolving _ sate

sector, f educatcJ, can ano will respond to these changs by altering

iripersonnel Dr;es or employee benefits Child care needs are only a pa-t cf

the larger s....letal trend of women, especially woman with young cn';-"ren

nnterirg the work force. Both employers and employees can benefit from ar

approach that a' for an evolution in the development o' employee benefits

to meet the_ trend. The Chamber believes that as the private sect°, lear's

more about this issue, it gill continue to respond positively, as shown Ly the

growing state and local Chamber involvement in this issue

Thank you, Mr Chairman, for the pcnortanity to t ,

pleased to answer any ra..estiuns
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce
V.a.shington D (- 20062

BALANCING WORK/FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES

Dramatic changes are occurring in the demographics of the American work

force Single heads of households and two wage-earner families are becoming

increasingly common. The Chamber encourages employers to assess and to
accommodate the diverse and evolving needs of employees who may be balancing

both family and work responsibilities. Flexible and responsive personnel
policies can bast address the diversity of family needs of workers.

Although the specific appropriate response to work-force needs will vary
among employers, possible voluntary private-sector optiqns that should be
considered by employers include: to include a dependant care option in
flexible benefit plans, consortia to provide child care, child care or sick
child vouchers/subsidies, liberalized leave polici , part-time work,

home-based work, job-sharing, information and referral services on local
child-care services, flextime and on-site day care. Local public-private

partnerships or innovative responses to work-force needs should be

encouraged Such responsiveness can yield higher employee morale,
productivity, recruitment and retention potential, as well as stem excessive

absenteeism.

Although a shortage of adequate and affordable child care may present
problems in select areas of the country, the federal government should resist
tho temptation to mandate sperific employee benefits, to regulate
previously-unregulated Industries, to subsidize or compete unfairly
withprivate-sector day c,re centers, or to impose a costly and mono"thic
federal child-care progrIm The federal government should limit its role to.

- addressing the liability insurance crisis as a factor in day-care

shortages where they exist;
- providing incentives to imnr-ve the affordablity and ava ilability of

child care; and,
- identifying programs and demonstration projects and disseminating

information about them

Any regulation of child-care services and providers, where appropriate,
should be the function of state and local authorities

9321G/31

2 l'-' , )

Adopt2d Unanimously by the
Board of Directors,
U S. Chamber 01 Commerce
February 10, 1988
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Child Care:
Your Baby?
Hy Carol Miffs and Aanr L Croft

mianagers o' three ,mat' comps 14 hat started as a project for her Connection, m Waltham Nays helps
men in the Prospect H il Enecu developer husband turned out to be a parents like Heather Thompson Ryan
tire Office Park in S altham b./rine-at/or Eleanor Nelson (lWO with conflicts of work and family
Mass ',rand he had a mutu Her consulting firm. Workplace

al problem Each faced the loss of ken
ernp.,e«. unable to nod adequate day
ea, e ire red preschool children

The manage, cepresentIng two
computer software firms and a venture
capital cotenant rink their concern, to
,hi, developer of to. oomplet Arthur
6 esr, He n turn ' rought the prob-

- roam, Ns fir Ark Eleanor a ho had
- ,- one .,I sea, e sperence tn

, I' r,.. aril 'tier aspects of educe

F rarer \ elsnn agreed to set up
il'hh, 'sr," program r, quarter, that Ar
ol a v. ,P1 mat e a, allatile a, the office
fa, The effort she recall, made her
no, that I had something market
at Is

s
Result Hi r on busine,, %orb

it, ' onnertion A ,n=ulting ' i hat
p, ma I tt,, l^ es del...top d are

rn- 'hat their I muted to ise..s
a a ram-iodate

hug 3Prti% she gets businesses to-
gsr.,, .., form Thad r consortia

a ll littla, r lim
are

atams that would be
to and 'he -.sources of 2(1% single

her
TI, Prp< Hal pr 'ram she start

of x a , - rst inns ant q now 1.1
,,,vie , 1 nine small and medium
.7.. -,

on, . sasak, Ass, late, no which
1*. a z. n a-ohdat, architecture

' '1,41 `ais ,..., Truman re-
, ',magi r Re hard Orb n Sie

, ,,,1 at esl.shl ...ring our own on site
a - h It t hi problem, asuctated

A ,, , tt,IW space and the "penises of
,,,, ng and hal, Ids Insur I e were

,h- trboartalin Nor n at bad the or-i or,' to tom the ,orsortiurn we
onqa d st 11

V, at ham, ro a it the Prospect Hilt
-ffi,e. r .1, , -Be 1° a 'rip-stop Insight
it II a" oh ild can is ", oonang a major

1, Dili, II a l'hi an, 1phza based
untie Anne, L i rot? is a

\ ,,,,,,, hu. n.ss r.snOnrst 'aft',
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Sooner or later, yo business
is likelzi to face the problem of valued
employees needing someone to care
for their children during work
hours. WhGt do you do?

Intern for sses it dli A

sharp increase in the niimise i,1 pre, tit
or (utter w ork,ng m-ithi N ri,aking
smaller c impame, incrcasingi ,sare
of the hien t nose OM., at
tach to asailabilits if child, are

Though the number of Li r,panies ac
melt ins olsed in some form of child
Care arrangements is not set 'urge
about 3 00) and hundreds more are ex
plonng optionsthere is a trend here
that will grow ir significance in the
sears just ahead

The Employee Beiients Research In.
statute a Washington based public poli-
cy research organization sass As
result of the rising population of chi'
dren under 6 the changing composition
of the farads and the increasing partici-
pation in the work force of women with
children child care is emerging as a
saluable benefit offered by a relaurely
small but growing number of employ-
ers Child care the institute notes ha.
been called the employee benefit of
the 1990s

Catalyst a nonprofit emploversup-
ported organization that deals with
workplace issues as the, affect women
and families puts it this way Work
force demographics are inescapable
the typical American employee is fast
becoming the working parent Cata-
lyst punts out that 'a traditional ,am
Jy in which father is the breadwinner
and mother the homemaker is becom-
ing almost a rants

The L S Labor Department s Nom
ens Bureau reports 13 million children
under age 13 are in families where both
parents work full time Some I million
of these children go to commercial day
care :acilities and another 6 n million
are cared for through arrangements
parents make with people who pros ide
day care in their homes

More than 50 percent of mothers with
young children now work outside the
home and th,.. figure could reach 75
percent as early as 1990when the
Census Bureau protects there will he
M 3 million children under age 6 in this
country Another forecast for 1990

At to a Pattara tanrsa nrcan irom he hroaquorrers in Roanoke to
inpficahluns program, at zaatt his son Jason al the company a

Dominion Bantollaret foryoranon day rare Center

db.
Esk,

Pa% =NM aim

Nearly two thirds of all new emplosees
will be women and most of them will
become mothers at some pint of their
working careen

Asignificant aspect of child care
'rem the business standpoint is
the opportunits it offers to pro-
s ide se, ices that companies

need in order to respond to worker con
CMS

Perry Mendel of Montgomery Ala
is an outstanding example of entrepre.
neurs who ?lase seized this opportunity
Fsen back in 1%9 with a growing num
ber of women entenng the work force
the lack of day care facilities wa,
matter of concern Mendel then a corn
mercial real estate salesman did some
research on child can and opened two
day care men in his hometown That
was tr, ginning of hinder Care
Learning Centers Inc which now has

O.
SC:

1 6o0 branches in SO states Its n. e
nues for its fiscal year ending in Au
gust were 3230 million

The problem of what to do about chil-
dren with minor Illnesses that kept
them out of regular enters but did not
require parental care at home was an
othe entrrprenrunal challenge Ruth
Matsom and Birdie Johnson of Minne-
apolis saw a market opportunity in
that sit__ n a hIle working as admix
is,rators of a si.-ndard day care center
They laorched Chicken Soup Inc,
prosode day care for sick children

Matson who us a nurse and John-
son an occupational therapist. base re-
ceased requests from employers in Can
ada and Bntaie as well as in the L rated
States for information on how to start
sorh They hate now set up

addit tiosinessseminan on
a sit k-child program

The impact of the chill care issue will
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M1100 -. !MO
fall most heavily on smaller businesses.
the source of most rem jobs created in
the economy in these closing years of
the 20th century experts say They
urge smaller firms to begin thinking
now about child care policies so they
will be rea, v to deal with the matte,
when it surfaces in their plants, shops
and offices

Sans Barbara Askinas, Princeton
based consultant on human resource la
sues A company needs to examine
how many employees will be able to
sue ads antage of [child care arrange-
ments] not only now, but also 10
years down the road "

IA report on various options available
to employers wanting to help workers
with child care appears on page 24

who has responsibility for male
mg day care arrangements
for children of working par
cots' Most experts agree the

ansner Is the private sector with the
parents bearing the principal moons]
Wilt), and employers providing 1 on
voluntary basis where nee and
feasible

There can also be other parties to the
discussion Stephen Delfin vice presi-
dent and general manager of corporate
relations for United Way, which spent
Ph million last Year helping common,
ties and school systems set up day care
and after-school programs, puts it Pa
way ' We wait to alert local govern
ments, business unions, volunteer
groups and child rare providers that
dav care is something thn all have to
tackle together The needs vary so

4 }J

Janet Muhleinan, president of an
Ann Arbor, Hick, ad agency. derided
to build an on.nte day can center
wheal she became pregnant loth her
sou Joke, on 0.r lap in tAs picture

year would have required employ ers of
15 or more workers to give so much as
18 weeks leave In connection with the
birth adoption or illness of a child
Th ugh thv lease would have been on
paid the legislation called for establish
mg a commission to des Ise a plan for
putting the leave on a pod baba

Small business anucipato the dim
caption and expense that parental leave
legislation ould hale caused was so
opposed to he idea that its defeat be
came the No 2 pnorin of the White
House Conference on Small %sines,
after relief 'ram the lability .nsurance
crisis

f particular concern to ...mall,

0 firms were the costs cf replann,
workers parental leave and

406;:m100111_22
rs

the dificulties of meeting a re
quirement to guar .ntee the workers
the same or equal jobs when they re-
tuned The proposal ongmall, called
for exempting only firms with five or
fewer workers ',mall firms were not
placated when the exemption was in
creased to 15 because of the et with
which the number could be reduced in
the future

The sweeping terms of the bill, which
died with the 99th Congress adjourn
ment in October but is expected to be
revived in the new Congress convening
next month, were seen as evidence of
the heavy handed approach the federal
government would take if It became
deeply involved in child care

Spearheading opposition to the mea
sure was the US Chamber of Com-
metre, which said enactment would do
serious harm to the longstanding aye
tem of employee benefits developed
without government coercion

In approachine the nuestion of help-
mg employees with child care, experts
us employers should realize that the
benefits do . now in just one three
lion Such assistance can improve the
bottom Line, says I Bassett Place, Jr
president of Developmental Child Care

w of WestPort. Conn, which advises

much from one city to another that the
only way child care can be dealt with is
around the community table "

Some organizations believe the an
swer hen in a vastly expanded role for
the federal government But in an era
of increasingly tight budgets and wan
'eu about expanding the federal role
in dealing with social issues, that does
not appear to be a realistic possibility

The federal governments role Is
ly to continue to be a limited one It is
now focused pnmarily on various tax
incentives and on program that
grants $800 million annually to the
states to provide child care services for
low and moderate-income families

One of the principal tax incentives is
the dependent care tax credit available
to parents, the tax money the credit
saves them represents nearly 30 per
cent of the federal government's total
child care mats In additnn a 1981
amendment to the tax law allow. em
ployers to deduct cons of child care
arrangements used to attract and re-
tam employees Costs incurred in build
mg and equipping day care center -an
be depreciated through the accelerated , ...ompames on ways to -atabhish child
cost recovery system care arrangements

Business is deeply apprehensive "Working parents spend 1 average
about a d.rett federal rolenot just be- of 10 hours on the job making Arrange-
cause business people are antipathetic ments every time a new situation is
to increased government spending, but needed," he says "And it's not uncom
also because the possibility of govern- mon for parents to change child care
ment involvement In what have trade , providers two or three tunes a year
Initially been relationships between em- Child Care Systems, Inc , a Lansdale,
ployer and employeeand no one Pa, consulting finn reports research it
elseraises the specter of unjustified has done shows that working parents
interference miss an average of clot days a year to

A proposal advanced in Congress this deal with child care problems
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Warner Delhouse president and
chief executive officer of Dominion
Bankshares Corporation says child
care center the bank recently opened
for its 900,mployee headquarters in
Roanoke Va is not an aisiustic ven-
ture

Dalhouse explains We do every
Ming with the °secure of profit Sev-
enty percent of out work force is made
up of women A major portion of those
women are of childbearmg age We re
going to sue those minds We re going
to help And we re grime to end up male
mg more money

There is good news for the bottom
line he explams, in reduced bsentee-
um, in reduced tardiness in reduced
turnover in improved pnwitetinty in
improved quality of our recruiting op-
tions in improved morale, in enhanced
corporate Map

Asimilar view is expressed by la
net Muhleman president of
Group 243, Inc, an Ann Arbor
Mich , advertising agency She

recalls that the question of child care
hit home at her firm when a top ad
designer left because she had been un-
able to and adequate facilities for her
rink!. The issue gained a higher pnonty
when several others in the firmin-
cluding the boss, Muhleman herself
became pregnant

The company set up an on-site facility
for use by any of the 150 employees
needing child care arrangements The
worker an4 the company share the $162
weekly fee David Jansen, the firm's
human resources director, says the un-
p 1 on morale is apparent "When
you're having bad day, you just walk
over the day cam center After

, spending lu minutes playing with your
kid, things at work don't kook as bad.
Even employees who don't have chil-
dren in the center walk over there to
get perked up "

Kuhlman says the fouriearold cen-
, tar is expensive, but the investment
pays off in maraud morale and pro-
ductrnty "The cost simply comes off
the bottom line, and I really don't tank
about it," she says

Broader evidence of the benefits to
employers comes from report on
three-year study, funded by the Depart
mein of Health and Human Services in
1901, of chill care pi, rams at 415 hos-

, peals and nudsved businesses across
the country

The National Employer Supported
, Child Care Project as the study was

called, shows that 90 percent o: tie hos
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Occasionally. .1 yearwld Andy Munk company'' onene day cure center,
briefly runts Ins mom, Donor designer where Andy spends mark more trine,
Janine thaelk rn her office at Group perks up ems nonpar mu among
144 Janet Maklentan's ad agency T e ernployesa

deM11

wewiww-smiewsetee

petals and businesses surveyed croon
employee morale improved WI result
of a child care program R5 percent cite
an increased ability to recruit and re-
tam workers, 65 percent cite lower
turnover, and 53 percen report a lower
mg of absenteeism.

Employees also were sun ed Thu
ty-eight percent say the availability of
child care arrangements was factor in
their goug to work for the company to
which they applied, and 69 percent say
the urangemerls were a factor in their
staying in they jobs

Against that background, Daniel C
lasorchick of Bethesda, Md , a consul
tant on employir-supported child care
asks the obvious question If employer
child care Initiatives have proved to be
such winners, why haven't more firma
joined the parade " He provides ha
own answer

"Hatoncally, businessmen have
t: ought of child care primardy m terns
of on-site centers costly to build, ex
pensive and risky to operate That pat'
was something to be avoided if at all
possible The companion piece for nth-
ere was to think of child care u the
province of church groups and other
community -hued orpnaahons reach-

: mg out to aid the disadvantaged
The dramatic changes in the compose
non of the work form u well u the
demographic projections for the period
immediately ahead are stubborn facts
of life in 1986 Women with preschool
children are the fastest growing seg
meat of the labor force The vast
majority of these women work out of
necessity, not choice

One thing for employers to keep in
mind Is that on site care is not necessar
ty the first choice of all workers, many
might prefer alternatives that are with
in the ability of smaller companies to
provide

arole Roirm, executive director of
the National Association for
Child Care Management. says
' A little bit of assistance can

make a big difference to parent-employ
mg There are some key things about
the way parents choose child care that
are uniquely in small business favor '

Horn, whose Washington-based as
socuuon represents 200 companies pro-
s ding child care services explains
'Patents like freedom of choice, and

our research shows that many prefer
child care closer to home than to the
workplace Parents, she says. might
find it a harrowing experience to trans
port a small child twice a day in rush
hour traffic Apart from commuting
problems, she adds the parents mi, .t
prefer neighborhood day care facility
on te t',eory that it keeps the child in
familiar environment

Those attitudes can make the concept
of child care less threatening to smaller
business owners who might otherwise
see only a stark choice between costly,
on site center. or no arrangements of
any kind The Work and Family lnfor
nation Center of the Conference
Board, a business-research organize
non, ys "As an alternative to start '

ing ti .ir own child can centers some '
employers will concentrate on helping
their employees pay for child can al-
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Chtla core notes the Employee an or demographic. trend,
Benefits Research Irstitnte 1,1 offered rn t been railed the

non ass tis benen. by a reiare,y small, employ e b'sent he 19908
but growing s umber of em,' yers

rends provided in the community In
this was they can allow employ.s to
choose their own arnngements and as
a result me a greater numt, of
working parents with a carets of child
ce needs

most emplosers the biggest
hurdle to deciding whether thes
should er bark on some form of

care assistance is the usual
ore getting started The most direct
route experts say, is a determination of
momsee needs Margaret Rappaport
a parrsr in a Philadelphia manage-
ment mrisultang hem with a child care
sennces &vision recommends "Ask
how mans would be ins oh ed in some
kind of child care arrangement the
ages of their children and their current
arrangements for having (nose children
taken care of Emplosers, Rai paport
says should also seek workers opm
ins on the van ins options and how
such they are willing to contribute to

the oats of in employer assisted cold
rare program

As a growing number of employers
explore he possibilities of providing or
helping with work hours care of em
ployees Galdren, the number of entre-
preneurs launching or expanding buss
nesses to meet the demand also grows
rapidly

Bassett Place who a 32 founded De-
s elopmental Child Care Inc after
working as assistant director at rew
York City nursery school and later an
community development/philanthropic
officer for Chase Manhattan Bank One
of his assignments in the latter job was
to research trends in employer support
ed child care Unable to find a consult
ing firm List met the bank s require-
ments he decided to found his own

After two years, be reports the firm
has five f 11 tun. mployees and a con-

2 "i

suiting committee of 45 peo'le with es
pertise in finance, marketing, tae law
real estate, medical care, child psychol
ogy, and early-childhood education

By the time Eleanor Nelson finished
with ter voluntan project of setting up
child c 'clidles in the office park
her husoand had developed in Wal
tham, Mass , she had not only estab-
lished a day care cente- but an after
school program, a libnin of eso,c,
material and an information and is fee
n1 service

With that exnene e under her belt
nod with three newly hint assistants
she went into business helping Boston
area companies des elop their own pro-
grama Her Workplace Connection also
conducts se, ears on parenting and
ciold are tea'

Businesses specializing in 'are of
children with minor illnesses were a
rats ell sequel to the growth of employ
ee c. ,d care Matsom s and John on s
Chicken Soup Inc , 'n Minnea lis
charges S30 a day or $..S) a half-dai
are for sick children The youngsters
are cared fo, by r full time nurse and
teacher with additional stag on call in
case the number of children present it
creases on any given day

A similar company Rainbow Retreat,
opened last spring in Newport Beach
Cant Parents can register children
a 325 fee in advance of need

I Patricia Ward i.atalyst. the New
York organisation dealing with work
, ace issues effecting families MN c one
effective approach is for an employ er to
mist. representatives of a cornmunits
group to come in talk about way s to
halanre work and family an thee
info nation no the workers

.mploser is not only providing
!en lee to emplose, but iv also listen
mg N en closet, , what and
comments surface Ward points c
This asses emnlovers an idea of w hat
types of child care their employee are
interested in

The importance of deterrnirona
iong u.rtri needs wa, illustrated
by th^ experience of a Baltimore
labs on that opened six child

care centei, fen years later all were
closed The work force in the pluus
seined had a roativell low turnover
rate and had simply aged itself out of a
need for child care facilities

As overall demographic studies mdi
tate howeser the neral trend is in
the opposite direct nd the prospect
is for in eased er seremplosee in
to est in meeting child rare ends

trend illustrated bs des elop
mei at the Bloomfield Conn head
warn. of Cigna a leading instrarne
company

Cigna e child are center, w 'deb is
open to the public as well SS to employ
-Les has a waiting list of ,'quests for
places for 170 children bout s third of
the cmidren base not yet been born

Women call as soon as the doctor
sass yes says Alison Eenworths di
rector of employee services There are
even three women on die list xhn arrn t
pregnant N et
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Some Tips On Tots
r-or Small Firms

Fre employers, planning child care
program. can mean a big investment
time, effort and money It requires ,

careful study of employees' needs, of I

child can facilities available m the com-
munity and of the company's resouraes
and goals But says Penny 0 Bnen
her book How to Select thz Best ask. I

Core OptamIPT Yokr Employes. (Al-
mar Press Binghamton, N Y I em-
plcyer-supponed thud care t, costref
festive when measured by productivity
reduction of absenteeism improved em-
ployee morale and stab.lity in inc work
force Providing child care aid also en
hum the company a image

In her book 0 Bnen Iota a number
of options for employers to consider
w!'en we ghing -mployees needs
against the company s budget

let orsatIon W reuses' senhat
Parents frequently hose difficii.ty

locating child care facilities that an
aueesible and reasonably
pnced says O'Brien Ernploy,s
can help their enmity wee find out
side day care programs by estab-
lishing An information and refer
cal sen nor kn 1 &R maintains
information about available child
care facilitiessuch as the hours fees
and h-pe of program as well as ' ch
fail:MI.1 hair openings

Feb fl e'^ irc
y pe ,upport, says 0 Bner A staff

menthe- car. 'e assigned to gather LP
formation about community cap care
programs or the employer can .antract
vIth . local child development agency
to provide this service

Lectures and seminarsthe informa-
tion aspect of the l&Rare also mex
pens], for employers Child are es
perta can hold lunchtime or after-hours
sessions to advise arent employees on
how to laal^nce work a d family

Vadat r mom pogrom In a
voucher pengearn employees are reim-
bursed directly for all or a percentage
of their child care costa Employers
avoid any !abbey clainu in this
tiOn b cause emplevees are free to
choose the type of service that best
sum their family a needs The er.pIoy
er u not my olved m selecting or evalu-
ating the quality of the child care

In a vendor program, the ,ployer
'serves and pays to, slots that are
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Das cans employee Juanita Angry
paals afall muster stroller to
Perk near elorennow Bankshares
Corponstion headquarters

held open for employees children in a
day care center or a private home
Nano commercial centers offer Ms
counts to employees whose empit yens
hold slots

%lie wed eCYi10 Fmployers
May help reduce employeiv neeo hir
outside child care err:log11.rue Ii ,i1

feting nex.ble work ;OW 141,,,10
known as flextime or letthroe
allows parents to Au, 10' r working
hours. they hays more time td
with their children The wo, knock ar
be changed allowing 'he mployet to
work four IDhour days or 11X Clays with
shorter boon

Some Companies inquire atop,' aeoi
to work an eight hour day and be et the
office dunng site:the core hour, such
as IO a m tar r p m but permit arranif
tog the workday around Nose hour, h
salt family schedules tither emploiery
permit /lib sharing in which twii
more workers share the responsib hues

4 hour. of one lob And with the my-
Inky of computer terminals some em
?lovers riot let certain employees
e.'k out of their homes

0,41to dile aro waters An advan-
tage of having an on site day care ten
ter says O'Brer is the increased time
available for parents and children ea
spend togetherduring lunch hours

' and on the commute to sod from work
The employer can operate the center

or use the services of child care consul
tants to do this The business can alto
form a subsidart to develop and run
the renter The center can be nonprofit

, or for profit Operating coats may be
met by tuition fees I om parents or the
employer may pay all or part of them
using them as business expense tax
wets -'Os

S,,menmes the emplo or merely pr
vide in kind comenbutionv The con."
buteone can include utilities custodial
maintenance and secretarial iienicev
public relations expenses and rent free
space The company may also assume
the centers legal and at minting costs
A day care oiler s insuren, fere T1141/

lOVERNi Under 3 Co TAP, n sour
once plan and meal' pretred
at a rompanu cafeteria

Corsortla Two or tre companies
that cannot eupport to on iite ir even
net, site tenter indoioually nari
responsdnlioe7 and resources ii-tem-
ltsh a facility at a tentral Ideation Th.
is beet minx increasing!) popular on
small ',panics in and indioitnal
parks try t m ri

Marie r rtia require env] n mg
resminsii le fee its opening NAL4 in
,time caoev ersortie hire sines.. ting
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Vehickfteasing, Lability Bill
After rax.3efonw- orr,1988 .1; Makes Headway

Nations usiness
Who Will Care For
The Children?
Hot Family IssueFor Business
Lands In Congress Lap.

2'. 6
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COVER SIGHT

Caring For
The Chi Wren
Ey Roger Thompson

isteen sears base passed since
Congress last apprised legisla-
tion to a tabtish a national child-
care program I nder that plan,

,hild care aould hair been free ror t. a
poor and subsidized for middl -income
families But the bill nes er made it off
President non s desk

In a stinging ',to message to Con-
gress Nixon said the 321 billion a year
plan demonstrated fiscal irresponshl
its administratwe unworkability and
'amili weakening implications Al-
though the penate had passed the legu-
lar on bs ahnost a 4 to-I margin, it fell
oar shoe, if oserriding the sets

Chold-iare legislation a once again
before Congress and no doubt critics
on echo ',sons concerns about the
federal gosernment proper role Time.
hoarser appears to base wrough
change in political attitodes toward a
gos eminent role in child care

Since 1972 manned women with chil-
dren under the age of 3 has e been the
'astest growing segment of the labor '

force causing a dramatic increase m
the demand for child care Today, more
than A mi'lion children under the age of
5 case mothers ho work Surseys
show that must parents base great MD
ncult1 arranging for dualits child care
And one sum ey indicated that dissatis-
faction with the arrangements that are
made is the most reliable predictor of
employee absenteeism and unprodur
use work time

r,row mg aNarent se that child care is
linked to the nation s economic health
has helped gne the issue a new sense
of urgencs Within i matter of months
child care has become the hottest fur
il topic before Congress

fire alreads know that th Id care
Nhowing up on the bottom line of some
companies increasing pror',ICtIsit
and decreasing absenteeism Labor S'ec
retain Ann McLaughlin told partici
pants at a major childcare . inference
n 'low ork in Mach

Meth the child-care issue recut in
such tents it not surprs.ng that for
'he first time in in sea a ma,iir child

tw,

care bill may win congressional alprov
al While the push s being led by I beral
Democrats n.any comer. alive F publi
cans have thrown their weight behind
childcare legislation Two thir s of the
Senates members are sponsc Ina son-
sort of childcare measure This Impart;
can support Otis reflects political reali
t, Recent opinion polls :nth-ate that
ther- i^ broad public support for an
refunded rederal i-oie in child care

Thus the debate on Capitol Hill is no
longer u hether the federal government
has a role in child care but hog erten
sire that role should be Bipartisan sup-
port for the issue does not mean Con
geess has reached consensus
raw ever In 'act two ,aette different
hil has« emerged as leading contend
cr.= or rung, saional action

-st in the I. gislatoe hopper a,.
$2 billion a scar bill introduced last

' I

4
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Growing awareness of its link to the
nation's economic health has made
child care the hottest fam-":7 topic on
Capitol Hill, and Congn for the first
time in 16 years may pa F z a major
child-care &A
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Recognizing Quality
Mid Care

Employers who invest m child care
want to be sure they are supporting
quality product. But becai- he regu
lawns and stands/eta governing child
cat operstorsfrom famila-vare pro-
viden to commercial centers- vary
from state to state .t s difficuit to pin
down the criteria for high quanta

South Carotins, for example iiCensee
renters tat have at least one arI, 't for
every eight babies while Mary
sixty on a ratio of one care-grey for
every three infante and Manna seta a
standard of one to five

To swat employers and parents .n
their search for quality- child rare t .e
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Nat/owl As nation 'or the Eduraton
at Young° en is seeking to accred
it programa that meet a beg tot of
enteric So far, the group has accredit
ed 440 programs out of 50000 naL,
wide The most important factor in de-
term/sing qi ality says .eta neufesslOn
sasoc is the staff.to-chtldrer ra
no The organizanon says there should
be at least one adult.

For even four infants
For every five children tv, '4

months old
For even six children 2 to 1 sears

'.id
For every nine preschoolers

In evaluating child -rare centers a,.0
a'-a should ''oil tlosely at sttitchvid
.nteractions staff lualifiqmons and
the tape of physital environment that
step(" rte 'he program for each cold
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Gating Ha That Clara

Initiative3
hile probee, no stare wo.h: urn

down mono, from the federal so% ern
rent to espand Ind Ipgrade child-care
services ,rates are not keen on keens
those ',I'd, red to federal net reel
lormont s inn Madeleine humn toat
participants at a major oed-care non

ferenoe on New lurk ecenth. The
states and their ,invate sectors think a

lot can happen without mandates Pe

SSA, and the, want the dead:alin to
do it themseles

Indeed cooperative etTorts between
corporations and state and local
ernments base been tare,terrre child
Care for some tole The depth of coop-
eration is truh. sat, John E
Kyle a consultant to the National
League of Cities Increasingly bust

nesses are recognizing that a good
start makes for better empIce.s. n the

long run he sess and the under
stand that child-care needs cannot be
satuned b, gmernmert alone

There are few pliafic pnuate partner
ships for child care and most are at the
city level B. as the success of these
partnersh,ps in states such as Cantor
ma broadcast other state and local
agencies will _raft similar metiers
many believe Here 9 what three public
pnvate partnerships are doing

California has the most far reach
ins partnership in the countm The Cal

[forma Child Care Resource and Refer-
ral Network has trained more than
1200 new familkcare pro.Mers in 10
communities to create more than 6000
new spaces for children

The $3 milLon for the project ny. in

its 'had sear was razed under the aus
piers of the Bank of Amenca Founds

lion which stimulated tax.exempc con
tributions from privr.te foundations and
more the. '3 companies

A nal°, 'icon for the project, Sue

Seas sat, Director Merle LAo to nee ,s

..Mn the companies do not feel they are
throwing money down a bum aucrauc
black hole

In Texas the new Child Care Part
nership of Dallas a nonprofit organiza
lion uses state local and pr, ate funds
eo help Dallas center reach the qualm,
standards net 133 National lskocia
non icy Inc Education of lot.ng l tel
deep I fire Page -0 i h far 33iii mai ra
been contnbuted M. local firms

. '4 .1, '1

e .

Tie none, o cr 1. are
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tons for farrolies child-care expensts
estehl,s" a ram -a id sor , r
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child, are credit which AlltJAs fora 20 bit lit ',, a n 0 ,
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dos nrome The states credits range es sot t avert e ont

from 10 percent of 'he `keret cre,' -tar dards a ',Id ail I er e,r
tai f Iry

Arkansas to 4i percent ,n Iowa
,,milers aa woe A.44.
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Child Caro By
Consortium
"My mommy a coming to take me to
lunch. `c. ace Bog: a wide-eyed 4-

.e.ls a .,em at a childcare
center m an office park in Tysons Car
nee, Va. 'Were going to Pius Hut."

Taking her daughter out for ions), a
a weekly ',coal for Cindy Hogge, whose
office is pat a short walk from her
daughters childcare center

A single mother, Rogge used to take
Monica to a neighbor s house, then
dine 15 minutes the °Moe But now
we get an extra 1 hours day in the

car togethr Hogge says
curdy Rogge a a purchasing agent

for Engmearing Research Associates,
Inc., a cheaper of computer systems
She is one of three employees at he
company taking advantage of As sop.
part of the Tyson, Corner Play and
Learn Children a Center (PALI
Launched by coneertnim of 22 comp&
tom, rbe germs of PAL elm., how
local businesses can pool resources to
mmunize the coats of sett erg up a child-
care enter for that employees

b kling a Mild-ore center a much
damage than you think." says Fteek
McCarthy, executive director of the Na
banal A..lonolide Dealing A^ aeration
and president of the board that got
PAL upend canning "And, it results m
fasorable pubic relations within your
community and company that la truth
every penny you'll twat"

The founders of PAL came together
through partmgmtson to TyTras. an as
amazon of executors who confer ban
line to time on tree problems in the
sees Meetings gemesIly included es.
Melon of how child care affects work-
er' travail pattered. So 1y eon ammo-
mooed a study of the problem.

That lob went to Shorn Sherds& the
director of PAL torpor's* tomes Cue
Inc. She fazed that 800 chddrer were
auldidates for an on-mte chalcicare cen-
ter and recommended that TyTran
members form a eoteortzurn to build
ace The proposal was not greeted with
enthusiasm. The firms "were scared to
death of wow upped wee *10 mil
bon lawsuit," Sham m explu. It wee
the height of the ability creel, and
stones about cold abase in "weave
centers were front -page news

It looked like PAL would never hap
pen, but then Earl Williams, CEO of
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\ ulon s Bus ress `eta,

The Awn, Corner Play and Learn at one of the number companies, it's a
C7tIldms '0 Center soar spasmteaded by joy to share the dna to and from her
v, consort:um of AT local businesses office with her daughter *mum (the
that *hilliest*/ money and ing-ta.'ed little girl second from the
erpert se For Cindy gogge, employed left)

NaItS
BDY 110111141001.1. Inc. a deform caw
tractor. stepped i4. Rep Frank Wolf (11.
Val, who had bard that a childcare
centre night be built in ha dame; had
urged Weems to mobilise the support
of ha fellow CEOs

That was the critical first step "The
impetus had to come from the top."
says McCarthy For only the CEOs
conk+ designate one of their top exeme
rives to *ern on the board dirt would
br Deeded to pat.' the whole thing to.
gethae"

Made up of representatives ban 15
mammal, PAL's founding board of di-
rubes ea rnmed every three weeks for
this wet ma, months Many of the two.
boor man or sesame focused on re.
mow* tb biggest obstacle to an em-
ployseesupputed centerliability

Wiser %ley, a board member and
Madly fee McGuire, Woods. Battle
and Boothe, found sohmson m incerpo-
ratter the Center as a nonprofit Parent-
e= cotoeutive that a tax-exempt on.
dm Section 501(c/3 of the tax code That
midi the parents ...ale in the event of
ambience bat enabled the companies
to make tax-exempt charitable done
toms to a start-up fund, for a $1500
contribution, they reserved one space in
the center

The fats that PAL a run by parents
was reeognned by its insurance corner
as a safeguard against mgligence
That lower risk is reflected in PAL
insurance premium of WOW a year for
a $2.5 million policy

With more than 30 companies beck-
mg PAL. the consortium quickly mined

dam to $116,000 to reserve 67 spaces
oat of a total of 87 an additional
135,000 sea unwed under teems of a
low-mtereet tank lam

Next the consortium hired Shem
Sheridan to handle the details--getung
PAL the myriad of license. re aired by
local and state agencies "Chu a worm
you bump up against the tyranny of
petty lot& 'its she says

For instance, one 'IMP= mit re'
q Ares a 610 WO commercial refneen
Wr centers Liet .-^ fond Po
cause PAL planned to a catering
service for meals shena.., argued that
an ordinary $500 refrigerator would be
sufficient and got the state panning
board G, approve the change But tv
health inspector who visited P,L a few
days before as grand opening mimed
that the center install a oommermal re.
frorerator Sheridan a zp,- 'ding the de-
partment's densioo

Sheridan iblo found PAL s developer
who says he saw in PAL the opportuni-
ty to add an amenity that might :trip
attract tenants Indeed Ed Roeienoc
president of the Western Group in 'an
Diego wan so committed to the protect
that he subsidizer, the construcuon cost
of the 4 000-square-foot center PAL 3
annual rent mounts to paying $20 per
square foot even though Romanow
spent $40 pa' square toot to c °inn.
with state regulations

Now out of the picture inders
can reserve future slots for their work
erg by contributing the equivalent of $1
per employee a year to PAL s budget.

Karen Berney
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much, Ms. Mankin.
Ms. Hartman.

STATEMENT OF DR. HEIDI HARTMAN, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR
WOMEN'S POLICY RESEARCP AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
AND DIRECTOR OF WOMEN'S STUDIES. RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

Dr. HARTMAN. I too would like to congratulate you all on your
patience.

I would like to try to summarize my comments and submit the
full testimony for the record. Perhaps I'll also add some informa-
tion in the 2-week period.

Mr. KILDEE. Yes, Doctor.
Your written statement will be inserted in the record at the con-

clusion of your oral statement
Dr. HARTMAN. Thank you.
I thought that I would try to have five points, 1 minute per

point. We'll see how well I do
As an economist, and also a director of women's studies at Rut-

gers University, and the c' -ector of the Institute for Women's
Policy Research, which is a non-profit research institute here in
Washington specializing in public policy issues of special interest
and importance to womenI thought as an economist 1 would try
to 1,,,k at child care services as iarket.

can we tell by doing an economic analysis of that market'
The first point is that this inaiket is very diverse I think we've

hard that here today It has a formal sector, an informal sector, it
has subsidies of various kinds Many providers are for profit, some
not for profit, and many are public agencies

There is a lot of limited information about all of these options
that are out there. Parents, to some extent, are overwhelmed, and
find it difficult to make an adequate choice because of inadequate
information

Wh t parents have to do, faced with the need for child care, is to
look at their income and their time constraints, the incentives that
ccme from the various forms of subsidies, and make a decision. go
out there in the market and make a choice

Second, what are tht:, choosing to lo? Some 8 million children do
have working mothers. For working mothers, center based care ap
pears to be the growing choice It's now up to 25 percer.t o: all the
children of working mothers who are now in organized group care
As Dr. Kahn minted out earlier, women who clt n't work outside
the home are also increasingly using group care

Now, much has been made of the fact that higher income
womer, those in higher level jobs who are rofessionals are more
likely to use group care, the center based care, and the; e was some
thought that this bill would subsidize them

Economists have a concept that is called revealed 0.e..`rr?:34. It
surests that those who have the motley to choose ,mong a variety
of choicesthe one that they actually do choose is for them re-
vealed preferred to all the others that they didn't choose.

Clearly, for working mothers who can affo, d it, the center based
care is increasingly revealed preferred.



Now, we also know, that as income goes up. you rely much lesson relatives tot child cafe With older people we haN accepted
this We say, gee. older people don't want to be depen... .t on theirrelatives Thcy like to be economically independent, and they liketo ha% e the money to lie in their own apartments and keep theiro,vn house

For some reason. we re not willing to say here that probably
there is a tendency in the market, I think the marketplace is bear-ing this out, center care to grow as people's incomes grow. Thisis a reveille( ineterred choice Those that can afford it, want it. Ithink it's tune for us to look at that

Child care is a major need, and I think that most families reallydon't want to he dependent on their families for such a major need.If they can be, because it's cheaper, find Most of the relatives whoare doing the child cafe are fathers Most of those fathers, if' youlook at the data, are working full time Liars a hell of a child caresy stem
This means that mother and lather are never seeing each other.

Now there t..s been a lot of research on that shift work, and that'swhat's going on in that situation
I don't think this reliance on our family members is the ideal Ithink that people would lather ha%e the money to be independentand to get organized group care
The fact that this is glowing, and that even women who don't

work outside the home are using it more and morethis shows
that this is the dire, lion that we will be going toward in the futureOn the other hand. Isom my leading- of the ABC bill, and my un-derstanding- of it the AB(' hill is trying to bei,.i over backward togive something to all kinds of providers I don't really see the eon-,:ern about whet' of not center care is what people wantThe third point is that child care is expensive, especially ielatwe
to family income An average, based on Census Bureau data is :S:isper week That equals about '2,11110 per year for one child under 6I don't know \\. het t _hat ;4' ann from the census data came from.A survey of ineme and program participation makes it prettycle:.r that it's a week. One -third pay over 42,600. and relativei sly income, that's a lot of money

,%gain, Mrs Sttilafl has stressed the high tarnings of two-earner
couples But the parents of children ui' let 6 are poorer than other
parents The\ have an average farnik income of about :<21,nittt peryear The aerzig( laroly income in out' sot tety is about .--))0,000 ayear' If you're looking at :'.21,1100 a year, and an average cost per'mid of ;S:2,000. you're looking at child care costs of nearly It) per-cent If you haNe more than one child. that's definitely, over If) per-cent

If vi o're talking about families tickled tw women, they have av-erago income of about :',13,11i'n But, if \ on :In' t.ilkin, about extend-ing that to talkinY, about families heisCied by women W. ho have chil-dren under 6, their average tncome These are very lo viamily incomes, out of which people have to pay fairly high childs

Families are working in order to achieve economical security,
but those child care costs are preventing them from doing that
The most staggering figures of all are if' you look at young parents
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under 25 who have children under 6 They have a poverty rate of
40 percent Two-fifths of young parents with children under 6 are
poor.

The fourth point quality of child care is likely to fall The low
sages that are paid to child care workers are basically unstable
This is an unstable situation unless we do something about it.

The average child care worker. according to some research that
we did at the institute, earns 8.i.3-1 an hour That's higher that' vou
may have heard, because that includes teachersprekindergarten
teachers, nursery school teachers. Some of these work in the public
school systems and do quite well.

However, the average woman in our societyand we all know
how underpaid women are in generalearns 88 an hour. and the
average man earns 812 >n hour. This turns outand the testimony
here today has brought this out alsothat the average child care
worker has well above average education I4 6 years. including
these teaches and so forth that I've averaged into the wage I'm
averaging them into the years of education as well

The average in the labor market as a whole is 12 2 years
What this means is that these teachers and workers in child care

can go somewhere else As their options expand and as we face a
labor shortage economy which everyone expects we ill be facing
if' we don't do something. it absolutely dear that the quality of
child care will fall.

Turnover rates are already extremely high and gettrig higher.
There are many businesses that seem to be based on th,> feeling
that there will be an Me,' austible supply of qualified women at
low wages But that inexi tustible supply, I can assure you. is
drying up

Fifth point. benefits are becoming less privatized That is. the
benefits of having children are becoming more social, but the costs
are still privatized. That's the basic contradiction that we're experi-
encing in raising children today

Women used to expect that they could reap private economic
benefits from being homemakers and mothers full-time They
would take care of the husbands, and the husbands would take
care of them. They would take care of the children, and God
knows, perhaps in their old age the child-en would take care of
them.

That's not a root economic security that most of us expect will
work any longer. Most women, I believe. are in essence voting with
their feet to choose a different route to economic security.

The contradiction is that what we used to fol flee, vvlien
women did it at home, we now, as a society, have to pay for. We
should pay for it as a society, because the benefits of having a child
raisf ' well, as we know, are social benefits.

I think t.tat raising kids is a lot like haying a Mom and Pop
store. It's funny that we call those small retail businesses Mom and
Pop stores. That's just what raising kids is like. You have to self-
exploit like crazy, especially in the early years of t'se busine
working very long hours with very little rewards.

You hope that someday you'll get your reward. That was a pri-
vate reward. You get the profits from the store. and the kids used
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to follow in the family business or oc family farms 1 hey don't
now The benefits are now shared, but those costs are now privateThe benefits are shared in the sense that I think we know thebenefits of a well-raised child do reflect on ail of us as a society Wehave higher productivity, w have less crime, w- have better par-ticipation as citizens by children that have been raked wellThis is what an economist calls an externality If' zou mow yourlawn, you make ,'our neighbor harpy as well as yot ,sed' That'swhat raising kids is like these day: Other people are 1.enefitingfrom all that incredible work that parents are putting .nto chil-dren

The inability to ,/ay that parents experience is something tliat ina sense has to be made up by the society if we want the market t')work right The private market is not understanding the signalsthat are coming from the public benefit, so the market is not oper-ating property Its operating inefficiently This is a Very sound eco-nomic reason for public intervention
To give you one that's perhaps clearer than the notion of the ex-ternalitiesif I don't invest enough in child care. the test of Youout there will pay So pays for society to invest in child careThat's the externala argument, winch we've used to supportpublic schools as well
But another example of market failure. which H what econo-mists call this. is the information and regulation aspect of it I'vetalked about the market being very complex The costs of gettinginformation are Ner, high to an individual
Also, the costs of regulating safety, or health, or quality, are \ eryhigh to the in in,idual parents They smipi, don't have the time orthe expertise to do it That's a case where there are economies ofscale, and in getting that ,nformation together and in regulatingthose providers
This is a lot like the Employment Infotmation Seri ice Becausewe realize that we want to get unemployed people together withemployers, wt? in est money into nu wing that happen, since it willbe more productiNe for our economy This is exactly the analogy'from the point of view of information In terms of' thinking aboutsafety. health and quality and why we , ant to have a collective

process, looking at those issue, you can think ahout fbod, restau-rants, and airlines
Its clearly not possible for the individual consamer to enforcethe quality of those services. since they don't have the time or theexpertise The cost is too high
These are all example of private costs and benefits differing fromthe social costs and benefits I'd say a pin-nary reason that econo-mists have in the past argued for public intervention- -and areason that I think we could make an economic argument fortodayto argue for the various forms of intervention in the childcare market that are heing suggested in the AB(' bill and in otherbills
I think that the child care market clearly is one that has varioussymptoms of market failure, inefficiency. and im.ppropriatend it really is time for the public sector to step in in a great-er way than it has been doing

4(1.,"



coming more universal and more similar for all the families that
are out there

Most women nowadays do have a child before they complete
their childbearing years More women have !id a child by age 11
in 1980 than was true in 195. That may seem -urp king, but it's
more universal today than it was then :cud, the ty pe of family you
have is much more universal

Nearly everyone has one or two children Very few people have
large families, and very few have no children

What this means is that people can think of the time of their life
when they're going to be rearing children as a rather small, con-
densed part of fife, if you're only going to he having one or two.
This is something that we can in fact spread out socially and share
This is something that we all have an interest in sharing because
we're all going to be going throu h 0-0 same thing.

This is a lot like the Social Seuarity system Ever body's willing
to pay into it, because we all hope o live long enough to retire on
our Social Security benefits.

T think that the life cycle model is one that we might want to
t,,ink about in the long run to begin to pay for child care in a more
socially collective way As I mentioned, I think that the social ben-
efits are out of line with the high private costs to pal CMS, and I
think that's what this conflict is all about

Parents are saying. we wi-nt some help with these private costs
because we understand that there are social benefits to raising chil-
dren We want some help And, since were all going to be dcing
the same thing sooner or later. we can help each other out. usually
through a public taxation system

Consequently, I would just conclude by saying that through
something like the general income tax, or another mechanism, like
social security, public investment in child care is needed, because
current market structures do not adequately respond to the signals
of public benefit

Thank you.
[Thu prepared statement of Dr Heidi Hartman follows ]
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din Heidi Hartmann, 1:12-,Ct7q- of the Institute r Wo,En's

Policy Research, a nor-pr.:tit research center 1-,catei in

Washington, DC An economist b} training, I am also i Professor

and Director of Iscmen's .,tudies at Rutgers, the tale "ni

of New Jersey I an pleased to be here toda} to share .ith }DU

some of the Institute's research findings on the 0,onomi,

rea.ities of our present hrld care arrangements our economic

anal}sis of t',c, costs and -cnctits of irve-tin, in children and

of the present market in chrid,-are senrces sugge,l_c that public_

subsidies for childcare and public regulation of childcare

providers are warranted ',Jr several reasons.

o to improve the operation of childcare markets;

o to increase the quality of childcare;

o to reduce the burden of childcare costs on
parents and help families achie,e economic
security, and

o to reap increased long-term benefits tram
Increased .vvestrent rn children.

In addition, because labor shortage is expected in the United

States by the year 2000, all policies that assist parents in

combining work with family care, including encouraging the

development of childcare services, will help to ensrre the

a.ailability of wor,ers neeaed for future economic growth.

Let's look first at the economics of our current child care

arrangements. The current market for childcare con'-rst, of a

diverse set of childcare providers, family home providers-

usually an indr''idual woman taking several children into her own

home; babysitters who work in the employer's home; child care
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centers, usually serving 10 or more children in a facility set

aside for childcare purposes--these are run by proprietary for-

profit businesses, not-for-profit organizations, or public

agencies; and nursery schools and pre-hindergardens, which may

also be public, private for-profit, or non-profit. While these

types of care generally invo vP a money transaction, the child

care market also has an informal sector where cl care is

shared among friends and family, exchanged, or bartered for in-

kind services In nearly all statr,s there is some regulation of

daycare centers, and ,n many of family hone providers. There is

federal subsidy of child care services through the child care

tax credit in the federal personal income tmx and through

spe-ific programs, such as Title XX and Headstart. In virtually

all states, there is one state subsidy as well. In all states,

private groups, such as churches, elrc subsidize childcare. In

most states, then. :s some r,;ferral or information service about

childcare aysilabili:l, even it only on the local level. From

this array of possibl'ities, with the incentives offered by the

current subsidy structure, and constrained by their incomes and

,ilable information, parer s choose the types of childcare they

will use.

What do parents choose' Data from the 1934-85 Survey of

Income and Program Participation (SZPP), a new data set

containing informatior from over 15,000 households now available

from th( Census Bureau, indicates that there are about 8 million

children under 5 who have working mothers. Nearly a quar,er of

2
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these children are in group facilities, daycare centers,

prescnools, and nursery schools. Slightly fewer than one third

of them are in their own homer. There they are largel} taken

care of their o,:n -elatives, especiall'y their fathers or

grandparents, a few have babysitters. More than a third of the

children of working mothers are oPing cared for in someone else's

home, usually a nonrelat:ve. For those who are ke Ing track,

the missing 1 12th are cared for by mothers while they are

actuall} on the ict Between 1,82 and the proportion, of

cnildren organized care Increased sobstanttall} from 1'

percent to the nearl, 2h percent I -entt,_-ed The Increase has

been stead} since the l'rhO's and '-0's. 'lore ,nd more families

are using orctant:fea .chtid care centers.

Ot the R -111ton c+11.1ren ire and haze working

Tors, near:' tko tls.ls ha., rotners, no werl 111-ttre

Mothers who wor} 'all-tf-e use r:re csrlanIzed _I care than

other mothers, sisT1 tecaa,, the -ore hz, s of cire a -ether

needs the less at12 she c_; to tl, on relatit.es ari frienls and

other infor-al situations Also, other things being equal,

mothers wo: ire Clack, well-elfcatel, or In higher-level

jobs are more likely to use organtzei chili care facilities

There is also . grewinct tendenc, t use oraanfzed childcare

whether or not the -other ,)u.s ct..1e the f e. 1 ul It t-cf, at-

home ruthers doe grc.q, chilucare, fAlt1 as nursery schools

and pre-ktnderyariens. fresh- at l} retlets, growing
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consensus that organized group social and educational experience

is good for children at an earl': age.

What are parents paying for the childcare they ch-^se'

1'bout two-thirds of those who us, childcare, according to the

Census Bureau, reported paying other people for it. They paid an

average of $38 per week in 1984-85, more than a quarter paid more

than $50 per week. Excluding care by relatives, the median

weekly payme- was $41, with one-third paying more than $50 per

week On an annual basis, the median childcare payment is

approximately $2,000 per child, with one-third paying $3,000 per

child (on average). There is substantial variance in the cost of

childcare. For example, family day care homes cost less on

average than centers.

The Census Bureau's sIPP data indicate that those who are

more likely to have to pay for child care incluc ,se who work

fulltime and those who have young children. larents are simply

less able to get free child care it the: need alot of child care

or care for very young children. And as mentioned, mothers who

'Ave more education and higher level jobs, and presumably are

pair; more, are more likely to use organized group ce.re. Thus,

those who need substantial amounts of care and can afford it use

center-hasea care. Those who can afford to pay more are less

likely to use relatives; according to 1977 data from the Census

Bureau, those with higher family incomes use relatives less than

half as often as those yith lower family incomes (there is a

r, c
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clear association in the data between higher incomes and less use

of relatives for childcare).

In the case of the elderly, most of us would tend to

interpret such findings as indicating that elderly people don't

want to depend on their families; they want to be independent

from their families - -an= are when they can afforu it iet, with

respect to childcare, m;-,ny rbservers claim that families must

want to use their relatives for child care. Basel on the data

presented here, I suspect they don't; parents would prefer to be

able to meet such a major need without depending on their

relatives. I base my conclusion on the economic concept of

"revealed preferred." What those people who can afford

alternatives choose is probably preferred by them to all the

other choices they did rot select. Group care in an organized

center is the choice that is revealed preferred by those who can

afford alternatives. Center care, however, is not used

primarily by higher income families. According to 1977 Census

Bureau data, 40 percent of those who used center care had family

incomes below $12,000 (in 1984 dollars, below $20,000).

How do parents' expenditures for childcare compare 'pith

family incomes' In real terms, family incomes, though the, rave

risen in the past few years, have not yet recovered to their 1978

levels. The $2,000 median payment per child can be compared to a

median income of approximately $24,000 for families with children

under six; if such families hate only 1 child, they re paying

nearly one-tentn of their incomes for childcare. Pu,..-- families

5
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pay higher percentages. Black women maintaining households alone

(with and without children under six) have a median family income

of $9000; white women maintaining households alone, $15,000.

Black married couples have a median fam_ly income of $23,000;

white married couples, $30,000 per year, (Those with children

under six have even lower family income; for example, those women

maintaining households alone, white ano black, with at least one

child under six have a median income of $6,400, as compared to

$12,800 for all wcmen-maintained families).
Young parents are

especially likely to have a difficult time paying for childcare.

Forty percent of families that have nildren under six where the

parent is under 25 are poor. Therefore, the average payment of

$2,000 -3,000 per child is clearly out of reach of many families,

especially poorer families who are already ',pending 90 percent of

their income on income on housing and food. Mile these parents

work to achieve economic security, the cost of childcare

undermines their ability to do so.

Whct can we say about the quality of the care parents are

getting fcr their money' Ellen Galinsky, from Bank Street

College, has found that in one sample of employers at three

different workplaces, about half of the parents said that they

had difficulty finding quality child care. T40 thirds say they

had difficulty finding quality infant care. In other studies

reviewed by Galinsky, from 17 to 57 percent of parents expressed

dissatisfacytion with some aspect or type of childcare they used.

Substantial dissatisfaction and difficulty finding quality

6
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childcare suggest parents are not entirely happy with the

childcare they are Able to select That higher income parents

by more center care, and that parents who use center care are

generally more satisfied than those who use ether more ,nforr,1

forms, suggests if larents could affcrd what they warted, they

would move toward group care with organized social and

educational programs

Even in organized group care, however, what is the quality

of care parents are likely to be getting for tueir children' In

an Institute research study of the salaries of childcare workers,

we found the average full-time child care worker earns $5.34 per

hour in 1986. This figure Includes higher paid childcare

workers, such as kindergarden, preschool, and Headstart teachers,

who raise the average cc,nsiderabl}. The average woman earns

about $8.00 per hour, and the average ran, about $12.00 per hour,

for fulltine 'work Thus the childcare worker earns far less than

the aver -Ige worker, and even far less than the a erage 'woman

worker. But childcare workers hate ',all above average education,

14.6 years of education compared to 1" 2 years of education for

the workforce Is a whole. Childcare workers also can expect

little or no Increments in wages for Inc-eases in time on the job

or increases in education.

1. hat are the implications of these patterns of cflmpeihstion)

Low averace wages coupled with above average educac on

undoubtedly contributef, co An In',tAble staffing sltuation in

childcare. WorForF who cin earn much more el.,ewhe,e are not
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going to stay in childcare, unless their wages are raised.

Workers who are not rewarded for their longevity and learning

will not stay. Turnover rates are high and apparently

increasing. High turnover contribites to inadequate care,

because of a lack of consistency from caretaker to caretaker,

because childcare workers who are transiant do not engage in

trLining and do not have much opportunity to learn from

experience. Those childcare institutions that have based their

success on the seemingly
inexhaustible supply of qualified women

at low wages will find their labor supply drying up shortly.

unless some action- -such as raising wages -is taken soon.

Clearly childcare is expensive for families. Parents are

paying substantial proportions of their income for childcare,

poor far lies are )aying even higher proportions. Just as

clearly, improving the nasality of child care requires improving

the wages of childcare workers. This in turn might price many

families out of the c.uld care market.

Quality childcare is inherently expensive, especially when

compared to the "free" childcare
previously provided by women who

stayed home. Raising children requites intensive effort.

Raising an infant is a little like running a small business.

Indeed, we ,2all a small retail store a mom and pop store.

Parents relentlessly self exploit, putting intense effort into

their children, and putting in incredibly long hours when their

children are very young. Why", In the past, because parents

stood to benefit, in economic
terms, when their children grew up.

8
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heir children might '..sport or are for tnelm elderly patents,

they might work in the fa-1 :, tar or hu-lhess th se

reasons are no longer for most parents F r whatever

reasons, many mothers are no icnger ab'e or .111Irg to inest

that "tree" ,hildcarc ,n their children. They are pursuing a

different route to economic securitl. Parents today don't really

expe.t the iniiviiuli ,hildren they raise to take care of them in

their old age. But, as .0 also know, raising children ,ell has

enormous social benefits, those children who attended Headstart,

for example, turned Into bettor citizens when they became adults

At the score:al level, the benefits of raising ,ihildre. are no

longer pri%atized, they are clearly social. Yet the costs of

raising children are still privatized today.

This economic analysis of the structure of childcare today

suggests a number of reasons publto intervention is

particularly appropriate to improve childcare services and the

operation of childcare markets. Economists have noted several

reasons for "marcet failure"--the failure of markets, through the

forces of supply and demand to send the right signols, the

signals that would lead to the proper quantity produced at the

proper price. The market fails to send the right signals because

of dis)unctures bet.een private costs and benefits and social

costs and benefits. these reasons for market failure are clearly

operating today in the case of childcare.

9
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First, parents are faced with a vast array of childcare

options, which are difficult to locate and evaluate.

The information costs facing the individual parent are high;

it is simply too costty to get ant.thing like adequate

information. One stuc; showed that mothers often choose the

first provider that is :lose to home within the price range they

believe they car afford Ar 'nctividual parent also finds it

difficult to evaluate the quality of potential providers - -in

terms of safety, health, and social and educational development;

parents often choose a provider that has been used by someone

they know--an inexpensive form of screening.

There are, however, enormous economies of scale in gathering

and providing information, so that public support of Information

sharing is warranted--as with the 1?deral and state funded

employment information services, the nenef fs outweigh the

costs. Better information help3 the market operate more

efficiently. Similarly, there are economies of scale in

evaluation. As with most pr :ers of consumer services that

affect the life and health of the consumer such as hospitals,

restaurants, and rood processors), inspecting facilities and

evaluating them for health and safey is simply beyond the

capability of any individual consumer. But all will benefit: from

the evaluation procedure and the standards set by a collective

process. Public regulation is required when the market does not

police itself because of the high private costs of sucn action.

10
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Second, as we saw, many parents are faced with an inability

to pay. Because childcare is a labor intensive activity, it

expensive, especially relative to the wages many workers earn

Some families are paying 20 to 30 percent of their income for

childcare; min), 'Ind and use lower quality childcare than they

would like or than is socially beneficial. When parents cannot

attord for for other reasons do not invest in) the a,-ount or

quality of childcire that would benetit their children and

society, publi._ t,ubsiiios ,re ,Irrantel this is a cise of

mar}et failure te,ause of este:nilities--the benefit or well-

raised children '-lls on others besides the parents, yet the

others are not called upon to ply for the berotit--anless there

is public taxation and public sut3idy.

Third, ,e siv, the ..-urcert stru._ture et thr ,_bildcare

mir}et del.,er t gu4lit, ,I, Ito out -11,, oi.I.:ator of low

quality is high turnover, ste-mimg tro7 the nolo* -.'eraue wages

paid to workers ,,hr up til now hl:e ,,ad ab-ve average education

the marlet delivers lower gual,t; thin ,s Jecirable for

the two reas-Fns Just rentioreJ 7irret 1( luoe cwt

externalitres and -aret of c ononlee ' scale

C1,11dcaro salarico ire held .ic..r F. pirents' inibility

(or unwillingness) to ,a, augh to equil he social benefit).

Low quality also results tro- the high cost to individual parents

of enforcing quill") tandar,b, It as a rattor of public nolicy,

wc desire to in,'bease the qualLt', A chFlioare prcnioed, public

imestrent is nooded .
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Finally, let me end with some comments about why public

support for public support tor childcare is growing. Most

basically, chil ..-earing and the need for childcare services

beyond the family are becoming more universal.

First, a point that hardl} needs reiterating is the increase

in women's labor force .cicpation--since more women are working

outside the home, more families need childcare services.

Second, and loss well recognized, the childbearing

experience is becomih more universal and more similar from a

demooraphic viewpoint. Most women now have a child before they

( mplete their cnildbearing years, and most have only one or two.

There are very few large families; there are very few famines

who do not have any children. (Relative to 1950, more women who

had completed their childbearing years by 1980, had children and

more had only one or two children.) Women are therefore z- so

condensing the period of their lives when they have young

children to only a few years.

This universality of experience suggests a life-cycle model

as a basis thinking about the social provision of cnild

care. Social security 1.... a well-known program based Oa the life-

cycle model; each person expects to go through the same life-

cycle and to live beyon0 retirement age. When we're working we

contribute to social se:urity to pay For our retirement; younger

workers also agree ...., pay for older workers. A similar program

could provide assistance to parents when they have young

children; they themselves would contribute to the costs over

12
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time, and at any one point in time the costs would be distributed

across the entire adult population.

Whether tnrough the general income tax or ...other mechanism,

public investment in childcare is needed, because current market

structures do not adequately respond to the signals of public

benefit.

3 1 1Z
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Dr. Hartman.
Mr. Rector.
Mr. RErroa. Let me begin by saying that I speak for myself. I do

not represent the Heritage Foundation. That foundation does net
take specific positions on specific pieces of legislation.

I will summar'ze my testimony, and I'd like to have the full- -
Mr. KILDEE. Yes, your full statement will be inserted into the

record immediately following your oral statement.
Mr. RECTOR. 1 think that Ms. Hartman just made a very interest-

ing point in comparing the child care to the Social Security system.
That in effect really gets right to the heart of the matter.

Under the Social Security system, we can fully anticipate
maybe not in the very young generationsbut at the present tim ,

that everyone will benefit and that everyone contributes.
The problem with the policy that we see before us today in the

ABC bill i- that 3veryoneall familiesget taxed for this program,
but only a very tiny number of families will actually get the bene-
fit. That is very unfair, and it's very unlike the Social Security
system. This is not a policy that we should endorse.

If we want to say that having children is a positive social inve.-t-
mentand I'm sure it istheli we should make sure that those
policies which we have to promote and strengthen families with
children cover all children and all families, and do not discriminate
in favor of a very small group, particularly an affluent group.

I oppose the ABC bill because it does nothing for the 10 million
children under age 5 who have mothers that are not employed. I
oppose he ABC bill because it does nothing for 'Llie 4 million chil-
dren under age 5 who have mothers who are employed but who are
taken care of by their relatives. They would receive not one penny
under this bill.

I oppose tne ABC bill because it does nothing for the 2 million
children under age 5 whose mothers are employed but who are
cared for in unlicensed, unregulated home day care facilities.

Under this bill, only about 1 child it 10 under age 5 would re-
ceive any assistance whatever. This is only those children who are
in licensed day care centers.

I oppose the ABC bill because it economically discriminates
against traditional families where the mother is making an sTo-
nomic sacrifice to remain at home and her own children, and
perform thereby a vital social tunction.

Today, the Federal Government pays a minimum of 40 percent of
the cost of day care provided in this society. And all families, in-
cluding those who are not using day care, are being taxed to pro-
vide what is between $8 and $9 million of subsidy.

The tax system in the linitni States currently severely discrimi-
nates against tradi; ional families where the mother is not em-
ployed. The I.BC Wit viol id make this discrimination even snore
severe. I think that e eryone has acknowledged today that the
ABC bill is simply the tip of die iceberg, and we're talking about
many tens of millions of dollars in additional subsidies that will go
only to those families that use day care. All families would be
taxed to pay for this.

I oppose the ABC bill because basically it endorses a policy of
taking from the poor and giving to the rich. It's a reverse Robin
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Hood policy. Some 83 percent of the young, preschool children in
the United States that use day care today are from two parent, two
income families.

The median income of those two families is $37,000 a year. In
comparison, the median income of the traditional family, where
there are two parents but only one in the work force, is around
$26,000 a year. Therefore, you are taxing families that have an
income that is roughly one-third less than the current two parent,
two earner family, and providing a subsidized service to the more
affluent. Again, we need to address this in terms of the total array
of programs that we're providing.

It's true that the ABC bill is capped in the high 40's for some
families, but other families are already receiving billions of dollars
under the dependent care tax credit. You're creating a top to
bottom structure of subsidies for all income classes for wherever
the mother goes into the workforce, and you're taxing all tradition-
al families to pay for that.

We're embarking more and more in that direction, and it's clear-
ly a type of reverse income distribution.

I oppose the ABC bill because it funds bureaucrats, institutions,
and social service professionals, and does not give any money to
parents. There is no guarante., under this bill that American par-
ents would receive even one penny under the ABC bill.

Now, it's true that within the 63 pages of the bill, there are 2
paragraphs that refer to vouchers. But as political scientist, if this
bill passes, I'd like to come back in 5 years. I'll wager you a nickel
right now that if this bill passes and we come back in 5 years, less
than 5 percent of the money in this bill will come out in any form
of vouchers. The political structure where this money is divvied up,
down at the State level, is certainly not going .o accept that ar-
rangement.

Mr. KILDEE. I would accept your bet, but it's against the rules of
the committee.

Mr. RECTOR. I oppose the ABC bill because it calls for massive
new Federal regulations of day care that will be counterproductive.
I've worked on the day care issues for about 15 years now.

For almost two decades basically we've seen a prolonged vendet-
ta on the part of certain ideological groups against what's called
unlicensed or black market daycare. Now, I've listened all day long
about how terrible unlicensed and unregulated day care is. And I
didn't hear one shr,d of scientific evidence.

I've listened for 10 years to people making these charges, and
there is '_-o my knowledge not on systematic, scientific study that
indicates that unlicensed day care is bad for kids. In fact, the social
science evidence that we do have shows exactly the ovosite. Small,
unregulated family day care centers arc more likely to be benefi-
cial for the physical health of small children than are large, profes-
sional, regulated centers, simply because the risks of contagious
disease go up exponentially in accordance with the number of chil-
dren in the faci'ity.

Therefore a policy that discriminates against smal', family sized
facilities in fact puts children at a greater risk.

The evidence shows that other than that, there's very little dif-
ference between regulated and unregulated family day care facili-
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ties. I'd like to go into that more at length in the question period, if
I could.

The evidence does not show clearly that regulation improves
quality, but the evidence is quite clear that as in all cases where
you have regulation, it causes the reduction f supply and it clearly
does raise costs.

I oppose the ABC bill because it massively discriminates against
religious institutions. It contains some of the most egregious and
offensive antireligious language that I've ever seen in legislation
before the Congress. I would like to discuss this, but I do not be-
lieve there's any way to fix this bill.

Under the bill as it is currently written, religious day care facili-
ties would either have to purge themselves of their religious con-
tentwhich is in many cases the very reason why parents are put-
ting their children into those facilitiesor they would maintain
their religious content and operate without subsidies at an econom-
ic disadvantage in comparison to secular institutions, and would be
gradually pushed to the shoulders of the market.

I hink that this is a very regrettable event. Even if sections 19
and 20 were struck out, because of the current interpretation of the
separation of Church and State, as long as you are providing either
vouchers or direct subsidies to day care facilities, the same sort of
curtailing and restriction of day care facilities would have to be
continued.

Let me give an example. In HUD, they used to give funding to
the Salvation Army to take care of alcoholics and street people. Be-
cause the Salvation Army, in its attempt to care for alcoholics on
the street, conducted religious services for those individuals, they
were stricken and cannot receive Federal money.

This is exactly the same road that we will be going down in day
care, pushing religious institutions to the side. And the victims of
thisthe worst victims of this will be disadvantaged youth in the
inner cities.

We know that in comparison to any social service policy that
could be devised by this committee or another committee of the
Congress, religious institutions and religious values are of extreme
efficacy in helping disadvantaged youth to rise up out of poverty.

For example, we know that if you look at inner city black youth,
those that have religious values are 40 percent less inclined to drop
out of school than those who do not have religious values. Those
who have religious values are 50 percent less inclined to engage in
criminal activities than those who do not have religious values, and
50 percent less inclined to use drugs.

What is the impact of this bill? It is to bar the exposure of these
young children to religious values when they are of a preschool
age. I think that is an extremely regrettable policy outcome that
should be avoided at all costs.

As I'll say later, the only possible way to avoid that is to go to
some system that does not use vouchers or direct grants, but pro-
vides cash directly to low income families.

Now, I believe there is an alternative, and I would support a pro-
family, pro-child policy in the area of chid care, based on the fol-
lowing principles. The first should be that all children, all young
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children are important, not just those that are in professional day
care.

The second is that a true pro-family, pro-child policy would treat
all families equally and would not financially discriminate against
those families where the mother is making the economic sacrifice
to remain at home.

The third principle would be choice. Maximizing the choices and
opportunities to families on the assumption that families and par-
ents know best how to use family financial resources to meet
family financial needs than do bureaucrats in the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Fourth, .here should be no regulation of day care, and particular-
ly no regulation that discriminates against religious institutions.

Now, I feel that those principles are embodied in the Toddler Tax
Credit, which was introduced yesterday by Congressman Richard
Schulze of Pennsylvania. This provides a $750 tax cut, refundable,
for each child in a working family under the age of 6. This expands
the earned income tax credit and refundable for low income fami-
lies that do not pay substantial taxes, and would pay up tc $2,000
to a family with an income of $8,000 in expanded earned income
tax credit.

Under this proposal, families are free to use those resources in a
way that they feel benefits them the most. They can either raise
their standard of living by expending the income, allow the mother
to work less and attend to her child more if they so desire, or it
could enable them to buy more and better day care, if that is what
the family desires.

Now, this policy is based on a recommendation that one of the
principal problems facing families with young children today is
that you are simply overtaxing them

In the year 1948, a family of four with a median family income
paid 1 or 2 percent, of its income to the Federal Government in
taxation. Today, that same family at a mediz n family income will
pay roughly 24 percent of its income to the Federal Government.

To a large degree, the expansion of Government over the years
has been based on a growing burden of taxation on families with
children. In 1948the reason this taxation has gone up has been
due to the erosion of the value of the personal exemption. In 1948,
that was equal to 42 percent of personal per capita income If you
raised it to that same level today. you'd have to take it up to
roughly $6,400 tier individual.

To summarize: I believe that the Toddler Tax Credit would bene-
fit 18 million children under the age cf 5 By comparison, the ABC
bill would benefit no more than 2 or 3 million. The Toddler Tax
Credit would treat all families equally, the ABC would discriminate
against traditional families where the mother is not employed.

The Toddler Tax Credit would give the largest relative benefits
to lc wer income families; the ABC bill is in fact a subsidization of
day tare, and a policy of reverse Robin Hood, taking from the low-
income people and giving to the higher

The Toddler Tax Credit puts $750 in cash directly in the parents'
hands for each child under 6. The ABC bill funds bureaucrats,
quasi-Governmental institutions and a policy of trickle down care
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in which the ultimate beneficiaries and the ultimate benefits are
unclear.

I have some other remarks concerning the alleged demise of the
traditional family, and other quescions concerning the alleged poor
quality of unregulated daycare, but I will hold those for the ques-
tion period.

[The prepared statement of Robert Rector follows:]
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IPTRODUCTION

Congress has found yet another "crisis" to solve. Thistime Congress contends that there is a critical
shortage ofday-care in the United States. To deal with this, SenatorChristopher J. Dodd, a Connecticut Democrat, and Congressman DaleKilda., a Michigan

Democrat, have fashioned what they call the"Act for Better chile
Care" or ABC bill (S. 1886 and H.R. 3660).

There is no clear
evidence, however, that the premise ofthese bills is correct. To the contrary, there is no persistentshortage of day-care in the U.S. Day-care is one of the mostrapidly growing industries in the economy. Over the last 25years, the number of spaces for children

in day-care centers hasexpanded at a rate of nearly 10 percent per annum. Occasionalshortages are due largely to excessive
regulation, not a lack ofwilling providers. By demanding stricter federal regulation, theDodd-Kildee bill would reduce rather than expand the supply ofday-care. The ABC bill would help bureaucrats

and social serviceproviders far more than families. The bill would provideday-care assistance to only one young child in ten. A majorityof children under age five do not have mothers who are employedand therefore do not need day-care.
And because the Dodd-Kildesproposals :over only

"licensed" day-care providers, some 90percent of providers would be ineligible for funding;three-quarters of the young children receiving
day-care would be-excluded fram assistance.

Repkiam the Poor. The ABC bill promotes a policy of "RobinFood in reverse,"
taxing hard-pressed

traditional single-earnertamilies to provide
subsidized day-care for affluent professionalcouples. Over 80 percent of young children using day-care comefrom affluent

two-parent/two-earner families. The median incomefor these families is nearly 50 percent higher than fortwo-parent/single-earner families. These
single-earner familieswould not berwfit from ABC, but would

pay higher taxes to fundthe program.

Families with young children, of course, do face a seriousproblem. This problem is not a lack of
professional day-care but

an erosion of family income due to a tax code that isincreasingly biased against dependent children. A genuinepro-children policy would focus on providing
tax relief tofamilies, rather than taxing them to provide sL:Jsidized day-careservices to generally

more affluent parents.

The "toddler tax credit" legislation soon to be introducedby Representative Richard Schulze, the Pennsylvania Republican,would be a step toward this goal. This legislation would provide

3 1 Q
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a $750 tax cut to families for each child under age six and
provide cash payments to low income worLirg fairaies who pay
little taxes through an expansion of the earned income tax
credit. Families would be free to use the added income for any
purpose, including day-care. The ABC bill discriminates against
families in which the mother, often at considerable financial
sacrifice, remains at home to care for her own young children.
The Schulze bill, on the other hand, provides equal help to all
working families with young children.

DAY -CARS IN AMERICA

Proponents of the "day-cara crisis" thesis maintain that
traditional child rearing is a thing of the ne and that nearly
all mothers with young children are in the w,_ force or soon
vill be. Thus, the argument goes, the interests of the day-care
indust y and the interests of American famillls have beome
synonymous. A massive increase in day-care services is needed
and only the federal government is capable of financing it.

The facts speak otherwise. Acco,:ding to Who's Minding the
Kids?, a 1987 Census Bureau report, only 45 percent of children
under five have mothers in the work force.1 Fewer than one child
in three has a mother employed full-time, and fewer than one in
five has a mother employed full-time throughout the year.2
Even when the mother is employed, many families prefer to have
the child cared for by grandparents, or other adult family
members, rather than professtonal day-care provic'ers. Nearly
half of the young children whose mothers are employed are cared
for by adult family members or relatives.

Refuting Conventional Wisdom. Thus far from being
widespread, paid professional day-care of the kind envisioned in
the Dodd-Kildee bill is used by only a small minority of American
families. Overall, only one young child in three in the U.S.
receives any form of paid day-care. No more than nne in ten
attends professional day-care centers of the sort that would be
subsidized in the Dodd-Kildee bill.3

Conventional wisdom presumes that those using day-care
generally are hard - pressed, low-income families. Again the facts
speak otherwise. Some 83 percent cal: children under five in
day-care are from two-parent/two-earner families.4 The median
income for such families in the U.S. is $38,346. The median
income of a traditional twoparent family with one earner, on the
other hand, is $25,803.5 Not surprisingly, most of the
benefits of the existing dependent care tax credit go to families
with incomes over $30,000 per yerr.5 In addition, when lower
income families use day-care, normally they do not use
professional group care facilities of the kind that would be
subsidized in the ABC bill. They are more likely to use care by
a relative or neighbor. Mothers in professional jobs are about
three times more likely to put their children in professional

3 1 1
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Patterns Of Childcare
For Children Under Age Five

Mother is Not Employed Mother is Not Employed
ID Care by Relatives [B Mother is Employed Part-Time
II Informal Care by Non-Relatives Mother is Employed Full-Time

Group Day-Care Center

Receives Paid Day-Care
Does Not Flecerve Paid Day-Care

SOURCE The Bure-J of the Census, U S Depar merit of Commerce, 'Who's Minding
the Kids?" H,"4ehold Economic Studies, Series P-70, No 9, May 1987 Data for this
census report were collected through a day-care survey conducted between
December 1984 and March 1985 Numbers on total children in specific age groups are
for January 1985 data provided by the Bureau of the Census
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Young Children Whose Mothers Are Employed
(By Age Group)
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group care than are mothers in blue collar or s-vice worker
jobs.?

jeaed 81ortaae of Day -Care
Another common myth about day-care is that providers are in

chronically short supply. Allegedly there is a "market-failure"
that prevents day-care from expanding to meet increases in

demand. The fact is there is no evidence of economic bottlenecks
in day-care supply. On the contrary, day-care is one of the
fastest growing sectors in the economy. Between 1960 and 1986,
the number of children in formal group care centers skyrocketed
by 1,500 percent from 141,000 to 2.1 million. The number of
centers grew from 4,400 to 39,929. There are at least another
1.65 million unlicensed neighborhood day-care providers.8

Confirming that there is no material shortage of day-care is
the price of that service. Were there shortages and constraints
in the supply of day-care, prices would increase sharply. But in
general the cost of day-care, measured in constant dollars, has
stayed relatively unchanged for the past decade. While the cost
of hiring a full-time sitter to care for a child in one's home
has increased, the costs of "family day-care" providers and group
care centers have remained constant or increased only slightly in
real terms over the last ten years,8

The Department of Labor in its recent report on day-care,
Child Care a Workforce Issue, found "no evidence in support of
the contention that there is a general, national shortage of
available childcare."10

and Regulation

In the face of the hard evidence, why is there a perceived
shortage of day care? For one thing, many day-care providers are
subsidized or non-profit and charge lees than the average market
late for their services. A great number of parents predictably
seek the lower-priced services. The result: waiting lists.

For another thing, government regulation often prevents providers
from serving parents. All states, for instance, require
large-scale group day-care centers to be licensed. This may seem
reasonable. But more than half of the states also regulate small
neighborhood or what is known as "family day-care" providers
caring for five children or fewer. In some states, if an adult
cares for even one unrelated child outside the child's home the
adult is judged tp be operating a "day-care facility" and must
obtain a license."

Bestrictina Buooly. In theory, thole regulations are meant
to protect children. In practice, they often are the product of
an arb4trary bureaucracy and have little or nothing to do with
the cp:ality or safety of day-care. The major effect of zoning
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codes, buile' mar, and health regul 'ions is, in many cases, to
restrict supply. Most Americans would presume tha' a house or an
apartment judged safe enough for a family to live is ouTht to be
deemed suitable for a small dew-care facility caring for five
(...ildren or fever .42 But local regulators disagree. Often,
building codes designed for restaurants and orphanages are
applied to small neighborhood family day-care providers, forcing
expensive structural changes that make it uneconomic to provide
day-care services.

In Texas, for instance, neighborhood providers can be
required to install three stainless-steel sinks and a vent over
the stove. In California, family day-care homes have been
required to install ,sprinkler systems and fire-retardant walls;
one woman, seeking to expand enrollment in her six-child day-care
home, was told that ;the would have to install separate bathrooms
for boys and girls. And the bathrooms would have to be made
large enough to accommodate wheelchairs.43

In state after etate, day-care providers have been cited for
absurd or bizarre regulatory abuses. Among them:

*During the licensing process, one daz-care provider was
asked to assess the center's "vulnerability to terrorist
rAtacks."

*A center was required to develop "lesson plans" for
toddlers, detailing all activitIse for the entire e.y in
ten-minute intervals.

*Following n inspection, one provider received a state
reprimand form stipulating that "all dolls should be clothed
during business hours."

*In an annual licensing ..kamination, a fire inspector
required one day-care provider to ..hang a door to open outward.
The next year, another inspector required that the door open
inward. In the third veer, yet another inspector demanded that
the door be rehung to open outward. Complying with each demand,
of course, required expensive carpentry.

*A building inspector required a day -care center to
erect a six-feet high, 900-feet-long fence around its property to
protect the children. Later that year, another inspector
demanded that the fence be lowered to four feet make .he
environment more "home-like."14

Preferring Neighborhood Women. Ir the face of such costly
and arbitrary reu tape, most family da.y-care providers take the
simplest course: they operate without a license in the so-called
underground market. The result: as many as 95 percent of the
nation's 1.75 million neighborhood providers are unlicensed and
unregulated.15 hJreover, unlicensed day-care provided by women
well known wi*hia their neighborhoods often is preferred by

15
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parents because it is less impersonal, lee .xpensive, e-d moreconvenient.

Advocates of institutional care for years have argued thatunlicensed nei(71.borhood providers are unsafe and need strictergovernment regulation. Yet there is no systematic evidence thatday-care by unlicensed providers is in general les* safe and lesshealthy than care in large regulated day-care centers. Indeed,the evidence suggests the opposite. Nationally publicized casesof alleged sexual abuse in day-care, such as those involving theNest Point Daycare Center and the McMartin School in California,have occurred in large fully regulated de%-care centers. TheNational Child Care study shows that smaller "family day-care"providers are more attentive to children' emotional needs thanare larger group centers.

The most significant threat to the health of young childrenin day-care is the spread of contagious diseases. Smaller,generally unlicensed, neighborhood facilities pcie less threatthan do large, regulated facilities. Dr. Stephen Radler of theCenters for Disease Control
explains that larger centers placemore children in contact with
each other, thereby increasing thechances of contracting

serious infectious diseases. Says Radler:"The larger the center or the longer the jmours, the greater thechance (of infectious disease
occurring]." L6

Underninina Children's Health., Research on day-care anddisease suggests that children under age two should be placed infacilities caring for six or fewer children. Policies as thoseproposed in the ABC bill, which would tighten the net of day-careregulations, driving many small scale providers out of business,and which would subsidize
primarily large professional day-carecenters, would undermine the health of American children.

State governments, of course, have responsibilitiesregarding day-care. State legislators for example, should workto ensure that persons who pose health risks to children andpersons with criminal backgrounds
aro barred from day-care. Andstate lawmakers should prune the current thicket of unnecessaryregulations imposed on day-care providers. However, adding a newlayer of federal day-care regulations to existing state and localrules, as proposed by the ABC bill, is unnecessary andcounterproductive.

MAY-CARE AND MUM

Another argument by day-care proponents is that a shortageof day-care facilities blocks mother on AFDC from working. AFDCmothers are guaranteed
payments of up to $160 per month per childto pay for day-care while the mother works or is in training.The reasops that mothers dependent nn welfare do not work arecomples.11 But the evidence indicates

that a shortage of day-care facilities or a lack of funds to pay for day-care haslittle effect on a welfare mother' decision to weLk or not to
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work.

The data from cont experiments on this question are
clear. The income-maintenance experiment in Gary, Indiana
provided free, high-quality day -cars to welfare mothers who were
working or in school. Tt also provided subsidized cars to other
low-income parents. But only 15 percent of eligible children
were actually enrolled at the height of the program. Ir the
Seattle-Denver Income-Maintenance experiment, only 3 percent of
low income mothers who did not work stated that lack of day-care
was a reason. While the experiments in both Seattle and Denver
provided day-care sobsidies, use of licensed day-care centers and
homes among the coLtrol group increased by only 6 percent in
Seattle and did not increase at all in Denver.18

The evidence also demonstrates that when a:Plating day-care
arrangements are disrupted low income mothers are quickly able to
locate alternatives. one study of low income mothers in South
Carolina showed that when their day-care center was shut down
nearly all the mousers continued to work in the same job and
found alternative are arrangement for their children within a
few days.1

Added experimental evidence is available from the recent
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) study of
workfare programs in Arkansas." Unlike most job search, work,
and training programs, over half the welfare mothers required to
participate 4n the Arkansas program had children between three
and six yeas_ old. The MDRC research did not find that a lack of
day-care barred mothers with young children from participating inthe program.

According to the Arkansas officials in charge of the
program, AFDC mothers who were required to participate were
encouraged to arrange for their own day-care. Formal day-cars
centers were not available in many cases, but this was not an
impediment to participation. Most mothers used informal care and
this seems to have been preferred. Clarence V. Boyd, Manager of
Work Programs for the state of Arkansas, states:

"We did not find that a lack of child care inhibited large
numbers of AFDC recipients from participating in the
program We tried to encourage mothers to make their
own arrangements. The mother is best able to determine
what care i most appropriate for her needs and the needs of
her child."1

Th available evidence also clearly indicates that when
welfare mothers do work they strongly prefer informal child-care,
generally by relatives.22 This preference is echoed by the
population in general. The national debate on day-care has
generally baAn distorted by the fact that the professionals who
dominate public discourse are inappropriately projecting their
own personal experience onto the rest of society. The child of
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a professional Lothar working in Washington D.C. is likely to
have a grandmother in Buffalo and a aunt in San Diego; child-care
by a relative is clearly impossible. But this is not necessarily
true for the rest of society. As noted, nearly half of the day-
cars used in the U.S. is prmided by family members or relatives.
The death of the extended family has been greatly overstated. A
child's granumother or aunt may no longer live in the same house
with the child but they may well limo in the same neighborhood or
town.

Lothar. on AFDC in the inner -city are likely to have
particularly strong kinship networks in their neighborhoods. A
child's grandmother or aunt is often the ideal day-cars provider.
Them; kinship networks are a strong, positive social resource to
assist families in *soaping frcri poverty and welfare dependence.
Public policy ought to soak ways to strengthen thou networks
rather than demean them as many day-cars advocates do.

Ironically, while a shortage of day-cars doss not currently
serve as a barrier to AFDC mothers working, the so-called welfare
rotors introduced by Congressman Downey and recently passed by
the House (H.R.364:) would in fact help to create such a
shortage. Thu bil' requires (in title II, section 201) that each
state establish day-care regulations for all day-cars providers,
including relatives, who are paid by mothers on AFDC. By
restricting the use of the $160 AFDC "earnings disregard" for
day-cars to regulate! day -care providers, the bill curtails the
child-care opportunities available to mothers on welfare.

Under the bill, modes of child - care -- such as paid cars by
relative,: and cars by informal neighborhood providers, which are
used with groat frequoncy by the rust of society, -- would become
more difficult to obtain or impermissible to mothers on AFDC.
Such a policy is not only unfair, it is completely counter-
productive. If similar restrictions were hypothetically imposed
on all American families, we would indeed have something
resembling a national "day-cars crisis."

psovIsxons OF THE ABC BILL

The /BC bill runs counter to day-care experience and
evidence. Thu objectives of the proposal are to reduce the cost
of day - care, to raise the pay of day-care workers, to improve
quality, and to expand supply. In reality, the bill would reduce
day-cars supply and quality while raising tts price, and provide
subsidies to those who mad them least.

Thu bill authorizes $2.5 billion in new federal day-cars
spending. Evan its proponents adm0t this is morally a tip of a
futon; iceberg of goverment day-cars spending. Dr. Edward F.
Ziglor, of the Yalu University Bush Cantor in Child Development
and Social Policy, one of the nation's most eminent authorities
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on pre-school programs, estimates that a comprehensive program of
quality professional child care would cost between $75 billion
and $100 billion a year.

Owallowina S2.5 Billion. Rather than giving the $2.5
billion directly to needy families, enabling them to purchase
day-care, the ABC bill proposes a "trickle-down" strategy,
filtering the funds through multiple layers of expensive federal
and state bureaucracy in order ultimately to subsidize
government-selected day-care centers at the local level. Even
when the funds actually reach local day-care centers, there is
nothing to prevent them from being swallowed up by increased
salaries and supervisory costs.

At the federal level, the bill would create a "National
Advisory Committee on Child Care Standards" and an "Office of the
Administrator of Child Care" in the Department of Health and
Human services. A new bureaucracy would allocate monies among
states, ronitor and approve state "comprehensive day-care plane,"
and enforce extensive new federal regulations. At the state
level, an array of governmental and quasi-governmental
organizations would be created and sustained by taxpayer funds.
These would include 100 permanent day-care commissions mand-ted
in the legislation, new day-care planning offices, day-care
referral agencies, day-care inspectors and regulators, and a new
national network of training centers for day-care providers.

To be eligible for funding, each state would have to comply
with new federal ---ulations and provide 20 percent matching
funds. States woult. not be required to provide federal funds to
all day-care providers, only to selected institutions. Which
organizations receive such aid surely will be determined in great
part by local bureaucratic politics.

6 New Federal Regulatory Empire

The bill would set "minimum" federal standards and
regulations in day-care. Each state accepting ABC funds would be
required to enforce these federal regulations. The state would
be allowed to retain its own regulations only to the extant that
they were more stringent than the corresponding federal
standards. Each state, moreover, would be required to hola all
its day-care providers to federal standards, not simply those
receiving federal funds. Thus the would attempt to bring
all 1.65 million informal, unlicensed neighborhood providers, as
well as the nearly 40,000 group care centers, under federal
control.

Boosting Costs Per Child. All day-care personnel,
including neighborhood providers, would be forced to receive at
least two days "training" each year in government-authorized
training centers. All states would have to set maximum
child/staff ratios for group care centers equal to the current
nationwide median child/staff standards. Thus in half of the
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states, day-care centers would be required to raise existing
staff levels, immediately sharply boosting cost per child
enrolled.

"Minimum" federal day-care standards also would be developed
by the new National Advisory Committee on Child Care Standards.
Two-third of the members of this body would be selected by
Congress and one-third by the President. These minimum standards
would establish additional child/staff ratio requirements, more
stringent educational and training qualifications for all
day-care workers nationwide, and additional health and building
safety regulations. The Committee also could establish federal
curriculum requirements for day-care, although the bill does not
require that it do so.

The ABC bill is structured to ratchet in future regulatory
expansion. In one bizarre provision, the bill allows states to
increase day-care regulations, but once new stat regulation was
is effect, the state government would be barred permanently from
making it less stringent, even if the regulation exceeded aderal
standards and was found to be counterproductive. Similarly, once
the initial federal regulations were promulgated, the Department
of Health and Human Services would be barred permanently from
making any regulation less severe-- but the Department would be
permitted, year after year, to make the standards stricter.

THE LIKELY EFFECTS OF ABC

An obvious solution to alleged day-care shortages would be
to give families money to vrchase more or better quality
day-care for their children. Day-care providers then could
respond to increased demand by expanding and improving their
services. Parents would be free to choose the day-care providers
who best met family needs.

Instead of this, the Dodd-Kildee bill would fund bureaucrats
and day-care professional rather than families. Yet bitter
experience demonstrates that bureaucratic subsidization of
services is the least. "ancient means of meeting public needs.
Example: Public housing units cost 40 percent more to construct
than comparable private sector units and often begin to fall
apart within a few months after completion.

While the ABC bill contains a minor provision allowing
states to provide day-care vouchers, which would stimulate
consumer choice, no state is required to provide vouchers.
Vouchers are mentioned in only two paragraphs of the 63-page
bill. In practice, little if any of the ABC funding would reach
parrots in the fora of vouchers.

Why does the itBC bill fund institutions rather than parents?
The answer makes sense only in Washington's hothouse world of
making policy. Parents have no clout on Capitol Hill; by
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contrast, those who would be funded by the Dodd-Xildeelegislation (bureaucrats, planners, consultants, regulators,trainers, and state service providers) are represented onCapitol Hill by a well-organized army of lobbyist..

Cost. Duality. and Supply. Total nationwide spending onday-care, both public and private, is about $15 billion per year.The ABC would increase this spending by about 20 percent. Butbecause of its increased regulation and "trickle-down" funding,the ABC bill is likely to raise costs and restrict the supply ofday-care rather than increase it, at least among licensedproviders.

Nor is it likely that the regulations will raise the qualityof care. Higher staff/child ratios would raise costsdramatically. But the 1979 National Day-care Study commissioned
by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare found verylittle correlation between staff/child ratios and quality. 24
Operators of day-care centers in California point out that statecredentialing rules, requiring day-care workers to have completed
college course work in child development, significantly raisesalary costs while barring many competent and caring persons from
employment -- nearly all mothers and grandmothers are deemedunfit to work in day-care centers.

Benefits Few Children. The 54 percent of children underfive whose mothers do not work would receive no benefits from the
Dodd-Xildee proposal. Even among those children who receiveday-care, only a small number would receive assistance throughABC. Funds that trickled down through the bureaucratic labyrinthwould be channeled primarily toward professional group carecenters. Children who receive are from relatives or from the
millions of unlicensed neighborhood providers would be ineligible
for assistance; together these two groups ,:omprise roughly 75
percent of all young children in day-care.25 overall, no morethan one young child in ten would be likely to receive subsidized
care under the ABC plan.

Reverse Robin Hoo3. The Dodd-Kildee bill would take fromthe poor to give to the wealthy. Over 80 percent of day-care
users are two-parent/two-earner families. Two-parent/tw,-sarnerfamilies have a median income which is nearly 50 percan nigherthan the income of traditional

two-parent/single-earner families.Under ABC, traditional two-parent/single-earner
families would bt.taxed to provide day-care subsidies for more affluent familieswith two earners.

Though children of needy single working mothers also would
receive subsidized care, they are only a small percentage of thechildren using day-care. Moreover, the median income of minglemothers who work full time is $21,958 per anrum. After
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adjustment for difference, in family size, this is only slightly
less than the median income of two parent/single-earner families,
which would receive no benefits.

True, the AMC bill doss attempt to ensure that subsidized
care (pee only to families with incomes below 115 percent of the
state median for families of comparable size. But such a limit
would include many families with high incomes. In California,
for instance, a family of four with an income of $41,656 would be
eligible; in Maryland the limit would be $46,063; in New Jersey,
$46,929. Moreover, two-earner families with incomes above the
115 percent threshold already receive billions of dollars in
day-cars subsidies through the current day-care tax credit.

While AMC proponents mks pronouncements about aiding low
income families, the bill would not require that any specific
percentage of its funds to be targeted to low income families.
The bill does not even require states to report the portion of
ABC funds that actually reach low income beneficiaries.

ms Assault on Mansion. Section 20 of the 13111 states that
a day-dare center in a religious institution which receives any
ABC funding, either directly or through vouchers, is prohibited
from providing any religious influence on the children in its
care. This means that children could not say grace over their
milk and cookies. In any room used for day-care within such an
institution, religious pictures and images would have to be
turned to the wail or covered with sheets to hide they from
children's eyes. Any teacher or teacher's aide at a religious
school would be barred from working in or assisting on an unpaid
basis in a care center located in the school. Religious day-care
centers receiving funds would be barred from favoring members of
their own faith when hiring child-care workers. And all
religious day-care centers, even those which refused federal
funding, would be subject to federal regulations concerning the
educational and professional qualifications of day-care staff,
child/staff ratios, and possibly curriculum.

Ths effect of these provisions would be to "sanitize"
church-run day-care centers of their religious content. Centers
that refused to be fully secularized would be denied federal
assistance, and thus placed at a substantial economic
disadvantage and forced %o play c gradually smaller role in the
child care market.

Heavy Tax Burden. Ths long run picture is even worse. The
backers of ABC explicitly envision government-subsidized day-care
ae the principal fora of child care in the near future. Parents
who wished their children to be raised in a religious environment
would be barred from government assistance while being forced to
bear a heavy tax burden to support a nationwide system of
secularized day-care of the children of other parents.

322
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Even if the extremely offensive provisions of section 20
were struck from the bill, the impact would differ little, since
federal programs must comply with the prevailing Supreme Court
view of the separation of church and state. According to this
view, restrictions on religious activity are inherently linked to
any federal subsidy. Example: The Department of Housing and
Urban Development recently barred religious services in SalvationArmy shelters for the homeless which received partial HUDfunding. Similar restrictions have not yet been imposed on
religious institutions receiving Head Start and Title XX day-care
funds only because no litigation has yet been instituted. Withthe massive funding available under ABC, cases would not be longin coming.

Any program of direct subsidization of day-care, or even theprovision of day-care vouchers, ultimately will restrict the
activities of religious day-care centers. Such a program willtend to force religious institutions to obandon the day-care
field by placing them at an economic disadvantage.

Penalizing the Inner City. Church-run centers in the inner
city would be the greatest victims of this no-religion policy, an
ironic result given Dodd-Xildee's professed aim of helping thepoor. While early childhood development strategies touted in theAnc plan are seldom of enduring benefit to disadvantaged
children, religious institutions and the strong moral values they
inculcate have an unchallengeable record in helping inner city
youth escape from drug addiction, illiteracy, and poverty. One
study of young black males in the inner city found that those
with strong religious values were were, !Comparison to similar
youth with out relgious values: 50 perc t less likely to use
drugs; 50 percent less likely to engage in criminal activity; and
40 percent less likely to drop out of schoo1.26

EEEEFINING THE DAY-CARE ISSUE

Even if the Dodd-Xildee proposal worked exactly as itsproponents contend, it still would be bad public policy.Families with young children currently use four different methods
to care for their children: care by the mother; care byrelatives; care by informal neighborhood providers; and care inprofessional group care facilities. Toward these four,government policy should take a neutral position, allowing
parents to choose the approach they prefer. Uncle Sam should not
subsidize one mode of child-care to the detriment of the others.
In particular, policy should not discriminate economically
against families in which a child is cared for by its mother or
relatives.

This is especially true since there is evidence that care bya mother is best for the phIsical health and psychological
development of small children. Young children in day-care are
much more likely to contract serious in±ectious diseases such as
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hepatitis, cytomegalovirus, and haemophilus influenza type b
(HIB), a bacteria that can cause pneumonia and lethal meningitis.
Dr. Jay Belsky, a leading authority on child development, warns
that separating an infant from its mother may cause "insecure
attachment" to the mother, disrupting the child's emotional
development and leaCinq to aggressive and uncooperative behavior
in later years. This does not mean that parents should rush to
abandon day-care, but it does call into question any government
policy that deliberately discriminates against mothers at home
while subsidizing.the entry of mothers with young children into
the labor force."

Federal policy already discriminates against traditional
families where the mother is not employed; ABC would introduce
further discrimination. Through tax credits and direct outlays,
the federal government provides between $5 billion and $6 billion
in financial support to families with children using day-care.
Nearly 40 percent of the cost of day-care nationwide is financed
by the federal government.28 ABC would provide an ada.Ltional
$2.5 billion in federal spending plus a half billion dollars in
matching state funds. The federal government already provides
roughly twice as such financial assistance to each young child in
a two-parent family using day-care, through tax exemptions and
credits, as it does to a young child in a traditional two-parent
family where the mother remains at home -- despite the fact that
traditional families in general have lower incomes." If the ABC
bill passed, this ratio would rise to tkvee to one.

Me Peal Problem: Families are Over -taxes

American families do face significant policy-related
problems in trying tc raise their children. The most important
problem is a tax code biased strongly against children. In 1948,
a family of four at the median income level would have paid 1
percent of its income to the federal government; in 1984, the
same family would have had to pay 17.5 percent. Eugene Steuerle,
a Treasurl Department tax specialist, n'tes that between 1960 and
1984 the average tax rate for single persons and married couples
with no children did not increase, but for a married couple with
two children 4' climbed 43 percent; for a family with four
children, tax -ate. increased 233 percent."

The major cause of this crowing anti-family distortion of
the tax code has been the eroding value of the personal
exemption. In 1948, 4 personal exemption of $600 equalled 42
percent of average personal, per capita income, which was then
$1,424. Over the following 35 years, the personal exemption
lagged far behind as incomes rose and inflation soared. While the
1986 tax reform is raising the value of the exemption to $2,000,
this only partially offsets C.e erosion suffered since he 1940s.
To have the same value relative to inc.= it helm in 1948,
today's personal exemption would have to be raised to $6,468.
Many women with young children now enter the work force when they
would prefer not to because their family income has been eroded

34,4-
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by excessive taxation.

SPMEMWINtnanniInaiia
A policy designed to support the American family would begin

not by subsidising families that use professional day-care while
further taxing !utilise that choose other child care methods.
Instead, policy would reduce the present oppressive tax burden on

families with children. Such a policy would be based on six
principles:

1) Tax relief or financial support for all families with

young children. This policy would not discriminate economically
against families where the mother remains home to care for her
own children. Families where children are cared for by a mother,

grandmother, or a day-care center should all be treated
equally.

2) Financial resources directly er families with children

instead .f funding for bureaucrats and social service
professionals.

3) Tax reduction for middle income families and grants for
lower income families who pay little or no taxes. Any grant
system must foster elf-support rather than dependency.

4) Use of the added income in any manner chosen by the

family. This could be to offset the loss of income when a mother
stays at home, to allow a mother to work less, or to pay for
additional day-care.

5) No federal regulation of day-care and no restrictions on
the type wf day-care that the family could purchase with the tax
rebates or funds provided. Funds could be used for day-care by

a relative, an unlicensed neighborhood provider, or a

professional day-care center.

6) The greatest relative support for working class and
low-income families.

The starting point of a pro family policy wovld be to
restore the value of the personal exemption for young children

back to the relative level that existed to the 1950s, Low

income, working families with children, norrently paying little

or no taxes, would receive cash assistance through Ln expansion

of the Earned Income Tax Credit. The EITC is a wage supplement
which pays benefits as s fixed percentage of earned income. In

traditional welfare programs, benefits are linked to negative
behaviors, such as out-of-wedlock births, prolonged unemployment,
and marital disintegration. The EITC operates in the opposite
manner: it rewards socially constructive behavior, promoting

responsibility, work, and family stability. Only individual.; who

work receive EITC payments. In traditional welfare programs, the
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more an individual works, the more his benefits are reduced.
With the EITC, benefits are increased the more the recipient
works.

The Hatch Day -Care Bill

Ironically, the day-care bills (S.1678/5.1679) introduced by
Senator Orrin Hatch, the Utah Republican, violate all the
principles of a true pro-family policy. Senator Hatch accepts
the premise that there is a critical shortage of day-care and
that the proper response is bureaucratic subsidization of tne
industry; the Hatch proposal is basically a scaled-down version
of the ABC plan. Senator Hatch would provide $875 million in
subsidies to day-care centers over three years. Like the ABC
bill, the Hatch plan lays the foundation for future massive
government subsidization and regulation of day-care. As
compensation for families that do not use day-care, the Hatch
bills would offer an additional personal exemption for six months
for mothers who remain at home with a new-born infant and an
expanded Individual Retirement Account (IRA) for homemakers.

The Hatch proposal violates the principles of a true
pro-family policy in the following ways. First, rather than
rectifying the existing bias in policy against traditional
two-parent/single-earner families, the Hatch bills would
intensify it. The assistance provided to the average family
using professional day-care would be far greater than the
assistance provided to the average traditional family. By
establishing separate programs for families using day-care and
for traditional families, the Hat4h proposal invites future
discrimination against traditional families. Second, while the
Hatch bills do not call for federal regulation of day-care, they
would promote expanded state regulation, including professional
credentialling of day-care providers. Hatch funds would go only
to licensed facilities; thus, as in the ABC bill, no more than
one young child in ten would benefit.

Third, the Hatch bills practice "Robin Hood in reverse."
The bulk of benefits would go to upper-income/two-earner
families; low-income traditional families would be taxed to pay
for subsidized day-care for more affluent families. When they do
use day-care, low-income families are unlikely to use the
professional group care centers subsidized by the Hatch plan.
Fourth, a major portion of the Hatch funding goes to bureaucrats
and professional service providers rather than families and
children. Fifth, by subsidizing only regulated day-care centers,
the Hatch plan establishes the principle that the government,
rather than parents, should determine what type of care is best
for children. A true pro-family policy would provided added
revenue directly to families and allow them to spend it as they
see fit.

The Toddler Tax Credit
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Pro-family principles are embodied in the "toddler tax
credit" soon to be introduced in the House by Representative
Schulze of Pennsylvania. His bill would provide a $750 direct
tax credit to families for each child under six; this is roughly
equivalent to raising the personal exemption for young children
to $6,000. In addition, the Earned IncrAe Tax Credit would
be expanded for low income families with young children.

3311firehlallUgn3211111I

1) Provide families with incomes over $13,000 a tax credi:.
of $750 for each child under age six to be applied against
federal income and social security taxes. If the value of total
tax credits exceeded tax liabilities, the balance would be
refunded in cash.

2) Provide families with incomes below $8,000 per annum a
cash refundable "earned income tax credit for young children"
(EITC/YC). This EITC /YC would provide a wage supplement of $15
for each $100 earned by the parent for the first child under age
six in the family. For each additional child under age six in
the family, a wage supplement of $10 for each $100 earned would
be paid. Thus a family with two young children earning $8,000
would receive $2,000.

3) Reduce for families with incomes between $8,000 and
$13,000 the EITC/YC rate incrementally from 15 percent for the
first child under six and 10 percent for each additional child to
5.75 percent per child.

4) Replace the existing dependent care tax credit for
children under six with the "toddler tax credit." For children
over six the existing dependent care credit would be continued.

5) Limit eligibility for the EITC/YC to families with
working parents. Families in the Aid to Families with Dependent
Children program would not be eligible for the EITC/YC. AFDC
families would continue to be eligible for direct government
payments for day-care up to $160 per child per month.

Approximately 18 million young children would be eligible
for tax relief or cash assistance under the Schulze bill. The
program would be phased in over a five-year period. During the
first three years, federal outlays under the Schulze plan would
be about $250 million per annum compared to $2.5 billion under
the ABC plan. The Schulze plan would provide approximately $2.25
billion per annum in tax cuts for families with young children
during the first three years. By the fifth year, tax relief for
American families under the Schulze proposal would exceed $7
billion per annum. After the fifth year both the tax credit and
the income levels used in determining the EITC/YC payments would
b5 indexed against inflation. Overall, the policy would help
remove the anti-child bias in the tax code.
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CONCLUSION

Most women will spend many years in the paid labor force.
The choice of whether a mother, particularly a mother with young
children, should or should not be employed .ust be made by teach
family. The government should not bias that choice through its
outlays and tax code. The government does bias that choice as
long as it taxes families in which a mother remains with her
children to provide subsidized day-care to families where the
mother is employed. Similarly, in families where the mother is
employed, the choice as to what type of day-care is most
appropriate should be mad. by the family, and not by government
bureaucrats.

Nliminatina the Anti-Child Bias. The Dodd-Kildee ABC bill
eiscriminates against families where the mother makes an economic
st,:rifice to remain at home and care for her children; by
contrast, the "toddler tax credit" treats all families with young
children equally. The ABC plan funds bureaucrats and social
service professionals; the toddler tax credit funds families and
children. The ABC bill would assist, indirectly, no more than
one child in ten; the toddler tax credit would assist directly
all working families with young children.

The ABC bill would create a new social welfare bureaucracy
but would do little to aid families with children. A true
pro-family policy would begin by eliminating the
anti-family/anti-child bias that has crept into the federal tax
code over the last three decades. Such a policy would strengthen
families by recognizing that American parents, not federal
bureaucrats, are best able to determine how money should be spent
to meet their family needs.

Can the U.S. afford the toddler tax credit? The answer is
yes. The simple fact is that American families are over-taxed to
provide billions fro wasteful spending. Congress must decide
which is more important: children or subsidies for surplus
cheese. Even after its full implementation in 1993, the toddler
tax credit would reduce federal revenues by only one half of one
percent per annum. But at this minor cost, the government could
provide support vitally needed by young children and their
parents.

Notwithstanding the pressure of Gramm-Rudmann guidelines on
the budget, it is worth noting that both the Reagan
administration and Congressional liberals have proposed
significant new domestic spending initiatives costing many
billions of dollars per annum. Even the proposed Reagan
administration budget for next year, I am informed, contains
roughly nine billion in new domestic spending inititatives.

Congress should come to the aid of American children by
restoring family income through tax reduction rather than setting
the foundation for massive new federal spending through ABC
style programs.

3 P. F2,.
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APPENDIX
Mother's Employment and Type. of Childcare

for American Children

Table 1 Young Children whose Mothers are Employed by Age Group
(numbers In thousands)

Ago of Child Children with Toial Children Percent with
Employed In Age Group Eminyed
Mothers Mothers

Under Age One 1,385 3,683 37.6%

One and Two Year Olds 3267 7,084 46.1%

Three and Four
Year Olds 3,516 7,158 49.1%

Total: Under
Age Five 8,168 17,925 45.5%

Table 2 Children Under Five and Mother's Employment Status
(numbers in thousands)

Employment Status Children Under Hire Percent of All
Children Under Fly*

Mother is Not Employed 9,757 54.4%

Mothe: is Employed
Part-tune 3,108 17.3%

Mother is Employed
Full-time 5,060 28.2%

Sources for Tables 1 and I The Bureau of the Census, US. Dept. of Commerce, Who's Minding the Kids?

Household Econotruc Studio, Series P-70, No.9, May 1987 Data for this census report were collected through

a day-care survey conducted between December 1984and March 1985. Numbers on total children in specific

age groups are for January 1985: data provided by the Bureau o. ,he Census.

3? 9
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Taiga 3 Typo of Dey-eare Arras /seat: °Weir's Undo, Vivo

Type of Chad Caro Plumber of Tots. Percentage
Children In Children of Children
Each Typo Under Fly* In Each Typo
of Care of Care

Mother is not
Employed:
Care by Mother

N'othe 's Employed:
.4 Relative

Mother is Employed:
Informal Care by a
Non-rel.inv:

Mother is anployed:
Care in Group Day-
care Facility

Sources. Same as Tables 1 and 2.

9,759 17,925 %

3,920 17,925 21.8%

2,298 17,925 12.8%

1,948 17,925 10.9%

3 3 0
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27.See Jay Belsky, "Infint Day Care: A Cause for Concern?" Zero
to Three, September 1986.)

28. Federal government outlays and tax expenditures on day-care
are estimated to be between $5 billion and $6 billion. Total
spending on day-cars from public and priva%e sources is
approximately $14 billion to $15 billion. Bureau of the Census,
00. cit. p. 2 and unpuLlished RHS data.
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29. Families with children in day-care benefit both from a
personal exemption for each child and the dependent care tax
credit. Families that do not use day-care benefit only from the
personal exemption. The average value claimed for the dependent
care credit is $409 per return. The tax reduction from the
personal exemption is approximately $400.

30. Alan C. Carlson, *What Happened to the Family Wage?" 'hi
public interest, Spring 198f, pp. 11-12.

31. The $750 per child tax credit is equivalent to raising the
personal exemption upward by $3,000 to $5,000 depending on the
family, tax bracket. Families who receive the $750 per child
tax credit or EITC/YC payments would continue to be able to claim
a personal exemption of $2,000 for each child a well. Thus the
Schulze policy overall is roughly equivalent to raising the
personal exemption to $6,000 per child for the average family.
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Rosenberg.

STATEMENT OF MARK ROSENBERG, NATIONAL CHILD CARE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. ROSENBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
It's always difficult to be the last witness in a long Congressional

hearing, because the members are tired and the staff is tired and
the press is gone. Even the court reporter is beginning to nod off
But I'll try to keep it brief and informative.

I represent a sector of the child care industry which has not been
heard from very much in these hearings. You did hear from Mrs.
Ho Homan who gave some excellent testimony from the standpoint
of the proprietary provider.

But I probably don't fit your image of what a child care provider
looks like. I probably fit your image more closely of what a K
Street lawyer looks like, and that's because I am a K Street lawyer.

But I'm also a child care provider. My wife and I own two day
care centers in suburban Maryland. We've been active in the busi-
ness for a number of years, my wife for about 10 years.

It's important to recognize the interest and concern of the pro-
vidersthe people who are really out there giving this day care
service every day. You've heard a lot of testimony from academics
who've argued about what is proper child care and whit are the
proper ratios, and have done a lot of studies about child care. But
the providers are the ones who are out there providing that service
every day.

Proprietary providers like my wife and I are out there providing
service, having put their own personal money into those day care
companies. Many of them have been involved in day care for many,
many years.

I think it's important to recognize that this is a sector of the in-
dustry that's very, very important

Now, the indications that we have in the data are that 50 to 60
percent of all child care, perhaps even a higher percentage, is pro-
vided today by the proprietary day care sector What's important
to recognize is that this is a great change from where it was 10 or
15 years ago. At that time, only about 20 percent of the care was
proprietary day care

Most of the increase in day care actually being provided is from
the proprietary sector, over the last 10 or 15 years. These are
people who simply got into the business of providing day care be-
cause they were in non-profit day care, as my wife was before, or
because they were educators.

One of our active members in the NCCA, for instance, was a
former superintendent of schools in California. She retired as su-
perintendent and got i to private schools and day care. These arc
people that had been involved in related areas of endeavor, and
they've gotten into child care because they wanted to provide a
needed service.

I think that as we go forward in National debate, we have to rec-
ognize that it's ir.rportant to make sure that this very important
part of the industry is dealt with in a s :ay that encourages it to
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provide the service:, that it is all eady providing and which it would
like to continue to provide, and not to do Something in the context
of a day care bill that would discourage that proprietary sector.

Now, we support a Federal leadership role in day care. I want to
be very clear about that. I'm going to tell you a lot of negative
things about the ABC bill, but I want to be very clear, Mr. Chair-
man. We very much support Federal interest and a Federal leader-
ship role in day care. As providers, there is no one more interested
in the development of the day care industry and services than the
people in the NCCA.

Our concern is that in some of the bills, particularly the ABC
bill, we're heading down a road that's going to be ineffective, very
costly, and which would discourage, rather than encourage, the
provision of more services of day care.

Now, we have three basic concerns that I'd like to talk about
today. First, we're concerned that the ABC and similar bills will
substantially increase the cost of child care to the point where it
will become unaffordable to a number of parents.

I'd like to refer you to a recent study of a National magazine
that covers child care issues that came out just this month with a
study of the ABC bill. They concluded that this bill will cost $1.2
billion to parents. We're not talking about the cost to the Govern-
ment. This is $1.2 billion cost to parents who are not subsidized.

The reason for that is simply that the minimum standards that
this study believes would be mandated by the ABC bill would raise
the cost to all day care centers to a point where they will simply
become unaffordable to a lot of middle income parents.

The second basic concern that we have is that this will create a
costly and unnecessary level of Federal regulation and bureaucracy
that will impinge upon the rights of the States to regulate this im-
portant function.

Now, remember. The question is not should day car,.- be regulat-
ed. Unless we disagree with our colleagues from the Heritage
Foundation, I believe that day care should be regulated, and tightly
regulated. I know in the State of Maryland where we have our day
care centers, we have the fire inspector, the sanitation inspector,
the environmental inspector, and the program inspector. They're
very, very tough regulators, and they come in and give us a very
thorough job.

I believe that day care should be regulated. But the question, Mr.
Chairman, is at what level would there be most effective regula-
tion?

I know that you were listening to Mr- Ballenger, and I was very
impressed with her testimony in terms of what North Carolina is
doing to regulate day care.

Now, regulation among the States may differ, but the reason thin
may differ is simply a conscious choice in those States to have a
different kind of regulation. What works for us in Marylanda
very tough regulatory systemmay not be appropriate in some
other State.

That's the basic concern. The issue is not do we regulate, but do
we introduce an unnecessary and costly level of Federal regulation
which we think would simply raise the cost of daycare for every-
one.
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Now, a third concern is that we believe there are elements of the
ABC bill, principally the cost factor, which would result in the dis-
placement of several hundred thousand children from licensed cen-
ters, which are regulated, to basically unlicensed and unmonitored
family day care homes.

Now, I've got to say that I have mixed feelings about family day
care. My wife ran a family day care in our home for about 4 years,
and I thought it was an excellent level of quality. Family day care,
in my judgment, can be quality day care. There's Ho question about
it.

But we have to face the fact that monitoring family day care is
almost impossible. The cost is really prohibitive to have even a
minimal monitoring of family day care. Therefore, our concern is
that the day care center providersby raising the cost of the day
care centers, the families will simply be forced out of center based
daycare into an unlicensed kind of situation. There is the uncer-
tainty of whether it is of even a minimal level of quality.

I think those are our basic kinds of concerns. The question again
is not regulation, but the most effective level of regulation. I was
very interested in hearing the discussion among the two North
Carolinians about what had happened in the change of regulations
in North Carolina, and I'd like to make one point on that.

We were told that the standard for infants had gone from 9 to 1,
which I would certainly not support, to 7 to 1, and that infant care
rose in the State

Now, the point I would make to you is that 7 to 1, whether this
is appropriate or not, is a level which allows for an economic deliv-
ery of infant care, in my judgment. Even at 6 to 1 you can economi-
cally deliver infant care, and therefore that standard being lowered
and there still being infant care simply reflects that economically,
infant care can still be delivered at a 7 to 1 or 6 to 1 ratio.

The problem, though, and I take this from my personal knowl-
edge, is that 7 to 1 infant care cannot be delivered in anything
other than the most subsidized day care. It simply can't be deliv-
ered. I know that personally because in Montgomery County, we
have one center where the regulations for infants stipulate 3 to 1.
Other than three Government supported. heavily subsidized cen-
ters, there are no infant care centers in Montgomery County

If you live in Montgomery County and have an infant, I'll tell
you, you have a problem. It's very, very difficult to find infant care
in Montgomery County.

We're trying to convince the State that if we want to increase
infant care, we've got to have a different kind of standard. The im-
portant thing is that Maryland made its judgment about 3 to 1.
That was a judgment made by the legislators in Maryland.

Some people think that is because legislators f1 Maryland think
that women ought to stay home until their rhildren are two
anyway. But the judgment that was made in North Carolina again
reflected the judgment of people in North Carolina about what was
appropriate in North Carolina. I think that the thing we have to
understand is that those people in those States, like Mrs. Bal-
lengerwho is an excellent State regulator of day careand
others throughout the country are in a better position to make a
judgment about what are the proper standards within that State
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Our concern is simply that a Federal bureaucrat and I'm a
former Federal bureaucrat, so I can say thisis not in a position to
make a judgment, and does not have the kind of knowledge to
make a judgment about what are the proper day care standards in
various areas of the count! y.

The other thing is that we've heard a lot about the fact that the
ABC bill will phase in standards, and that's all well and good. But
if those standards don't work, Mr. Chairman, if they're set at a
level that would discourage proprietary child care from expanding
as it can, then a 20 year phase in isn't going to make any differ-
ence.

The important point is that the State regulators are in the best
position to make those kinds of judgment.

So, to conclude, Mr. Chairman, I'd just like to say that my asso-
ciation, which represents 23 State organizations and thousands of
proprietary day care centers, people who have their own money on
the line providing this servicewe're very supportive of a Federal
effort with respect to day care. This should be a Federal leadership
effort. But we think that effort ought to go in a different direction
from the ABC bill.

That ought to go into studying some tax incentivesmost of my
practice is in the tax area, so I admit to a bias in that area. But we
think there are many more effective ways of delivering better
kinds of services without having a regulat-ry situation which is
going to be costly and unnecessary and which ultimately is not
going to provide more and better day care.

Thank you very much, and I'd be pleased to respond to any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Mark Rosenberg follows:]
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delivered in the United States. As the only national

association of proprietary child care providers, NCCA is

uniquely situated to participate in the policy debate

concerning pending federal legislation on child care. NCC4

suppoits Federal efforts to improve the quality of child care

and to improve the delivery system. As child care providers,

we believe that Federal leadership in the area of child care is

lung overdue and we welcome that leadership effort. We believe

tnat tne Federal role in child care must be carefully crafted,

however, to support increased capacity rather than to

discourage it. NCCA believes that tne proper goal of Feueral

child care policy snould be to encourage and promote parental

rights and choices about cnild care.

We are deeply concerned that a number of child care hills

being considered, particularly HR 3060 (tri so-called ABC

3111), will have dIsasterous effects upon rho Child Care

delivery system and ultimately upon our children.

Specifically, we bellve that 'IR 3000 will

(1) Substantially increase the price of child care to a

point where it will become unaffordable to many parents. (4

national magazine tnat covers child care issues has recently

estimated the costs of the ABC Bill to narents will be over

$1.2 billion in additional tuition fees.)
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(2) Create a costly and unnecessary level of federal

regulation and bureaucracy that will impinge upon the rights of

states to regulate this important function and will stifle

innovation in the child care industry.

(3) Result in displacement of several hundred thousand

children now being cared for in child care centers, with the

result that those children will have to seek care in unlicensed

and unregulated family day care homes.
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UNNECESSARY AND COSILY FEDERAL REGULATION

Tne ABC Bill would set up a new and costly federal

bureaucracy to supervise cnild care. fhe irony of this

situation is tnat cnild care is already one of the most h,ghly

regulated industries in the United States today. In e.iv

state, a cnild care center (generally defined as a center

serving more than six chil,ren) is required to he licensed

under a naplen set of health and safety regulations. For

example, in our centers in tne State of Maryland, we are

inspected by a fire inspector, a sanitation inspector, an

environmental inspector, and a pro.-am inspector These

inspections are extremely rigoruu.., as they snould he, and they

are intended to insure tnat the child care being provided is

safe and of an adequate quality. Under tne ABC Bill, any state

triat accepts a sin,,,le d)1lar ul federal support will ne

required to meet a set of "minimun chili care standards". In

effect, tne federal government will take on the task OF

le,lislating a minimum set of standards to be followed in each

state.

Xnyuue wno has followed tae ntstory of federal rgulation

in tne past several decal's will hi understandably concerned

about a new federal regulatory mechanism. In effect, this

federal regulatory mocninism will ,o,..-.-!. h.. :cg.ila:,c,

autnorities of toe states, by requiring tnat those minimum
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standards be met if any federal Support is to be given to a
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ureliminary findings of that study, which 1, ongoing. NiCCA is

concerned about staff turnover, but we believe that the causes

of turaove: are far ,note complex tnan has been presented to

date.

Anotner Justalcation foe tne ABC 3111 is the supposed lack

of uay care facilities, Again, tr,is so-called "droblem" is

more complex than supporters of trio ABC Bill nave portrayed

it. As a stu..1,, released by tne Secretary of Labor last week

indicated, there is no shortage of u1,, care facilities aside

from some spot shortages. 4011Le more child care centers will

indeed be needed in tie coning sears, the proprietary sector,

wnicri Chi been mainly responsible for the increase in cnild

cate facilities, stiould and can he encouraged to supple tnese

tacilities. But tne ABC Bill, which will rase costs ant add

unnecessaty regui-ion, will Ray,' the opposite effect, by

dis,oula,:ong own, , from opening new faciLities

Still Fu thitlGUL\TED FV1LY DA'l CARE dMIE3

Brie aatioaal Child Care XssociatiOn believes thit the

alt imate effect of tad ABt. Bill will o. push a larrje number

of ,ildren in licensel day Lire centers into WVIceVS01 aPd

Unt:iPlart.'d la,aili Jar care aumes The Child Care Review has

estimated that 76u,u,0 chillier will in fact be d splaced from
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cniid care facilities as a result of the Increased cost. These

eh' dreu are nicely to be cared for in family day care homes

wnicn utter caarge less tui tneir services

I want to maKe it clear that family home aav care is not

ne,essa:ily pour quality care. My wife ran a family day care

aume for number of years in oar home and I know that tnis Care

Can be of vet-, ljta quality. But we must face the fact Mit
most of these homes ) c unlicensed and even the ones that are

licicseJ are subject to extremely minimal standard!, There is
simply no way to assure that the level of quality assaran,:e

twat Is present in licensel cnild care centers will he p.esent

in family day care homes. A nualber of studies hive shown mitt

a liCenSeJ
tacidents of 01110 abuse, while extremely rare in

cni.d care ceater, are relatively nigh in family day cite
numes I Kna, that we na e all read the sad stories of

Lnlidren who nave h.,n [turned or inIu,ed in accidents in

unil.leased and unregulated Camilv LIN care noires. While family

day care nu.nea will pro0101), Continue to he a Tottant of the
do: care delivery system, the ABC Bill, nv for',Irr,; on,O

cnildten into that tsind of cite, Is liKrll to decrease rathl

toae increase tae le1 of the qualit of da,. care
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE ABC BILL

As I said when I began my testimony, the Naticnal 'mild

Care Association supports an increased federal role in child

day care. But that role must IP arefully soaped to avoid the

serious problems that I have outlined above. While we support

certain elements of the ABC Bill, surn as tne increased funds

available for training of day care professionals, we simply

cannot suppoi. tne general approach of that bill, which is to

mandate standards which will ultimately be extremely costly and

wnicn will create an inflexible federal system of day care.

There are a number of alternatives to the creation of this

Kind of a cumbersome and ineffective system. For exanplc,

olocK grant programs administered tnrougn state agencies using

voucners to assist low-income families in obta,ning day care

would De an extiemtly effective way of delivering that care.

dy allowing tae parents to cnoose among day care centers that

accept those voacners, tne parents would be given the ultimate

respohsioilitv of cnoosing the app,opriate day care for their

c' dren. As Secretary McLaug:ilin s recent report points out,

mere are a number of federal programs already providing

support to day care. We believe tnat an examination of to

these existing programs can be improved should he c,nducted

oetore we eonpAri. on a new and extremely costly program.
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Adotaet eitILlent wa,, of deliver ig additional day care
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of ek.vic, to out center In Bethesda, 'Iarland, we hay, dual
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dir,2xtly troll bat Cfcdlt An alternati would he to cap toe

111, ,joieat tne ptrent, who coold ase tnat cielit it al!,
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nignest level of quality day care. Our members also believe,

However, tnat affordability of day care is a Key issue and that

affordability must not be sacrificed If day care cannot be

delivered at a reasonable price to middle-income families, tnen

tnose families will simply be forced into unlicensed and

unregulated da> care facilities that will ultimately provide P

muLn lower quality of care. While UCCA welcomes the federal

leeersnip role in mild day care, we believe that the ABC Bill

and siiilar bills 4111 create costly and bureaucratic system,

that will ultimately fail to deliver day care to those most in

need. A number of alternative methods arc available, however,

in order to deli, r da, :are services effect.vely to a greater

number of middle - income Americans NCCA w)ul be pleased to

work 641 In the Subcommittee in helping to design d truly

el_,ctive legislati response to tiis need,

Tflaill, you ery mu n, and I would b, glai to answer an'

{best lolls taat tne le-lo. .s may lidli,,,
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NATIONAL CHILD CARE ASSOCIATnN

POSITION STATEMENT

April 17, 1988

The National Child Care Association is comprised of grassroots, wall
business entrepreneurs, exercising the right of free enterprise. We
are committed to the ideal of all children having access to responsibly
regulated, quality child care services while prcviding an experience that
is safe, healthy and productive. We believe in the important roles played
by public, private and sectarian programs. We know tne value uf
monitored child care as the foundation for achieving and maintaining
appropriate standar s. We value the "Parert's Right To Choose."

The NCCA agrees with the recent (4/15/88) findings of the U.S. Department
of Labor. This report by Labor Secretary Ann McLaughlin states that there
is "no evidence in support of the contention that there is a_general,
national shortage of available child care.' She also emphasizes,
"Despite all of this activity and interest one things has not char,ed--
the primary responsibility for child ,a-e r.sides with America's parents

NCCA suppo'ts the underlying purpose of the proposed child care bills to
broaden thl availability of child care, improve the calibr( of that care
and assist low income families in meeting its cost. However, we sincerely
believe that mechanisms already exist (spending 6.9 billion dollars annually,
to achieve these goals. These include, but are not limited to

Aid For Dependent Childr n (AFDC)
Head Start
USDA Child Care Food Programs
Department of Education
Tax Credits

Title XX
Job Training Program Act (JTPA)
Small Business Admln.,stration (SBA)
Department of Defense
Alternative Payment Voucher (APP)

The Child Care Review Magazine reported in its April/May, 1988 issue that
the A B C (Alliance For Better Child Care, Kildee/Dodd) legislation will
cost parents nearly 1.2 billion dollar, more in Increased tuition payTents.
Various specific programs listed in the latest Labor Department report
viable mechanisms enhancing services for low income families without crea-
ting another "Infra-structure "

It is the time for ACTION AND PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS, but it isn't as easy
as A B C.

NCCA would direct your legislative attention to reassess and reform these
already existing mechanisms A clean-up effort tf eliminate administrative
waste and to require a -ore exacting match from t e states and local govern-
ments will result in the ability to serve more children. Threc examples of
states (Californ11, Arizcna and Texas) are curre,t models using the APP
(Alternative Payment Program) Voucher to deliver baaly needed child care
se /ices in a cost-effective and efficient syst, m.

The Small Business Administration loan program should be expanded to in-
clude special low interest loans that sill enc,uragc the growth and
develorment of more child sir< In :Uition, child care centers

3 5
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should be included i:
she SBA "Incubation Program" for those areas where

there is a dice need for child care The same corsideration should be

given as is offered to other small businesses in designated economic

impact zones

The state of Alaska, another public/private model, utilizes government

funding for staff compensation, increased
staff, health and nutritional

needs of children, equipment, staff training and parental invol,ent

The 20% ceiling on Tax Credits ,hould be reduced for higher income

brackets. Credits could then be redirected to benefit lower income

families or even possibly refunded This measure would be "Fevenue

Neutral "

The negative impacts of the proposed legislation are

' Anti-proprietary
' Anti-sectarian
' Anti-family

Anti- .,tates rights

It creates another burea.lcracy
that is urrecessarl cons,nang enorrous

amounts of money intended to be spent serving c'ildren It is a tad-et

buster and a deficit-raver.

Historically, NCCA me-ler, are the people who adnirlster t"e services,

compete in the rarket pla-e, generate
revenue, while pro:id.ng a val...able

human service. We are th2 helping profession who knows the real stor: .

we bring you the truth!

Every state has lic_nl,irg
la.s, rules and regulations for r-ild care

existing in place
,CCA

contends that states are best atld to regulate

their own inddntries teca.lse
they are nore directly fanlliar fifth local

custurs, opinions, treno, de-.3res and ecoronic cond-tio.s

F.nall,,, the National Child Care
Asrociaton f,nds ttat bdr21..i.rac,-

bail_ing federal lea.slation IS NOT Tt,F. A%54-EP FO' T.. .ATIT. S C..IL:,,,E%

A.:17) FAMILIES

3 -i- 1
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR l'2.1DIATF RELEASE

LONTACT David Pierson
(504) 871-9662

FELL:AL CHILD CAFE BILL WILL RAISE TUITIO8 COSTS Al.D DSF.Ach AII, 2RF7 lh LICENSED CAFE

8El-0l?1E. LA -- A 52 5 billion federal child care 5.11 t' it 1, suppos.d to 1-prose

the of Or,dDlilti and a ,ailabilitc of licensed child cure act,a11; cost parents

nca 1. $1 2 bi.lion .1 increase. tultio pa,-eats acd over 736,000 on.ldren

row in lice sed facilities, according to a study co^d,cted b, a oltional child care magazi^e

Child Care gevica in :,etairie. Louisia a, reports in its Apri1,11,, 1988 issue

that the Act for Better Child Care (or the ABC Bill) would also nave the effect of

closing 12.600 child day care centers or 20 3 percent of all the 1- tensed facilities

new in opera:-on because of ch_ cost increases the b.11 could mean to non-subsidized parents

Significantly, the proposed legislation has received strong congressional support

Tie noose cers.on 3660) has 128 co-sponsors. and the Sen.te Jersica (S 1885) has

22 ,o-sponsors

The magazine report oat the federal standards -on:aced .n the ABC Bill will raise

the cost of licensed care and displace children because child care is such a labor-

intensive industry. With staff costs already account.ng for 51 percent (or $27 18) of

the parents' veekls tuition rate, federal standards ,hicn would increase staffing

.ouid raise parents' tuition. by $b 76 per week per child, t'-o magazine reports

The child Care 2e.1e., stud; sacs tne cost impact could he gtlacest on parents in t5e

south The ,,arents in ten southern states, the report c111,,, will pa. over 79 percent

of toe total tuition increase and will account for SI percent of the children displaced

aignificantl the two states lead the nati,n ih available licensed child care.

Texas and Florida, ..,111 be harde,t hit by federal staffing standards. according to the

report Texas parents can expect an average increase in tur'ion costs of $18 41 per seek,

and Florida parents can expect an in,rea,e of $16 21 per weak

The reason for the disproportionate impact on the south. thc magazine reports, is

that 44 percent of all licensed child care slots are in 11 southern states and those

states would be mo,t affected by the nc., staffing requirements mandated in the ABC Bill

Y#0

PO Box 578 MelatneLoutsana 700040578(504)831-9662
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Al TAutiMENT C

Texas Licensed Child Care Assoc,ltion

POSITION STATEMENT

The ens, In America S churl carefrom the sheer (hag, to in o' he number of children Inivnived

(16 000 000 cti ren cJrefttl, have mothers in the wort., fircel In the st ijgering costs is weft known

And as the SOciol.,-; c motila of our tamales change the net d f ar Go tat., cme will (tray grtsw

It is time for act or.

But the answers art, n ft as t-t fsy as ABC

8700 rnefnhi centerswith well Oar r 40000 liconson1 monttured child care spaces

x ,LICOOSed Cu- Id Car AssoCtatton irscrimiled tc -fIcl -ill hi' cur children ha,ing access tO

resoons hr, regulated ch Id care sersicesprcieIng an ,siith inence that is sa'e health, and

producttie ti+e teillayr m -iportani roitis pia yet by Puhac cirtya'e and sectarian fac littes And in

me v311.0 0! I Chrsrid monitored care as the loundatton for auaeittng and maintaining appropriate

stand, rds

Our afar-tans th Proposed legislation 'fillet.' Our TerrITI!,,,),

YEA

ITLCCA Si Oports the underlying purpose of these bills to binaiden the availahtlity of child care

unpin, ? thr calibre of that care and ass st low income limit es in meeting its cost

/1-1 CCAapplauds the tOcus on innovative locally conceived app oache to child care w Ohm each

sate (S 21731

states haze established child care standard= and indnel are the most able to

assess the ItcensIng and regulatory standards appropriate to that stale s needs to implement

a id to enforce those standards
Fr-feral q deenes could be unnncessanly dupltcating and definitely wood be burdensomely

xpensitc increastng the annual cost of care fricm an ti.erage of S8321 o 51430 (estImaied per

ch till depending on age (Infant carethe most urgentlineededtoda fwould be thehardest
ha ) Tf s in turn would mean eyen more nre1 for fedmal assistance to low trcome 'amines

F arthermow rr ;re parent. would be forced underground pul!,ng that children Jr)

sithulitnnrd urr, guliVed child care ,ituations an niec ne which widen-m.1es the ef tire

orps,tii of the lit; station

ViTLCOA endiirses a hr voucher system which part to chi rise from any

and matador( ' t-it , they wish far fl eir children f Hitt 75'21

VITLCCA actcroies of the proposed structuring of the Child and Depen 'ent Care Tax Credit
pfl-trarf- inu'cilSir 1 tax relief for lowIncnme familiesand of hec tax reforms that would more fairly

art d r flit sintl, row rr imnfrent resources to help 't DSe whit i, ed the hr rnntit (HR 15721

TLCCA tot rr,f for J,Crt,Sed Irrr p I a i, prc tirtirn scn, l'orrarly grog, tms

life V it, t Jr, ir if it , ,i vied it 11 hap 'Pt HR

N o / IL Cr A s' in Matt" "tt el, a ofgrintsiii, rtro lr en ,r,; r r rpfl h. rr r-rr mr-rrrr; and

l" 011

V /',
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NAY

ATLCCA , ne , r , r t I t n . , tape; , enties ,I i in the ea 1 I Ai ,t

legislation naL efstinclue tor (it rltt r, ret is a Subs' anti and vital t, rmot Lh,l ut t rdosti,, , At

indeed fact' ties with religi311S amhat anS hate a place in theSn Pr -grams with iut con t, r, ar

Stale separation

In the histary of federally mandate.] haci al programs again and again for profit busin,sses and
instil Wens have played a sionifica at role in delivering -ducts and services to the mu nded
recipients Food starbpSare redeemed at for profit stores ,iitim.idiesgo to for polit farms Medicare
is paid to for profit cantors and h as;ital5 the GI bill pays for tuition to for polit (and indeed
religiously affiliated) schOots In each case the ultimate goals from pro end quail / health rare
the elderly to pro,dine educational OLOJitunittesare enhance] by Ili strength of the for profit

sector of society

A TLCCA is opposed to the incluSiOn of family day Care homes in leg station with the stared curpase uf
supporting qualify Child care IS 14.95 H 366(1)

Nationwide rarnily day Care homes reaume little or I art-lards for cam: vc rs or f acuities and are

largely unrnonitered

,,e/( TLCCA notes with iiamiag Cis agria,imen the dcuble stand 'rd fo chill care centers an] ',mil/ d I, ca_
homes IS 1885 H 3660i

This amounts to no less than discrirtenat ton against many of Americas Children The failure to
establish standards and provide Sufficient monitoring of tarn ply day care homes end angers heal'h and

happineSa
In Texas we have found that a child in a family 113 can home is thirteen times Moto likely to be the

v Om of a t eportable incident than in a I censed facility
A double standard is inecuaable
In this legislation for example S 18,35 clearly spells out two entirely di' leo rat sets of regumernentsfor

center-based family day caremandating lewets of qualifications training and background for
personnel appropriate child staff ratios etc for centers while covering only the number of ch Idren

and minimum age of caregiver in home settings And these are thevery home settings that g0 virtuaqy

unmonitored until a tragedy occurs

Act for Seller Child Care

S 1989 Unn
HP 3C, K,de

N/Puf,, Ce t r r and r, a . . a r a r be Pr 8 , 9 m r

A

)4( Ent_ , i f r i t o t , v,1 r o i f fer r r 8, n9 E.'

TLCCA Positron Check'tst
Child Care Development Act

5.173 Re11

Child Care Act or 1987

HP 151: Jen,

cm:

e 1

, t,, and en ,pmrn
aI le,1

Aqr. fa arr roar., a rl nor Ilra I, r

belt ,it 1,r1 im the rut' led fla a5 wi tl d. the t r tit t le in'erll if the fir, , oSed

et. , Make tht tit 'I t rag of our nt I, t fl taro,' , all, it ',Ley +9 for Ari,,rIC,15 It hire

TEXAS t ICENSED CHILD 'ARE ASclii3CIATION

Att, ,r

Qr'J.)4 1.;
69-234 88 12
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ATTACHMENT fn

IT% 1 n 4:4 y F 1 rin cf 1 r-1 ci

(Jr n 1 r-fl Sur y

421-4 Li tif CARE S'---.A.FF TURNOVER

April, FAO

Tarr.;nt and Johnson Counties of Texas

4 ,toff turnover figure is being used to indict the child are industry's

'buolitt _f care. The ._en._lusions drawn and used as the bases for legis.ative
re:c_mmeneaflons do not add up in the eyes of child care administrators.

From ur v3ntage point, we can see the effect these rec ,mmendations will

have Zr the cost of care to parents.

We d_ n=t dispute the fact that child care staff receive 1,w wages.

Admin.,trators have felt child care must offer other, intangible but

Important, advantages to motivate staff to remain in the n_hIld care field.

Our questions are: Do. these advantages offset, at least partly,
the 1.w wage child care is able to pay% What portion of the 4117. turnover

figure is due to factors not unique to child care'

Questionnaires have been distributed to date

HI responses have been received.

1 response vas not able to be used.

All Si iesp-nses were from staff presently employed in the child care field.

A,e range f resp:ndents 17-C7

average ;lumber ,f years in ,hild care C.J7

Classes taught
le months thru 1- years

,D1 t que wer n_t umed in then,, i findings.)
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et anutblo dart .wen f eet, car y i ero
fftld _are is able t- pay-

Ciat.t,t1_n tc staff:

I leot , in the rder of Imp, tan:e, _fir f nfl
ii ti,e care flald

1. L__.e f _r -htldren ft-,2 Jr th, if

Wk.:Eher ,if f

2. _Lb ...atisfactico

eyiantno ',curs

S. Fle,tble h_urs
Va..ation pay

7. 14,11day Fa

One in eyth y toree nbc nJants ha" ..1` 1,1 o 11. or

was tifr ranled child car,' , ' tr fJ r f r

st,Ayff,o Ifild care ft,f1d. 72. -an, tJ
as ..ne 1,.1/1. 4 rea..n, stay ,rfg in the tid _or', f ii

Freltaft,o, y firirjinrie, Intit _,fte.

a, fif 'ti' rtrly Je2,1,-1,12 1.}1., 1 Os' Lit,
('i1,1 :or, e_.1.,01 are nat in the f

:are staf f C c,et intan,utfi, ,a, i, r,Ir,,,i

-cr. r .' I fIst
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1(3 resp,ndents answered maybe.

--most between the age of 17 and DJ
--average number of years in child care was _.-

--in were full-time
--3 gave wages as the reason they might leave

29 respondents answered no.

--most between the age of 17 and 27
--average number of years in child care was 2.7

--14 were full-time
--5 gave wagms as the reason for leaving
--10 were going into other child oriented fields
--2 were going to stay home with their ch dren

--10 were going into other professio. s or ( icommitted

Preliminary findings indicate:

Some child care staff leave because of .vages. 67. that answ, ed this

survey said they were definitely leaving "because of wages".

At least 507. of turnover is due to students who are using child care

as a part-time job and/or as training to further their careers.

257. of staff surveyed had left the child care field 'turnover) then

returned at a later date. Peason given most "enjoyed the work".

507. of staff surveyed had left at least one center'before (turnover)

to go to wo-k at another center.

This survey is ongoing. Wculd ycu tile to participate"

For a copy of this survey send a stamped, self-addreued envelope to:

SUFVEY, c_EASE
c/:. Jean Little
471-A W. Par, _AS F :ac

Hurst, Texa, 760:,4

Mm tml
4.) .)
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Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Rosenberg.
I'D address my first question to Ms. Mankin.
Do parents generally use resource and referral programs if those

programs are available?
Ms. Mi NKIN. We find in our experience that they do Our growth

rate has seen phenomenal. We can record nothing but an upward
curve in the number of people who use that service.

Principally, there's an invisible market out there of Providers
who can't afford or who choose not to advertise. Through this serv-
ice, which does not recommend but only refers, they an be found.

Mr. KILDEE. Some earlier testimony suggested that -esource and
referral agencies provide negative informat on to parents concern-
ing for-profit child care providers. Is that the case in Delaware?

Ms. MANKIN. Absolutely not.
Everything has a different quality, and we're very proud of the

quality of our service. We're very careful in how we build our data-
base.

But more importantly than that, we're careful in our consulta-
tions. We don't hand out a computerized list, we do personal, one-
on-one, 25 minute minimum interview with every parent who calls.
We help them define their needs, their interests, their ability to
pay, the type of service that they're looking for. We then go beyond
that point to work with them and help them become informed co-,-
sumers and teach them how to develop rapport with the center. We
show them how to evaLate a center or family care. as it may be,
how to monitor that care.

In the end, the parent is responsible fot his or her -zn choices
Mr. KILDEE. The ABC bill requires that funds be .,pent for re-

source and referral programs.
Assuming that we do pass a Federal bill, do you think that wo d

be a good utilization of Federal funds9
Ms. M iNktiv. Well, I can't agree with that.
We have our own demonstration model ' Delaware that we're

doing with private sector funds so well I happen to believe that if
we can do itwe are known as the first state for a lot of reasons
then other people can do it too.

Mr. ROSENBERG. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could comment on
that question.

Mr. KILDEE. Sure.
Mr. ROSENBERG. .fe in Montgomery County also have a non-

profit organization called the Child Care Connection by the waya
good name.

1 think that the dijerence that someone was comtnenting on
before, with what is happening in Delaware and in Montgomery
County is that the refeeral service is an independent service that is
simply funded through private funds in your case, and in Mont-
gomery County through memberships. People have actually jo;ae-:
the Chau Care Connection.

Therefore, it doesn't have any kinds of bases. We try to elimi-
nate any bias. I think that the concern that was expressed earlier
was that if referral. servic,; were funded directly by Government
funds, and perhaps controlled by elements that frankly have a bias
against proprietary child careand there are elements in this in-

,
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dustry that have this kind of biasthe vould be that kind of
lack of referral.

So I think that there's a difference in the kind of thing that's
happening in Montgomery Countyan independently funded refer-
ral serviceand the kind of referral service that we'd be concerned
about in the ABC bill.

Mr. KILDEE. Well, the ABC biii requited that there loc, where one
does not exist, a resource and referral system. That system would
have to assist the parents and not serve any other programs.
Would that be advisable, then?

Ms. MANKIN. When the Government assumes the responsibility,
you rob the private sector of the Initiative. I just believe in the free
enterprise system stronzly enough to believe that we can and
should let them do their part in this tremendous job of child care.

Ii you abandon that responsibility under mandated Federal law,
then you lose the private sector clout and credibility on the child
care issue.

Mr. ElinEE. Dr. Hartman, could you address the tax equity ques-
tion that was raised earlier and raised again today?

Ms. HARTMAN. Yes, I'd be happy to. I remember your question,
Mr. Tauke, about the :ieuple that both husbands are each making
$20,000. In the one case, the wife wants to go out, and let's say that
she earns $12,000-1 think you're giving her even worse wages
than she would have gotten on the averageshe would then get
$1,300 in child care tax credit, you estimated

I don't know liar accurate that is, but I don't choose .o dispute
that. She would also get some benefits from the Ar,C bill.

Well, she's also probably going to be paying about $2,400 in
income tax. I think that's the part that was left out of the equa-
tion.

So, what you're saying is that to some extent, i his helps a wife
wl o wants to go to work to have a little bit lower marginal tax
rate than her husband has.

Now, because she's putting out $2,400 in taxes and getting :Art
about $1,500. He puts out the same thing--20 percent in taxes, and
he doesn't necessarily get any of it back, since he wouldn't have
gotten it had she been at home. That's all that's happening there.

I think that you have to look at itwe've heard an awful lo'
today about how discriminatory against the traditional family ou.
Federal income system is. Actually, the opposite is true. We have
income splitting. With one couple, if they're earning $20,000 and
it's all earned by the man, and another couple are earning $20,000
but they're each earning $10,000actually we'd probably have to
move this up a little because of the earned income tax credit.

The difference between one family where he earns all the money
and the other family where they brth earn half the money but the
total the same our tax system giires lower taxes to the family
that keeps the wife at home. That's through the income splitting
provision.

Now, before the tax reform bill, we had a working couple tax
credit. As I understand it, that was taken away in the tax reform

And so, the dual earner couplewhat do we call thcm?
JINKs? Dual income, no kids?

3
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They really did get clobbered in the tax reform bill. In fact, the
standard allowance for dependents was raised to $2,000 per depend-
et.t, and the tax reform billI haven't done my 1987 taxes yet, so I
don't know these things. That's because they owe me money, and I
always file late, since I like to give money to :-,he Federal Govern-
ment for no reason.

Basically the arguments that we've heard about how discrimina-
tory the incorn tax system is against the traditional family is kind
of like fighting the battles of some time ago. They gained a lot in
the Tax Reform Act, and it's been the working ccuples that have
felt discriminated against in these last 10 or 20 years. They did
start to go on the offensive and get things like the child care tax
credit to get themselves not so discriminated against.

Another classic example is Social Security. You take a couple
where all the money was earned by the man, and another where it
was earned equally by the man and the woman. That second
couple where it was earned equally, will possibly have paid more
Social Secui ity into the system in tneir lifetime, and will get less
when they retire.

Another way in which the system actually benefits the tradition-
al family is that rising systems, policy systems tend to lag. These
social changes have been very recent, and most of our public policy
has not kept up with it. To sort of argue that this bill would do
something terrible here, I think is kind of ridiculous. Basically
what the case is, is that everybody pays taxes and everybody gets

breaks, and you hope that overall people with more money are
paying more taxes.

I mean, I don't think I am going to feel real happy whenif
President Reagan and Nancy decide to buy that mansion out in
California from that group of friends who bought it for them, and
they get to take all that interest off then mortgage as a tax deduc-
tion. Yes, there is an upper limit on it, but that is still an enor-
mous tax break for them that I, who earn less money than Clem,
am paying for.

Those are just some of the issues about tax equity. Everybody
gets breaks, everyb xly pays taxes, but actually with respect to
working couples versus traditional couples. if you want to call
them that, in general the tax system favor' the tradition Ai couples.
It is not the other way around at all.

Ms. MANKIN. May I comment, pieaor
Mr. KILDEE. Certainly.
Ms. MANKIN. It is surprising to me that nobody has pointed out

that there already exists a tax break within the present internal
revenue code, in terms of "cafeteria" benefits. There is a voucher
system available under the "cafeteria" benefits system to employ-
era, whereby employees can take pre -tax dollars and apply then, to
a variety of b 'nefits, including child care. In some cases I think we
are reinventing the wheel here. I know of at least two major em-
plc ers in Delaware who are taking advantage of this system, and
i' becomes a part of their marketpeace recruitment and retention
of the work force, to offer this benefit as a "cafeteria" benefit to
the worker, and that exists in our present Tax Code.

Mr. TAutch. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. KILDEE. I will be glad to yield.
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Mr. TAUKE. I acknowledge and agree with much of what was said
by both of the witnesses who just testified in response to the chair-man's question, but I think it mi-ses the point that I was attempt-ing to make, and that is that ..here are a lot of people in real lifeout there who face the question of whether or not one .)f the par-ents ought to stay at home and take care of the children. If youhave a fam with, let's say, $20,000 Jf income coming from one ofthe spouses, that isn't easy. It is not easy for them to make achoice for the other parent to stay home.

If they do make that choice, they get nothing. There is nothing
that comes their way in the form of assistance to help in caring forthat child. But if they make the choice not to stay home, then
there are a variety of things that come their way in response to
caring for the child, including the tax credit which we have talked
about, including the "cafeteria plan" mechanism which you havejust mentioned, and now we would be adding a third benefit to it.I guess my poi.it is, is it really equitable or is it even good social
policy to say to the parents, "If you both leave and go out and earnmo.ley, we are there to give you lots of help in doing that by giving
you various mechanisms to take care of your children. But if you
decide that one of you wants to stay home and watch the children
and maybe care for them the first year or the second year, thenthere is nothing We are going to do nothing to help you."

That is what bothers me about the current dependent care taxcredit ant some of the other mechanisms in the law, all of which
are good individually, but when you look at them in the overall
scope of Federal policy, you sit back and you say, "Is this really the
right direction? Is this the kind of incentive that we want to give?"

Ms. HARTMAN. Well, tht-1 major incentive we give them is income
splitting. No other advanced industrial country in the world gives
married couples that incentive, that I know of

Mr. TAUKE. That is true, except that the choice in this case isn'tto take the $20,000 and divide it between the two or keep it withthe one, so the inc( e splitting is interesting but it is not particu-larly relevant to the choice that they make, because the choiceisn't if one is going to make $32,000 and the ocher one can stayhome. The question is, if they both work, they have an income of
$32,000; if one works, they have an income of $20,000. If they both
work, they get the' extra benefits; if only one works, they don't.

So yOU really give many couples great, great economic incentive
to do what they don't necessarily want to do. It is in part because I
have had some parents talk to me about this, because of the
choices they have had to make. This goes back before this bill. This
goes back to ti- ) dependent care tax credit issue.

Ms. HARTMAN. 'Nell, I am actuf:' y not opposed to subsidizing
that choice if we want to. I ju^,t think that it is somewhat of a mis-representation of the syst n to somehow persist in believing that
they ara not getting anything. We are encouraging t at traditional
family form in various ways, and this tax reform zdaed to that tre-mendously by increasing the deduction for the dependents' allow-
ance, so we have just done an C A:0 MOUS thing to encourageto
make that choice more possible. i.ow if you wan' to throw morem....ey at it, hey, I don't object, but there is also the problem of

3 i: I
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those who are out there working and need the child care subsidy,
so let's throw some money at that, too

Mr. RECTOR. Could I speak to th,s? I think that first of all, to say
that raising the personal exemption to $2,000 has done a tremen-
dous amount to address this issue is really not very factual The
reality is that in the 1950's we had a tax code which sheltered and
protected families with young children, not just families that were
using day care. We had very high personal exemptions, that meant
that really families with two kids below median income did not pay
taxes.

Now that policy of protecting families was inadvertently eroded
because the personal exemption was not raised or was substantially
unraised for ' io or three decades. Now if we want to get back to a
policyand we all can agree that families with young children face
particular economic pressuresif we want to get back to a policy
that strengthens those families, the first thing we need to do is sub-
stantially reduce their taxes, and raising the personal exemption to
$2,000 doesn't even come close to that. As I said earlier, if we
wanted to get back to the type of pro-family tax policy we had in
the 1950's, you would have to take the personal exemption up over
$6,000, which is roughly equivalent to what the Schulze toddler tax
credit does for children under age 6.

Again, the question is not so much the fine points of tax equity
bt.t a question of whether, in crafting a pro-child care policy, we
want to recognize that we have a wide variety of families and that
in particular we have a very large number of mothers who are
making a considerable economic .s fice in order to make the
social contribution of remaining home to care for their own kids.
Do we want to have a policy that treats those families as if they
did not exist, or do we want to have a policy that basically is going
to try to provide financial assistance to all families with young
children?

The reality of the situation still remains unchanged It is that
the predominant familit that are using day care in the United
States today have far greater financial resources than those fami-
lies that are not using day care, and it seems inenuitable to begin a
policy that is going to tax the traditional family in order to provide
even additional social subsidies to these more affluent families.

Ms. HARTMAN. I would like to just question one fact in your
paper. It just happens that the last year and a half I spent at the
Census Bureau as an American Statistical Association Fellow, and
I worked with the sun( y of income program participation data,
and I have been very puzzled by a number of things in your paper:
for example, the notion that 83 percent of children under 5 in day
care are from two-parent, two-earner families, an, then this par-
ticular report with the green cover is cited. There is nothing in
that report that cross-tabs family type by type of day care, so you
might have added some other data to get that

Me. RECTOR. I said the figure was 83 percent of families using
day care are-

Ms. HARTMAN. From two - parent, two-earner families, and this
report is cited. It is not in this report

Mr. RECTOR. It is
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MS. HARTMAN. Well, it doesn't cross-tabulate the data that way,
but just to give you a colInter set of data, also from the Census
Bureau, from 1977and you emphasize that because on average
these two-earner couples have such high income, then if we support
day care centers, we are supporting people with high incomean-
other Census Bureau data set said that in 1977, 40 percent of those
who used center care--and that was actually the report that did
cross-tabulate income by whether or not they used center care,
there is actually nothing in this report on family income at all
had family inc,mes of under $12,000. Now just take that 1977 and
convert it to 1984 dollars, and you get $20,000, so that says that 40
percent of those families that are using center care earn less than
$20,000, which is way below the average income.

I think that another example of data that is slightly off, is that
all of your figures on what percentage of mothers work outside or
work inside the home, is about 10 percent lower than all of the
ones in this other Census Bureau report. Mrs. Sch!afly also gave a
figure that was about 10 percent lower than what is in this other
Census Bureau report, and I think part of it is thatI have strug-
gled for several hours while I was waiting to figure out what it
wasI think basically two different data sets were combined, tt
survey of income program participation which uses a numerat' ,

and some other census data which uL s a denominator, and it
makes your numbers very low.

Basically I don't think it matters a lot. The only reason it has a
little bit of ideological importance here is that these 10 percentage
points one way or the otherI mean, who cares about 10 percent-
age points one way or the otherjust happen to at this particular
point in history tip the balance as to whether it is the majority
who stay home or the majority who are out in the work force. Just
about everybody's data says it is the majority who are out in the
work force, and somehow today we got a lot of data that said the
opposite.

So I just wanted to say that, based on my many years of experi-
ence with this data and my one and a half years spent out at the
Census Bureau, I think that you might want to ask the Census
Bureau to just clarify which interpretation they think is the more
correct.

Mr. KILPEE. We will do just that, as a matter of fact- -
Mr. RECTOR. if I -ould address that, without exhausting, there is

another factor. I did check with the author of the "Who is Minding
the Kids" report 1- afore I combined those data sets, and they said
that this was proper or should not cause problems. Another reason
that the data we have provided is slightly different than the con-
ventional statistics is that we are asking the question, "How are
children cared for?" That is a different question than asking moth-
ers with children, are they employed? The reason for that is that if
the mother has two kids under the age of 5, she is less likely to be
in the work force.

So if you siLoply concentrate on mothers as your unit of measure,
you get a different picture, but tha reality remains that whether
we quibble over a few percentage point or not, ti,.it the majority-
75 percentof children under age 5, or we could say 72 percent or
something, are cared for either by their mothers or by relatives.
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Roughly only a third of children under 5 have any type of paid day
care whatsoever, and if you look at children in full-time care, only
17 percent of these children under age are cared for full-time by
nonrelati'es during the work week.

Now this seems to be very different than all of this stuff about
how the traditional family is disappearing, is obsolete, and so forth
and so on. The reality is, that is largely unreported, is that current
mothers are working a considerable economic sacrifice in order to
remain at home with their kids. They are making a very great
effort to do that, and I don't think the social policy of the Federal
Government should work to discourage that.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you. Just one concluding question: You men-
tioned, Dr. Hartman, this issue bu!!etin written by Mr. Rector,
which criticizes both the Dodd-Kildee bill and the Hatch bill, al-
though the criticism of the Hatch bill is in a footnote and mine is
in the main text, but I would prefer to be in the main text. Do you
have any other comments on any of the

Ms. HARTM AN. I don't think I was referring to that briefini,
paper. I was ri ff;rring to the written copy of the testimony.

Mi. RECTOR. ft's virtually the same.
Ms. HARTMAN. Oh, all right. I mostly just focused on the num

bers, whichyou know, that is the trouble with statistics. You can
argue about them forever. Mainly it is also a difference in interpre-
tation. I mean, it is looking at the glass half empty or half full. I
look at the .,remendous changes in women's lives over the last 10
or 20 years, and I would emphasize how many are going out to
work, how many are choosing that road to economic security, how
many feel they have to do it, how many want to do it. I really do
think that it might be worth clarifying ti ?se numbers ju-t n that
point.

You look at the same set of statistics and say, "Well, maybe a lot
went out, but look how many have stayed home and look how hard
they are trying to do that." I think in general our social policy has
suppertecl .1-rit choice, ard I think here is a group of Congressmen
and women who want to support those that have made the choice
to work or fee",ey have had to. and the children need some help
with that chc so I applaud them for their efforts I think that it
kind of redresses a historical imbalance the other way, but ti-at is
just the way I look at that glass, and you look at it the other way.

Mr. RECTOR Congressman Ktidce, if I could make one more com-
ment before we close, on this question of unregulated day care cen-
ters, we hear a lot of pejorativ .? comments on f. truly day care pro-
viders that are not licensed. In fact, if one simply sat in this room
and got information from the way they were depicted today, we
would have to assume that they were all cretins and monsters eld
people who leave babies on concrete floors, and so forth and so on.

I think that is extremely insulting to what I estimate to be the
1.6 million nice women in the United States who lake care of
young children in unlicensed environments My sister was an unli-
censed day care provider for many years. I know many, many fami-
lies thatin fact, I know more families that use unlicensed day
care than use licensed day care. They know, they have personal re-
lationships with the women that are providing the care. They
share supper with th .m, and so forth and so on
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Now it is interesting that, as you listened to all this discussion,
there was no social science data provided. There were simply a
fewafter 10 years of lobbying against unlicensed day care, you
can produce a few anecdotes showing that unlicensed day care is
bad. You can also produce large numbers of anecdotes, such as
those concerning the McMartin School in California, that show
that licensed day care is very bad. I think that social policy that is
based on anecdote is usually not very good S x ia 1 policy.

We do have one study that I am aware of comparing licensed to
unlicensed day care. It is called the National Day Care Home
Study, and this was a study of over 800 care providers. That report
concludes that family day care in general isthis would be small,
noncenter careis "stable, warm, and stimulating. It caters suc-
cessfully to developmentally appropriate needs of the children in

care, and the parents who use family day care report it satisfactori-
ly meets their child care needs and that the cost of this care is rea-

sonable."
The study did find some differences between licensed and unli-

censed family care providers, but they were minor. For example, a
regulated day care provider spends 13 percent of their time t ach-
ing to young children; unregulated day care providers, 12 percei 4-

of their time. A regulated family provider spends 47 percent oi
their time in direct involvement with the child; the unregulated
provider works 42 percent in direct involvement with the child.

There was no indication in this study that unregulated care was
in any sense dangerous or harmful to children, and the overall con-
clusion was, "The observers were consistently impressed by the
care they saw, regardiess of the regulatory status."

Unregulated care-givers actually had fewer children per adult
the,- those family day care providers who were regulated. Regulat-
ed providers had four children per adult; unregulated, 2 8. Many,
many of these so-called unlicensed day care providers are women
that are home taking care of their own child and are taking care of
maybe one other child in addition, in a very familial envi_onment.
In fact, there are many reasons to believe that that type of envi-

ronment might be better for the children.
Ninety pk.rcent of the parents with kids in family day care in

general said that th-, needs of their chiidrer were met, and 75 per-

cent said that the children had a loving relationship with the
family day care provider. I don't have tile exact data to compare
that to group care centers, but it would be a very interesting com-
parison. Moreover, three times as many of the parents felt that
they would like to have more kids in the family day care center, as
said that there were too many in the center.

So I thinx that there s been a general misrepresentation, as
well as the representation that most American families would
prefer to have children in centers as opposed having the children
cared for by relatives. The data on adult preferences does not indi-

cate that, and that is one of the reasons why we have a very high
level of relative care. This is particularly important with regard to
low-income families and families on welfare, where when families

on welfare do work 60 percent of the time the care is provided by a

relative
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Of families on AFDC, a quarter of them have another adult
female in the house, more likely a grandmother or aunt, and this is
a very strong positive social resource that we do not wish to dis-
courage the use of. I cannot understand why we would want to dis-
courage the use of an aunt as a day care provider, but all of this
talk of regulating and licensing and certifying aunts as day care
providers in order to make those families eligible for any type of
economic assistance is clearly only going to discourage that, and is
going to become so cumbersome that in fact those familieswhich
are a majority of families which do have extended kinship net-
works available to them and would like to use themare not bene-
fited by this policy and are discriminated against.

Mr. KILDEE. Thank you all for your testimony. You have been
most patient We have been here for eight and a half hours. You
have helped us a great deal. The legislative process requires that
we have the input from peoule who are particularly outside he
Congress and outside the legislature, who see things with a differ-
ent perspective, and you have helped us a great deal in that. We
will keep the record open for two additional weeks foi any addi-
tional data or testimony that you might want to put into the
record.

At that, we will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 6:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjetrned.]
[Additional materials submitted for the record follow:]
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ANN D. McLAUGHLIN
SECRETARY OF LABOR

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U.S. HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

April 21, 1988

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit this

statement to you today on the subject of child care. I commend

ycu for holding these hearings and for focusing attention

on this important subject.

As you know, child care is a subject that over the last

year has received a great deal of attention. More than 100

bills in Congress, hundreds of major newspaper and maga7ine

articles, dozen of studies, and a variety of forums have clearly

communicated widesr-ead concern that a crisis exists and is

spreading in the at lity of America's par^:,s to find child

care for their children. The weight of public opinion is

widely perceiied call for Federal intervention.

Because of child care's growing impc'rtance as an economic

and workforce issue, on January 15 of this year, I appointed

a Labor Department task force to examine the problem and what

is being done to deal with it. On April 15, the task force

issued its report. I believe the report addresses a major issue

and I would ask that the full report be made a part of the

hearing record. Child care has to do with the dramatic changes

in the workforce that have occurred over the past several

c
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decades. The overall participation of women in the labor

force is increasing. By the year 2000, it is es.imated that

over 60% of women will be at work. Approximately three-fifths

of all rew entrants into the labor force between now and the

year 2000 are pected to be women. And, a little more than

a decade from now, women are projected to account for almost

half of America's labor force.

The most dramatic change is among women with pre-school

or school-age children. In 1950, only 12% of women with children

under the age of six worked. Today, 57% do. And, of all

mothers with children 'ounger than 14, almost two-thi-ds are

in the workforce. Of course, it is important to note that

not all of these mothers work full time.

Clearly, chili care is a workforce issue -- an issue

with serious implications for the health of the American economy

and the well being of American workers and their families.

It affects the supply of our labor and the prod,1.-..rivity of

our inlcstry.

Child care enables working parents to balance their work-

force responsibilities with their child-rearing responsibilities.

It enables employers to compete and to retain productive workers.

It enables parents to stay in education and training programs

or return to them.

Our child care task force found that abou' one 'ourth

of the 64 million American families are families in which

tho parents work, and the children are 14 years old or under;

3ns
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importantly, most of these families have found child care.

The child care issue cuts across all demographic lines. For

example, among working parents with cnilo care needs, sixty

percent have an income of app., imately $25,000. It affects

two-parent families as well as single parents, the middle

class as well as low-income. But the specii4c needs and problems

of various grotos differ significantly.

For low income working families, whether single or dual

parent, affordability can be a major concern. Many working

parents, regardless of income, express concerns about the

access to, and quality of, day care for their children. To

still others, the concern is a lack of variety in child care

options.

These differences underscore the need for flexibility

in responding to the demand for diverse child care arrange-

ments. We often try to look at problems in the aggregate,

because it's easier to believe that sweeping solutions will

solve the problem. It's the one size fits all myth. And

that's the wrong approach, particularly with child care.

I believe the Labor Department task force has provided a com-

prehensive picture of the child care issue. Ae are still

looking al. other related issues such as liability.

It is clear that developing effective child care approaches

requires the commitment and cooperation of business, labor,

community and religious organizations, government at all levels

and first and foremost, parents. Employer-provided child
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care has indeed grown tremendously. Unions increasingly see

child care as an important labor-management issue. State

and local agencies provide a broad range of child care services

snd activities, and often are at the forefront in developing

innovative arrangements. But what many are not aware of is

that the Federal government currently plays a major role in

funding child care -- funding for Federal child care assistance

programs, and the Head Start program, totals Co.9 billion

in FY 1988. The rederal child care effort is designed and

targeted for various purposes, from helping taxpayk.rs through

tar subsidies, to breaking the cycle of welfare dependency

through jobs programs, '_':, child development through food and

education programs.

In sum, the task force report leads us to several conclu-

sions. First, we need to recognise that the child care situa-

tion is not one problem but man: problems. Different groups

have different needs and no single initiative -- legislative

or otherwise -- can address all of the concerns and all of

the needs.

Second, real child care problems may exist, but there

is not an across-the-board availability crisis of national

propor -one. The perception might exist, but the reality

is one of spot shortages of certain kinds of child care, and

shortages of a sufficient variety of child care options to

meet the needs and ',references of working lrents.

Third, child care is not the responsibility of one insti-
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tution in our society or sne level of government. The primary

responsibility belongs th parents. But employers, organized

labor, and State and local governments have a significant

role to play in ensuring the adequate p svisiol of child care.

Fourth, the Federal government already is making a signifi-

cant contribution to providing child care.

Given this, what additional steps sh id we as a Nation

be taking to address child care? There are some things that

we in this country can do now to increase '_.le provision of

a:fordable and quality child ..,are while maintaining the flexibility

needed to meet the diverse ,ds.

Employers should be encouraged to adopt pn''..:1_,

and practices -- such as flexible work practices

and child care assistance -- that help working parents

meet the dual res- nsibilities of work ,id family.

Employers and unions shold be encouraged to work

together to achieve th,s0 objectives.

o State and local governments need to disaggr ate

the child care prollem and car,,ful.i examine the

differential needs in local areas. -'l levels of

government need to examine ho the substantial re-

sources that are devoted to child care are utilized

and whether they be used to address the differential

shortages that exist in some areas -- for example,

child k a may not be available at night, and infant

care, sick child care, anc after scnool care may
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be in short supply. State and local governments

also need to examine their regulatory policies and

rules governing child rare, to make sure that they

facilitate a flexible market response to changing

needs, and contribute to filling the gaps in the

provision of child care.

o Quality child care is important. There are several

ways to improve the quality of care. We need to

build public understanding about child care and

increase the information available to parents, who

have the greatest incentive and are in the best

position to determine the yiality of care. We need

to foster nonregulatory approaches such as training

of providers and private acrreditL ion similar to

the ar-'-oach we use with our education system.

o At t)e Department of Labor, there are a number r,

thinc2s we plan to do within our existing resource

level that will directly or indirectly impact on

the provision of child cz...--.

-- We will conduct a comprehensive review of all

Departmental laws and regulations t, evaluate

their impact on work and the family.

-- Through existing Department of Labor programs,

such as JTPA and the Job Corps, ,..e will encourage

increased use of existing funds for child care

options under the provisions of ctirrt.nt law.
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-- The Department will provide leader:ip in addressing

the child care issue by arranging opportunities

for the interchange of ideas among business,

unions, and government at all levels.

-- We will establish within the Department a repository

of he best c ild care practices of employers.

-- Drawinc on these models, we will provide technical

assir.a,tce on child care to labor and management.

-- We will recognize employers and unions who develop

innovative approaches to child care and eablish

and promote innovative practices.

-- We will study the relationship between child

care and worke_ productivity.

-- Finally, we will maintain the Department of Labor

child car% center as a model and work to ensure

that cur regional employees also receive child

ca-e assistance.

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to turn to your bill,

H.R. ,660, the "Act for Better Child Care Services," which

is commonly referred to as the ABC Bill. The bill seeks to

establish a program, run through the States, of grants to

child care programs, with priority to those serving: low income

children. A sliding fee schedule would be used, re*:uiing

copayments based on er7ices provided and family income.

The bill also would also establish Federal child care

standards, and require States to plan for and implement the
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improvement of licensing, regu_ating, monitoring and enforcing

of child care programs. Funding for the ABC bill would total

$2.5 billion in Fiscal Year 1(.98.

Mr. Chairman, I believe ,.,rat these hearings, and the

groundwork that the Labor Department `ask farce has done on

this issue should go a long way in helping to develop the

most appropriate responses to the issue. I have been looking

at the bill in light. of the task force report, and am concerned

that we not take preciOtous actions that ill create additional

barriers to the provision of elild care.

_ would like to express several concerns I have regzrd'ng

your proposal. First, as I have indicated, signif..,ant Federal

resources already are available to assist lo .,1 loderate

income families to obtain child care. In light of this fact,

I think we must ask ourselves if it is prudent to create a

large new Federal program of the type envisioned before asking

if current expenditures can be better utilized.

Second, the bill would establish new Federal standards

governing the provision of child care. Giver the findings

in our report, it may be that such standards are neither necessary,

nor appropriate. Cates generally regulate child care throu',h

defining minimum standards for the health and safety of children.

There are other ways to improve the quality of child care

without re "ulation, including incceassd pa-ental involvement,

the education and training of child care p oviders, and private

accreditation. As I have indicated, child care needs and
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the types of child care that- are available vary greatly.

Federal standards to addres Lich a multifaceted problem probably

would not be responsive to hese differences.

Third, the bill would create a whole new infrastructure,

at the Federal, State and local leJels to oversee the delivery

of child care services. We must ask ourselves whether 3 Federal

infrastructure would kill the vitality of solutions being

developed at the loca'. level. Could such an infrastructure

possibly meet toe diversity of needs and preferences of parents

and children? It may only thiow up additional barriers to

flexible child care arrangements.

Fourth, tie bill emphasizes center -based child care.

Our work points out that more flexibility is needed to respond

to dynamic local markets, reflecting the vast array of child

care arrangements selected by parents, including the use of

relatives, family day care homes, and church-based groups.

The emphasis on center-based care may create more rigidity.

Fifth, the bill does not envision a role for the employer

community. The majority of parents who need child care are

work'ng parents. Eusinoss has much to gain from more active

involvLment in the child care issue. Those employers who

provide child care assistance demonstrate recruitment and

product ity gains. Employers ire beginning to look closely

at workers' multiple child care needs and increasingly play

a key role in p,.oviding ,:held care assistance. We need to

encourage employers and ,inions wi:-kirg together to play an

375
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even stronger role.

As tne primary Feaeral agency charged with protecting

the welfare of working peorle, the Labor Department has a

natural interest it child care. In the coming months, I win

continue my efforts to focus public attention on the work

force implications of the child care issue and w.11 discuss

it with my colleagues in the Cabiret and with the Congress

to assure that we work together to achieve our mutual goals.

Mr. Chairman, this c3acludes my prepared statement.

At this time, I .4ould be pleased to answer aay questions that

you or other Subcommittee members may have.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you for this

opportunity to testify abwit the Federal role in child day care.

In proclaiming National Chilo Care Awareness Week, President

Reagan said that public policy on day care "must increase and

strengthen, not narrow and dilute, the variety of child care

options open to families. It must help ensure that child care

seises as adjunct and buttress to parental guidance and love:

that it reflects as far as possible the actual :references

of parents for the personal care of their precious offsprings

and that it is inherently fleXib,e, to avoid the establish,..ent

of pract cee or programs that defeat these ends and undermi,e

either the well-being of children ..)r the health of the economy."

The care of children is of yital concern to all Americans.

Cr establishing public policy, government at all levels must take

into account the needs and preferences of parents and their

-Iildren. The National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse

has pointed out that "all studies indicate that the key tc quality

[child care] lies in the match between the caregiver, tie ch

and the family. All the most wonderful equipment. nutritious

earls, end stimultOilng progr, se will not provide a quality child

care arrangement if the family's values conf'ict with the

caregiver." Go4ernment must not substitute its judgment for that

of parents. Instead, Federal policy should seek to strengthen

teethes by trusting parents to sake decisions concerning the care

of their children.
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Many parents who work outside the home require child care

services. In FY 1988, ttm Federal rovernment will spend an

estimated $5.7 billion on child care and an additional

$1.2 billion for child developme7.t through the Head Start

program. This represents a substantial increase over the roughly

$2.7 billion in estimated Federal expenditures in fiscal year

1980. The Federal go;ernrent supports child care through tax

credits for individuals who incur child care expenses in order to

be gainfully employed and income tax exclusions for individuals

who receive employer-prlvided day care. It also provides funds

to States for child tare programs under the Social Services Block

Grant, the Job Training Partnership Act and the Aid to Families

with Dependent Children, and other programs. A total of fifty

different Federal programs and tax provisions support child

care.

Among several offs -,es within HHS, the Office of Human

Development Services (HDS) has taken particular interest .n

the issue of child care. The Social Services Block Grant is a

formula grant program providing services for low-income persons

aimed at preventing dependency, among other goals. Although

States have fable leeway in how they spend their grants,

all but four hay,, indicated that Federal funding is being devoted

to child care. States spend about $1.1 billion per year for

child care, of whicl about WO million is from the Social

Services Block Grant, while the - at is from State funds. In

addition to the Social Servizes Block Grant, 9D5 has
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undertaken a number of child care initiatives. The

Administra.ion for Children, Youth and Families is condqcting

research and demonstration projects on the relationship of child

care to job-related problems such as absenteeism and job stress,

on developing new modbls of employer-supported child care

programs, and on helping establish commu,ity child care systems

which include employers as a major source of support. HDS has

recently funded two national stu'ie on child care. One of the

funded projects will enable the National Association for the

Education of Young Children and the Urban Institute to produce a

"National Study of Child Care Supply, DeAand and Economic

Importance,* providing an analysis of how child care markets

operate and how they respond to the realities of work and family

life in America today. We have also asked the National Academy

of Sciences to analyze and discuss - range of child day care

policy options.

For over twenty years, we have shown our dedication

providing comprehensive child development services to children

from low income families through the Head Start program.

Although Head Start is no a child care program, this program

provides high quality, comprehensive edication, health,

nutrition, social and other services primarily disadvantaged

preschool children three years of age and older. We continue

to seek innovative ways of serving young children, with the

involvement of their families, through improvement of the Head

Start program and through coordination of Head Start. public and

private day care p-nl iers, and the public school systems.
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The Child Development Associate (CDS) program, which is

operated in association with the Natioral Association for t

Education of Young Children, provides nationally uniform

credentials for child care. Thirty-eight States and the District

of Columbia have incorporated the CDA into their child car

licensing -eguirements.

Sound public policy must recognize that parents and not

government must make the decisions corcerning the cart of

their children, that regulation of day care providers is

the responsibility of State and local _,vernments, and that

partnerships between parents, employers, providers and government

can helo expand the range of child care options available

to parents.

Government cannot solve the child care problem. Indeed,

Federal policy that is too narrowly conceived can make matters

worse. Government must take into account the needs of all

parents w'th young children, not just the needs of those who work

outside the home. Many millions of children do not require day

care outside the home becuase a parent cares for tgem. In fact,

according to sus nata, 54.4% of children under age five have

mothers at home. Federal policy must not neglect the noels

of such parents or overlook the contributions they make to our

nation's economic growth ar to its future.

I--
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Wnen parents join the work force, they should select the

kind of care which best meets the needs of their :evilly. About

one half of children under age five not in their mothers' care

are cared for by relatives. G.oup ay care centers care for only

a small percentage of children under aye five whose mothers work

outride the home. Family providers are an Important and too

often overlooked source of gay care. Many parents find that

family day care homes are more affordable and offer more flexible

hours than day care centers. Government policy should not

promote center-based day care over family day care, but rather

should assure that parents have the broadest possible range

of options from which to choose.

Such options should include day care prov'ded by charitable

organisations, including religious institutions. Churches

provide services to a great number of children, particularly

poor children. All levels of government should encourage this

practice. We object to many provis.ons of the bill, H.R. 3660,

currently under consideration by this committee. But perhaps

the single most egregiou 'revision of H.R. 3660 is section 19

which explicitly prohibits e expenditure of 7ederal funds for

'sectarian purposes or activities.' The bill elsewhere defines

'sectarian' as lvancing or promoting a particular religion

or religion generally,' and requires churches that directly or

indirectly receive assistance under the act to remove

'all religious symbols or artifacts' from rooms where children

are cared for.

3C2
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Churches are an important source of c ild day care. Many

parents want their children to be exposed to 'eligious training

and values. Government sho ld not discourage thir choice.

We also believe that the administration of child care

programs should remain at ,he local level, because individue

States and communities are best suited to determine the neels aril

priorities of the citizens. States, not the Federal

government, shou develop child care standards. The Federal

government should not supplant State licensing standards and

enforcement activities by promulgating regulations. States

should not, for example, be required to follow inflexible Federal

procedures for public hearings, data collection, reporting,

licensing, inspections, enforcement and information and referral

programs. Moreover, a community focus -- rather than control
by the Federal goverrment -- respects the cult ral, ethnic,

regional, and philosOph cal diversity in child rearing that most

Americans consider so important to maintain.

Finally, we believe that the Federal GoN,rnment must

continue to develop partnerships
among Federal, State and local

governments and the private sector, while
continuing its current

fiscal support of child care.
Such partnerships can help expand

the range of options available
to parents who seek child care

services for their children.

3s3
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These three principles -- parental choice, State and local

administration of day care programs, and th' development of

public-private partnerships -- must shape Fed,ral policy on chili

care.

H.R. 3660, while it seeks to increase the availability of

center-based day care services, does so at the expense of

limiting parental choi^e and increasing burdensome and costly

Federal regulations. We oppose this bill because it entails

additional Federal spending for purposes that can best be

achieved through existing Federal program authorities, along

with increased participation of State and local governments

and the private sector.

3 R x'' ,
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May 5, 1488

In testimony before this Subcommittee on April 21,1,",3, .0th
Robert Rector and Phyllis S-lafly stated that the Ahu bill
(HR 3660), in supporting c!-,1d care, discriminates against
"traditional" families 'families who do not use child care
because they have a mother at home). They further statEd that
families with both parents working are better off than those with
only one in the labor market, so that legislation that supports
child care represents a "reverse Robin Hood" policy because it
voild tax the poor (the traditional families) and give tc the
rich (the dual earning parents) They also seggested that
federal income tax policy, especially the child care tax cr fit,
discriminates against "traditional" families Mrs qhlafiv
further stated that it is only the wives in better-off fen111,-
that work in the labor market

how valid are these claims,

Are mo*her-at-home families discriminated
against in federal policy?

Any claim that supporting child cire "discriminates" again,t
traditional families has to be examined in the context of
federal policy more generally Although Shlafly, Rector, and
others claim the tax system discriminates against mother-at-home
families, actually the oppos)*e is true. In work by the Urban
Institute and ot'ers, the federal income tax system and the
social security system were shown to be supportive of the
traditional mother-at-home family at the expense of woiking
wives (and single people).1

1 See Chapters 7 and 8 in The Subt.e Revolution, rd Ralph
E. Smith, The Urban Institue, Washington, D.C., 1979
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In the in 're tax system, the income ,plitting ,resr,-(on
benefits tridit.onal tar lies (or any family in which ore

foes not work for mone,? In most Furoyean countrAis, there
nn income splitting allowed The tax rate for two-, rner cr
was shown to re higher than for single earner coup' , and S,r(ii
than for single people, so much so that it would have paid ma-,
two-earner couples to divorce Because of this inequity the
special deduction for married couples in which both work ,a-

instituted The child care tax credit also redressed the
Inequities these couples faced As a result oT the ri_ent tax
reform, the teueral income tax system now benefits traditional
families ,yen more. The increase in the allowance for dependemt
(the personal exemption) to 52,000 benefits the traditional
family more, because women who stay home have more childrer than
those who work in the labor market. Tax reform also elimini.-ed
the special deduction for the dual-working married c- rpleg s,rth
$6 billion in 1988 The revenue losses caused by increasing the
personal exemption to $2,000 average $27 billion yearly (l, S

Congress, Joint Committee on Taxation). These figures Are larger
than the revenue losses that result from the child care tax
credit ($ .5 billion in 1988) Recent estimates of the revenue
lost because of income splitting are unavailable, but are surely
relativelt' large

It should also be remembered that working wives are paying
income taxes--the child care credit is a return to then of sore
of the taxes they pay because of the costs of working outside the

home and because the tax system financially discourages rather
than encourages their employment. The child care tax credit
makes the system a little less discouraging.

In social security, the system provides large benefits to a
married person with a de,endent spouse Couples in which both
have worked all their lines and single people pay the benefits
for those dependents For example, married men do not pay more
than single men with the same income, though they (and their
wises) will receive much more in benefits. Couples in which both
hays worked most of their adult lives do not usually receive more
in social security benefits than those in which only one member
worked, though they have paid more in social security tax2s.

Evaluating the impact of any one provision can only be done
in the context of the whole. On the whole, are traditio "al
families suffering grave injustices as a result of federal tax
policy' The clear answer is no. They benefit in marry ways
Those suffering the injustices are still the corking couples.

As the Congress '.news, it is difficult to design ',road
axial policies--such as income taxes and social securityin a
way that is fair to many different tapes of families and to

individuals in a variety of situations.

2
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Are mothers in better-off families more
likely to work outside the home?

No. Except for families near the poverty level, women
whose husbands have lower inccmes are more likely to 1...orl
outside the home. The more the husband earns the less likely the
wife is to work outside the home'

Earnings of Husband Percent of Wives
with Farnings

less than $15,000
$15,000-$19,999
$20,000 $24,999
$25,000 - $29,999
$30,000 - $34,999
$35,000-$49,999
$50,000-$74,999
$75,000 or more

55.9
72.3
71.7
71.1
68.8
63.5
59.3
46.5

Source: U S. Bureau of the Census, Money Income of Householgs,
Families, and Persons In the United Sta-es 1984 Current
Population Reports, Series P-60, No. 151, :able 22, p.-q

Most women work out of economic necessity.

Not only do more women work in the paid labor force when
their husbands' incomes are lower, wage-working wives contribute
a higher proportion of family income for families at the lower
end of the income distribution. The as'irage wife contr ,rtes
approximately 30 percent to her family s income, but wives of
husbands who earn between $10,000 and $15,000 per year,
contribute over 40 percent, and at very low incomes, wives
contribute even more. Lower income families depend more on the
wives' earnings than do families at the uppe- end.2

-hus while earning additional Income is a choice for many
women--in the sense that their husbands could afford to support
them if they preferred, for many others--the vast majority--it is
a clear economic necessity.

2 See Francine D. Blau and Marianne A. Ferber, Chapter
in The Economics of women, tkn,_3nd Work, Prentice Hall, 1956,
and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Money Income of Households,
Families, and PeronS in the United Sta' s: 1984, Current
Population Reports, SerieG P-60, No. 151.
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Families with young children are not as
well off as parents with older children
or families with no children.

Families with children under six are poorer tnan other

families. These families the'-afore especially need have two

parents in the labor market raise their standard of ,iving

Young parents have an especially high incidence of poverty. As

noted in my testimony, 40 percent of families that halve children

under six, where the parent is under 25, are poor.

As the family income data above show, children under six are

poorer than other children. If their parents, mother and father

or mother only, are already working outside the home, good

quality, affordable child care can help them get a good start in

life Improving the child care t,,ese children now have is

crit cal.

Does subsidizing child care amount to
subsidizing higher income couples?

No. Robert Rector's testimony states that "over 80 percent

of young children using day care come from affluent two- parent/

two-earner couples." This statement is based on data from the

May 1987 Census Bureau report, Who's Minding the Yids', (Current
Population Reports, Series P-70, No 9), which show that of those

children under 5 years of age with wage working mothers 81.3

percent have mothers who are married with spouse present.

Several points should be noted about this statement.

First, this is not that surprising, nearly
children under 5 live with two parents and 71.1,

married mothers work as do single mothers.3
child care will be about the sane proportion.

'percent of
It as many
those using

Second, these data refer to all children ising all types of

child care (not only day-care, which usually ccnnotes a

particular type of child care, namely an organized group

facility). Because single mothers are pore likely to use child

care centers than married mothers, less than 80 percent (78

percent) of those using child care centers have two

earning parents

Third, no data in th's publication report the use of child

care by family income In othe, words, Rector's statement that
these children come from "affluent" families is not supported by

3 see the statistical appendix of The 4Merican Woman,. 1987-

88, ed Sara E. Rix, Norton and Co., 1987.

5
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data He is basinc his claim that they are affluent on the fact
that, is noted above, families in which the wife works In the
labor torte have higher average family income

Fourth, Rector also assumes that all those mothers who are
"married, spouse present' have husbands who are working This 1,
not necessarily true. The Census Bureau found 6 million wivrc
who earn more than their husbands, 4 million becaise tne
husbands were not employed full-tim year-round, were ill,
disabled, or retired 4

The tendency to lt.tel families with two earning parents
"affluent' is growino. In the Executive Summary of Child care A

Workforce Issue the recently released Department of tabor study,
the "74 percent of mai,. -d working parents with children under 14
[who) have a family income of more than $25,000," are, in the
next sentence labeled "upper income " Upper income used to be a
term that referred to the top 1/4, or perhaps the top 1 I of thr

income distribution It hardly makes sense to reter tc the t-p
3/4 of an income distribution as "upper income " Yes, surely
these families are better off than single parent families, tut
they are not on the average affluent, nor are the majority of
them affluent.

Part of what is going on here Is "money illusion "
Inflation over the past 20 years has approximately tripled the
average family money income. For some, $25,000 in family into -ne
may sound like a lot. Certainly, the $46,779 cited by Mrs
Shlafly as 115 percent of the median family income in
Connecticut does Certainly, these Incomes sound like so much
more than the amounts today's fifty year -olds had for their
families in 1967, when they were (perhaps) young parents. But in

1967 dollars, $45,000 amounts to less than $15,000 and $25,000
amounts to less than $8000. Today, $25,000 is less than the
median income tor all families and less than the average male
worker earns .Diking full-time year-round.

To lampoon this as a bill for yuppies is to play upon
people's money illusion- -what sounds like high family incore
today is simply not so A bill that helps the bottom half of
the income distribution, or even the bottom 57 t, pyr-rnt (-Ince

the bill illou,s states to provide assistance to families .1th
incomes up to 115 percent of the state's median famil} ,

not a yuppie bill

4 Suzanne M Bianchi, "wives Whn Farr More Than Their feu bini,
Dpmnricaphlc Analset, Ch': -Fe -a, U S. HUreAU of thr

6
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1ESTIMONY OF SALLY FAITH °OREM, N, MD

CHAIR OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE 0-1 MAI ERNAUCHILD WLIE-A RE

OF THE

NESS YORK COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

BEFORE 'HE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

OF T}

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

OF THE

UNITEL, STATES HOUSE F REPRESENTATIVES

April 21, 1988

,, \ ot delkered in nerson, but sul.rnItted in writ,^0
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TESTIMONY TO THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES

OF THE
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE

OF THE
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Chairman kildee, Congressmen an, d,stinguished guests. I am Docor Sally I aith Do,ft
Chair of the Special Committee on Maternal/ Chid I,kelfare at the New 'folk Co Lints. Medical
Socety I am a apecial,st ,n obstetrics and gynecology as we'l as putal c heal,hipresenti,e
red tine I An, pleased to have the opportunity to address you today and speak in support of the
A:t for Better Child Care Sersices

The following s a letter the NYCMS has already sent to those New York legislators who
wee: not supporting the bill as of March 16. 1988

"As physicians, we are very concerned at), ut the we'l-being of our nation's Cornices Ke
belies e that the federal gosernme, t must enter into a child-care par/^erslyp and are s rit,ng to
ask that you make child-care a top priority by supporting the Act for Better Chi'd Can
Sersices, (S 1885, H k 3660)

A growing number of working famil,es are also dissatisfied with their cnild-care
arrangements and say ch,,u-care problems ads ersely affect their work In a Fortune magazine
st, dv of 400 parents with childien younger than 12, child-care dissatisfact,on was the most
reliable predictor of absenteeism and unproductise work time Even well-to-do families
struggle seith child-cwe tsr,ue Vt,e see t'e effect of cress on families in our waiting rooms
every day

One in four of our children poo' Over h..1f he children living female headed
households are poor The parents of these childrer must have access to child care in order to
escape their poverty and provide their children wi h a decent standard of living But the high
cost and limited supply of child care make it all bit impossible for low-income parents to
secure the child care that they need The average annual cost of child care $3,000 per child

is 47 pe rcent of tne median income of a single mother with a child under age six According
to the U S 3eneral Accounting Office, about 60 percent of Aid To Families with Dependent
Ch,ldren (AFDC) recipients were prevented from participmng ,n work programs because they
could not find child care

While the lack of affordable child care has a negative impact on the economic well-being
of parents and their children, the uneven quality or care has devastating implications for our
nation's future Os,r half c,r our babies now have working nal, nPrc Thacp ch,Idren need h,gh
quality child care to develop properly, to be prepared t" do well in school and to lead productive
adult lives

The Act for Better Child Care Services would move this country toward a respons,Jle
child-care policy It is an investment in our future, one we can not afford to defer Fail-re to
invest now jeopardizes toe health, safety and economic se,urity of our childrer and the future
of our nation We urge you to sup:, he Act for Better Child Care Services "

I preser you with this letter because it states some of our concerns quite concisely but I
wo ild like to add a few remarks

392
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Page 2/ABC Bill

The child-care issue is one in which social political psychological and health issues areinextricably ur ited The poorest segment of our soc,etv is our children The rece vly pubh,hed,
Child and__Ad04:5feni Health Profde New No, k State 1985. states that poterty is the single
most powerful predictu of poor health among children and that it is associated with poor
nutrition, substandard housing, disrupt'. e social em ironment, arid lack of health infonnationLnemploted underemployed parents are less likely to hate health insurance and
consequt,,tly poor children are not likely to receive pretent wecare or immediate treament of
hea it h problems They are therefore more likely to fall ill, suffer adterse consequences from
illness and die than children with greater ecoromic resources

It s that emplot menu increases the family's income let el and improses chhurer'saccess to health insurance cot trap. Ureixplot ment conterselt in addition to lea% mg the
family uninsu-ed, has a destructite effect on familt stablitt leading to ditorce or in othercases stress which may result in child abuse 'ird neglect The (;told , and 1de'escent
PrOf 3'so sta'es that children's economic a^d therefore their health is strongly
related to household composure and that.

"In New York State in MO children lit ing in families maintained by sit nle mothers were
sr,. times more likely to he lit be'ow the pot erty threshold than were child -en litingwithmarried couples, and titer tw ice as likely as those living with single fathers (CCF, lusg) "

As stated previoush. about 60 percent of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
rex ipients are presented from participating in work program, because they (on lot find chidcare If those mothers were able to work or receive training to -mot ide them with skills so that
t let were employable, it woald not milt sat e the mores now pa,. to ;hem in assistance, it
would help bud a social structure m wh,ch we can det elcp educated, hea tlit peopIie am,we need 11( 'h,t, educated r ?ople to support a democratic system As someone put it ourfuture is in ime wry small hands

I hate focused on the effects of lac t of child care on poor chtldren, bit those wto areto afford the best i child care hat e similar prob'ems Good care is hard to find One of the
reasons for this is economic -- parking lot attendants are paid more than child-care workersThe ABC bill addresses the issue of compensation for child-care staff as well as other issues in
a way which would improte the quality of xhild care for all families For example, states would
be required to review and update their licensing standards periodicallt to meet minin,urn
federal standards in key areas such a3 staff-child ratio, group sue, health and safety arid
parental intols ement nails would also be pros coded to hire and train an adequate number of
monitoring staff to assare programs comply with the stardards and child care staff would be
required to hase IS hours per year of in-sersice training Funds uoild also be made as ailabie
to states for local resource and referral Drogta ms which wools' help ill paren's find qualitye. e

This would help to rel., e Ile stress t' et esen farri, es feel %Ole!, the% are
to f,nd rel -tile quTh,% core and meet al' of the r re,por,s h stresscan ils, destroy fair It relat.o.,:nts- and ndsersels affect to pst , out of thechid which c an fear' to taxic e abuse sin,' de or other anIfestat 01 s of poor se't- !rape aswell as child abuse

The d.alogue whi -h tat i ^e place arouUd he child-car, issue at this inn ent ts ens bitas inipottant as the one concerr.mi unr e rsal access to ettur anon let f 01,1an tirrt s and willdetermine ot,r future plan as a TM ton in the world Health and uel'-bel K are necessarysocietal building blocks Unless we ealtre that the care of our chilchen s a pi,,Yic arid not a
responsibiliti, we will fail bi hirai the c t her Industtial led rat,rs chi under, iid that a

nation's greatest rCNI1111.1.. ,S It software --- its poopy

Thank sea £01 th :11 orttlie, %C,1
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May 20, 1988

The Honorable Dale Kildee,
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
House Education and Labor Committee
320 Cannon HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:

`,=11111

WIMPrirltxsoaEE
WASHINGTON OFFICE

81516TH STREET, N W

WASHINGTON O( 10006

202 317 7117

The International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union ap-
preciates the opportunity to submit a statement for the
hearing record on H.R. 3660, the Act for Better Child Care
Services. The ILGWU strongly supports this comprehensive
approach to child care policy in the United States. We
believe this legislation is an excellent step forward in
helping to meet the needs of working parents and their families.

The enactment of H.R. 3660 is a priority for the ILGW'J,
and we loc' forward to working with you for swift passage of
this very important Lill. On behalf of the ILGWU, I want to
thank you for your leadersnip on this issue and for your
unwavering commitment to help America's workers.

Respectfully,

Evelyn brow
Vice President and
Legislative Director

Enclosure

-----' InP1D,TP:
RIAU WARDEN

)
,...A!AM, oVall,f 01.7,1

,s AT MAWR IRWIN SOLOMON CENRAL OFFICE/ D 6101DWP,)
,1151001' .YEIAL 'AMU!, Ili',1,111

tqlrlt11 V C7 7,2 .,, ,,90

.-_ ...
GINIKAL 1EXEMITT ROAM nrcuo um. .001.AS .C...0 14WAL rrt 9.5....,1 LI VOID On, ML, MY, nut Io0 KOnnt ntnnl SALVATORE Gann, Int I. 1011
ttArritAOLSON 1111. [WPM WV. LALOAMI ...0.11011,0 PI, IthrAnt IX J 1010111, tAtAID Kt Men 1t,', ,Ato to, , Sai C 014111 PILIJONT thttr RS
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May 1988

It should come as no surprise to learn that the

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union strongly

supports H.R. 3663, The Act for Better Child Care

Services, introduced by the distinguished Chairman,

Representative Dale Kildee and cosponsored by many of

his House colleagues. The ILGWU is largely a union of

working women and working mothers, with a long and

distinguished history of protecting our children.

Because 85% of ILGWU members are women who are low-

and moderate-income workers, our union has played

a leading role for years in the fight to snact child

care legislation. More recently, the ILGWU ha; gained

child care benefits in colle'tive bargaining contracts

and has established child ,are programs for our own

ILGWU members as well.

In 1987, the ILGWU joined with more than 100

organizations as part of a broad coalition committed to

the enactment H.R. 3660, a comprehensive approach in

federal child care legislation to help working parents
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page 2 Ms!, 1928

and thee: families. You can be assured that the 1.1.3;:

will help tscrx for swift passage cf this very i-pertart

bill.

H.R. 3E00 _ e first malor piece cf leo:slation :n

more tnan a decade designed to expand the availability of

affordable, high-quality child care In the U.S. The bill

would authorize $2.5 billion in federal funds (with a 20

percent match in state money) to help low- and moderate-

income families pay for care, strengthen basic federal

health and safety standards, including personnel

qualifications and staff-to-child ratios, and increase

parents' involvement in child care.

By all accounts, the United States is in the midst

of a terrible crisis in child care services. The statistics

on the crowing number of families in this country where

both parents or a single parent work outside of the

home have been documented very persuasively over the past

decade. The ILGWU believes that there is no point to argue,

as some do, that a parent should be at home with his or her

children. The fact is that for many families staying home

is not financially possiole and for o,,,oLs, it is not the

option slected by the parent or parents. As a nation, we

3 9 6
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must be realistic about the changed ecorcmIc and social

circumstances for Amerir families and commit a much greater

level of federal investmc to asst a that children of working

parents -- and 1_1 children -- have available to them the

kind of affordable, L.-uality child care services which your

legisl' ion encourages.

Within our own union and for some of our ILGWU members,

we can highlight modest gains in quality child care programs.

In 1983, for example, after a petition -drive by

3,000 immigrant garment workers in New York City's Chinatown

who were desperately in need of child care, ILGWU

Local 23-25, together with employers in the garment industry

and the New York City's Agency for Child Development, opened

a neighborhood day care center for the children of ILGWL

members. The Garment Industry Day Care Center of Chinatown

began and remains a cooperative effort of government-labor-

business and was the firs. public-private day care center

in the city for workers in a particular industry. The ILGWU

hampioned the cause of its workers, and we now havo a

thriving child care pzogram providing high quality care

for 80 children between the ages of 2 and 6 years. Parents

for the most part are Chinese-speaking immigrant garment

workers, and the main language at the center is English.

3 9-7
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The Chinatown day care center spends abut $100

each week co meet the costs of caring for a child. Approx-

mately one-third of that cost is paid for by union-employer

contributions. The children's parents pick up about 10%

of the costs, and governme.lt pays the remaining share.

Parents' contributions are based on a sliding fee scale,

depending o 1 family's ability t' pay ar..1 can range from

no fee to $55 a week per child.

The ILGWU knew that the Chinatown project was a

success. Recently, we were pleased to learn that the

Con;ressional Caucus on Women's Issues in its Child Care

Challenge Pioneer Award program for .ongstanding commitment

to child care recognized our quality program and awarded

a certificate to ILGWU Local 23-25.

While the ILGWU can and does point with great pride

to this model child care program for our members, we are pain-

fully aware that hundreds of more children of garment workers

are on waiting lists and need the services of a day care

program like the arment Industry Center. Instead -.)f being

able to serve these children, we must turn them and their

families away.

3 9 S
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A recent New York Times article written about the

Chinatown Center called it a "haven for 80" [children) and

went on to say that the need for day care for the children

of Chinatown's garment workers has never been greater at

the same time that funding sources are more difficult to

find. "...the assistant director of the Chinatown Planning

Council, a private group that manages the garment industry

center, said the day care shortage is so severe that

mothers occasionally bring their children to the center

even though they arc not errviled; they have nowhere

else to go." Day care slots are so tight in Chinatown's

16 public and private centers, that ILGWU parents "who are

turned away must s=ramble to find relatives or friends, or

well-recommended strangers, to look after their children.

S'Ime children are simply left home alone," according to

the CLuncil's director.

A New York Times editorial as well (see attached)

credits the five-year p/oject for its serious, purposeful

work.

This ILDWU experience is instructive. We have

been an active partner in establishing a small and effective

program, using public and private money, to provide quality
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care and educational advantages for children of ILGWU

parents. At the same time, th.2re are thousands more ILGWU

parents and children whose need for similar programs Is unmet.

Their situation represents the larger argent national need

for affordable, quality child .are. The lack of access to

this kind of care for America's children and families requires

a national commi.ment to develop solutions to the problem.

H.R. 3660 takes a significant step in that direction.

The ILGWU strongly supports the scope and objectives

of H.R. 3660 and has made enactment of The Act fer Better Ct-ld

Care Services and ILGWU priority. Yca can count on us to be

there in this legislative effort.

Thank you for considering the views of the ILGWU on

this matter.

4 0
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THE NEW YORK TIMES

April 1, 1988

Fair Chance in Chinatown
The Asian Andrea be eased the Garment In-

away Day are Caw in New York's Chthitown
an outside the Assertem salesroom in two ways.
Their Immerse perste are very. peer; and sr
beefy b es Wally knows math English. By the time
therm 1 yeah old. dank those kids have taken a
sash same at Arista. Not sly can Or/ steak
Kosbelt (ds more prenecims reed and write it
leo). Int they are at hese with American holidays
end whits, " Thew Crack Corn" and the floe art of
linger pansies

Setter KIK day care here Seen and once the
children rash school age, re eligible wall age
13 for the sows program ofseply sea seen, study new eubjecte, learn to coot
and, if owl be, get help** ha.,sworIc

And beam Charisma an be as tosib
asellianbald an all ill the city, Herten smarted
his school to the efalia; and Milt be escorted
hems at isight. Ashelast In a city of 13.year-old
=then am! 13-yeardd crack duller's, to have chil-
dren framed like the children they ant

Truk the Garment Industry Day are Canter is

4ui

suasion many levels. Its the first In the city to be
supported by both public and prints funds; and the
first to serve d'illdren of workers in a single mots
try. Because Ma building is home to sevenl social
projects, It works rather like en old-fashloned Net.
Clement house. To see the center Is to hope that one
Is lookiap at We Mum.

If the children at the Garment Industry Day
Care Center ire strangers Ina strange Sod, so are
all America's poor children. The difference Is that
the former are setting introduced to the United
Name. The latter, wined 'nee families hen beet
here for generations, may never set to know it. No
wonder at many of them don't get those well-inten-
tinned messages shag staying in school and avoid-
ing prevsimy and sticking out a beginning sot,.
They might as well be listesing to a foreign lan-
gur" and in way they are.

lb squid be easy to make tan much of one day-
care cents that semen SO children, on shoestring
at that And the canter is not yet five years out so It's
too soon to know how Its alumni will turn out One
thing's certain now: Therre getting a Stance, a fair
chance, that many other yams Americans need.
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Testimony in Support of
The Act for Better Child care

MB 3660
House Committee on Education and Labor

Subs omm ince on Human Relations

Submitted by oto5, National Association of Working Women

'National s,ociation of V orking Women is pleased to provide

,estimons to suppor, of the Act for Better Child Care 9to5 is an

organization of v, omen other s orksrs s.ith over 14.000 members in all 50

stairs Office and clerical cork is the single largest job category for women

in tnis country, accounting for one out of es ery three jobs Our members

and their cc ss orker;. desperately need help in locating, paying for, and
tae quality of care pioviaeo for tutu- children while tncy are at

onk

Tlia rise of inthisai. I 'cork in the early part of this century brought

about the :ollaps,i of the extended family Consequently the most pressing

social need in the l930's ss as for the elderly who no longer were likely to

live wth their chiluren The government responded by creating social

cc unit)

The recent rise rf the lose-paid sers ice sector has created the need for

ran -wane Larne r fa dies and ushered women into the workforce
N'o,hc,s are 'lot at home any more The most pressing social need of the

PloOs will h for ,dold care and \seri. ing family policies

Profile of a is orking moths,.

The situation of one QtoS member illustrates the need of the many

Miusands of low Inc °me works s' women who will benefit from the

passage of this hill

Kay is the mother of a lour year old With ten years in her current job

and a JV, o year business slegrc she earns just over S10,000 per year Her

d au gn.e r is enrolled in on, of oil, tvs o government subsidized programs in

Crc,nsilla. SC On her ire one tray cannot afford any other program

4 n2
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If my daughter's program were cut and she lost that place, I would
have no choice but to quit work and keep her at home," says Kay "Then

who would pay the rent"

Like most low-income working mothers, Kay is very concerned about
the quality of care that her daughter receives Our public school system is
based on a belief that children from every background and Income deserve
an equal education," says Kay "Education doesn t begin when a child
enters first grade My daughter deserves the same chance as a child
whose pa ants can afford a Montesson pre-school I want the same
quality program for my daughter that every parent does -- but I have no
choice of where to send her Day care quality should not be based on
family Income

Families Need Help

'ass than 10% of families today have a father in the workforce and a
mother at home with the children Women must work today to help their
families survive Two worker families have lower average 1comes today
than a single worker family of 15 years ago. But child care costs eat up a
major share of most earnings. Eighty percent of women earn less
than $18,000 per year, and clerical workers average just $14,000 annually
On these salanes, easily a quarter of take-home pay goes for the child care
expenses for just one child

Families are not getting much help from their employers In spite of
recent media attention, only 3,000 of the nation's 6 million businesses help
their employees in any way -- that is one ham{ of one percent,

The states, with a few notable exceptions, are not tilling the gap In

I9S5 nearly half of the states (23) were providing fewer children with
child care assistance through Title XX than they did in 1981

Our nation can afford the ABC bill

In this era of deficits and budget tightening, every elec ed official must
take a close look at the cost of new legislation The Act tot Better Child
Care would cost $2 5 billion in its first year But this cost hould be put
into perspective

In 1987, the U S devoted $410 billion of the budget to military
spending In 1938 a special, one time request was made for an additional
'less than six' Stealth bombers, at an estimated cost of $2 5 billion, to
replace planes which had crashed While we do not question the need to

4r
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defend our country, we would certainly argue that caring for our children
is of equal importance For the price of six airplanes, the ABC bill can
provide assistance to an estimated 10 million children who are in need of
daycare.

Our nation can not afford the alternatives

Lack of decent child care often forces low income families onto public
assistance programs A single mother simply can not afford to take a job
when she has no one to help with her current 'Job' -- caring for her
children

Nearly two-thirds of welfare participants in five state studies say that
difficulty with child care arrangements is the main problem in seeking and
keeping Jobs

76% of women who have given up ;ob hunting cite child ca.' problems
as the reason

A 1982 Census Bureau study found that over one in three non-working
high school drop-outs would go to work if they would find affordable child
care

The ABC bill is good economic policy as well as essential
family policy

Investing in decent child care for working parents provides benefits to
all parents, children, employers and taxpayers

In Ohio, every $1 spent on child care saves $4 in welfare program
costs.

In Colorado, state subsidies for child care amount to only 38% of the
cost of providing one unemployed mother with AFDC aid Medicaid

A .982 National Employer Supported Child Care survey found that 95%
of corporations offering child care programs reported measurable benefits
including drops in absenteeism and tardiness, and increases in
productivity, ob performance and morale

Long-te m studies of the effects of Headstart and other pre-school
educational programs on low-income children demonstrate chat these
children are more likely to graduate from high school and less likely to
commit crimes or get pregnant during their teenage years

We can not turn back the clock to an era when a husband's wages
enabled his wife to stpy home to care for their children Kay and the
thousands of mothers and fathers like her need help to maintain their
families and Jobs Fa Tulles, businesses and state governments can each
play a role But the enormous task of providing quality, aff-,rdable care for
our nation's children is one in which the fe.leral government can and
should play a part

404
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Polls show a consensus among voters that an appropnate role for thefederal gcvernment is to provide support and coordination for the criticalJob of canng for children whose parens must work

The Act for Better Child Care will go a long way to meeting both the
social and economic of our country.

415
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The National Associa'..on of Manufacturers is a voluntary business asso-
ciation of more than 13,500 corporations, large and small, located in every
state Members range in size from the very large to the more than 9,000
smaller manufacturing firms, each with fewer than 500 employees. NAM
member companies employ 85 percent of all workers in manufacturing
and produce more than 80 percent of the nation's manufactured goods.NAM is affiliated with an additional 158,000 businesses through its
Associations Council and the National Industrial Council.

4 (., 7
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past year, the availability of childcare has
generated national attention as the rapid entry of wome.. into the
workforce continues. Given the ongoing national debate on
childcare and the abundance of federal childcare initiatives
pending in Congress, the National Association of Manufacturers
believes that before proceeding with a tederal legislative
solution, there must first be an evaluation of existing
federally - funded childcare programs at the national, state and
local levels in the public and private sectors; and there must
also be cooperative efforts to educate the business community and
the general public on existing childcare programs and options.

The NAM outlines five concepts that it believes are crucial
to any federal childcare legislation, and must be addressed as
the congressional debate continues: flexibility in the workplace
to facilitate adapting to chang'ng employee needs; focus on local
level decision-making; maximizing involvement and cooperation
between employers, .,mployees and communities; liability concerns
associated with provision of childcare services; and federal
budgetary realities. These suggested guidelines were issued
February 1988, and are incorporated in the NAM's policy on
corporate programs for working parents, which states in part that
childcare benefits may comprise an important component of
employer-provided benefits.

As Congress continues to craft childcare legislation, we
urge them to bear in mind that the NAM cannot support any federal
childcare measure incorporating legislative mandates which would
require employers to provide speci.ied childcare-related
benefits.

The NAM suggests that a thorough review of existing federal
programs be performed to determine whether federal dollars are
being spent in a cost-effective manner. There has also been
significant growth in private sector programs addressing
childcare needs, although the number of fires actually offering
direct childcare assistance remains rela -ively low. It is
apparent that many companies believe on-site childcare is the
only option available in assisting employees with childcare
needs. Education aimed at increasing private sector awareness of
the variety of workplace options that can be helpful to working
parents will play an important role in stimulating greater
corporate involvement in childcare assistance.

Evaluation of existing programs and education as to existing
options should be the prelude for consideration of any federal
childcare measure so that Congress can target its limited fiscal
resources where they will do the most good. The NAM encourages
Congress and business alike to continue to explore the many
diverse alternatives for assisting parents in meeting their
childcare requirements, and we hope co continue to work with
Congress as it proceeds with childcare legislation.

Ong
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STATEMENT ON CHILDCARE
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BY

DIANE J. GENEROUS

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

SUBMITTED TO THE

EDUCATION AND LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE ON

HUMAN RFv'IRCES

APRIL 21, 1988

The National Association of Manufacturers is pleased to

submit this statement to the Education and Labor ',ubcommittee on

Human Resources on the issue of childcare.

Changing Demographics

Women now comprise 45 percent of all workers in the United

States, and over 70 percent of women between the ages of 25 and

34 are in the workforce. Labor statistics consistently show a

steady increase in the number of mothers in the workforce,

reflecting that neatly two-thirds of mothers with children under

fourteen are working and over half of all mothers with children

under three are working. As women with children continue to enter

and remain in the workforce in record numbers, the question of
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who is taking care of these children is being rai,- I as a

national issue.

NAM Response

In 1986 the NAM Board of Directors adopted an official

policy on corporate programs for working parents, recognizing

that social and economic forces have dramatically altered the

composition of our workforce. This policy statement recommends

to employers that as they adapt to the new workforce

demographics, they must seek to accommodate working parents by

offering as broad an array of benefits options as is economically

viable. One such option specifically suggested was child and

dependent care programs, including on-site or near-site daycare

centers, daycare subsidies, and childcare vouchers. P"'tional

options included alternative work scheduling, part-time work

where desired and flexible benefits plans that include daycare

benefits.

Guidelines for Childcare Legislation

In February 1988, the NAM reaffirmed its commitment to

encouraging employers to address what has become an increasingly

significant concern for working parents: finding quality

childcare at an affordable price.

The NAM has not endorsed a specific legislative measure,but

included in its February 1988 statement on childcare legislation

a list of conceptual guidelines which .e strongly commend to the

drafters of federal childcare initiatives:

-2-
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- Flexibil y for employers adapting to the changing needs of

the workplace;

- Decision-maM. 3 focused at the local level;

- Maximum participation and cooperation between employers,

employees and communities;

-Addressing liability concerns associated with childcare;

and

- The realities of federal budgetary constraints.

Of paramount significance to any federal legislative

proposal add-essing chi.dcare Is the recognition that employers

must continue to have the flexibility that enables them to

efficiently respond to the benefit requirements of their own

workforce, be it direct o: indirect childcare assistance or none

at ali. For example, at one point in t.iwc a workforce may be

comprised of older workers who have no need for a childcare

benefit option, but five years later employee turnover may yield

a younger workforce with a preference for childcare benefits. Any

legislative mandate of a childcare bel.-it would be strongly

opposed by the NAM.

Because childcare needs vary from state to state and even

community to community, the NAM believes that decision-making on

program specifics should be centered at the local level where

officials will have a first-hand knowledge of childcare needs.

The involvement 4nd cooperation among all entities

concerned, i.e., employers, employees, community groups and local

government, is also fundamental in achieving a successful

-3-
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childcare program and should be encouraged in .:-.y federal me,,sure

intended to enhance daycare. This "bottom-up approach" would

maximize input from those most affected by child care policies- -

parent and child. (A national regulatory scheme would ignore

regional variations in childcare requirements and the NAM does

not support comprehensive federal regulations to standardize all

daycare providers.)

Liability exposure and difficulty in obtaining affordable

insurance coverage are frequently cited by companies as obstacles

to implementing any type of childcare assistance for employees.

These concerns must be addressed in any federal childcare measure

that seeks to encourage greater private sector participation in

meeting chilcare needs. One example, included in a pending

proposal, provides for limited tort reform for childcare

providers and would defray insurance costs with a liability pool.

In conjunction with any effort to address employers'

liability concerns, the business community should be educated on

the various childcare assistance options available in addition to

on-site childcare. Small comp,Aies in particular are much more

likely to offer childcare benefits if the liability concern is

lessened. Some in-house company surveys have even shown that

employees preferred other arrangements or options instead of

childcare at their worksites. Alternatives include employer

provided childcare vouchers or subsidies, discounts, or salary

reduction plans which allow parents their choice of childcare

arrangements. Some employers are electing to support or sponsor

-4-
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community programs which their employees could use.

Current Federal Programs

Federal childcare legislation must also be guided by the

reality of budget constraints,
which militate in favor of an

examination of existing federal programs and their effectiveness

before embarking on nev programs. Almost $7 billion in federal

spending goes to childcare and related services, including Had

Start. Tax credits, exclusions, and deductions account for $4

billion out of the approximately $7 billion in federal spending

on childcare. The singe greatest source of federal support is

the Child and Dependent Care tax credit, estimated at about $3

billion, and available only to those required to pay income tax.

Lost revenue from this credit has tripled over the past six

years. Workint oarents may also exclude from their income a

certain amount for employer provided childcare assistance.

Combined with other deductions available for childcare, this

totals approximately $1 billion.

Federal spending for the Head Start program is currently

$1.2 billion, up from $735 million in 1980. Additional federal

spending includes the Social Service Block Grant under Title XX

of the Social Security Act,
allowing states to direct funds to

various social services; and the Jobs Training Partnership Act

programs providing training for daycare providers.

Department of Labor estimates show that with the !A billion

of federal childcare assistance
being taken in the form of tax

-5-
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credits and deductions, low income families who do not pay taxes

receive perhaps half (maybe less) of all federal childcare

dollars. A thorough review of how these federal dollars are being

spent, and whether existing federal programs are effectively

meeting childcare needs to the extent possible, would allow for a

federal childcare initiative to have maximum impact by targetting

,pecific c2roups or needs.

Corporate Response

In assessing the childcare issue, it is important to note

that although only 3300 corporations offer childcare assistance

programs, this numher reflects a dramatic increase frog ten years

ago when only about 100 firms provided comparable assistance. Of

significance is the fact that this growth in childcare programs

pc.!ceded the availability of any hard drca establishing the

cost-effectiveness of providing childcare assistance.

A recent Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) survey (conducted

over the summer of 1987) measured 0!.1dcare benefits in business

establishments with mote than ten employees. Not surprin'ngly,

the BLS found that large establishments are much more li' ' to

offer childcare benefits, with 5 percent of firms over 250

employees sponsoring daycare centers and 9 percent assisting with

childcare expenses. Overall, 2 percent of companies provide

employees with on- or off-site childcare and an additional 13

percent directly address childcare needs by assisting with

expenses (3 percent); providing information and referral (5

percent); or counselling services (5 percent). Flexible work

-6-
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scheduling is the predominant means of accommodating employees

with 61 percent of companies offering at least ona of the

following options: flexible leave, job sharing, or flexitime.

Conclusion

The NAM believes there is no single program or incentive

that will be an effective solution for all parents or business

operations. Statistics indicate a growing trend on the part of

companies to address the childcare needs of their employees.

Education will play an importa.tt role in ensurin' greater

availability of quality childcare. The more knowledgeable the

business community becomes as to the wide array of options

available to assist employees with child care, the easier it w..:1

be for companies to address childcare requirements with creative

and innovative solutions.

The NAM will continue to work with its member companies to

explore how business can play an active role in assisting parents

wih daycare needs. We urge Congress, just as we urge employers,

to review A broad range of diverse approaches as it seeks to

provide assistance in support of working parents who require

childcare.

-7-
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DRC
D ISABILITT RESOURCE CONSULTANTS
13 Treaders Drive

Ilasaarbosetts 2143
1617) 749-6416

May 3,1988

House Education and Labor Sub-Committee on Human Resources
320 Cannon Office Building
Washington, D C 20514

RE ABC Day Care Bill Testimony
ABC AND THE SPECIAL NEEDS CHILD

Dear Ch airman.

If it please the committee, I request my written testimony be entered into the
record I believe there is a different and very important perspective to add to the
debate on the ABC bill and hope you will consider this testimony which, necessarily is a
bit technical in nature I submit this testimony out of concern for the situation of
special needs children and the significant problems this bill generates

I would like to point out at the outset that "special needs" or "handicapped"
children as defined under federal statute ("Education for all Handicapped") are not
merely the multi-handicapped children in wheelchairs we so often envision when the
subject arises They include all children with any special, educationally-related needs
This covers a very wide range of disabilities and needs both in description and severity

Since the government will not be able to discriminate, there will have to be
legislation. "Day Care for all Handicapped' which will include all children with any
special care-related needs The purpose of this testimony is to relate the problems we
are facing in special education as relate to the problems certainly to arise in day care

DRC advocates for children with mild to moderate special needs under federal
and state special education statutes We are non-profit volunteering most of our
services pro bono to families who could otherwise not afford advocacy for their
children We are independent, not connected with any care-giving or other
institutions whatsoever Most of our clients are minority Although we do not handle
severe and multi-handicapped cases we srs well acquainted with the educational and
day care situation of children with various levels of special needs It is unfortunate but
advocacy is essent_al in most cases to ensure the child will receive that to which he is
entitled Pr,vate, volJntary organizations such as the Federation for Children with
Special needs trains parents to advocate for their own children All of us however
only reach a comparative few

Care for children with special needs outside the home falls into two categories
Ei-Jcationallv-related intervention which is mandated and publicly supported (special
education, early-childhood intervention) and day care If parents need day care
outside of whatever euticationally-related services they may be receiving because they
work or need respite the amount of day c *re needed will depend on the parent s
schedule and the amount of time the child spends in the special education setting if
any Not all children with special care needs have special education needs and qualify

4 t 6
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under regulations for special education or early childhood intervention few qualifyfor "extended day" or institutionalized care The child's special needs must directly
affect education in order to qualify for mandated intervention or services Therefore achild may need very specialized care but not qualify for or need special education
intervention

All parents of special needs children face particular problems in obtaining
appropriate (or any) day care if they must work outside the home If they de not work
outside the home they may require support services and respite such as specialized
part-time or occasional day care The problems in finding appropriate educational
placements and day care for children with varying types and degrees of need varygreatly Also, special needs children may need day care well beyond the age normally
required It can be very difficult to find anyone to care for such children, especially
those who have communir..t.a- ....ponents

There is a derth of special day care, special pre-schools, regular pre-schools
which accept any special needs children. and special after-school day care other than
family day care, privately hired care-givers at home or family members Thus the
problem is finding appropriate pre-school and school educational placement as well asday care The lack of appropriate education opportunity for children with special
needs, pre-school as well as school-age, is a problem which should be addressed and
solved and cer.ainly should have a higher priority than day care Federal and state
legislation mandating appropriate education was only a start The reality is another
matter We are very seriously concerned that the foAeral government is considering
day care funding before it has even approached sat.sfactory funding of special
education One may well wonder how the federal government can consider funding day
care at all when the condition of education nationally is so critical Localities are being
financially crushed by the cost of mandated special education which leaves less and
less for regular education The answer is certatnlf not to stop educating special needs
children The answer may at this time not be to divert funds to day care either

Funding is lust one issue There is a lack of trainad and qualified special care-
givers and teachers There is a lack of facilities and providers especially in non-urbanareas There is a lack of competent evaluators, physical and occupational therapists,and all the other support services To say that some special needs children fall
through the cracks' is absurd The fact is they are pouring through gaping holes in
the system This fact is supported by a great deal of evidence which I will not at this
time recite since the focus is day care The point is that the problems remaining
unsolved in special education are indicative of the problems we will face in Providing
day care to special needs children Much of "special education" today is mere))
warehousing with some attractive window dressing The exceptions are n,taLie
serve to expose the rest The latest knowledge regarding "what works in spcial
education is not being widely applied The long-term results of this failurt, are zreater
dependency and expenditure, higher incidence of sociopathic behaviors in
inappropriately treated children the wasting of potential and human misery TLe
bottom line is, day care (unless specifically designed as a benefit to the child) is for the
convenience and sometimes necessity of the parents Special education is a right for
children and a necessity for society It is also moral imperative

Although the lack 3f appropriate education for special needs children is a
problem, the lack of day care for special needs children isn't as great a problem i he
lack of special day care is due in large part to lack of demandand/or the
inappropriateness and cost ineffectiveness of group day care for that population
especially in the early years of life It can be inappropriate as these children require a
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high degree of individualized and specialized care and attention I am not referring to
a play group or other part -Lime group interaction which is entered into specifically for
the benefit of the child

Cider ABC parents will receive no help unless they turn their child over to a
public or non-profit group day care center The essential question is what if such a
setting is inappropriate for a child? And what provision is there for families who can
not find an appropriate "center" for their special needs child given a group setting is
appropriate? What is to be done for those children who are best not institutionalized.
who are best cared for by their parents? The combination of excellent special
education working with loving parent/nurturm.: ^.^.1.^^.C.'..1
needs children Yet under ABC parents will be penalized financially for not
insUtuuonalizing in centers, whether full or part time, as that is the only way to
receive help

Day care is care ill loco parrot's, in place of parents It is easily distinguished
from education or "school The objective is not specifically "education' but physical
care But what of nurturing, affection. interaction/ socialization and training? ABC
reflects an empty and superficial euphemism "day care The educational emphasis in
ABC is certainly not appropriate for all children as it implies a formal attempt at early
childhood "education It does nct follow that because disadvantaged children benefit
from learning-readiness intervention ALL children benefit from formal "educational'
intervention There is ample evidence to suggest the opposite If ABC mandates an
educational component or emphasis, what will be done about special needs children
wbo would require special programs as the center's program is inappropriate? And
what of children whose families educational and child development philosophy differs
from that promulgated by the bill or the available day care center?

Since nationally, about 15% of the student population is designaLd "special
needs' and receives special education services (the figure is climbing higher with
earlier identification and parental awareness), we can get a nouon of what we will
have to provide in terms of specialized day care Since the school populauon served by
special education only includes those who qualify under the education definition we
can expect the special day care number to be much higher as it will include ALL special
care not just that which is educationally related Children who require particular
behavioral approaches will have to be serviced Now they are simply not accepted or
expelled from day care or pre-school

How will the government determine who will need or qualify for special day
care and the description of that care? Appropriate placement in all cases involves such
factors as identification of children with needs, evaluation, determination developing
the child's individualized educauon (or care) plan including description of setting
(environment, student/teacher or ;are-giver/child ratio), peer group appertainent
services required, teaching/care-giving style or method vs the child s need, specific
training of providers, location, opportunity for appropriate degree of "mainstreaming
or interaction with "normal" children, and length of service It is impossible to give a
fair degree of detail here but suffice it to say the process is complicated, expensive and
very difficult for parents, children and providers It would require a bureaucracy to
handle the process including appeals and due process and resolve conflicts or
disagreements between parents and centers over issues ranging from education and
discipline to toilet training

We have followed the tesumony during the committee hearings We did not
hear any testimony regarding the day care of special needs children The bill ignores
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the problem. is so simplistic in its approach to the care of childrer in general that ifadopted in its current form will create hardship, chaos, disruption,displacement andlitigation and its flaws and full cost recognized too late The bill establishes day care asaright but fails to address the problems in implementation The bill will increase costgreatly while actually resulting in a diminished level of care for children especiallyspecial needs children It does this by limiting choice, thereby limiting access to thatwhich may be most appropriate for a child The bill also ignores the case of childrenwho qualify for institutionalization
or part-time placement but who are cared for bythe family in the child s (and state s) best interest

Since it was finally recognized that children were best cared for at home ratherthan in instil. 'lions AND home care with some support services was far more cost-effective than institutionalization (no doubt the overriding issue) we are seeing rapidmovement in regulations and support services favoring non-institutionalization TheABC bill however goes in directly the opposite direction in that it would not fund orcontribute to families caring for their own children, family day care or services givenoutside of a non-profit or public group center

Perhaps the most onerous and egregious provision is the sectarian prohibitionwhich would disqualify all day care with any religious connection or overtones fromfunding or not allow parents to choose what they consider to be the best careAllowing parents "choice' only if they can afford it is no choice Perhaps the draftersare unaware of the fact that much of the care now provided special needs children isgi 'en by religious institutions It is difficult to believe that the drafters were aware ofth s fact and drafted this bill as currently written regardless If such is the case Iwe uld have to seriously question the humanity of such inclivu'uals and theirmi tivauons Certainly their motivation could not be concern for childrenApparently it has been determined that religiously motivated care givers shouldco itinue to provide services while stripping themselves at their religious life-styleexpression or even motivation

Lacking also is the recogniticn that religious belief, practice or e; -essioncould in any way be of actual benefit to or enhance the lives of the children Doesanyone doubt the desperate need all children have for loving care especially childrenwith special needs? Or the special qualities of compassion required of the care-givers?Who would pick up the task replace all those religious providers? What will become ofspecial needs children forced out of religious institutions? Their parents could not paythe full expense of special care Religious and other charitable institutions have beensubsidizing the care of special children through volunteerism furidraising andcontributions Even if the government could foot the bill how is it to replace thecharacteristics of the sectarian care givers7

Caring for special needs children is not something one undertakes for monetarycompensation as the salaries and even profits involved are not anywhere nearsufficient to the task and realistically could never be Those who undertake andsupport such care are motivated by higher concerns and convictions often religiousTo disqualify such care-givers or require that they strip themselves of all religiousexpression that which motivates them in the first place not only flies in the face ofreason but I believe the spirit ofour Constitution It is because there are such caringindividuals in many religious faiths that Cher. 's any available day care and educationfor special needs children at all I refer your attention to Combined JewishPhilanthropies Catholic Charities and many other examples
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The alternative is for federal, state and local governments to pick up the entire
tab for the day care of ALL special needs children regardless of degree of special need
or qualifying under statutes for special education at the "going rate without the
generous contribution of religious persons, organizations and institutions The
government could not duplicate however the humanity of these persons by replacing
them with merely salaried etnployees The salaries, if that is the motivation, would
have to be substantial indeed if sufficient providers could be found In any event we
can not buy what our current care-givers offer in terms of love, concern, and
convi:tion There are some children who are so afflicted and require such a level of
difficult care that it would be impossible to find persons to care for them at all if it were
not for the few who are motivated by higher concerns

I would also like to point out that all children but especially special needs
children benefit from and often require a day care situation which closely replicates
the home situation For instance, a child who requires patterning and behavior
modification should receive such intervention similar to the home style In this way
the child learns behaviors, relates to his home life and carries over familiar practices
and behaviors It would be not only unfair to the child and family to deny thec. h -
right to pattern the child according to their individual practice, often based on belief
but confusing and detrimental to the child to do otherwise Therefore parents should
be encouraged to, not prevented from obtaining day care services according to its
similarity with home sty:e To choose day care based solely on clinical pediatric and
pedagogical criteria ignoring setting, teaching/care-giving style and practice and
similarity with family is counter to all current professional research and thinking and
common sense

Certainly, many of the issues raised for sped :cis children could be applied
to all children In fact, it has been said that ALL are special and have special
needs We concur The attention afforded the care and education of special needs
children, the research and practice has served to enhance the understanding of the
needs of all children The flP- thi. bill as applied to special needs children should
point out the flaws as applied to all children However, as the needs of special children
are magnified so are the flaws in this bill The essential flaw is the notion that by
funding one particular type of day care (public or non-profit group centers) we can
meet the needs of all or even a majority of children and their parents This simplistic
notion revires the attempt to fit all children into routd holes even though some may
be square pegs Those who can not be molded to fit are simply tossed out The result is
uniformity, conformity, mediocrity, lack of pluralism, diversity of etnnicity, belief.
practice and thougl. and intolerance for individual differences ar d a population of
discounted misfit ,Jtsiders

Special education legislation, indeed all legislation regarding persons with
disabilities and special needs, minorities ant persons subject to intolerance and
discrimination has led to the s'ructure of tne system being modified to meet the needs
of such persons and allowing such persons free access to all public life The ABC bill
goes in the opposite direction of public justice All those who would not want to b.;
economically disadvantaged, required to finance day care for themselves, pay taxes for
others while others are publicly financed, would have to conform to the rigid and
simplistic criteria and provisions of this bill as implemented at the local level As has
been pointed out, this applies to all considerations in chocsins .--arT in loco pareatts for
children, cultural, ethnic, pedagogical philosophical, 7sychological, emotional
religious, environmental and simply parental convenience and preference This is a
replay of the historical situation in regular education which we are so desperately
trying to rectify However, it is far more profound as we are not simply dealing with
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attendance at an educational institution for 6 hours per day, 180 days per year We areconsidering the replacement for home, family and parents up to 12 hours per day, 245days per year That replacement should be chosen by the parents with state-supportedgroup day care centers only one option
among many, public and private The cho,:e isitusory if there is economic sanction of choice

It is interesting to note that one of the often stated argumentsagainst sympathyfor the idea that parents should ',ave the right to public support of theirchildren'seducation in other than public schools is that parents have the children for mcrehours than the schools and can supposedly provide the religious, philosophical,
cultural and whatever other practices are important to the family in that after-schooltime Anyone who has children in school knows the constraints on thattime But whatis the defense to be in the case of the ABC bill if parents are not permitted to choose theappropriate day care for their children 7

When considering legislation which profoundly affects children we can notmake gross errors as children are not staac, waiting in limbo for mistakes to becorrected They experience the effects of those mistakes and develop accordingly
Furthermore, in creating a new infrastructure and dismantling the existing support
systems, correcting essential errors is difficult if not impossible If tilt, federal
government can only write day care funding legislation wherein access to day carerequires the abridgement of fundamental rights(free exercise, self-determiration,
parental prerogatives and so on). the government should refrain from enacting suchlegislation For practical reasons the ABC bill is grossly flawed For philosophicalreasons it is an anathema However, day

care subsidy and support can be accomplishedwithout the problems clearly articulated by those who testified and those I haveattempted to convey The mechanisms have been described such as through income taxcredits and the encouragement of publicly-provided day care centers through seedmoney in areas in which there is a need and where tax credits alone would not initiate
creation of day care options Contrary to popular prejudice. minor ty oarents are aswilling and able to mats sound choices for their children as non- minority families,given the opportunity They do not appreciate pontification from above, paternalism,
or lack of right to choose what is in their children's best interest

Sincerely,

',PoSusan

J Marshall
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THE CARE OF "B"

The following is a brief case history to demonstrate the problems
which will be encountered if the ABC bill is enacted as written, without
parents having the option of choosing day care which is appropriate for
their child and family. We chose d Case of a child with slight special
needs to demonstrate that problems will not only arise from children with
profound needs.

"B" could not easily be left with care-givers, even those who were
familiar with the child and who were consistent and regular over a long
period of time. The difficulty began a about age 14 months and continued
through 5 years of age. Every seperation, regardless of how brief was a
traumatic experience for mother, child, and care-giver. Often the parent
had to be called back as the child's state elevated into hysteria.

"B" vas placed in pre-school at age 3 1/2. There was some doubt as
to whether he could remain as he was not fully toilet trained, a require-
ment at all pre-schools. The program was a 3-morning per week play school.

Situations arose such as the child running out of the school attempting
to seek the mother. He did not consistently cooperate, preferring to play
during "quiet tine," talk and play during "story time," and run rather wild
during "free play" periods. He did not want to paint or draw, learn how to
write his name, and generally wanted to"do his own thine

It was doubtful "B" would be allowed to remain at the school. How-
ever, the parents were willing to participate in the daily program, helping
"B" to adjust. This did not allow the parents to use day care (pre-school)
in the manner intended. The following year was not much better. At 4 years
of age, he went into a 5-morning program. The first year there were 11
children to one teacher and an aide plus the parent. The second year there
were 16 children, and aide and the parent. Other parents were participating
and they were able to take turns assisting the several children in the school
needing individual attention. The school was a non-profit cooperative pre-
school.

Although "B's" problems interfered with the parent's plans and his
"behaviors" were not well adapted, he was not the only child having simile/
difficulties so the parents and providers (all certified teachers directed by
a head teacher with a graduate degree in early childhood education) did sot
see his problems as something which needed other professional intervention.
"B's" home was structured, he came from an upper-income intact family with
experienced paren.ing and there was no indication his problems were environ-
mental or parent 1. Senerally everyone thought he would grow out o' it.

It was discovered somewhat later that "." had a neurological condition
which affected both his motor skills and perception and therefore his be-
haviors. He was quite bright and that masked what would have bee' noted as
difficulties in a child not so gifted. Later, ne was placed in a small,
structured learning enviornment in a program which mrtched both his motor/
neurological needs and cognitive abilities. This program was private and
expensive. There was no such program available in public schools. He con-
tinued in this program and did very well with only slight problems. The
pre-school setting was inappropriate and probably detrimental. It lacked
the structure and other interventions he required. However, 10 appropriate
program would have been available anyway. He would have been better-off
at home in a one in-one situation with less stimulation.
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The town of Milton, MA is considering coning ordinances cnntrolling

family day care providers. :sere is concert that such regulations would

lead to fever providers. P letter to the regions newspaper gives insight

as to the desireability of family day care. ';any parents prefer to place

their children with families rather than group centers as they can choose

a family which closely replicates their own hcme
life, beliefs, style, and

practice.
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I
0CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Donald E Ledv.ig

President and
Chief Executive Offiter

May 10, 1988

Honorable Dale E. Kildee
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Human Resources

Committee on Education & Labor
United states House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

It has come to my attention that the Subcommittee on Human Resources
conducted a hearing on the issue of child care on April 21, 1988. I weld
like to offer for inclusion in the record of your hearing a description of a
major new effort launched by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and the
public broadcasting industry to focus attention on the critical need for
affordable, quality child care in America.

PUBLIC TELEVISION OUTREACH ALLIANCE

The Public Television Outreach Alliance (PTOA), which is funded by CPB. is

one of the most successful public service awareness projects ever developed
by public broadcasting. The objective of PlOA is to provide the research,
leadership, compelling programming, and the support materials that enable
American public television stations to conduct locally each year one or two
outreach campaigns directed against major social problems facing this
country. Previous camaigns have dealt with issues such as substance abuse,
illiteracy and AIDS.

CHILD CARE AMERICA

This year, public television stations voted child care as neir top choice
for the next outreach project topic to be produced by the Public Television
Outreach Alliance. In response, PTOA announced CHILD CARE AMERICA, a
national multi-media campaign. CHILD CARE AMERICA underscores what any
young family with two parents working outside the home, and single parents
raising children already know: affordable, quality child care for preschool
children can be difficult, if not impossible to find.

111116th Street NW
shashincton Dr. 2111116

20214,', s2-s 20 karl opt Quehn Programon",
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President Reagan designated April 10-16, 1988 as the "Week of the Young
Child " PTOA. PBS and the National Association for Education of Young
Children (NAEYC), worked in conjunction to plan an array of original events,
using public television programs, public radio programs and local and
national documentaries in an unprecedented effort to educate communities on
the issue and to help them focus ee solutions. The campaign was initiated
by the documentary "Who Cares FL' The Children'." hosted by Rhea Pearlman
(star of the television show "Cheers"), which aired nationwide on PBS on
April 13. The one-hour special defined the urgent child care dilemma and
showcased some of the most innovative and successful solutions around the
country to providing quality child care

PBS, together with local public broadcasting stations, expanded the
recognition of CHILD CARE AMERICA's national awareness and community
outreach campaign with special programs and segments, on a national basis,
that explored the child care issue. A sample list has been enclosed.

Further, many local public television stations produced documentaries that
focused on the need for quality child care in their communities aid offered
examples of various solutions that have been developed These local
programs also provided needed information on child care referral services,
support groups. local coalitions and related outreach projects As examples
of local programs, copies of "Paid to Care," which covered the Washington
Metro area, and "Child Care Crisis A Maryland Report," have been provided

CHILD CARE AMERICA BUSIUSS TELECONF,RENCE

Following the success of "Who Cares For The Children?," the American Express
Company joined with PTOA and public broadcasting stations nationwide to
underwrite a national business teleconference, on April 14th, during the
"The Week of Lhe Young Child' to brief executives on the critical need for
child care options for employees The one-hour teleconference focused on
the different child care considerations facing employers today, such as
financing, facility 1,Lations (on-site or off-site), time-sharing and of
course, the benefits of child care to the company in terms of lower
absenteeism and higter productivity among empInvees. Businesses and public
television stations around the country joined togel.l...r to take telephone

calls, hold discussion groups and answer hot-line questions following the
special Additionally, many public television stations recorded the
teleconference to be used in upcoming community events A video cop] of the
teleconference has been provided
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CHILD CARE AMERICA - PROJECT GUIDELINES

Realizing that generating awareness of the child care shortage crisis is
only the beginning of the search for solutions,PTOA, with CPB support,
produced a resource guide enl.itled, "CHILD CARE AMERICA: Project Guidelines
and Resources for Community Organization and Outreach Activities " This
book is designed to help individuals plan activities and events that:

o increase awareness of the importance of qual,ty child care
through community activities and public television
programing,

o increase community involvement in child care issues through
the formation of formal and informal local groups and
coalitions, and

o fester continued involvement on the part of the community to
address child care ,roblems and find local solutions.

These guidelines provide information on building a child care coalition and
giving it power, providing info - oration with which to address businesses and

the cpmmunity, and involving minorities, also included is a list of national
organizations and supplemental CHILD CARE AMERICA promotional material.

Honorable Dale E Kildee
May 5, 1988

page four

'WHAT IF I'M HOME ALONE?'

To complement the CHILD CARE AMERICA project, CPB implemented a new
lifesaving public service campaign through its information and activities
booklet, "What If I'm Home Alone? Your Family's Guide to Home and Personal
Safety Skills," along with public service spots for commercial radio.

Recognizing the need to prepare "latchkey" children, who are among the
fastest growing segment of this country's schaal -age population, for
possible emergency situations and to give them important safety information,
CPB publishes and distributes the 16-page booklet. The booklet lets
children and parents review together safety concerns and measures, such as

o how to get home from school safely,

o how to escape from a fire,
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o how to deal with strangers who knock on the door or call vn
the tel' ,ne,

o how to ,:eat minor cuts, burns, nosebleeds, and

o how to put their time alone to best use

The booklet also contains a letter to parents suggesting steps they can take
to make their home safer, along w.th a form for emergency and other
telephone numbers. The response rate to the booklet has been tremendous
More than 4,600 orders for the booklet have been received in the first month
of distribution

CORPORATE RESPONSE

In recognition of the value of public television's CHILD CARE AMERICA
project, two corporations have awarded grants to CHILD CARE AMERICA to fund
continuing community eutrt:ch activities on the child care issue. The Ford
Foundation awa- ' d $50,000, which will be divided into five grants and
offered to pubic television stations on a competitive basis The grant,
will be awarded to outreach activity programs that are oriented towards
improving the quality of child care for low-income or minority populations

Secondly, the American Express Company awarded grants, of $9,000 each, to
eight public television stations to increase business involvement in
improving child care Each station will conduct information and education
campaigns to enhance the effectiveness of existing business and child care
networks Many of them will also develop special productions for use by
community child care agencies in presentations to businesses at
station-sponsored child care forums.

SUMMARY

The Public Television Outreach Alliance campaign on child care is but one of
the many ways local public television stations around the country provide
vital information on issues of pressing concern to local communities The
powerful combination of video communication and organized local commitment,
which has been united in the Public Television Outreach Alliance, will
continue to provide these imortant informational and organizationll
resources to address other pressing issues facing our communities These
efforts are only the beginning of public broadcasting's commitment to
enhancing public awareness of the need for affordable, 1...11tv child c.re
This powerful combination of broadcasting and community involvement ,:

unique to puulic broadcasting and is consistent with CPB's mission to IntJr1
and educate Americans
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I will be happy to keep the Subcommittee apprised of any additional steps in
the child care campaign that the public broadcasting industry implements

Thank you for the Congressional attention you are focusing on this serious
probem facing America today, and for allowing CPB to inform the Subcommittee
its views and commitment to the issue of child care

Sincerely,

c

Donald E Ledwig

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Enclosures

** Additional material, ,iihrittLd for the recorl ale rdtained in the

SubtormAttee's file, IheN in,,odt video ta,,ettt topic, to"

"t tld tart_ tri,P, A MarNland 1:eport", "Paid to ( %rho tare,
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